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style of the Ming dynasty, a white porcelain painted with designs roughly executed in red and 

green enamels with an occasional addition of blue under the glaze. Another variety is deco¬ 

rated with figure subjects in red and gold upon a white ground, so as to resemble in general 

effect modern Kaga porcelain. Of late years the Owari potters have developed considerable 

skill in the use of colors of the grand feu, and many pieces decorated in sea-green, maroon, 

and blue are exported. Celadon monochromes are also made, and a species of flambd ware 

in which chocolate color predominates. There is hardly anything that is not attempted in the 

present day, but the methods are .rough, and it would not be a great loss to art if the 

potters confined themselves to the making of household utensils, which seems to be their 

proper field. A large quantity of their ware is taken to Tokyo to be decorated in enamel 

colors, so that the two places in combination have been fitly styled the Stoke-upon-Trent of 

Japan. 

Seto itself produces all the materials necessary for the making of ordinary pottery, but 

most of the ingredients required for porcelain have to be brought from Kamo, in the adjoining 

province of Mikawa. 

The Toyosuke ware was first made by a potter of this name at Aichi, in Owari, about 

1825. It is a crackled faience thinly coated outside with lacquer delicately painted in gold. 

Of less, if any, artistic value is the cloisonne enameling upon porcelain as a base, which dis¬ 

credited the workshops of Nagoya for a few years subsequent to 1870, before the happy 

renaissance of the ceramic art which has since appeared. 

II. KYOTO. 

The origin of the potteries of Kyoto, the old capital of Japan, is lost in antiquity. Tradi¬ 

tion ascribes to the celebrated priest Gyogi, about the Tembid period (729-748), the fabrication 

of earthenware vases at Chawan-saka (Hill of Cups), where the present village of Seikanji, near 

Kyoto, is situated, which is still the principal center of the manufacture of the Kyomidzu 

wares. There were gradual improvements in the technique of the ware as time went on, but 

it was the celebrated potter Ninsei, in the seventeenth century, whose work brought it to the 

prominent position, from an artistic point of view, which it has since enjoyed. He has been 

justly given the same place in Japanese ceramics as that occupied by Bernard Palissy in 

Europe, and a short sketch of his career, as given by Oueda Tokounosouk^, may not be out 

of place here. 

Nonomura Ninsei, whose proper name was Seibei, later Seizayemon, was a native of the 

province of Tamba. In his youth he learned the ceramic art from a naturalized Korean potter 

of the name of Butsuami. Having come to Ky5to in the Geniva period (1615-23), he con¬ 

tinued his apprenticeship at the atelier of an artist of Seikanji. He was attached afterward as 

potter to the imperial Prince of Ninwaji, who authorized him to adopt his own initial, Nin. 

Hence the name of Ninsei, which is composed of this initial {Nin) and of the initial of his 

own proper name {Sei). Ninsei received later from the same prince the honorary title of 

Harima no Daijo (a high official grade of the province of Harima). He died at Omuro in the 

period Manji (1658-60). 

Ninsei established a succession of kilns in the vicinity of Kyoto, at Mizoro, Omuro, 

Iwakura, Awata, Seikanji, etc., where he adopted the different processes of Seto, of Hagi and 

Matsumoto, in the province of Nagano, of Shigaraki, in the province of Omi, etc., as well as 

the methods imported by the first Korean potters. He excelled especially in making objects 

for use in the Tea Ceremonies, of midzu-sashi (water-bowls), dishes, plates, and such like; a 

great number of his pieces were painted, and their designs are the work of the celebrated 

painters Kano Taniu and Kano Yeishin, his contemporaries. 

This celebrated potter, who enjoyed a very great renown, had numerous imitators even 

during his own lifetime. In his later years, during the Meireki period (1655-57), he succeeded 

in producing pieces decorated in several colors (Nishihide), which were much admired, thanks 
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to secrets of technique revealed to him by a merchant of Kyoto named Chawanya Kiubei, who 

had learned them himself from Aoyama Koyemon, a native of Arita. The Arita potter was 

afterw’ard prosecuted, and, it is said, crucified in his own province for having divulged the 

secrets of the Hizen kilns, and the Kyoto dealer became a lunatic at the news of the execu¬ 

tion of his friend. 

After the death of Ninsei the Kyo-yaki was divided into two main branches, the Awata- 

yaki and the Kyomidsu-yaki. The names of his principal successors have been given in the 

preceding chapter. 

One of the cleverest of the Kyoto potters, in the estimation of his own countrymen at 

least, was Mokubei, who flourished at the beginning of the nineteenth century. This is said to 

be an abridgment of the name of Aoki . Yasohachi, a native of the province of 

Owari. In his later years he became deaf, and took the name of Robei, ro 

meaning deaf. From his youth he showed a great taste for art and an¬ 

tiquity, and his imitative ability pro- cured for him the title of the best 

artist of modern times. He after- Jll ward embraced the career of a pot¬ 

ter, and succeeded in rivaling by his talent the works of Ninsei and 

Kenzan. He is credited with the introduction of molds into Japan, 

and of many other novel pro- KB- * cesses derived from a study of 

Chinese works on the ceramic industry, and he also published 

a work of his own on the sub- ject. There was nothing that 

he did not succeed in repro- ducing, and so perfectly as to 

deceive the greatest ceramic 

enameled stonewares of 

nary decorated porcelains 

the encaustic inlaid pot- 

porcelain of Korea, are 

by him with success. In 

riod Bimsei (1822) he 

for the imperial Prince 

of utensils for the personal 

the Tokugawa house. He 

The vase [liana - ike), 

F*?- 397i is an example of 

in bright enamel colors, 

style. The colors comprise 

light translucent blue of 

figures inclosed in three 

the Buddhist Trinity, Sak- 

Manjusri, displayed upon a 

clouds, their heads encircled 

Buddha is seated on a mat 

forehead marked with the sacred tlrna, and a gilded iishnisha projecting in the midst of the 

close black curls of his hair, his hands folded under his robe, which is brocaded with lotus- 

flowers. Samantabhadra, as seen in the picture, is seated upon an elephant, reading from an 

open book. Manjusri, upon a grotesque lion, holds a rolled scroll in one hand, a coral scepter 

(ju-i) in the other. 

The panels are framed by green bands of fret, and bands of similar design encircle the 

upper and lower rims of the vase. The space between the panels is filled with a close reticu¬ 

lation of floral scrolls of lotus pattern, extending up to the middle of the neck, which is 

marked by a sunk ring containing panels of lotus-blossoms penciled in gold. The upper part 

of the neck is decorated with three conventional phoenixes displayed in colors on the same 

red background as the lotus scrolls below. 

Fig. 399.—Large Covered Jar of “ old Imari 
•ware," decorated in colors and gold with 
pictures of outdoor scenes, and brocaded 
bands with pierced treliis-work panels. 

experts of his time. The 

southern China, the ordi- 

and celadons of China, 

tery and the ivory-white 

said to have been copied 

the fifth year of the pe- 

constructed private kilns 

Seiren-in, and made sets 

use of the princes .of Kii of 

died in the year 1832. 

seventeen inches high, in 

his work, being decorated 

with gilding in Chinese 

red, green, black, and a 

turquoise tint. The three 

large oval panels represent 

yamuni, Samantabhadra, and 

background of variegated 

by golden halos. The 

of leaves upon a rock, his 
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The mark, written underneath in red within a double red ring in two columns, is Ko-ki- 

kwan Mokn-bei tsickiirn, “ Made by Mokubei at the Hall of Ancient Ware.” 

III. HIZEN. 

The province of Hizen contains many porcelain manufactories, and has from the first 

occupied the foremost rank in Japan for its artistic productions in that material, Kyoto being 

more famous for its art work in ordinary pottery than for its porcelain. Tradition carries back 

the origin of the ceramic industry in this province to the time of the Emperor Kotoku, who 

reigned from 645 to 654.* A few specimens of the primitive pieces made here have been pre¬ 

served, vases made of an intensely hard refractory clay, uncoated with glaze. The earliest 

kilns were in the vicinity of the harbor of Karatsu, where the first glazed pottery was made in 

Japan, and where gradual improvements were introduced into the manufacture under the 

influence of the early Korean teachers. The first of them was naturalized under the name of 

Kojiro Kwanja, and there is a temple dedicated to him in one of the adjoining mountains at 

which the potters still offer incense. In the beginning of the Keiclio period (1596-1614) the 

daimyo of Karatsu transferred the workshops, which had previously been within the walls of 

his castle, to a locality called Karabori (“Chinese canal"), in a quarter of the town named Tojin- 

machi (“Chinese quarters”), where he established a number of potters who were brought over at 

that time from Korea. Many kinds of Karatsu-yaki are described, but they are all stonewares 

of primitive type, comprising principally articles of ordinary domestic use and utensils for the 

tea ceremonies. The factory is now in a state of decay. 

The other ceramic productions of the province of Hizen are all grouped together under 

the heading of Imari-Yaki, Imari being the name of the seaport at which they are shipped to 

be distributed to other parts of the empire. There are many different factories, but the three 

principal productions from an artistic point of view are those of Arita, Okawaji, and Mikawaji 

(Hirado). Arita is the most important center of porcelain manufacture in Japan. It is about 

fifty miles to the north of Nagasaki, and its potteries were the source of the “ old Japan" por¬ 

celain which the Dutch imported into Europe in such large quantities during the seventeenth 

and eighteenth centuries; the first export of pieces ornamented with colored enamels, in gold 

and silver, etc., having been, according to the official Japanese report, in the second year of 

Sho-hb (1645). Okawaji is about eight miles to the north of Arita. It was the seat of the pri¬ 

vate factory of the princes of Nabeshima, established there in the middle of the eighteenth 

century, their previous locality, close to Arita, having been found to be unfavorable to the 

maintenance of the required secrecy. The porcelain made here was intended for presentation 

to the Shogun or to the friends of the daimyo, the rest being reserved for his own personal 

use, so that specimens are comparatively rare in private collections. The third factory at Mika¬ 

waji was under the special patronage of the house of Hirado, and produced the plain white 

ware of finest texture and the soft-toned blue and white of perfect technique, which are usually 

given the first place among the porcelains of Japan. 

The introduction of real porcelain-making into Japan is attributed to Gorodayu Shonsui, 

who went to China to study the art, and returned to his own country in the year 1513. After 

his return he settled in Hizen, and succeeded in making a ceramic ware decorated in the Chi¬ 

nese fashion with cobalt under the glaze, although authorities differ as to the kaolinic structure 

of the material. A specimen of porcelain said to have been made by him in China and marked 

with his name, as inscribed below, is preserved in Japan at Nara. The small brush cylinder in 

the Walters Collection which is inscribed with his mark is shown in Fig. 396, although it 

would be rash to guarantee its authenticity. It is a little cylinder, five inches high, with a 

serrated rim, painted under the glaze in dull blue with flowering trees and storks. Through 

• It was in the reign of this monarch that the old method of counting years by the reigns of the emperors was aban¬ 

doned in Japan, and the Chinese system of counting by periods called NUn-hao (in Japanese Nen-gS) was adopted. The first 

period (645-49) was called Tax-kwa.—Editor's Note. 
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the large oval perforation which is pierced in one side is seen the mark, penciled in blue, of 

xGo-ro-da-yii go S/ion-sni tsiikurn, “Made by the honorable Gorodayu Shonsui. * 

The first of the Arita kilns was founded in the period Kei-clid (1596-1614) by the 

Korean Li-Sanpei, one of the many potters brought over to Japan by Nabeshima Naoshige 

on his return from the expedition to Korea. After many researches he discovered the neces¬ 

sary materials in the Idzumi Mountains near the village of Tanaka, which was afterward called 

Arita, Damaged pieces of his fabrication found on the sites of the old kilns, and preserved in 

collections under the name of horidashite, “ dug up from the ground, have a white kaolinic 

paste. Li-Sanpei, after his naturalization, took the name of Kane, the Japanese pronunciation 

of Kin-Ko, the name of the place where he was born. Several branches of his descendants 

are still living, and carry on the same industry, having changed their name from Kane to 

Kanegae. 

We may follow Oueda Tokounosouke again in his account of the Arita kilns. In the 

seventeenth century the development of the ceramic industry in the domains of the princes 

of Nabeshima was very considerable. One consequence of this was the 

destruction of the forests round all the centers of the industry, and about 

1610 orders were issued by the prince prohibiting eight hundred work¬ 

men from carrying on their business as potters, and giving the monopoly 

of the industry to the Koreans. In spite of this prohibition, however, a 

certain number of Japanese potters succeeded in getting the permission 

of the authorities to continue their work. The interdict, instead of arrest¬ 

ing the progress of the industry, contributed to its prosperity by giving 

the monopoly of the manufacture to a certain number of families. Skill¬ 

ful artists appeared in succession, who distinguished themselves by the 

production of true objects of art. It was not, however, till the Sho-hd 

period (1644-47) that a native of Imari, Toshima Tokuzayemon, learned 

from a Chinese traveler at Nagasaki the method of decorating porcelain 

with metal.f The process was indicated to Sakaida Kakiyemon of Nan- 

kawarayama (who had, it is said, served his apprenticeship in the work¬ 

shops of Goroshichi, a potter of the house of Hideyoshi), but he failed in his first attempts. 

It was not till the aid of Gosu Gombei had been enlisted, and after many years of 

research and repeated experimental trials, that Kakiyemon succeeded. The productions of this 

novel fabrication, very similar to those of the same class made in China, were exported after¬ 

ward in their turn into this last country from the port of Nagasaki. 

In the period Kuam-bim (1661-72) a Prince Dat6, of Sendai, sent to Arita a porcelain 

dealer of Yedo, of the name of Imariya Gorobei, to order some things to be made there. He 

took back with him, after two years’ stay in this place, some articles made by Tsuji Kizaye- 

nion, who had the reputation of being a clever potter. The articles were offered by Prince 

Date at the court of the emperor, and Kizayemon was afterward appointed imperial puiweyor 

and commissioned to send an annual supply to the court. The vases sent to Kyoto for the 

personal use of the sovereign were painted with chrysanthemum-flowers, the arms of his house, 

and decorated with flying storks, emblems of longevity according to Japanese symbolism. The 

grandson of Kizayemon, Kiheiji, who became in his turn court potter, was honored with the 

official title of “ Hidachi no Daijo.” It was he who is said to have accidentally discovered the 

use of seggars. He employed two kinds, the ordinary cylindrical cases piled in columns, in 

which the more common pieces were fired, and separate seggars covered with lids, the joints of 

which were luted so as to be hermetically sealed, and which had to be broken when the 

* No Japanese collection seems to be complete without a specimen with this mark. Cf. Franks's Collection of Orienlal Porce¬ 

lain (Plate XIV, Fig. 183), and Bowes's Japanese Marks and Seals (Hizen Pottery, No. 81). In the latter case it is strangely 

deciphered Go-ro-ta-narabini Sho-iui sin-so, “Made by Gorota and Sho-zui together." 

\ It is uncertain whether the term “metals" (iane) used here refers to gold and silver only, or comprises other metal 

oxides as well, so as to denote enamel color generally. 

Fio. 400.—Water-Pot of 
Hizen porcelain molded 
in the shape of a fish- 
dragon, and painted in 
underglaze blue with 
touches of black en¬ 
amel and gold. 



PLATE CV. 

-OLD JAPAN" IMARI CENSER. 

’NCENSE-SURNER (Koro), 
modeled in the form of a rounded 
howl, mouvlcd upon three small 

scrolled feet, with two molded handles 
projecting from the shoulder, fashioned 
in the shape of grotesque lions, and a 
cosier fitting inside the rim of the taitd. 
surmounted by an elaborate superstruc¬ 
ture, delicately modeled in opemuork 
relief consisting of a hollow chestnut- 
tree -with prickly fruit upon it, burst 
open so as to show the gilded nuts inside, 
ami having a spray of chrysanthemum 
and a bunch of scarlet-berried fruit 
attached. " 

The rim of the bosvl is encircled by 
a band of fret; the surface, as sveil 
as that of the neck, isornamentedsaitk 
floral scrolls on a verfuilion-rcdground. 
This floral ground is interrupted, on 
the boK‘1, by panels of deutated outline, 
which are painted in delicate enamel 
colors, green, buff, pale purple, red, 
and gold : a broad panel in front with 
the picture of a mountain scene, with 
huo aged figures in Chinese costume 
resting under a spreading pine; two 
panels, side by side, at the back, one 
containing peonies growing behind a 
reed fence, the other a rockery ami a 
blossoming plum-tree. 

The foot is only partially glazed 
underneath, svith no mark attached. 
Period about /yoo. 
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baking was completed. Tsuji Katsuzo, a descendant of Kiheiji, is one of the cleverest manu¬ 

facturers of the present day, and is specially skilled in pierced work, specimens of which 

have been shown by him in the international exhibitions. He is also one of the court pur¬ 

veyors, and is besides a leading member of the “ Koransha,” a company recently founded 

at Arita to encourage foreign export. There is now a technical school at Arita, which was 

established in 1880, to teach the ceramic art in all its branches, and to foster the so-called 

modern improvements, which threaten to replace the individual touch which has always been 

the chief charm of Japanese art, by mechanical perfections of machinery and plaster-of-Paris 

molds, and by the use of the most recondite chemical colors of the grand feu of Sevres. 

The situation of the province of Hizen, immediately opposite the coast of Korea, made it 

the chief medium of the introduction of improvements in the ceramic art of Japan at a time 

when direct intercourse between Japan and China was interrupted, Its ports have, at the same 

time, been the means of its export from Japan to the outer world. The Portuguese made their 

first appearance there in the year 1542, but we hear nothing of the import of porcelain into 

Europe by them, or by the Spaniards. The Dutch came in 

1609, sent a deputation to Yedo to the Shogun lyeyasu, and 

were given authority by him to trade. They established their 

first factoiy at Hirado in the following year, and after the 

expulsion of the Portuguese a few years later the monopoly of 

the foreign trade remained in their hands, with occasional inter¬ 

ruptions, until Commodore Perry’s expedition in 1853. The 

Dutch were established at Nagasaki in 1640, when they occu¬ 

pied the small island of Deshima, and were allowed some 

minor facilities for trade. This, together with a like limited 

arrangement with the Chinese, was the sole foreign intercourse 

allowed by Japan for more- than two centuries. 

China was devastated by the invasion of the Manchu Tar¬ 

tars in the middle of the seventeenth century, and the porcelain 

factories at Ching-te-ch6n were practically closed for more than fifty years, which cut off the 

supplies which the Dutch wanted for Europe. This led them to foster the new industry in 

Japan, and Imari became the chief source of the export of porcelain till the Ching-t6-ch6n 

factories were opened again in the early part of the reign of K'ang-hsi (1662-1722). The 

porcelain made under their auspices in Chinese style was decorated with Chinese subjects and 

inscribed very often with marks of the Ming dynasty of China. 

Typical specimens of this “old Japan” Imari class have been illustrated in colors m Plates 

XCV, XCVII, XCVIII, XCIX, and CV, and need not be further described. Two more exam¬ 

ples are shown in Fig. 398, a large circular dish with a floral decoration of the kind that has 

earned for the class the name- of famille chrysanildmo-p^onienne, and a tall jar (Fig. 399) 

decorated with figure subjects and panels of pierced trellis-work. 

Fig. 401,—Sak6-pQt of Hizen porce¬ 
lain, decorated with dragons in the 
midst of flower-strewn waves, painted 
in dark green and other enamel colors. 

Round Dish, twenty-two inches in diameter (Fig, 398), decorated with underglaze cobalt-blue in combination 

with enamel color and gilding. The center is filled with a basket standing upon a railed balcony containing a formal 

bouquet of peonies and cherry-blossom flanked by two birds. The border is decorated with sprays of chrysanthe- 

mums, interrupted by lambrequins containing alternately peonies and butterflies displayed in colors upon backgrounds 

of mottled blue. The under edge is decorated with three sprigs of plum-blossom. There is no date inscribed under¬ 

neath, but a number of large "spur-marks” are visible on the glaze. 

Jar. with COVER, thirty-one inches high (Fig, 399). of ovoid form with rounded octagonal section, painted in 

underglaze cobalt-blue of full tone filled in with enamel colors and gilding. The shoulder of the jar and the vault 

of the cover are pierced with alternated lozenges and medallions of trellis-work, interrupting mottled blue bands, 

overlaid with scrolls penciled in gold. The rims are encircled by similar bands of blue and gold, three in number, 

interrupted by smaller panels of the same shape painted alternately with sprays of peony and storks. The blue bands 

are succeeded by narrower bands of floral sprays upon a white ground. The floral bands inclose the mam decora- 

tion of the jar, which consists of four panel pictures of Japanese execution in Chinese style. Two of these panels 

contain outdoor scenes, with figures standing on a balcony and horses in a meadow ; the other two are filled with 

formal vases of flowers. 
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The two smaller pieces shown in Figs. 400 and 401 are still more markedly inspired by 

Chinese models, the first being shaped in the form of the fish-dragon {yii-lung), the well-known 

symbol of literary genius and success; while the second, although of more modern date, might 

almost be mistaken for a specimen of the old famille verie of the K ang-hst epoch. 

Water-Vessel for the writer's table (Fig, 400). seven and a quarter inches high, molded in the shape of a fish 

with a two-horned dragon's head, its tail curved as if leaping from the water. Additional support is afforded by one 

of the posterior fins, and by a tassel suspended from a cord which passes through the dragon s mouth. The details 

are painted in dark cobalt-blue; the projecting fins of the fish-body, as well as the bullock-like horns and the long 

roustachios of the dragon head, are enameled black overlaid with gold. There is a mark written in the same under¬ 

glaze blue within the throat with the inscription Ta Ming Chia-cldng nien chi/i—l e., “Made in the reign of Chia-chuig 

(1522-66) of the Great Ming [dynasty],” but this piece is evidently a Japanese production of the fifteenth century. 

SAKfi-PoT, of quadrangular section (Fig. 401), eight inches high, enameled in colors. It is covered with a scrolled 

ground of dark green penciled with black lines inclosing clii-lin, conch-shells, and scattered plum-blossoms, filled in 

with deep red, pale yellow, and manganese purple. A border of crested waves extends in white reserve round the 

bottom, and the rims are touched with yellow-brown. There is a mark penciled in blue underneath in Japanese 

style, with the inscription Fu ki chd mci, “Riches, rank, and long life!" a reproduction of the common Chinese 

mark Fu kuei ch'ang ming. 

The next kilns to be noticed in the province of Hizen are those of Okawaji (or Okochi), 

This was the private factory of the princes of Nabeshima. The kilns were first established at 

Ivvayagawa, close to the Arita, in the period Kio-hio {1716-35), but were moved afterward 

to their present site, and their productions were ordered to be reserved entirely for the prince's 

own use or for presentation purposes, their sale being strictly prohibited. Great care was 

taken in the refining of the clay and in the enamel decoration, which is distinguished by the 

prevalence of clear pale tones contrasting excellently with the pure white paste, a light red 

color, almost orange, being especially char¬ 

acteristic. There is never an excess of 

ornament, and the style closely resembles 

that of the earlier Imari productions which 

have been referred to under the name of 

famille artistiqiie, and are sometimes 

known as the genre Kakiyemoti. The de¬ 

signs are generally somewhat stiff and 

conventional, but charming medallions are 

found with well-drawn birds and animals 

and delicately executed floral sprays. 

Among the productions of this factory 

selected for especial notice are a variety 

of tea-bowls and sake-cups of delicate 

texture known as knsliiU, “ comb-teeth,” 

because they were ornamented with dec¬ 

orative borders composed of closely set 

parallel lines resembling the teeth of a 

comb. 

The example of Okawaji ware shown 

in Fig. 390 is of rough type and more 

rustic aspect, it is a sake-bottle (fokuri) nine inches high, of oval bladder-like form with 

irregularly compressed sides, coated with a glaze of greenish celadon color, deeply crackled 

throughout with a network of dark-brown lines. The foot-rim is iron-gray of a reddish tint. 

It is decorated in enamel colors of subdued tone in combination with touches of gold, with a 

maple-tree in autumn-tinted foliage, and an old man standing on a walk underneath, holding 

in his hand a screen fan mounted upon a long handle. The date is said to be about 1750. 

The celebrated Hirado ware ranks as another of the ceramic productions of the province 

of Hizen. It is also known as Mikawaji-yaki, from the name of the district where it is made, 

Fig. 402.—Cake-Dish of Hirado porcelain, painted in blue with a 
group of seven Chinese boys playing under a pine-tree. 
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some fifteen miles south of Arita. The kilns, which are still working to-day in the village of 

Oriose, were originally called Hirado-gama, or “ Hirado kilns,” They were founded by Sannojo 

and his son Jo-en, who established themselves at Oriose, in the Keicho period (1596-1614). 

Sannojo was a son of one of the Koreans who followed the Prince of Hirado of the house of 

Matsura on his return from the Korean expedition, and who had previously set up kilns at 

Nakano, in the district of Matsura, under the patronage of this prince. Jo-en made a “ blue 

and white ” {soniefsuM) faience from materials which he discovered at Egami. Several of his 

descendants moved aftenvard to Kiwara and Enaga, 

which became known, with Oriose, as the " Three Por¬ 

celain Hills ” of Hirado. 

The industry made great progress in the period 

S/iotokn (1711-15), thanks to a native of the locality 

named Yokoishi Toshichibei, who made the first fine 

porcelain by mixing the earth previously used with an¬ 

other kind obtained by him from Amakusa, 

It took a new stride in advance after the estab¬ 

lishment in the period Horeki (1751-63) of new kilns, 

which the Prince of Matsura reserved exclusively for 

the making of articles intended for his own use, or for 

presents to the Shogun at Yedo, or to his daimyo 

friends. Among the pieces made at these private kilns, 

a favorite decoration was a sketch of Karako (“ Chinese 

boys ”) playing around pine-trees. These are described by Japanese connoisseurs as real works 

of art, the finest representing a group of seven children, the others either five or three. 

Another class of pieces decorated with relief work of marvelously delicate execution are not 

less appreciated by Japanese collectors. 

An illustration of the Karako decoration is presented in Fig. 402. It is a cake-dish 

[Kashizard), nine and a half inches across, of quadrangular outline with the corners beveled 

off, and a nearly flat surface gently sloping from the straight rim, painted in soft tones of gray¬ 

ish-blue, with the sketch of a garden scene displaying a group of seven boys, in Chinese dress, 

quarreling over an interrupted game of go under the shade of a spreading pine. Fig. 386 

may be referred to as another instance of the same decoration. It represents a small incense- 

burner with a pierced outer casing, through the interstices of which can be seen a picture of 

five children playing in a garden, painted in blue upon the inner cylinder, while a pine-tree 

spreads its branches in solid relief across the open grating of the cover. 

The blue of the Hirado porcelain is a soft grayish-blue, specially attractive from the purity 

and perfect harmony of its shaded tones. It excels in these respects the productions of all the 

other Japanese kilns, in which European smalt is often used, the result being a darker and 

more solid color, but one with little gradation of tone. The Chinese mineral, a cobaltiferous 

ore of manganese, was imported for use in the Hirado kilns, that found in the province of 

Chekiang being preferred by the Japanese, as it is by the Chinese, to any other. The nodules, 

imported in the raw state, were roasted in the furnace, and much depended upon the skill of 

the expert whose duty it was to pick out the best pieces after roasting. Although the same 

material is used in Japan as in China, there is generally a peculiar difference in tone in the 

blue of old Japanese porcelain, which seems to be partly absorbed itifo the glaze instead of 

being under it, while the glaze itself looks softer. The blue, though put on, as in China, 

before the glaze, was painted in Japan on the clay after it had received a preliminary firing, 

the principal firing taking place after the glaze had been added. The different appearance, 

distinguishing it from the Chinese, is probably caused by the materials being less hard and 

more absorbent, the same cause necessitating the first slight firing, which Japanese porcelain 

always undergoes. 

Hirado porcelain and its different processes of decoration are well represented in our 

Fio. 403.—Hirado Censer of pale celadon tint, 
with openwork cover and trellis casing display¬ 
ing the badge of the Tokugawa house. 
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colored plates. The ordinary blue and white is-illustrated in Plate CX, Fig. i, and Plates CXI 

and CXIII; in combination with relief work in slip in Plate CX, Fig. 2; in combination with 

more salient molding in relief and with delicate pierced work in the beautiful censer on Plate 

CXII. This last piece exhibits the ordinary style of the mark, being inscribed underneath in 

minute script with the potter’s name and that of the locality, “Made at Mikawaji in Hirado. 

The quaint originality of Japanese fancy is seen in some of the forms. The wide-mouthed 

beaker, for example, in Plate CXIII, is a molded version of the familiar fable of the frog, the 

Japanese emblem of perseverance and success, its two handles being fashioned in relief as 

frogs leaping up from the waves which curl round the bowl of the vase, into the branches of 

willow which sweep down from its upper rim. Who but a Japanese would make a censer in 

the shape of a puppy with a movable head for the introduction of the incense, as shown on 

Plate CX ? He has substituted this 

lion, which figures as a guardian of 

which leads him so often to carica- 

An example of white Hirado 

a gourd - shaped sake - bottle with 

slight relief in the paste, and fin- 

soft-looking glaze. Among the most 

are the small globular incense-burn- 

openwork covers, of which one is 

iature koro two and three quarter 

trellis pattern of charming design 

ship, enameled with a pale celadon 

in a trellis-work are two circular 

three converging mallow-leaves, 

gawa family which ruled Japan 

title of Shogun, and, besides, 

the feudal principalities. The 

surmounted by a tiny bow. A ; 

is illustrated in Fig. 391, has the 

three sprays of chrysanthemum- 

instead of crests, and an open- 

The statuette of Saicyamuni 

Fio. 404, — Figure of Buddha 
standing upon a lotus pedestal, 
modeled in Hirado porcelain, 
and painted in blue with touches 
of brown and black. 

for the Buddhist canonical form of a 

the law, in the spirit of ridicule 

ture his deities in pictorial art. 

porcelain is presented in Plate CIX, 

chrysanthemum sprays worked in 

ished with the graving tool under 

cherished productions of these kilns 

ers, with pierced outer casings and 

illustrated in Fig. 403. It is a min- 

inches high, delicately carved in a 

and wonderfully minute workman- 

glaze of gray-green tones. Inclosed 

medallions containing a crest of 

the badge of the famous Toku- 

from 1603 to 1868, under the 

supplied daimyos for many of 

porcelain trellis-work cover is 

companion incense-burner, which 

trellised casing interrupted by 

flowers modeled in slight relief, 

work lid of silver. 

Buddha, which is illustrated in 

Fig. 404, is a production of the Hirado kilns of the close of the eighteenth century, and is 

painted in blue with touches of brown and black. It is a standing figure, eleven inches high, 

modeled in the traditional lines, dressed in long, flowing robes with wide hanging sleeves which 

are painted in blue of lighter and darker shades, with the head encircled by a sweeping halo 

which is colored yellow-brown, and holding an alms-bowl of the same tint. The face, the neck, 

and the bare feet are reserved en bisetnt, the ears are characteristically enlarged, and the fore¬ 

head has the {irna mark of a Bddhisattva. The hair, which is arranged in close spifal curls, is 

gray-black, while the nslmisha which projects in the middle of the hair is enameled white. The 

pedestal is molded in two pieces in the form of a lotus thalamus, surrounded by rings of petals 

worked in relief, and marked above with a circlet of seeds, and is coated with a whiter glaze 

of slightly greenish tone. The story is told in Nagasaki that one of the hereditary daimyos 

of Hirado, who lived over a hundred years ago, was cured of a malady by a pilgrimage to 

a shrine at the top of Fujiyama, and that each year for the rest of his life he sent a party of 

his retainers to the sacred volcano with an ex-voto offering of one of these figures, which he 

ordered to be made for the purpose at his porcelain factory at Mikawaji. 

Colored enamels were occasionally employed in the decoration of Hirado porcelain, either 

in combination with the blue, or by themselves. The usual colors are of subdued rather than 

brilliant tints, comprising a russet-brown, a pale clear green, and a straw-yellow. The vase 

shown in Fig. 405 is a production of these potteries, and is referred to their palmy period. 



PLATE CVl. 

T Tanging censer {v^ri- 
J ± ro), of regular aval form, 

•with a gilded loop-handle al 
the top for suspension, and an opening 
of indenled oval outline in froni for the 
intraduelion of the incense, lohicli is 
closed by a morable silver lid, pierced in 
the middle with a kiri-mon, or pauloitt- 
nia crest. The censer is ilecoroled out¬ 
side, in shaded vermilion-red and gold, 
with panels of brocaded design, both on 
the front and back, •which are decorated 
with Jewels emitting effulgent rays 
poised upon elauE, and with cloud 
scrolls, outlined in gold upon a moltled 
red ground. The panels hang from 
dragons' heads at the upper corners, 
and are encircled by gilded foliations ; 
the intervening ground is sprinkled 
with sacred Jewels and com/entional 
flowers. 

Date, about ipoo. 
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the second half of the eighteenth century. It is a flower-vase [hana-ike), eleven inches high, 

with a floral decoration relieved by a russet ground broken by a broad band of white round 

the middle. This band, which is enameled white of greenish tone, extends round the lower 

half of the wide cylindrical neck, and from the two sides project loop handles springing from 

the mouths of grotesque unicorn dragons, the parts of the neck to which the handles are 

attached being modeled in slight relief under the glaze with a wavy pattern mingled with 

scrolls of clouds. The floral decoration consists of foliated scrolls starting from two large con¬ 

ventional flowers, one of which is displayed upon the front, the other upon the back, of the 

globular body of the vase. The idealized blossoms represent those of the sacred Indian lotus 

i^Hsi Fan lien) of Chinese art, which the Japanese call Kara-kusa—i. e., " Chinese plant." Light 

chains of rectangular fret define the borders of the floral bands and complete the decoration. 

The bottom is overlaid with a black silver plate; the mark, if there be any, is concealed. 

IV, SATSUMA. 

Whatever title to ceramic celebrity Japan may base upon her porcelain productions, it is 

for her pottery she will be longest remembered, and of,that pottery the first place belongs 

incontestably to the Satsuma faience. The word Satsuma is nearly as well known to us as 

the word Japan, and it is familiar not so much for its brilliant achievements in the past, for 

the grand part it took in the war of restoration, or for its tragic rebellion afterward, as for 

the peculiar type of faience which it produces. Its soft-looking ivory-colored glaze with its 

delicately crazed surface provides the most charming background for decoration in enamel col¬ 

ors that can be conceived, while the texture of the pdte is so close and fine that it can hardly 

be distinguished from ivory. No collection is considered complete without a shelf of “old 

Satsuma,” but the pieces commonly seen abroad differ essentially from the beautiful faience 

which is so highly prized by Japanese connoisseurs. The latter consists generally of small 

pieces, cups, incense-burners, tea-jars, figures, and the like, richly 

but chastely decorated with a spray of flowers or foliage, occasion¬ 

ally with a phcenix, Chinese lion or unicorn, in combination with 

delicate diapers and lightly penciled fret borders. The materials 

were carefully selected and prepared, the potting of each piece 

was perfect, and its decoration was executed with skill and pre¬ 

cision, so that the ware has been justly called “jeweled.” The 

ordinary “ old Satsuma,” on the contrary, is usually of indifferent 

manufacture, it rings with a dull note, and although all the re¬ 

sources of ingenuity and patience may be lavished upon its deco¬ 

ration. the pains are often lost, as the imperfectly enameled pig¬ 

ments do not last, and the thin wash of alloy which is substituted 

for pure gold soon becomes tarnished. Elaborate combinations 

of diapers, bouquets of brilliant flowers, armies of gorgeously ap¬ 

pareled saints, peacocks with spreading tails, and dragons en¬ 

vironed by golden clouds—all subjects, in fact, that can help to 

achieve gaud and glitter—are employed by painters who have 

long since abjured the esthetic creeds of their country. The Japa¬ 

nese themselves scorn the preposterous jars and huge beakers 

which find no purchasers in their own country. They represent 

neither the spirit nor fashion of true Japanese art, but simply 

the wonderfully adaptive genius of Japanese artists. Just as in the seventeenth century 

the Arita potters covered the “ old Japan ” ware of that time with Chinese figures 

FiQ. 405,—Vase of Hirado porce¬ 
lain, decorated in three sections, 
the middle lightly chased with 
scrolls enameled white, the other 
two decorated in colors relieved 
by a russet-red ground. 

and 

nythological monsters, interwoven with garlands of peonies and chrysanthemums, when their 

patrons complained that their own artistically decorated vases had not flowers enough for 

the Dutch taste, so do the Satsuma decorators to-day crowd their " old Satsuma with mail- 
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Fig. 406. — Small Jar of 
Satsuma faience, with con¬ 
ventional floral scrolls in 
enamel colors and gold. 
Old-silver cover, a lotus- 

dad warriors and long Buddhist processions to satisfy the taste of the American and European 

collector. 

But much of this "old Satsuma” is not even Satsuma at all. It is Awata faience from 

Kyoto painted in conventional Satsuma style, or some other modern ware, fraudulently painted 

at the Shiba kilns in Tokyo, at the Ota kilns near Yokohama, or elsewhere. If it is a piece 

of real old Satsuma, decorated subsequently in enameled colors at one of these kilns, the 

deception is not so transparent. One of the most daring frauds of recent times was attempted 

in London in 1879, when a heterogeneous collection of modern Ota and Shiba pieces, vases. 

koro, and so forth, were sold by auction under the description of “rarest old Satsuma. A 

group of some fifty, described as “The Papal Pieces,” were stated to have been “prepared for 

the Jesuit priests’ expedition from Japan to the Holy City, under special 

auspices of the Prince of Bungo, in 1582. Prancis Xavier himself 

assisted in the selection of these papal offerings, but it is well known 

that the collection never left Japan, but was retained by the Prince of 

Bungo in his fortress during the mission slaughter, after which it was 

publicly shown as relics of Catholic devoteeship.” Some of the pieces 

were stained to give an appearance of age; others, which had been 

broken and mended, were catalogued as “ bearing evidence of having 

undergone much vicissitude and hiding,” and so on. 

It would be tedious to refer further to the many misconceptions 

that have arisen on the subject. For the first exact information we 

are indebted to Sir Ernest Satow, K. C. M. G., now H. B. M. minister 

at Tokyo, who visited the kilns in 1877,* and whose conclusions on 

the vexed question of the period of introduction of the nishiki style 

of decoration in enamel colors are worth quoting. Speaking of the discovery of white clay in 

1624-40, he says that the manufacture of white Satsuma crackled ware dates from then, but for 

a long time, he adds, the wares appear to have been ornamented very sparingly with color, and 

he considers that the nishiki style of decoration was originated in the period of Kuan-sei 

1800) by Narinobu, who is reported to have sent two of his artists to Kyoto to learn the art 

of painting figures, landscapes, and set patterns in this particular style. Another view is that 

the use of vitrifiable enamels and gold was commenced shortly after the discovery of the 

white clay, about 1630, that the manufacture subsequently deteriorated for want of patronage, 

and that its revival at the end of the eighteenth century, although often erroneously described 

as the origin, was in reality only the renaissance of Satsuma enameled faience. 

The history of Satsuma faience is an epitome of that of the ceramic industry of Japan 

generally, beginning with the introduction of Korean potters, who discovered the necessary' raw 

materials and taught the technical elements of a handicraft which only gradually became artistic 

under the inspiration of Japanese genius. Mr. Oueda [loc. cit, pages 62-74) gives a summary 

account of it, which we will follow. The kilns of the Satsuma-yaki are dispersed at different 

points throughout the province. The largest center of fabrication is at Nawashiro, where there 

is to-day a very considerable production. Like the productions of other factories which abound 

in the island of Kyusiu (the southernmost island of Japan, of which the provinces of Satsuma 

and Osiimi form the southernmost extremity), the Satsuma wares date from the time of the 

Japanese expedition to Korea [Bunrokn, 1592-95). Shimazu Voshihiro, daimyo of Satsuma, 

brought back with his army seventeen Korean potters, two of whom were named Hochu and 

Boku-Heii. .Some of the potters established themselves with the first named in the quarter 

Korai-Machi (Korean Street), at Kagoshima, the capital of the province; the others at Kushi- 

kino, under the direction of the second. They all came afterward to settle at Chosa, in the 

adjoining province of Osumi, having been summoned to this place by Shimazu Yoshihiro, who 

* The Corean Potters in Satsuma, by E. Satow, 
Japan, vol. vi, part ii, Yokohama, 

paper read February jo, 1878. Transactions of the Asiatic Society of 
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had his residence there. This prince, a devoted amateur of the Cha-no-yu, ordered from the 

Korean potters a large number of pieces to be made after his taste. They were composed of 

a fine-grained clay, with a glaze colored in shades of blue, yellow, and black; the most pre¬ 

cious had a variegated glaze, called “Jakatsu,” which is defined in the “ Man-po-zen-sho,” pub¬ 

lished in 1694, as a lizard-colored enamel. The pieces are called Gohondi (articles with the 

honorable seal), which Yoshihiro appreciated most, and which he marked with his personal seal. 

When the daimyo changed his residence to Kajiki, in another part of the province of Osumi, 

he sent for Hochu to come to Tatsu no Kuchi, built a factory for him there, and charged 

him to train the workmen. Kihei, the son of this potter, adopted by order of the prince the 

surname of Kawara (i. e., bank), from the situation of Tatsu no Kuchi on the bank of the 

Kuro-Kawa. After the death of Yoshihiro, which occurred in the Gen-wa period (1615-23), 

Hochu continued to carry on the work and to superintend the potters. His family divided 

into two branches—Tobei, the younger son of Kihei, surnamed Kawara; and Kozayemon, his 

elder son, Yamamoto. Both established themselves in the second year of Kwambnn (1662) at 

Tatsumonji. The Yamamoto are to-day represented by only a single family, while the Kawara 

count as many as twenty-four. 

Tobei had a son named Juzayemon, who settled at Oyamada. His son, who called him¬ 

self Juzayemon Hoko, was a potter of great merit. In the fifth year of Mema (1768) he 

worked in the private factory of the princes of Shimazu at Tateno, in Kagoshima, which he 

left ten years later. Commissioned by the prince of this house to go to Arita to finish 

his studies there, he resumed his industry on his return to Oyamada in the eighth year of 

Anyei (1779) with great success. In the fifth year of Kioansei (1793), after having visited in 

succession the principal ceramic districts of the provinces of Hizen and Chikuzen, he went to 

Kyoto, and from there to the province of Owari, where he studied the 

fabrication at Ofukei in Nagoya. Returning again to Kyoto, he formed 

an intimate friendship with Kinkozan Sobei, and studied with him the 

processes of manufacture of the Kyo-yaki, especially of the Raku 

wares. The travels of Juzayemon resulted in an immense progress in 

the industry at Oyamada. The origin of the fabrics called Saml-yahi 

(Sharkskin ware) dates from the time of this celebrated artist. 

Boku-Heii and his companions, who settled at first, as we have 

seen, at Kushiktno, moved their workshops in the eighth year of Keicho 

(1603) to Nawashiro. In the nineteenth year of the same period 

(1614) Boku-Heii explored by order of Yoshihiro his territories in Sat- 

suma and Osumi and discovered new materials required for the fabri¬ 

cation. The kilns of Nawashiro produced thenceforward articles re¬ 

sembling the work of Koraogawa, in Korea, which acquired great 

renown. While Boku-Heii was the director of the factories, Yoshihiro 

showed a vivid interest in the industry, and he frequently visited the works, which under his 

patronage rapidly became important. Here, as at Chosa, he marked with his personal seal those 

pieces which he found to his taste, and they are also called Gohoudd. The artisan population 

of Nawashiro rapidly increased, and they turned out successfully their novel vases of white trans¬ 

lucent materials and reproductions of the genres known as Hakt^me, Mishima, and Sunkoroku.*^ 

The factory of Nawashiro, when it was first founded, included in its personnel the Korean 

Fig. 407. — Satsuma Figure 
of Chinese Boy (Kara-ko) 
holding up a jewel; richly 
decorated in enamel colors 
and gilding. 

♦ In 1878, according to the official report of the Paris Exposition, the Korean potters at Nawashiro numbered five hun¬ 

dred families, including fourteen hundred and fifty individuals, all carrying on the industry of their ancestors. Never 

having married any but Korean women, they are said to have retained their distinctive type and language and many of their 

old manners and customs. The Hakem^ and Mishima wares are of Korean origin, and both are of the pSU sur pate class. In 

the HakdmS the designs, usually in white slip upon a gray body, look as if executed with a brush (hake'). The Mishima, 

which has already been referred to, was chased and inlaid with encaustic sprays of white, gray, or black color, and was so called 

because it reminded the Japanese of the lines of idiographs in one of their printed almanacs. The Sunkoroku decoration was 

painted in browns of different shades in simple floral and diapered patterns. The origin of the name is obscure. 
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Chin-Tokitsu, a potter full of Ulent. His son and successor, Toju, had a son Tokitsu, the sec¬ 

ond of the name, who earned by his great merit the name of T6-ichi (the first of potters) and 

a pension bestowed by one of the Shimazu princes. The present fabricator, Chin-Jukwan, is a 

descendant in the twelfth generation of Tokitsu I. He was appointed in 1857 the director 

of the factories at Nawashiro, with several hundred workmen under his orders, and the estab¬ 

lishment prospered under his direction. The loss of its domains by the house of Shimazu, 

after the fall of the feudal rigitne in 1869, paralyzed the industry for the moment and threw 

the workmen into misery. Chin-Jukwan succeeded by his praiseworthy efforts in rescuing them 

from their difficulties, and in assuring independence for the enterprise and regular work for the 

potters. The name of Gyoku Kozan is that which he has adopted since this epoch. 

The factory of Tateno, at Kagoshima, was founded in the period Ktvanyei {1624-43). 

This was another private establishment of the princes of Shimazu. The most skillful artist of 

this factory was Kono-Sanyemon, who lived in the period A/eiwa (1764-71). His processes 

of manufacture were those of Hochu. His productions were crackled, the glaze being either 

white or of different colors. In the Kwansei period (1789-1800), Narinobu, prince of the house 

of Shimazu, had gold employed in the decoration, and the new productions obtained a great 

success under the name of “ Nishikide," or “brocaded ware.” 

They were superior to those of Hochu, which are valued only 

from an antiquarian point of view. It w'as the artists of Tateno 

who taught, in the eleventh year of the period Tempo (1840), 

the fabrication of the Nishikide to Boku-Sokuan, son of Boku- 

Shoki, of Nawashiro, where this decoration was heretofore un¬ 

known. Sokuan was appointed afterward by his prince, in the 

first year of Koku’a {1844), the director of the new factory of Iso, 

which owes its beautiful productions to this artist. He spent one 

year there, and then returned to Nawashiro, where he continued 

to carry on with success the fabrication of the “brocade-painted 

wares." 

The decorated Satsuma was never made in large quantities. 

It was from the first an article de luxe, intended for the personal use of the daimyo, or as 

presents to those he wished to honor. The finest enameled pieces were the work of the 

artists of the Tateno factory. 

The productions of the Satsuma kilns are represented in the colored illustrations in Plates 

C, Cl, CII, evil, and CVIII, where nine specimens are figured. The comparatively small size 

of the finer and older pieces is shown by the fact that there is room for two side by side upon 

each page, except in Plate CII, and this last vase, decorated with storks flying among clouds 

in enamel colors with touches of gold and silver, relieved by an intensely black ground, is 

certainly the most recent of the series. The pictures give a good general idea of the soft, 

creamy tones of the finely crazed grounds, ranging from old ivory to vellum; of the artistic 

style of the chaste decoration with graceful floral sprays and lightly penciled borders of con¬ 

ventional ornament; of the harmony of coloring and technical finish which distinguish the pro¬ 

ductions of the artists who worked for the princes of Shimazu at the end of the eighteenth 

century and the beginning of the nineteenth. Not a single figure is to be seen, and there is 

no sign of the mail-clad warriors and Buddhist pilgrims, or of the profusion of gorgeous 

colors, sUch as mark the “ old Satsuma" which is painted in the present day in Japan in such 

quantities for the export trade. 

The earliest piece is the archaic-looking teapot in Plate Cl, where the crackled ground 

is left undecorated, only clouded and stained by use in a way that reminds one, it has been 

aptly said, of a tobacco-stained meerschaum pipe, and which the Japanese collector is fond of 

bringing out and polishing with a soft cloth which he keeps for the purpose. The teacup on 

Plate C is also undecorated, except for a splashed line of overglaze round the rim, of deep 

amber tint, laid on in one of the monochrome enamels used at Nawashiro in the eighteenth 

Fig. 408.—SatSLinia Censer fashioned 
as a bowi on a tripod stand, pierced 
tvith three medallions, and delicately 
painted in enamel colors and gold. 



I-LATE evil. 
DECORATED SATSUMA SAKt- 

ROT A.VD VASE. 

^AKi^POT (Choslii) oj Sat- 
suma faltnce, with a minuicly 
iracklcd glaa, decorated in en¬ 

amel colors—blue, red, and green— 
with glleEiig. Of square ouUine, with 
a spout cun'ing upward from belirw and 
a scrolled handle, it has a cosier fash¬ 
ioned in the form of a chrysanthemum, 
and a second ring of petals encircling 
the rim of the mouth. Mow a dotted 
blue band which intervenes. The upper 
surface of the sail-pot, and the four 
side panels, are filled with sprays of 
the fir, plum, and bamboo—the three 
fioral emblems of long life ; the panels 
are framed in blue and studded with 
gilded flowers. 

2. FLOiVER-VASE (Haiia- 
ike), of Satsmna faience, enameled 
with a similar finely crackled glace, 
and decorated in delicate colors with 
gilding. The body is covered with 
gracefully waving sprays of the Pau- 
lowiiia imperialis, displaying large 
conventional flowers; the neck is en¬ 
circled by formal foliations of pointed 
shape in two rings, spreading upward 
and downward. The mottled brown 
staining of the surface indicates that 
the nasf has been used as a sakl-bottle. 

The two pieces arr referred to the 
same period -the end of the eighteenth 
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century. The rest of the pieces, which are decorated in the Nishiki or brocade-painted style, 

are sufficiently described. They all belong to the palmy period of the Satsuma factories. 

The other Satsuma pieces shown in Figs. 392, 393, 395, 406, 407, 408. and 410 are all of 

a type similar to the above, and are generally referred to the same period—circa a. d. 1800. 

1. S.\Kfc-BoTTLE {Tokuri), eight and a half inches high ^Fig- 393). of cylindrico-ovoid form, tapering to a thin 

neck with a prominent rounded lip. Decorated in subdued enamel colors with forma! sprays of the kiri flower 

{Pauloumia i/nperiatis) with gracefully waved tendrils. A ring of slender foliations spreads down from the neck, 

alternately greenish-blue and coral-red touched with gold. The flowers are of the imperial type, with a spike of 

seven florets rising in the middle flanked by two spikes of five florets; and the stopper, which is of silver, is 

molded in the shape of a kiku flower (chrysanthemum), the imperial crest of Japan. 

2. Tea-Jar {C/ia-tsubo), three and a quarter inches high (Fig. 406), of regular oval form with rounded lip, painted 

in enamel colors and gilding, with a floral brocade ground of checker pattern interrupted by two foliated medal¬ 

lions containing bunches of scarlet cherry or Pyrus japonica blossoms enveloped in conventional scrolls, a gadroon 

band round the foot, and a light floral scroll round the neck completing the decoration. The old cover of oxidized 

silver is fashioned in the shape of a peltate lotus-leaf with the stalk at the top. 

3. Small Figure {Okimono), two and a half inches high (Fig. 395), of Hotei, one of the seven beneficent beings 

of the Japanese Pantheon, decorated in enamel colors with gilding. Hotei, the Japanese transcription of the Chi¬ 

nese Putai, represents Putai Hoshang, the “ Monk with the Hempen Bag," of Chinese Buddhist lore, who is to 

reappear as the Buddha of the coming age, so that he may be styled the Buddhist Messiah. With shaven head, 

broad, smiling face, and large pendulous ear-lobes, his cloak loosely thrown back so as to leave the abdomen as well 

as the right shoulder bare, he is modeled here in the traditional Chinese lines, holding the jewel of the law in his 

ieft hand, and seated beside the capacious bag which is his special attribute. His robes are richly embroidered with 

gold brocade, and his bag is emblazoned with the takara-mono, or “precious things," as symbols of the gifts he 

has to bestow upon his votaries. 

These symbols are as frequent in Japanese art as the po kit, or hundred antiques, are 

in Chinese art, and many objects are common to the two lists. The things which occur most 

often in Japan are: The anchor, an emblem of safety; a branch of coral in a vase, symbol of 

rank and honor; rolls (inakimono), either a crossed “pair” rolled up. or one partially unrolled 

to show the writing; a couple of bridges for the lyre, emblems of harmony; the hammer of 

Daikoku, which, wielded diligently, produces wealth; the spindle-shaped weight with which the 

tradesman weighs his silver; a pair of keys of the godown in which precious possessions are 

stored; two rolls of brocaded silk, or nishiki] an orange, on a leafy twig, emblem of fruitful¬ 

ness ; manifold symbols of wealth, such as the cowry, or ancient shell-money, the copper cash 

with a hole in the middle, the kofsnbo, a jar full of precious things to be buried for security, a 

pile of gold koban, a chest labeled “a thousand gold pieces," bag-purses of money, etc. Articles 

of fairy lore are the invisible rain cloak, the wide hat which also renders its wearer invisible, 

and the feather robe of supernatural beings. Buddhist symbols include the three precious jewels 

of the law emitting effulgent rays, a pile of sacred jewels heaped upon a stand, a lion with 

its forepaw upon a jewel {Shishidama) as guardian of the faith, and the palm-leaf fan of the 

pilgrim saint. The rhinoceros horn libation-cups of Chinese symbolism have become in Japan 

choji, or “ cloves,” although their shape often belies their new name, 

4. Mini.ature Figure {Okiwono) of Chinese bov {Karako), with partly shaven head (Fig. 407), the hair left in a 

topknot and two side tufts, in a richly brocaded dress, holding up a sacred jewel. A companion FIGURE, with a 

palm-leaf fan in one hand, is shown in Fig. 392. 

5. Vase {Hana-ih), six and a quarter inches high (Fig. 393). decorated in enamel colors and gold, with bor¬ 

ders of conventional ornament round the rims, inclosing a selection of the takara-mono enumerated above in the 

description of Hotei, mingled with floral sprays of chrysanthemum and plum blossom, and with branches with twin 

peaches, the symbolical fruit of long life. 

6. Small Ixcexse-Burner (Karo), two and one eighth inches high (Fig. 408). of bowl-shaped outline mounted 

upon three scrolled feet, with an outer casing painted with a minute diaper of flowers inclosed in interlacing cir¬ 

cles, interrupted by three pierced medallions containing a spray of bamboo, a stork, and a bear supporting a leaf¬ 

shaped shield, and with a dentated rim molded as three tiers of leaves. 

7. Ix'CEXSE-Burner {Karo), six and a half inches broad (Fig. 410), of flattened form, with a large cover mod¬ 

eled in the shape of an ancient Japanese court hat. The “base" is encircled with a diaper of triangular fret 

pattern; the “cover" is pierced with floral designs and decorated in the intervals with sprays ol scrolled flowers 

enameled in colors with gilding. 
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V. KUTANI. 

The last ware which remains for consideration is that of Kutani, a name almost as famil¬ 

iar to collectors as those of Imari, Hirado, and Satsuma. Kutani is in the province of Kaga, 

on the west coast of the main island of Japan, and its ceramic productions are called Kaga- 

yaki and Kutani-yaki indifferently. The exact date of the origin of the factory is npt known. 

Mr. Oueda gives in the table (see page 349) the period Kwanyci (1624-43), although in his 

notes, which we will follow, he says that the origin of the Kutani-yaki dates back to the 

period Keian (1648-51}. It was Mayeda Toshiharu, daimyo of the town of Daishoji, who 

had the first kilns constructed in the village of Kutani by two of his vassal Samurai named 

Goto Saijiro and Tamura Gonzayemon. The materials employed in the early wares resem¬ 

bled those of the stoneware productions of Seto, in Owari, but the objects, crude and ungrace¬ 

ful in form, were far from equaling those of this great ceramic center. 

Toshiaki, the son and successor of Toshiharu, with a view to developing the industry in 

his territory, sent Goto Saijiro to Arita, in Hizen, in the period Manji (1658-60) to study 

the processes of manufacture in use there. The Arita 

workmen were very loath to impart their secrets to a 

stranger, but he served as a hired menial in the house 

of a potter for more than three years, and became 

initiated in all the details of the art. As soon as he 

had learned all he could he fled by night, and his 

return made a new era for the ceramic industry of 

Kutani. The materials found at Suizuka were used 

by him in the fabrication of his finest vases, and there 

is still to be seen in that village a porcelain pedestal 

in the form of a lotus thalamus, with a seated statue 

of Buddha upon it, which is one of the objects mod¬ 

eled by the artist at this time. 

The celebrated painter of Kyoto, Hisazumi Mori- 

kage, happened at this time to be on a visit to Kana¬ 

zawa, the chief city of the province of Kaga, and he 

was intrusted with the execution of the designs, and contributed materially to their beauty and 

renown. Hence the name of Morikagi-shitaye—i. e., " Morikage Sketches ''—by which they are 

still known. 

The early wares, known afterward as Ko Kntani (ancient Kutani), are of two almost dis¬ 

tinct varieties. The first, of a grayish pdte, faience rather than porcelain, was coated with 

lustrous, full-bodied glazes of the demi-grand feu, green, yellow, and purple, the former pre¬ 

dominating : the decoration usually consisting of large flowers, in the midst of fret grounds 

and diaper of archaic pattern, which are penciled in black so as to show through the green 

or yellow enameled surface. This style is compared by the Japanese to the productions of 

China and Kochi (Annam), and it was evidently inspired by the former country. The second 

variety of old Kutani is a milk-white porcelain which is compared to old Imari ware, and 

may almost be mistaken for it sometimes. The most characteristic examples are to be distin¬ 

guished, however, by the prevalence of a peculiarly soft russet-red, which differs essentially 

from the hard, full, brick-dust red of the old Imari ware. The Kaga potters used silver much 

more freely for decorative purposes than the Hizen potters, while they relegated underglaze 

blue, on the contrary, to a more subordinate position. 

Tradition says that the perfection of their results was due mainly to the great care and 

patience devoted to the preliminary preparation of the materials, that the mixing and braying 

of the coloring materials was the daily task of the women and children at the Kutani pot¬ 

teries, and that the rich deep red of the older periods was ground for six months under the 

pestle before it passed into the hands of the painter. 

Fig. 409.—Tripod Censer with mask handles, of 
Kutani porcelain, decorated in enamel colors. 
Cover of lacquered metal. 
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Although the early Kaga productions were so highly appreciated, the manufacture fell into 

decay afterward, and the kilns of Kutani were abandoned some sixty or seventy years after 

their foundation. The industry was revived in the seventh year of Bnnkiva (i8io), by Yoshi- 

daya Hachiyemon, a merchant of Daishoji, who rebuilt the ancient factories and reproduced 

the different varieties of the old productions. This was the renaissance of the ceramic industry 

of Kutani. In the eleventh year of the same period {1814) the kilns were moved to Yama- 

shiro, a locality which offered greater facilities of transport: but the necessary materials were 

still brought there from Kutani and Suizuka. The new fabrications are called Yoshidaya-yaki, 

after the name of the merchant who revived the industry that had almost disappeared. They 

rank in quality immediately after the Ko Kutani. 

Yoshidaya was succeeded by Miyamotoya Riyemon in the sixth year of Tempo (1835). 

The new director was assisted by the painter lidaya Hachiroyemon, who revived the art of 

decorating in gold upon the red ground in the characteristic Kutani style. He was the first to 

introduce the Nishiki style of decoration into these potteries. The porcelain made to-day in 

the district of Nomi and at Kanazawa is, generally speaking, veiy similar to lidaya’s. 

During the last years of the feudal period the house of Mayeda, of Daishoji, encouraged 

the local industry by large grants of money, and engaged Yeiraku Zengoro, the twelfth of the 

famous family of hereditary potters of Kyoto, to come to Yamashiro to superintend the work. 

This, potter, whose personal name was Hozen, arrived in 1863, and during the five years that 

he remained a number of objects were made in the kinramU, or “gold-brocaded," style, of 

finished form and decoration, and fired in the kilns that were called after him, Yeiraku-gama. 

But the Yeiraku kilns were closed at the time of the revolution in 1868, 

Porcelain commonly known under the name of Kutani-yaki is made in several other 

localities of the province of Kaga, within the districts of Enuma and Nomi. The ceramic pro¬ 

ductions of these two districts are generally classified under the headings of Enuma Kutani 

and Nomi Kutani. The names of many celebrated potters are recorded who have worked in 

these factories, but there is no space for them 

here. Potteries exist in the present day at 

more than twenty localities in the district of 

Nomi alone. It is in these that the porcelain 

so well known abroad as Kaga-lVare is made. 

It is painted with a profusion of designs of 

the red and gold type, often executed with the 

delicacy and accuracy of a miniature painting, 

but the gaudy glitter of gilding and massing 

of red • pigment pall after a time upon the 

least fastidious taste. The Japanese themselves 

have never appreciated it, and the potters, fear¬ 

ing the inevitable consequences of the monot¬ 

ony, are now reviving with some success the 

richer and more varied methods of the older Kutani decorations in polychrome enamels. One 

of the Kaga potters, Watano Kichiji sent to the Chicago Exposition in 1893 a pair of large 

vases illustrating this revival. They were covered with an elaborate and boldly designed deco¬ 

ration of hydrangea flowers and leaves in full-toned and brilliant enamels, purple, blue, and 

green on a yellow ground. Their decorative effect was fine, and they were highly praised. 

Kutani porcelain is illustrated in Plates CIII and CIV, and the pictures give a good 

idea of the peculiarly soft tone of the red ground in the old pieces, which forms such an 

effective background for the decorative scrolls painted upon it in gold and silver. This is the 

kiiiramle or “gold brocade" decoration of ceramic writers, and it is evidently inspired by the 

silk stuffs interwoven with designs in gold and silver thread, which have been made on the 

looms of the far East from time immemorial, and of which one of the favorite grounds is a 

soft vermilion. The ceramic designs, too, are those of the old silk brocades of China and 

Fig. 410.—Satsuma Censer modeled in the shape of a Court 
Hat, with pierced work and painted decoration of floral 
scrolls. 
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lapa.i: dragons winding through crested waves, phtenixes traversing scrolls of the tree-peony, 

conventional bands of sacred lotus, and medallions of formal flowers, with borders of fret 

pattern, encircling rings of lotus-petals, chains of beads with tassels, and the hke. 

No large vases nor purely ornamental pieces seem to have been made m the kutam 

kilns in the early days, only incense-burners and incense-boxes, sakd-bottles and wine-cups, 
, , and other articles 

bowls and dishes, 

of daily use. The 

Plate cm and the 

Plate CIV are dec- 

ical style, with gild- 

signs upon the red 

bowl in Plate CIII 

with touches of en¬ 

dued tone, including a 

pieces are referred to 

the middle of the last 

buff-colored or grayish 

red underneath the feet 

bowls being so com- 

of the pdte is visible. 

CIV, Fig. 2) is some- 

tributed to the begin- 

It is of thinner, more 

and is molded in the 

floral scrolls and fret 

nique of some of the 

lains, while the rim is mounted with a silver collar 

Fig. 411.—Bowl of Kutani porcelain, artistically deco¬ 
rated in brilliant enamel colors with sprays of iris painted 
upon a soft, milk-white ground. 

small censer in 

first rice-bowl in 

orated in the typ¬ 

ed and silvered de¬ 

ground ; the rice- 

is decorated besides 

amel colors of sub¬ 

pale green. The three 

the same period, about 

century; they have a 

PiMe, and are enameled 

as well, one of the 

pletely coated that none 

The third bowl (Plate 

what older, being at- 

ning of the century, 

translucent material, 

interior with intricate 

borders, after the tech- 

ancient Chinese porce- 

the fashion of ancient Chinese bowls of 

the Sung dynasty. The ground between the red medallions with which it is decorated outside is 

filled in with the so-zaWtd yorakude or “necklace” designs of the Japanese painted in enamels. 

Two other specimens of Kutani ware have been selected for illustration. The censer (Fig. 

409), which is decorated in enamel colors, is attributed to the middle of the eighteenth cen¬ 

tury. The bowl (Fig. 411), which is artistically decorated in brilliant harmonious colors upon 

a characteristically milk-white ground, is of earlier date, and may well be ascribed to Morikage, 

who. we have seen, was working at these kilns toward the close of the seventeenth century. 

Incesse-Burxer {Kara), five inches high, seven and a quarter inches broad, with a rounded body, bulging 

below, mounted upon three short legs with scrolled feet, and with two handles projecting from the sides molded 

in the shape of grotesque lions' heads with gilded tongues protruded and curled at the tips. The surface of the 

bowl is painted in red, green, and gold, with tiers of mallow-leaves {aoi) spreading alternately upward and down¬ 

ward so as to cover the ground. The upper rim is defined by a line of pale green, succeeded by a band of curved 

scrolls in colors, and the lower border is encircled by a ring of rectangular fret. The base is unglazed, with no 

marks inscribed. The cover is made of lacquered metal. 

L-^RGE Bowl {Domburi), six and a halt inches high, six and three-quarter inches in diameter, shaped with tall, 

upright sides slightly swelling at the rim, and a bandlike foot gently spreading outward. It is boldly and artistically 

decorated with sprays of iris {shaga) springing from the base outside and sweeping upward to extend over the rim 

and ornament the interior as well as the exterior of the bowl with large, brilliant blossoms and broad purple-tinted 

green leaves. The decoration is completed by a ring of lozenge fret of sv<xslika pattern penciled in red round the 

foot. Mark, Fuku, “ Happiness,” in black, in a small square panel, overlaid with a patch of translucent purple enamel. 

The painting, sketched in black outline, is executed in overglaze enamel colors of finely 

crackled texture, wonderfully intense in tone and of marked iridescent luster. They include 

a brilliant green, a purplish blue approaching turquoise in some of its translucid tints, and a 

soft red derived from iron peroxide, in combination with a few touches of black. The general 

effect of the coloring is magnificent, and one is almost inclined to enshrine this beautiful bowl 

as a perfect flower of the ceramic art of Japan. 



PLATE CVIII. 

DECORATED TEACUP AND 
VASE OF SATSUMA 

WARE. rEACUP (Cha-wan), of Sat- 
siwui fafence, decorated in colors, 
covered outside rvith a trellis- 

viorkpattern of svastika design paint¬ 
ed in bright green, outlined with gold, 
so as to stand out in slight relief jt^n 
the white background, which is fnely 
crackled with brotan lines. The fretted 
ground is broken on either side by a 
badge or crest, the one in front being 
composed of a double garland of IVts- 
taria-flowers, with three leaflets at the 
top, the other of a formal spray of Pau- 
lownia, with a central flmuer of flve 
florets and lateral flowers of three, 
springing from three gilded leakies, 
representing the official and private 
crests of the owner. Bands of diaper 
penciled in red and gold encircle the 
rims. Date, jSoo-so. 

2. PLOWER-VASE (Haiia- 
ike), of Satsuma faience, of graceful 
ovoid form, with two handles composed, 
as it were, of plain and brocaded fll- 
lets tied in knots. The surface, of the 
usual finely crackled texture, is deco¬ 
rated with delicate scrolls of a vine 
with fiia?iy colored leaves and curling 
tendrils. Waving spirals encircle the 
foot, which is partly gilded, and the 
rim of the (ip is defined by a heavy tine 
of gold. Date, iJso-iSoo. 
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Fio. 412.—A Group of Snuff-Bottles of different dates and styles of decoration. 

APPENDIX. 

DESCRIPTIVE LIST OE THE ILLUSTRATIONS. 

I. COLORED PLATES. 

The original water-color drawings from which the lithographic plates were reproduced were executed by Messrs. 

James and J. C. Callowhill, of Boston, artists whose experience as color-designers in one of the great English potteries 

gave them special qualifications for the work. 

Beaker-shaped Vase {HuaKu), 16’, inches high, enam¬ 
eled with the crackled glaze of the sang-dc-ba:uf mottled 
tints of the celebrated Lang Yao. It exhibits the rich, full 
tones of the copper-red, deepening almost to black upon 
the shoulder of the vase. The interior is coated with the 
same rich red glaze. The lip is defined by a prominent 
line of white, and the foot by a rounded rim of purest 
white, projecting beyond the “ biscuit" edge below. 

The base is invested with an apple-green enamel, mot¬ 
tled with clouds of t^'pical “ox-blood" color. Period 
K'ang-hsi (iddz-iyzz). 1. 

Plum-blossom Jar {Md Hva Kuaii), of globular form, 
with a bell-shaped cover, decorated in brilliant cobalt- 
blue of the K’angJtsi period (1662-1722), with blossoming 
branches and twigs of the floral emblem of the New Year- 
The branches spread alternately upward and downward on 
the four sides of the jar, so as to display their white blos¬ 
soms and buds, reserved upon a mottled background of 
pellucid blue, which is covered with a reticulation of 
darker blue lines to represent cracking ice, a symbol of the 
coming spring. The rim is ornamented by a castellated 
border; a plain band of white defines the edge of the over¬ 
lapping cover. The outer surface of the lip surrounding 
the mouth is unglazed, showing the fine white “ biscuit," 
and its inner side is only partially glazed—one of the 
" points " of the best “ hawthorn jars " of this period. The 
Chinese offer presents of fragrant tea and preserved fruits 
at the New Year in jars of this kind, and the plum is the 
floral emblem of the season. II. 

Flower-Vase {Hva P'ivg), enameled with the typical 
“peach-bloom" glaze, and displaying a characteristic play 
of color, so as to resemble as far as possible the velvety 
hues of the bloom of the rind of the ripening peach. A 
perfect idea of the charming contrast of soft shades of red 
is given by the artist, who has reproduced the vase in the 
size of the original, and has attempted to represent the fin¬ 
ished polish of the surface as it reflects the picture of an 
outside scene. The reverse of the vase exhibits a splash 
of apple-green in the midst of the other colors. 

The “mark” underneath, beautifully written in under- 
glaze cobalt-blue, consists of six characters in three col¬ 
umns, Ta Ch'ing K'ang-hsi uien chih — i. e., " Made in the 
reign of K'ang-hsi (1662-1722), of the Great Ch'ing [d}-- 
nasty]-" III- 

Vase [P'ing\ loV inches high, with solid spreading foot 
and tapering above to a slender tubular neck, enameled 

with a monochrome glaze of darkest green color, the gros 
vert of the French, the ta lii of Chinese ceramists. This in¬ 
tense ground color is mottled with clouds of varying shade. 
The texture of the glaze is “ bubbly,” and the surface is 
pitted at places, especially round the base, where it has col¬ 
lected in superfluous drops which have been ground down 
on the lathe after the piece had been fired. The base is 
coated underneath with the pure white enamel distinctive 
of the K'ang-hsi period (1662-1722), and this peculiarly 
strong green occupies a foremost rank among the ceramic 
productions of this unrivaled reign. • IV. 

Jar (Kuan\ nine inches high without the cover, enam¬ 
eled with a monochrome glaze of imperial yellow. The 
faint horizontal line in the middle indicates that the jar 
was originally fashioned upon the -wheel in two pieces. 
There is a mark underneath, written in underglaze cobalt- 
blue in large, bold characters, Ta Ch'ing K'ang-hsi nien 
chih—i. e., “ Made in the reign of K’ang-lisi (i662-t722), of 
the Great Ch'ing [dynasty]." V. 

Club-shaped Vase [Pang-chih P'ivg), 18'/, inches high, 
richly decorated with the most brilliant enamel colors of 
the k'ang-hsi period (1662-1722). 

The decoration is arranged in four panels, the two 
upper oblong with rounded indented corners, the lower 
shaped like ficus-leaves, displayed upon a ground pro¬ 
fusely brocaded with flowers. The front panels contain 
pictures of a pomegranate-tree with a couple of birds 
perched upon it, labeled Tan Hna. “The Vermilion Flow¬ 
er," with the artist's studio seal, lYan shih chU, “The 
Myriad Rock Retreat,” appended ; and of a spray of 
chrysanthemum labeled Chiao Hua, “Fresh Flowers.” 
The two panels behind contain pictures of the tree-peony, 
with birds and butterflies, and a similar floral spray with 
appropriate stanzas of verse signed with the same seal. 

The floral ground is composed of lotus-flowers, with 
coral-red blossoms, purple buds, and green leaves, min¬ 
gled with leaves of other water-plants, on a pale-green 
background dotted with black. This ground is overlaid 
below with grotesque figures of a lion guarding the wheel 
of the Buddhist law, and an elephant laden with sacred 
books; above, the characters fu (“happiness") and hi 
(“rank "), in black, relieved by sprays of pruniis flowers in 
shaded red. The character shov (“ longevity ”) is penciled 
in red on the two sides of the neck. 

A band of diaper, interrupted by foliated panels con¬ 
taining censers, and a light spiral scroll in red round the 
lip, complete the decoration. VI. 
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Flower-Vase {Htta P'ing), fashioned on the lines of the 
peach-bloom vases (see Plate III), with the same two white 
rings in relief round the base of the neck, and a similar 
mark underneath. It is covered with a celadon mono¬ 
chrome glaze of purest sea-green tint varying in tone 
according to the depth, so as to bring out the decorative 
details underneath, which are worked in low relief in the 
paste. This decoration consists of a fringe of scrolled and 
crested waves round the lower part of the vase, from 
which project the tails and a pair of three-clawed feet of 
two dragons, the remainder of the bodies of the “sea- 
serpents " being concealed, as it were, under the surface 
of the rough water. The mark written underneath in co¬ 
balt-blue, in three columns, is Ta Cliing K'ang-ksi uien chih 
—“ Made in the reign of K'ang-hsi (1662-1722) of the Great 
Ch'ing [dynasty].” VII. 

Plate-shaped Dish (A't^e14 inches in diameter, 
with a broad rim and a prominent boss in the middle, 
painted in brilliant shaded cobalt-blue of the K'ang-hii 
period (1662-1722), 

The raised medallion in the center is painted with a 
summer scene, a group of four ladies on a terraced veran¬ 
da, gathering lotus-flowers from the lake below. This is 
surrounded by a rocky landscape, with the fir, bamboo, 
and blossoming primus on one side, palms and jasmine- 
flowers on the other, canopied by a bank of clouds above, 
with the sun, moon, and stars, including the constellation 
of the Great Bear. 

The border of the plate is filled with four garden scenes 
separated by rockeries, representing the four seasons, with 
their appropriate floral emblems. Spring is figured b)' 
two damsels with book and fan, under the shade of a weep¬ 
ing willow; summer, by a party in a boat culling lotus- 
flowers; autumn, by ladies gathering Olea fragrans\ win¬ 
ter, by its special emblem, the flowering prunus. 

Underneath, the foot is encircled by a ring of conven¬ 
tional foliations, and the rim is painted with the eight Bud¬ 
dhist symbols of happy augury. VIll. 

Quadrangular Vase {FaugPing), one of a pair, ip'.j 
inches high, with the oblong sides rounded above and 
gently tapering downward, decorated with the typical 
flowers of the four seasons; the shoulders with four medal¬ 
lions of fruit, and the neck with mythical monsters in two 
foliated panels. The decoration, sketched in black, and 
filled in with green, yellow, and manganese purple, is re¬ 
lieved by a background of brilliant black, with a purplish 
iridescent surface, passing into olive-brown at the edges. 

The Moutan peony, emblem of spring, is accompanied 
by a Magnolia yulan tree, with birds in the branches; the 
lotus of summer with other water plants, storks, and man¬ 
darin ducks: the chrysanthemum of autumn with birds 
and butterflies; and the flowering plum of winter has a 
couple of birds in its branches- The sprays of fruit in¬ 
clude peaches, melons, persimmons, and Buddha’s-hand 
citrons- The ch'i-lin on the neck of the vase, with scaly 
bodies, horned dragon-heads, lions' tails, and deer's hoofs, 
seated upon a rocky floor, are relieved by a yellow back¬ 
ground. 

The vase is modeled after a form of the Ming dynasty, 
but is probably not earlier than K'aiig.lm{\662-iy22). IX. 

Deep Seven-bordered Plate {Tic/i), of eggshell porce¬ 
lain, decorated in brilliant enamel colors with gilding, and 
enameled of a ruby tint in rojige d'or at the back. In the 
center is a large leaf-shaped panel, surrounded by a floral 
diaper, displayed upon a gold ground ; it contains a picture 
of family life—a lady seated in a chair, with two small boys 
playing beside her, one holding a lotus-flower, the other a 
gilded ju-i scepter; two large jars stand on the ground, 
and there is a table behind with vases, books, and pictures 
upon it, the accessories of a cultured Chinese interior. 
The slope of the plate is encircled by three borders, a band 
of pink with dragon scrolls, interrupted by medallions of 
floral scrolls in blue, between narrower diapered bands of 
green and yellow ground. Upon the border is another 
pink diaper, studded with four dragon medallions, and 

interrupted by four trellis-bordered panels of white ground 
painted with sprays of peony, aster, chrysanthemum, and 
Rosa sinensis; this is succeeded inside by a foliated diaper 
of pale lilac, outside by a gilded belt of lotus sprays encir- 
cling the rim of the plate. 

This beautiful plate is known as the “ plate with the 
seven borders," the gold brocade round the leaf being 
counted as one. X. 

Octagonal Lantern (7?«^), of elongated oval outline, 
molded of eggshell porcelain, enameled over the glaze 
with the brilliant colors and gilding of the best K'aJtg-lisi 
period (1662-1722). 

The lantern is decorated with a procession of the eight 
Taoist Immortals crossing the ocean {Pa Hsien kuo liai), 
and with symbols of longevity round the borders. The 
pieced openwork railing at the top and bottom is carved 
with cloud scrolls inclosing circular shou characters, 
worked in slight relief in the paste under the celadon 
glaze. The sloping edges are painted with large shou char¬ 
acters, alternately green and gold, enveloped in clouds; 
and the receding shoulders are also covered with clouded 
scrolls upon a background dotted with black. 

The floor of the lantern is covered with rolling crested 
sea-waves, painted green; the top is studded with con¬ 
stellations of gilded stars, a flying stork, and the gilded 
solar disk. The Taoist figures occupy the eight panels, 
represented, with their various attributes, floating across 
the sea. Beginning with the principal and proceeding 
from right to left, we see: 

1. Chung li ch'iian, standing upon a large gourd and 
holding up a monstrous peach. 

2. Lil Tung-pin, dressed in official robes, with a scroll 
picture in his hand, and his supernatural sword slung upon 
his back, standing upon a gnarled willow with its green 
branches waving overhead. 

3. l.an Ts'ai-ho, on a floating lotus-leaf, carrying a wick¬ 
er basket filled with lotus-blossoms and reeds. 

4. Han Hsiang Tail, playing upon his flute, mounted 
upon the head of a gigantic shrimp. 

5. Chang Kuo, riding upon his famous mule, with the 
magic double gourd slung to his girdle, and a bamboo 
drum and sticks in his hand. 

6. Ts'ao Kuo-ck'iu, standing upon a carp, holding a pair 
of castanets. 

7. Li T'ich.kuai, standing upon a panicled reed support¬ 
ed by his “iron crutch.” a gourd in his left hand, with the 
smoke issuing from it unfolding to show the lame and 
crooked beggar into which his spirit passed. 

8. Ho Hsicn-ku, a slender damsel with a short cloak of 
leaves, supported upon a lotus-petal and carrying a lotus- 
leaf. 

The last four figures are seen in Fig. 2 in the text, from 
a photograph of the opposite side of the lantern. XI. 

1. Teacup {Ch'a li'aji), of the Hang-chou imperial ware 
(Kuan Yao) of the Soulheru Sung dynasty {1127-1279), of 
seniiglobular form, curving in at the lip, with a circularly 
rimmed, slightly spreading foot, which has a pointed pro¬ 
jection in the middle underneath ; invested with a mi¬ 
nutely but deeply crackled glaze of grayish-blue color, 
becoming of more pronounced lavender tint inside the 
cup. The rim of the foot, where it is not covered by the 
glaze, shows the characteristic brownish iron-gray color of 
the paste, and the lip is reddish gray at the edge, where 
the glaze is thin. It is mounted on a carved stand of dark 
wood, and is of thick, solid material, in order to retain 
heat, as prescribed in the ceremonial of the tea clubs of 
the period. XII. 

2. Vase for Flowers {Hua Tsim), of typical Yuan dy¬ 
nasty porcelain {Yuan Ta'fi, laSo-rgdj), of rounded quad¬ 
rangular form, with two tubular handles, modeled after 
an archaic bronze sacrificial design. The glaze, which is 
spread on thickly, runs down in an unctuous mass, which 
does not completely cover the foot, and shows a grayish 
buff-colored paste of intense hardness; inside the mouth of 
the vase it runs down for about an inch, and ends also in 
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an irregularly convoluted line. It is of grayish-blue color, 
with a shade of lavender, crackled with an irregular retic¬ 
ulation of deep lines, becoming pale brick-red round the 
upper rims of the vase and handles where the glaze is thin. 
The surface is stained in two places with mottled clouds of 
warm red passing into purple at the edges. 

Clouds of this kind, the result of some fortuitous oxida¬ 
tion during a firing, are highly valued by Chinese collect¬ 
ors; sometimes they are fancied to take the form of a bird 
or butterfly, or of some other natural object. XII. 

1. \Vin'E-Pot(C/iw^z«). of ivory-white Fuchien porcelain 
{Chten Ta'a), modeled in the shape of an inverted pome¬ 
granate, and of about the natural size of the fruit, the den- 
tated apex of which forms the foot. The handle is modeled 
as a branch which sends off two twigs to supply a relief 
decoration for the bowl as it winds up to make a loop on 
the cover, which it envelops in a crown of leaves. A line 
of verse is engraved on the back of the bowl. Xlll. 

2. Cylindrical Teapot (CZ/’a H’u),Qi the same ivory- 
white porcelain, in the form of a joint of bamboo bound 
around with a knotted cord, with a pair of bearded dragons 
of archaic lizardlike design with spreading bifid tails at¬ 
tached to it; the one crawling downward with its back 
bowed to make the handle, the other lifting up its gaping 
mouth as the spout. The round cover is surmounted by 
the tiny figure of a grotesque lion. The design, freely and 
artistically treated, is clothed with a soft-looking lustrous 
glaze of the characteristic ivory-white tone of the finest old 
porcelain of the province of Fuchien. and the base, un¬ 
glazed, shows the smooth, even texture of the paste. Xlfl. 

1. Tall Two-handled Cup and Cover {Kai Wan), with 
each loop handle fashioned in the form of two dragons’ 
heads grasping a round jewel between their gaping jaws, 
and a bulging cover surmounted by a metal knob shaped 
like an acorn of European design. The cover, as well as 
the cup, is decorated in pale blue of pure color, with con¬ 
ventional borders of foliated panels brocaded with white 
flowers on a blue ground. The intervals on the cup are 
filled with groups of the paraphernalia of the scholar and 
artist, books on tables, brushes in vases, water receptacles, 
and scroll pictures, all enveloped with waving fillets, and 
mixed with tasseled wands and double diamonds, symbols 
of literary success. XIV. 

2. Small J.ar {Hsiao Kuan), painted in bright blue in the 
early K'ang-hsi style (1662-1722), with lotus-flowers and 
reeds growing in water, flying insects, and lightly sketched 
floral sprays. The front of the vase displays, in an interval 
left in the floral decoration, a quatrefoil medallion con¬ 
taining the sacred Christian monogram I, H. S., with a 
cross above, and three nails meeting in a point below. 

XIV, 

Brush Cylinder {Pi Tung). 9 inches high, of tali, slen¬ 
der form, modeled in the shape of a section of bamboo, 
with a double ring worked in relief in the paste near the 
foot, between two lightly etched bands of scrolled design. 
A Ch'ih-lung, the dragon of archaic bronzes, is represented 
in salient relief as coiled around the tube, with scowling 
head and bristling mane, having flames proceeding from 
the shoulders and flanks. The cylinder is enameled with a 
celadon glaze of grayish-green tint, contrasting with the 
dragon, which is invested with a white enamel. The bot¬ 
tom is also celadon, leaving a wide encircling rim where 
the grayish biscnil is visible. Period K'a?ig-/isi (1662-1722). 

XV. 

Transmutation Splash Vase {P'ing), of regular ovoid 
form, slightly tapering below, where it is excavated to 
make a circularly rimmed foot, and rounding in above 
toward the mouth, which is surmounted by the form of a 
coiling dragon. The Ch'ih-lung, of three-clawed archaic 
design, is modeled in salient openwork relief so as to grasp 
the rim with its claws, and nearly to envelop it with its 
serpentine body and long, clinging bifid tail. The vase is 
enameled with a grayish superficially crackled glaze, ex¬ 
hibiting a rich fiaviM investment vertically splashed with 
mottled stripes of varied changing tint, passing from light 

blue through purple and intermediate shades of red into 
brilliant crimson where the glaze is thickest. The dragon 
is colored red, and partially splashed with the same jlambi 
glaze. The foot is enameled olive-green, with no mark in¬ 
scribed. The technique and style of decoration indicate 
the (r4’?>«-*wg period (1736-95), during which this Yao-pien 
or •' furnace-transmuted " glaze was much in vogue. XVI. 

Club-.siiaped Vase {Paug-chih P'ing), 17% inches high, 
decorated in the brilliant enamel colors, with touches of 
gold, of the best period of the reign of K'ang-hsi (1662- 
1722). The decoration is arranged in two large oblong 
panels and four larger circular panels, displayed upon a 
ground of floral brocade. The scrolled coral-red ground is 
studded with chrysanthemum-blossoms, alternately tinted 
apple-green and celadon. The large panel in front has a 
picture of a gayly plumaged bird perched upon a branch 
of blossoming prunus, penciled in brown, with red flowers 
touched with gold, mingled with sprays of bamboo having 
the leaves filled in with bright green and overglaze blue. 
The disk of the rising sun is seen above, partly hidden by 
the clouds of dawn tint, indicated in pale coral-red. The 
corresponding panel at the back has a bird on a branch of 
hydrangea shrub, interwoven with sprays of Hibiscus rasa 
sinensis. The circular panels contain landscapes below, in¬ 
sects above, the Mantis religiosa, with millet and wild pinks 
in front, the grasshopper perched on a spear of grass with 
trifid panicles, and single chrysanthemums behind. 

The shoulder slope of the vase is decorated above with 
a band of scrolled chrysanthemum, with large red flowers 
and green leaves studding a purple ground', which is inter¬ 
rupted with four foliated medallions containing butterflies. 
The colors of the gadroon border around the foot, and of 
the diverse rings of conventional fret and diaper which en¬ 
circle the upper part of the vase, are perfectly shown in 
the illustration. XVII. 

Club-shaped Vase {Pang-chih P'inp,. 18'/, inches high, 
with a ground of sotiffli cobalt-blue, in which are reserved 
panels, decorated, on a white ground, in enamel colors of 
the K'ang-hsi period (1662-1722), including emerald-green, 
buff, vermilion, red, and black. The blue ground was 
originally overlaid with a rich decoration in gold of con¬ 
ventional floral scrolls and hanging chains of symbols, of 
which only traces now remain. 

The reserves are outlined in the shape of the Chinese 
characters for happiness and longevity, interrupted in the 
middle by medallions containing the figures of the corre¬ 
sponding Taoist divinities. The character Aw in front, with 
a diapered ground, has a circular medallion in the middle, 
with Fu Hsing, the star-god of happiness, an aged person¬ 
age leaning upon a gnarled staff, attended by two sprites 
carrying a palm-leaf and a fly whisk. The character Skou 
at the back, filled in with a similarly colored diaper, is in¬ 
terrupted by a peach-shaped panel, with a picture of Shou 
Hsing, the star-god of longevity, inside, in the guise of an 
aged figure with wrinkled forehead and long beard, a 
branch of his miraculous peaches over his shoulder, speed¬ 
ing across a rocky landscape, with a conspicuous spread¬ 
ing pine on one side of the picture. XVIII. 

Iridescent Iron-rust Vase {P'ing), egg-shaped, with a 
small round mouth and a circularly rimmed foot, enameled 
with a dark-brown monochrome glaze, thickly speckled 
with minute points of deep metallic lustrous aspect, and 
irregularly flecked all over with clouds of vermilion color, 
the lip being covered with a ring of the same red. 

It is a striking example of the t'iek-hsiuyu, or “ iron-rust 
glaze,” of naturalistic color and inimitable metallic luster. 
The foot is enameled underneath with a dark olive-brown 
monochrome glaze of rugose ” bubbly " appearance. There 
is no mark inscribed, although it is evidently an early 

piece {1736-95). XIX. 

Buddhist Ecclesiastical Vase {P'ing), one of a pair, 
16% inches high, of hexagonal section and complicated out¬ 
line, elaborately decorated in brilliant enamel colors with 
gilding, for the altar set of a Buddhist temple; each altar 
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set consisting of a tripod censer and two pricket candle¬ 
sticks, flanked by a pair of vases, five pieces in all. 

The body of the vase, of reversed conical form, is 
modeled in the shape of a ddgnba, or relic shrine, with a 
sunk panel in each of the six sides containing a vase, which 
stands out in relief from the floral background, displaying 
the sacred wheel of the law surmounted by the irisula sym¬ 
bol. The edges and borders are filled with floral brocades 
and bands of conventional flowers, sprays of fruit, and 
birds, relieved by grounds of different color. The neck of 
the vase, channeled externally, and correspondingly fluted 
inside, is painted with pendant chains of flowers and jewels, 
relieved by a red ground. The foot is painted in green, 
with rings of palmetto foliations on a yellow ground, and 
with gilded chrysanthemum sprays upon a red ground 
around the rim. The interior of the vase and the under 
surface of the foot are enameled pale green. A small panel 
is reserved in the middle, underneath, in which is inscribed 
the seal in underglaze blue, Ta Ch'ing Yung<hSng nien chih 
—1, e., “ Made in the reign of Yung-cheng (1723-35), of the 
Great Ch’ing [dynasty].” XX. 

V.\SE {P'ing\ 17 inches high, of cylindrical form, slightly 
enlarging upward and receding at the neck, painted in the 
brilliant enamel colors of the Yung-cheng period (1723-35). 

There is a group of figures on the vase, the three prin¬ 
cipal of which represent the Triad of the Taoist cult, called 
Fn Lu Shou San Hsing, or " The Three Star-Gods of Hap¬ 
piness, Rank, and Longevity.” the other smaller figures 
being attendant sprites. Lu Hsing, the '' Star-God of 
Rank,” has the place of honor in the middle, clad in im¬ 
perial robes, representing Shang Ti, the superior ruler of 
the T.aoist pantheon, whose throne is the Great Bear, 
round which all the other stars revolve in homage: he 
holds a baton of rank, and has a peony, the ” mandarin's 
flower,” stuck in his winged hat. On his right is Shou 
Hsing, the " Divinity of Longevity," an aged, bent figure, 
with wrinkled, smiling face and bald, protuberant brow, 
leaning upon a gnarled staff, dressed in robes brocaded 
with sprays of peach-blossoms, and carrying a peach, the 
" fruit of life," in his hand. A stork is flying overhead, and 
a tall pine, another of his emblems, covered with flowering 
bignonia, rises in the background. He is attended by three 
playful sprites, dancing under the flowers and striving to 
reach the peach. On the left stands Fu Hsing, the personi¬ 
fied “Star of Happiness,” his head covered with a blue 
hood, his girdle embroidered with the sacred fungus and 
bat, while two other bats, his special attributes, are flying 
in the air above ; he holds a child in his arms, and another 
is dancing behind. The neck of the vase is decorated in 
front with a group of fruit, composed of a little branch 
with twin peaches upon it, surrounded by twigs of water- 
caltrop, Buddha's-hand citron, pomegranate, olive, melon, 
and lotus. The foot, e.xcavated to make a circular rim, is 
unglazed. XXI. 

Openwork Lantern {Teng), of oval hexagonal form, 
io‘/, inches high, with panels carved in openwork designs, 
decorated in brilliant colored enamels of the famille rose. 
belonging to the CHicn-lung period (1736-95)' 

The six sides of the lantern have oblong panels pierced 
with trelliswork of two different patterns, surrounding 
solid'circular medallions in the middle, which are painted 
with pictures of Taoist saints or hermits, each accompanied 
by an attendant sprite. They are figured in landscapes 
filled in with appropriate surroundings, pines, dryandra- 
trees, the sacred fungus, and spotted deer, and carry the 
usual attributes, such as ling-chik, peaches, baskets of flow¬ 
ers and herbs, hoes, or pilgrims' gourds; one of the attend¬ 
ants holds up a double gourd from which a cloud of smoke 
is issuing at his master’s behest, which unfolds above to 
display a flying crane. The upper and lower receding rims 
are also pierced with six smaller panels. The borders and 
edges are all richly decorated with painted diapers of di¬ 
verse pattern with floral grounds. 

A similar lamp is figured by Du Sartel in La Porcclainf 
de Chine, Plate XXXI. XXIf. 

Oblong Crackled Vase {FangP'ing). 10'/, inches high, 
of square section, with a circular rim at the base, culminat¬ 
ing in a short neck leading to a round mouth, and having 
the comers projected in the form of broken, dentated 
ridges. The sides are molded in relief, with the creative 
monad symbol {yin-yang) four limes repeated in the middle, 
and the series of eight mystic trigrams (pa knd) above and 
below. The glaze which invests the whole surface is 
superficially crackled, and colored with thin splashes of 
grayish mottled purple and olive-brown tints. The foot, 
somewhat roughly plastered with grayish-purple and olive- 
brown, has a rim showing a gray paste of comparatively 
coarse texture. XXIII. 

Deep Eousheli. Plate (Tich), decorated in brilliant 
enamel colors of the famille rose with gilding. Of the same 
eggshell texture and artistic style as the “rose-back 
plates, it is decorated, instead, underneath the rim, with 
three floral sprays, boldly painted in overglaze cobalt-blue. 
The plate is painted inside with a garden scene contain- 
ing a group of figures, representing an emperor and em¬ 
press surrounded by courtiers. The emperor, identified by 
his robes brocaded with dragons, by the tassels of red silk 
on the trappings of his white horse, and by the oval banner 
screens embroidered with gold dragons held up by attend¬ 
ants behind him, has just mounted upon horseback: the 
empress, followed by court ladies holding dragon-centered 
processional fans of peacocks' feathers, is in the act of 
mounting a piebald horse with the aid of a stool, supported 
by a lady attendant, while a courtier holds the gilded stir¬ 
rup hanging on the off side of the saddle. 

The borders of the plate are filled with ornamental 
diapers of different pattern; that on the slope inside is in¬ 
terrupted by blue dragon-scrolls, and the broad blue band 
that succeeds is overlaid with dragon-scrolls in gold; the 
rim is encircled by a gilded quatrefoil diaper upon a black 
ground. XXI\. 

Tripod Censer (Ting Lu). of depressed globular form, 
rounding in to a wide, circular mouth, supported upon 
three feet of scrolled outline, which spring from the gaping 
mouths of grotesque lions’ heads projecting from the lower 
surface of the bowl. It is invested with a glaze of brown¬ 
ish-yellow color, mottled with clouds of darker brown 
toward the bottom ; the glaze, extended over the molded 
feet, is paler in the relief parts, deep brown in the recesses 
where it is thicker. The base is unglazed, with the excep¬ 
tion of a round patch of the cafe-au-lail enamel in the 

middle. 
The censer dates, doubtless, from the Hing dynasty. 

Vessels of this form are used in Chinese temples for burn¬ 
ing “joss-sticks," made of fragrant woods, before the im- 
a<res of the deities. This one must have come from some 
Taoist temple, as the openwork cover of rosewood is sur¬ 
mounted by a Taoist figure carved out of red agate, repre¬ 
senting an acolyte of the god of longevity, with a peach in 
his hand, leaning upon a deer. XXV. 

Coral-Red Vase (Hua P’ing), with globular body and 
slightly spreading neck, decorated in enamel colors, with 
an imperial dragon pursuing the jewel of omnipotence, re¬ 
lieved by a monochrome iron-red ground of pure vermilion 
tint, of the Ch'ien-lung period (1736-95). The outlines of 
the decoration are penciled in underglaze blue. The five- 
clawed dragon coiled round the neck of the vase is colored 
green, with the enamel laid on thickly, so as to stand out in 
slight reliel, the jewel being depicted on the shoulder as a 
yellow disk with a green spiral coil inside emitting bluish 
flames. The rim of the foot shows a paste of grayish tint; 
the glaze underneath, of pale-green color, is crackled. 

XXVI. 

Crackled Green Vase (P'inf), 16',''. inches high, bottle¬ 
shaped, with globular body and wide tubular neck, invested 
with a monochrome glaze of pale “camellia-leaf green" 
color, minutely crackled throughout. The foot is enameled 
underneath with the same glaze, which is also partially 
spread on inside the mouth so as to leave some of the buff- 



PLATE CIX. 

Q^AA'A'-EOTTLE (Tokuri), of 
HiiaJo porcelain, modeled in the 
ihapr of a gourd, with a slightly 

eonprtssrd eeaist, and drait'n in aione 
to a small mouth, which is closed by a 
round stopper. The aperture is tight¬ 
ened by a cap of yelltno silk, the fringe 
of which is seen in the illustration. 

Th/I' is a floral decoration outside, 
exteuled in white slip, scorked in slight 
relief, and finished with the graving 
tool; it consists of sprays of chrysan¬ 
themum-flowers, intermingled with a 
few blades and a single penciled head 
of grass. The investing glace is of 
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colored paste visible. The rim o£ the mouth is lightly 
touched with a ring of brown tint. The fine crackle is 
sometimes known as truiUe, from its resemblance to the 
scales of the trout; the Chinese call it yil isi'i wtn, or “fish- 
roe crackle," as distinguished from the coarser reticulation 
of the pi7ig lieh •wtn, or “fissured ice crackle.” The color 
approaches “ apple-green." The period is Ch'ien-lung 
(1736-95); it is enameled sur biscuit like the finely crackled 
turquoise vases of the time, and the paste is of similar 
character. XXVIl. 

Club SHAPED Vase {pang-chih P'ing\ 17% inches high, 
painted in overglaze iron-red of darker and lighter shade, 
with touches of gold and spots of black to define the eyes 
of the dragons, executed in the vigorous style and coloring 
of the reign of K'ang-ksi (1662-1722). 

The body of the vase is decorated in panels of different 
shape, surrounded by a red ground diapered with chrys¬ 
anthemum scrolls. Two large oblong panels contain four- 
clawed dragons disporting among clouds, in pursuit of the 
jewel of omnipotence, which is depicted as a gilded disk 
with spiral center, as if whirling in the air. At the sides 
there are two rectangular panels with flowers and flying 
insects, branches of pomegranate fruit and blossoming 
peach and sprays of bamboo, and two panels of foliated 
outline below, with carp swimming in the midst of water 
plants. The shoulder is encircled by a brocaded ground of 
diamond pattern studded with peach-blossoms and broken 
by four foliated medallions with chrysanthemum-flowers in¬ 
side ; the neck is painted with four circular shou characters 
in a graceful floral scroll; the elaborate decoration being 
completed by a band o£ false gadroons round the foot, a 
ring of spiral scroll on the upright lip, and a castellated 
border at the base of the neck. XXVIll. 

Vase iP'ing'), 12V, inches high, covered with a mono¬ 
chrome glaze of an intense and rich sapphire-blue color, 
minutely and uniformly crackled throughout. It is a co¬ 
balt-blue, the gros bleu of French ceramists, the paa-shili Ian, 
or “ sapphire-blue," of the Chinese. 

It invests a buff-colored paste, exhibited under the foot, 
which is unglazed. The vase is probably not older than 
the period (1736-95). XXIX. 

Flower-Vase {Hua P'ing), 10'/, inches high, of solid 
make, bottle-shaped, with a slightly tapering neck, envel¬ 
oped in the folds of a dragon modeled in salient relief with 
openwork. The vase is enameled with a mottled glaze of 
gray ground streaked with pale purple. The dragon, a 
three-clawed monster of archaic design, with a spirally 
curved tail, is enameled crimson with a rottge-d'or glaze; 
one of its long horns, accidentally broken ofi^, has been re¬ 
placed in gold. It is marked underneath, below the coat of 
purplish-gray glaze, with a seal, very lightly etched in the 
paste, containing the inscription Ta Ch'ing Ch'ien-liotg nien 
chih, “Made in the reign of Ch’ien-lung {1736-95) of the 
Great Ch’ing [dynast}’]." XXX, 

Large Vase {P'ing). 23'/, inches high, decorated with a 
pair of five-clawed imperial dragons in the midst of clouds, 
enameled green, displayed upon a monochrome ground of 
yellow. The details of the design are etched in the paste 
with a style under the green enamel. One of the dragons 
is emerging from the sea, the rolling waves of which sur¬ 
round the base of the vase ; the other is descending, its tail 
reaching to the top of the neck. They are enveloped by 
scrolls of clouds, the rifts of which are occupied by flying 
bats. A formal band of foliations pointing downward en¬ 
circles the foot, and a ring of spiral ornament surrounds 
the upper rim. The foot is enameled yellow underneath, 
with no mark; the period would be that of Ck'ien-Iinig 
(1736-95); the design is of imperial character, and the yel¬ 
low ground of the typical shade reserved for the use of 
the emperor, known as “imperial yellow." XXXI- 

Flower-Vase {H7ta P'ing). with a wide circular mouth, 
the upright rim of which is surmounted by the head of a 
five-clawed dragon, its body, projected in salient relief, being 
modeled in openwork upon the shoulder of the vase. The 

surface of the vase is covered with a deep monochrome 
glaze of “ iron-red ” of dark coral tint and undulating 
aspect. The dragon is enameled green, the details are 
touched in black. The mouth is covered inside with a 
greenish-white glaze partially crackled with brown lines, 
and the same glaze covers the base, underneath, inside the 
rim, which exhibits a paste of grayish tone. It is not older 
than the reign of Ch'ieii-liing{i7fi-tji). XXXll. 

Vase {P'hig), ii inches high, of bottle-shaped outline, 
with a tall neck, enameled with a thick opaque glaze of 
grayish tone, mottled and streaked with amethyst, passing 
into splashes of deep purple shade. The glaze is extended 
over the lip and for about an inch downward inside the 
mouth. Underneath the foot it is coated with an opaque 
ivory-white glaze, slightly crackled. The rim exhibits a 
rather coarse bufi-colored paste resembling that of stone¬ 
ware, but paler than that of the ordinary Kuang Yao, the 
production of the province of Kuangtung, which is illus¬ 
trated in Plate XLl. XXXIIl, 

Plum-blossom Jar {Md Hua Kuati) 10'/, inches high, of 
globular outline, with rounded cover, decorated with an 
interlacement of floral sprays, springing upward from a 
rockery on one side, and downward from the rim of the jar 
on the other, so as to cover its surface as well as that of 
the cover. Two pairs of magpies are perched among the 
branches. The intervals are studded with single flowers 
and buds. The colors are manganese-brown of purplish 
tinge, green, and yellow, relieved by an enameled ground 
of intense black, which becomes shaded with a greenish 
tone at the edges. The interior of the jar and the foot are 
glazed with a greenish-white enamel, and the paste is of 
somewhat gray porous texture, differing from the perfect 
technique of the blue and white “ginger jar” of Plate II, 
but resembling the well-known large vases of the K'ang-hsi 
period, painted with the same colors relieved by a similar 
black ground. XXXIV. 

Vase {P'ing), 14'/, inches high, of somewhat thick, solid 
structure, with the neck buttressed with two vertical ribs, 
encircled above fay six tubular handles, and the shoulder 
studded with a ring of six prominent bosses. It is enam¬ 
eled with a crackled glaze of grayish celadon color, reticu- 
lated with fine lines of reddish brown, mottled all over with 
clouds of copper-red of strawberry hue, flecked with darker 
shades of brown. The inside of the mouth and the under 
aspect of the foot are also crackled, but of plain celadon 
color without mottling. The circular rim of the foot is 
touched with a coating of iron-gray, to cover the rather 
coarse buff-colored paste, which is accidentally left bare at 
one point where one of the handles springs from the neck. 
It belongs, probably, to the period (1736-95)- 

XXXV. 

Bowl for Goldfish {Yu Hang), 7 inches high, 10 
inches across, modeled in the form of a large lotus-leaf 
turned up at the edge, so that the folded margin of the 
peltate leaf makes the irregularly convoluted rim of the 
bowl, which is etched inside and out to represent the 
natural venation of the leaf. The two handles which pro¬ 
ject at the sides are fashioned in full relief in the shape of 
lotus-flowers, one of which, fully expanded, shows the cup¬ 
shaped fruit in the middle. These blossoms, which are 
colored maroon, are each flanked by two buds of the same 
color in similar relief. Two more flowers are painted in 
maroon to decorate the front and back of the bowl; all the 
tuberculated flower-stems are represented curving up from 
below. The rest of the surface of the bowl is enameled 
inside and out with a celadon glaze of greenish tint, which 
darkens in the etched parts of the design and becomes 
nearly white over the relief parts. The bottom is un¬ 
glazed, only superficially coated with a thin wash of brown 

color. Period Clc'ien-/ii?ig {i7^6-gs)- XXXVI. 

Six Snuff-Bottles (A'j'f«/i^7<). i. Of cylindrical form, 
decorated with a dragon pursuing the jewel in the midst of 
clouds, painted in black upon a ground of deep mottled 
yellow: sea-waves at the foot, lambrequin round the upper 
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rim. Mark underneath, in bine, Yung-chtng nicn chih, 
" Made in the reign of Yung-cheng ” (1723-35). 

2. Of flattened globular form, decorated with landscapes 
in maroon-red, with the distant hills and water shaded in 
the same copper-red of greenish tint. The stopper, with 
gilded rim, is enameled of a crackled apple-green to simu¬ 
late turquoise. Mark underneath, in one line of “seal" 
characters, Ta Ch'ing Tao-kuang nien chili, “Made in the 
reign of Tao-kuang (1821-50) of the Great Ch'ing [dy¬ 
nasty].” 

3. Of baluster shape, enameled with a crackled mono- 
chrome glaze of purplish-gray color. No mark. The 
spoon is mounted on metal stopper inlaid with coral. 

4. Of pilgrim-bottle shape, made of copper invested 
with Soochow cinnabar lac, carved with scrolls of peonies, 
fret borders, and dragon-head handles. Intaglio mark un¬ 
derneath, a monogram meaning “ myriad-fold longevity 
and happiness.” 

5. Of flattened oval form, decorated in enamel colors 
with a mountain landscape extending all round, with a 
figure in the foreground standing in front of a pavilion, 
an old fisherman on a rock angling, a rustic behind carry¬ 
ing a plow, and a boy with brushwood. Stopper, with 
gilded rim, enameled to represent coral and turquoise. 
No mark. 

6. Carved out of clouded agate, showing the natural 
veining of the stone, supposed to resemble a dragon con¬ 
cealed by clouds. The stopper, with a rim of turquoise, is 
mounted with a coral bead. XXXVII. 

Etched Celadon Vase {P'ing'). 17 inches high, bottle- 
shaped, with a bulging body of globular outline, orna¬ 
mented with bats flying among scrolled clouds, worked 
in slight relief in the paste and etched so as to cover the 
body and neck of the vase, the intervals being filled in 
with ornamental borders. Plainly paneled borders en¬ 
circle the body above and below, a broad chain of rec¬ 
tangular fret defines the base of the neck, and a band of 
diamond-pattern fret encircles the mouth, interrupted by 
four floral studs, and succeeded by a ring of trefoil folia¬ 
tions. The whole surface is invested with a celadon glaze 
of typical color, which varies in shade according to its 
depth, thereby enhancing the effect of the etched decora¬ 
tion underneath. The base is enameled white underneath, 
without any inscription. The period would be Yung-chSng 
(1723-35) or (1736-93), the vase being a fine ex¬ 
ample of the celadon tone of this period called by the 
Chinese iung-diing. The tint resembles that of the vase 
of the preceding reign, illustrated in Plate VII, but the 
glaze is not quite so rich and translucid. XXXVIII. 

WitiTE Bottle-shaped Vase (P'ing), with double ring 
worked in slight relief in the middle of the long neck under 
the thick white glaze tinged with a shade of green, which 
covers the whole surface, reserving the decoration, which 
is etched in the paste with a graving-tool and left at biscuit, 
showing the natural color of the material after it has been 
fired. It consists of a four-clawed dragon, winding round 
the shoulder of the vase in pursuit of the jewel of omnip¬ 
otence enveloped in flames of effulgence. The mark un¬ 
derneath, penciled in underglaze cobalt-blue, is Ta Ming 
Ch'hig-hua nicn chih, “ Made in the reign of Ch'6ng-hua of 
the Great Ming [dynasty]." but the form, style of decora¬ 
tion, and technical details, seem to be those of the reign of 
K'ang-hsi (1662-1722). XXXIX. 

Pea-green Cel,\don Vase {Tsuu), of antique form and 
design, modeled with a band of lotus-petals rising in slight 
relief round the foot, and with three prominent ribs encir¬ 
cling the upper part. Upon the shoulder is crouched the 
monstrous form of a dragon, worked in salient relief and 
undercut, so as nearly to envelop the circumference of the 
vase within its massive folds, the interval being occupied 
by the jewel, with its effulgent halo, which the dragon is 
pursuing. Of the usual conventional form, it has two 
branched horns and a bristling mane, the feet are five- 
clawed, and flaming processes issuing from the shoulders 
indicate its supernatural character. It is boldly modeled 

and finished with engraving. The glaze with which the 
whole surface is enameled is of tou-ch'ing, or pea-green 
celadon color, and is not crackled. It darkens somewhat 
in the recesses of the molded decoration. 

The foot is coated underneath with the same celadon 
glaze, and has no mark attached. The piece may perhaps 
be referred to the reign of Yung-chtng (1723-35). XL. 

Kuang Yao Figure of Bodhidh.arma {Ta-mo Hsiang). 
the famous Buddhist pilgrim, who came from India to 
China in the year 520, and was the first of the Chinese 
Buddhist patriarchs. The statuette, 13'/, inches high, is 
fashioned in the peculiar reddish-gray stoneware of the 
province of Kuangtung {Kuang Yao), exhibited at the base 
and in the hollow of the figure, which are unglazed. He 
is standing in the attitude of religious meditation, dressed 
in flowing robes, with the hands folded in the sleeves; the 
poll is shaven, and the ears have the traditional large lobes 
of the Buddhist saint. The breast and face show the natu- 
ral red color of the fired clay; the hair, left long behind 
so as to fall over the shoulders in curls, is colored dark 
brown; the rest of the figure is invested with a thick, 
lustrous crimson glaze of mottled flambi character, over¬ 
spread with a reticulated cloud of olive-brown tint. XLI. 

Blue and White Brocaded Vase {P'ing). of Per¬ 
sian form, with bulging body and slender, tapering neck, 
decorated in pale blue of pure tint with floral grounds and 
foliated panels of floral brocade. 

There are four lozenge-shaped panels on the body, of 
foliated outline, filled with floral designs in white on a blue 
ground, connected by straps and linked chains. Leal- 
shaped panels of similar design spread upward and down¬ 
ward : the intervals are studded with tiny blossoms. The 
neck has two leaf-shaped panels spreading up from the 
base, and two narrow foliations at the lip ; the rest is cov¬ 
ered with an overlapping floral pattern. Bands of angular 
fret round the rim and a ring of conventional ornament to 
define the shoulder complete the decoration, which is of 
arabesque character. The mark inscribed underneath is a 
leaf, outlined in blue, a common sign of the K'ang-hsi 
period (1662-1722), to which this little vase is to be at¬ 
tributed. XLII. 

Pomegranate Vase {Shih-Hu P'ing), being fashioned 
of a curious shape simulating a pomegranate crowned with 
its permanent calyx. The body, of six-lobed section, is al¬ 
ternately ribbed and fluted, and drawn in above to a short, 
slender neck, which flares into a recurved mouth with an 
irregularly indented rim. The lip is tinted with a line of 
dark-brown color, and the foot is invested underneath with 
a dark-brown glaze, so that the material might be mistaken 
for a dark stoneware, did not a slight flaw in the glaze at 
one point lay bare the whitish paste. The vase is coated 
outside with a mottled glaze of dull purplish or lavender 
color, crackled with a network of dark lines. The interior 
of the mouth is enameled with a lustrous glaze of grayish 
white more superficially crackled. It appears to be a re¬ 
production, to be attributed to the Yung-chfvg period, of 
the famous Kuau Yao of the Sung dynasty, which is de¬ 
scribed as having had an “ iron-colored foot ” and “ copper- 
red mouth.” XLllI. 

Beaker-shaped Vase {Hua Ku), of slender, graceful 
form, modeled after an ancient sacrificial bronze, with a 
prominent band round the middle, a spreading foot, and 
a trumpet-shaped mouth. The surface is covered with 
molded and etched designs of archaic bronze character, 
with an ornamental band of scrolls, proceeding from drag¬ 
ons' heads, round the middle, between two rings of inter¬ 
rupted rectangular fret, and with p.almations, spreading 
upward and downward, outlined in spiral curves. It is en¬ 
tirely covered with a minutely crackled glaze of pure tur¬ 
quoise tint, which changes in tone according to its depth, 
thereby enhancing the effect of the relief and chiseled work. 
There is no mark underneath, but a similar piece in the 
collection is engraved with the seal Ta Ch'ing Ck'Un-lung 
nien chih, and this vase must be referred to the same reign 
of Ch'ien-lung (1736-95). XLIV. 
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Beaker-shaped Vase (Hua Kii), of slender, graceful 
form, with slightly spreading loot and trumpet-shaped 
mouth, modeled after an ancient bronze design on lines 
similar to those of the vase figured in Plate XLIV, but dif¬ 
fering in having a perfectly plain surface. It is enameled 
with the same finely’ crackled glaze of mottled tones of the 
purest turquoise tint, which extends over the rim inside the 
mouth, and invests the base of the foot, with the exception 
of the circular rim, which is unglazed, and shows the gray¬ 
ish texture of the paste. It must be referred to the same 
period, the reign of It is a pale blu¬ 
ish variety of the glaze which Chinese ceramists call k'ung- 
c/iUo-lu, or " peacock-green." XLV. 

Brilli.ant Flamue Qu.aurancular V.ase Tsuh), 
12 inches high, of antique design, with two wide-open 
scroll handles projecting from the sides of the neck. The 
mouth has the rounded corners indented, and the indenta¬ 
tions are continued downward as grooves, which gradually 
disappear about the middle of the vase. A pointed ovoid 
panel is outlined in slight relief on the front and back, to 
break the uniformity of the surface. The vase is enameled 
outside with a gray, superficially crackled glaze, overlaid 
with vertical streaks and mottled clouds, so as to exhibit 
splashes of brilliant transformation colors of varied tints, 
passing through brilliant shades of crimson and purple into 
deep olive-brown. The upper rim and the interior of the 
mouth are coated with the axme yao-picn, or " furnace trans¬ 
muted ” glaze. The enamel under the foot is yellow, and 
not crackled ; the paste is very white, as shown by a slight 
accidental chip. Period, (1736-95). XLVI. 

Large" Pilgrim-Bottle" Vase, or Pao-yuekP'ing,\ittT- 
ally " full-moon vase,” 16 inches high, with floral decoration 
in enamel colors of the Yung-cMug(1723-35). 

The scrolled openwork handles, which connect the neck 
and shoulders, are fashioned in the form of grotesque 
dragons. The base of the neck is encircled by a band of 
fret, succeeded above by a formal palmate ring of folia¬ 
tions, below by a scroll border, and a ring of scroll orna¬ 
ment surrounds the foot. The body of the vase is deco¬ 
rated on both sides with flowering branches springing from 
a point near the foot and spreading over the surface. On 
the side illustrated we see scarlet pomegranate-flowers and 
branches of the white prunus and pink Pymsjaponica, min¬ 
gled with twigs of bamboo and sacred fungus. On the 
other side narcissus-flowers, with white petals and yellow 
bells in the middle, spring from rocks clad with fungus, 
with bamboo sprays, and there is a bunch of red nandina 
berries waving above. A pair of butterflies is flying across 
the field, and bees are hovering around the plum-blossoms. 
The seal penciled underneath in underglaze blue is Ta 
Ch'ing Yung-chfng nien chih—i. e., " Made in the reign of 
Yung-cheng, of the Great Ch'ing [dynasty]." XLVll. 

Large Rouxd Dish {Ta Kuo P'an). 20 inches in diame¬ 
ter, with a floral decoration, painted in the brilliant enamel 
colors of the VuHg-chfng period, extending from the base 
over the rim and along the sides, as well as filling the inte¬ 
rior of the saucer-shaped dish. The decoration consists of 
branches of the blossoming plum {mei-huri) mingled with 
sprays of pomegranate {sIi-Ui-liii)y both of which send off 
twigs before they wind over the rim to ornament the under 
border of the dish with the same white and red flowers. 
A clump of the branching sacred fungus {iing-chih), with its 
scrolled heads of diverse colors, is sprouting from the 
branch of the prunus. The mark penciled underneath in 
cobalt-blue inside a double ring of the same color is Ta 
Ch’ing Yung-chhtg tiicn chih—\. e., " Made in the reign of 
Yung-ch6ng (1723-35), of the Great Ch’ing [dynasty].” 

The companion dish, of the same size, style, and mark, 
is decorated, still more effectively, with branches of the 
tree-peony {iiwu-tan), Magiiolia yulan, and Pyrns japonica 
{hai-l'aug), and has trailing sprays of the three flowers 
extending round three fourths of the lower border. The 
large, conspicuous blossoms of the peony are nearly white, 
tipped with pink, and the magnolia-petals are filled in with 
the same white enamel. XLVlll. 

Large Globular Jar {Kang), painted in deep brilliant 
blue, of the lone of coloring and archaic decorative style 
characteristic of the Chia-cking period of the Ming dynastj’. 
The body is divided into four panels of foliated outline, 
which are filled with landscape pictures of familiar life in 
China. In front, a poet is seated in a pavilion composing, 
while a boy attendant holds up his ink-pallet, and two oth¬ 
ers carry wine-pot and cup. Two men are working in the 
garden below, the trees of which are the symbolical pine, 
bamboo, and plum. The scene on the left depicts a scholar 
on horseback riding to visit a friend in his mountain re¬ 
treat, at the door of which an attendant is knocking to an¬ 
nounce his arrival. Similar scenes occupy the other two 
panels. The recesses are filled with alternate sprays of 
peony and chrysanthemum, and the decoration is completed 
by a band of sacred fungus round the shoulder of the jar, 
and another of beaded gadroon pattern round the base. 
Underneath, boldly written in dark underglaze cobalt-blue, 
is the mark Ta Ming Chia ching nicn chih—i. e., “ Made in 
the reign of Chia-ching (1522-66), of the Great .Ming [dv- 
nasty]." XLIX. 

Two Vases {Hua P'iug), of the “ peach-bloom " type. 
The first is invested \vith a grayish-gi een glaze variegated 
with streaks and mottled clouds of intense emerald-green, 
passing into olive at the lower edges as they “ run " down 
over the field. A blush of "crushed-strawberry " tint is seen 
near the rim at the base. The magnificent coloring seems 
to be an accidental success of the potter, due to prolonged 
firing of a glaze unusually rich in copper. The usual mark 
of Ta Ch'ing K'ang-hsi nicn chih, "Made in the reign of 
K’ang-hsi, of the Great Ch'ing [dynasty]," penciled under¬ 
neath in cobalt-blue, has also “run," the characters being 
much blurred. The lip has been replaced in gold. 

The second piece is clad in a rich, smooth glaze of 
charmingly uniform color, a pinkish pearl-gray, reminding 
one of the hue of the opening bud of the lavender. It is 
flecked with a few olive-brown spots in the receding hollow 
of the neck. It is of perfect technique, with the lip defined 
by a rounded edge, and the foot enameled pure white un¬ 
derneath, but not inscribed. The interior of the mouth 
exhibits a mottled glaze, displaying the most beautiful 
" peach-bloom ” tints. Period, (1662-1722). L. 

Flower-Vase {Hua P'iug), of graceful shape, exhibit¬ 
ing in typical form the mottled play of colors characteristic 
of the celebrated “peach-bloom” glaze. The three tints 
distinguished by the Chinese connoisseur are all seen in the 
illustration—viz., the chiang loii hung, or " haricot-red," of 
the ground, the nici kud pan, or “rose spots,” and the 
clouds of p'ing-kuo ch’ing, or “apple-green." The glaze 
ends below in the usual sharply cut straight line, so as to 
leave a rim of biscuit round the foot, which is deeply hol¬ 
lowed out underneath. The mark penciled in brilliant un¬ 
derglaze blue is composed of six minute characters arranged 
in two columns, reading, Ta Ch'ing K'ang-hsi nien chih, 
“ Made in the reign of K'ang-hsi (1662-1722), of the Great 
Ch'ing [dynasty]." LI. 

Ovoid Vase {Hua P'ing), one of a pair, of the same 
period as the last, and with the same mark underneath writ¬ 
ten in still more minute blue characters, covered with a 
monochrome glaze of pale sky-blue tint, a charming e.xam- 
ple of the r^rt yueh pai, literally “moonlight white,” or 
clair-de-lune glaze. Ll- 

Yi.OVIEH-WKSZ {Hna P'in^, 7% inches high, with a ring 
of upright foliated panels molded in slight relief in the 
paste round the base. The upper part of the neck, which 
had a slightly flaring mouth, has been ground down and 
mounted with a silver collar of Japanese workmanship. 
The vase is enameled with a “peach-bloom" glaze of 
“crushed-strawberry” tint, flecked with spots of darker 
red, and mottled with clouds of apple-green passing into a 
bright grass-green in the middle. The mark written un¬ 
derneath in cobalt-blue under a white glaze is Ta Ch'ing 
K'ang-hsi nicn chih. “ Made in the reign of K'ang-hsi (1662- 
1722), of the Great Ch'ing [dynasty].” 
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The companion vase in the collection, S inches high, of 
a similar form, and with the same mark underneath, has a 

crushed-strawberry ” ground, flecked with reddish-brown 
spots, and only slightly clouded, at one spot, with apple- 
green. The glaze has run down in thick drops and par¬ 
tially enfoliated, leaving bare places, which have been filled 
in with tiny petals of gold lacquer. The upper rim is 
capped with a silver mount etched with a floral pattern, and 
the neck is encircled by scrolled clouds and a gold dragon 
of Japanese design. LH- 

Flower-Vase {Hua P'ing). 9 inches high, of eggshell 
thinness, invested with a soft monochrome glaze of pink 
color, belonging to the Yung-chSiig {1722-1^) or early Ch'ien- 

(1736-95) period. This beautiful and rare tint is the 
same as that with which the backs of some of the delicate 
eggshell dishes of the time are enameled. It is a variety 
of the rose d'or, being derived from gold ; different shades 
of pink were produced by combining the “purple of Cas¬ 
sius,” which gives a pure crimson tint, with graduated doses 
of white. The pink, illustrated here, is called hai-t'ang 
hung, or " Pyrus japonica red," by the Chinese, from its re¬ 
semblance to the petals of that flower; the deeper crimson 
of the “ ruby-backed ” dishes, one of which is illustrated in 
Plate X, they crsW yen-chik hung, or “rouge-red.” LIII. 

Flower-Vase ijina P'ing), with the “peach-bloom" 
glaze of thoK'ang-hsi period (1662-1722}. The illustration, 
in the size of the original, shows the gracefully curved lines 
of the form and the perfect technique of the piece. The 
swelling lip is defined by a line of white, and two white 
rings in slight relief encircle the neck as it springs from the 
shoulder. The rest of the surface is covered with a rich 
glaze of velvety aspect, exhibiting the beautiful play of col¬ 
ors which distinguishes the “peach-bloom" or “crushed- 
strawberry ” vases. The neck is coated inside with a glaze 
of bright apple-green tint, sprinkled with a few dark-red 
spots, and tipped at the edge with a ring of mottled “ peach- 
bloom.” The mark underneath, Ta Ch'ing K’ang-hsi nien 
chill, “ Made in the reign of K'ang-hsi, of the Great Ch’ing 
[dynasty]," is beautifully written in underglaze cobalt-blue, 
the six characters arranged in three columns. LIV. 

Wine-Pot {Chiu Hii), of somewhat rough paste and an¬ 
tique style, enameled with colors and touches of gold, of 
the K'ang-hsi period [1662-1722). Of oblong form, with 
the corners rounding inward, it has an upright arched han¬ 
dle which is painted with black lines on a yellow ground, 
to simulate basketwork. The decoration is in panels, with 
the typical flowers of the seasons on the four sides; the 
plum of winter, with a bird perched in the branches, and 
an evergreen bamboo growing from the rocks beneath ; the 
tree-peony of spring, with butterflies flying around; the 
lotus of summer; and the chrysanthemum of autumn. The 
intervals are filled with bands of floral diaper, interrupted 
on the shoulder by two medallions containing sprays of 
peony, and formal sprigs of the same flower are painted 
on the curved spout. The foot is glazed white underneath, 
with no mark attached. LV. 

Bottle-shaped Vase {P'in^, 16'/, inches high, of good 
form and finished technique, enameled with the celebrated 
red glaze of the Lang Yao of the reign of K'ang-hsi {1(162- 
1722). The surface of the glaze exhibits a superficial net¬ 
work of crackled lines, and its depth reflects the richly 
mottled tints of sang-de-bamf type, streaked with lighter 
shades below. The upper edge of the tall neck is defined 
by a rounded rim of white. The foot is apple-green under¬ 
neath, not crackled, mottled with undefined rings of pale 
red. LVI. 

Vase {P'ing), 1S inches high, of the celebrated Lang Yao 
of the reign of (1662-1722). Bottle-shaped, with 
swelling body and tall, wide, cylindrical neck ; the rich, 
deep glaze, crackled throughout, exhibits the characteristic 
crimson tints oi sang de besuf m its darkest mottling. The 
base is covered underneath with a gray, “rice-colored” 
glaze, slightly mottled with brown. LVll. 

Flower-Vase {Hua P'ing), 8'/, inches high, covered 
with the crackled sang-de-bceuf glaze, the characteristic col¬ 
ors of which are well represented in the lithograph. The 
mottling of apple-green crackle exhibited near the loot is 
still more marked on the opposite side of the vase. The 
base underneath is coated with a crackled white glaze, 
barely tinted with green. It belongs to the reign of 
K'ang-hsi {\6&2-\722). LVIIl. 

Large Vase {P'ing), 21 inches high, of the celebrated 
Lang Yao of the reign of K'ang-hsi (1662-1722), covered 
with the characteristic crackled monochrome glaze of 
saitg-de-bwuf color. The colors, of varied tone, pass from 
apple-green to deepest crimson, through all intermediate 
shades, according to the degree of oxidation of the copper 
silicates in the glaze. The vase is green toward the edges, 
where the network of crackles is most clearly visible ; red 
on the body, where the glaze runs down toward the foot 
in richly mottled streaks ; and of dark, sanguineous tint on 
the shoulder, where the glaze is thickest. The rims are 
defined by lines of white glaze : the base is covered under¬ 
neath with a crackled glaze of pale apple-green color. 
The plate shows well the vertical play of colors, the 
crackled texture, and the stippled ground which mark 
this glaze—one of the most brilliant achievements of the 
Chinese potter. The reflections give a touch of contrast 
to the tone, and indicate the finished radiance of the sur¬ 
face lit up by the sun. LIX. 

Statuette of Kuan Yin {Kuan Yin Hsiang), 17 inches 
high, mounted upon a pedestal, representing the Chinese 
goddess of Mercy, a Buddhist divinity,the special “hearer 
of prayers," as the name signifies. Modeled in a dignified 
pose, she stands upright with braceleted hands crossed in 
front, her robes, with broad and loose sleeves, hanging 
gracefully down so as to cover all but the tips of her bare 
feet. The face, with calm, complacent features, is marked 
between the eyebrows with the illuminating Arna, char¬ 
acteristic mark of a Buddha, and the ears have the tra¬ 
ditional pendulous lobes of a Buddhist saint. The hair is 
crowned with a tiara of lotus design ; a lotus-flower is sus¬ 
pended upon the breast by a jeweled necklace, and another 
hangs down from the girdle. A short brocaded cloak 
covers the shoulders and forms a hood, which projects for¬ 
ward in a point above the head-dress. The pedestal is 
fashioned in scrolled outlines to represent the waves of the 
sea, with the two-horned bristling head of a dragon emerg¬ 
ing in front, flanked by two four-clawed feet, the hinder 
part of its serpentine form being seen behind. 

The figure is enameled with a crackled glaze of soft 
grayish tone with reticulating brown lines. The deco¬ 
rated parts are painted in the brilliant colors of the old fa- 
millc verte; the hair is jet-black, the eyebrows are outlined 
in black, and the lips touched with coral-red. The hood is 
brocaded with scrolls of lotus-flowers; the upper border 
of the robe is encircled by shou characters alternating with 
flowers. Ytr'ioA K'ang-hsi {1662-1722). LX. 

Tall Vase {Hh-Ih P'ing), 28 inches high, of threefold 
outline, fashioned in the form of a double gourd with 
broad, swelling waist, and decorated in enameled colors of 
the K'ang.hsi period (1662-1722). 

The middle section is decorated on a white ground 
with two grotesque lions enveloped in flames, and bro¬ 
caded balls, looking like wheels, surrounded by waving fil¬ 
lets. The balls, outlined in uuderglaze blue, are painted 
partly in the same blue, partly in colors, coral-red and 
green predominating; the lions, painted in similar colors, 
have the curly manes and spreading tails touched with an 
overglaze blue enamel. The borders are filled in with a 
band of floral diaper in colors. The upper and lower seg¬ 
ments of the vase are glazed with a monochrome ground 
of brilliant “ mirror-black.” This was once profusely 
painted in gold, and traces remain on the lower part of the 
vase of floral and diapered grounds, inclosing panels con¬ 
taining rocky scenes with deer, k'ilin, and monstrous quad¬ 
rupeds, surmounted by a ring of symbols, including the 



PLATE CX. 

SAKt-BOTTLE AND CENSER OF 
HIRADO BLUE AND WHITE. 

^.IKE-BOTTLE (Tokuri), of 
Hirado porcelain, modeled in the 
jot m of a vase, with a bulging, 

globular body 'tapering inlo a slender, 
upright neck. It is decorated in soft- 
toned cohalt-btue, with a miniature gar¬ 
den scene, a sketch of a rockery and a 
paling, with apaliii,peoiUes, and other 
flowers, behind the feme. At the hack 
there is a group of five small boys danc¬ 
ing round a couple of fighting-cocks. 

Date jjyo-iSoo. The Somet- 
suk6, or blue and white, decorated at 
this period with Chinese boys playing, 
was made especially for the use of a 
prince of the Matsu-ura family resid¬ 
ing at Hirado. and its^saU was pro- 
hibited^ {See Frank's Japanese Pot¬ 
tery,q6 and py.) 

2. INCENSE-BURNER 
(Koro), of Hirado porcelain, molded 
in the form of a puppy sf uniting on 
the ground, its head, udiich is detach¬ 
able, being the cover, the line of juiuP 
lion being the lower edge of the ribbon 
which is represented as tied round the 
ttech. The flanks are decorated with 
chrysanlheinum-sprays, which have the 
flowers worked in while relief, the 
leaves penciled in blue ; an the back is 
a panel similarly ornamented with a 
carp leaping from waves, and a foli¬ 
ated patch with a blue ground is 
painted between the cars. No mark. 
Period, ijso-tSoo. 
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double fish, lozenges, and “cash"; and of panels contain¬ 
ing landscapes with temples on the upper segment. LXi. 

Flower-Vase {Hua P'ing), 10'/, inches high, of the 
reign of K'ang-lisi (1662-1722), decorated in panels with 
cobalt-blue of brilliant mottled tone, and in the intervals 
with floral sprays on an enameled black ground. The 
body of the vase is decorated with three quatrefoil panels 
containing vases filled with bouquets of lotus-flowers and 
reeds, pots of sword-grass, and writing apparatus set on 
low tables; the neck, with two leaf-shaped panels below, 
having sprays of chrysanthemum inside, with alternate 
svastika and jewel symbols round the bulb, and with rings 
of formal foliations round the base and rim. The ground 
between the panels is filled in with sprays of plum-blossom, 
painted in delicate green and yellow, relieved by a back¬ 
ground of intense iridescent black. There is no mark un¬ 
derneath, LXII. 

Saucer-shaped Dish {Tieh), of delicate eggshell porce¬ 
lain, decorated with brilliant enamel colors of the Yung- 

period (1723-35). The graceful figure, supported by 
a scrolled bank of many-colored clouds, represents one of 
the female divinities of the Taoist cult, as shown by her 
attributes, and seems to be Ho Hsien-kti. the virgin member 
of the band of immortals who, the story says, occasionally 
appears to her worshipers in a cloud of diverse colors. 
The goddess is dressed in long, flowing robes, with a short 
cloak of lotus-leaves thrown across her shoulders and a 
long black scarf with the ends floating loosely down, and 
has her jet-black hair ornamented with a pink flower; a 
pilgrim's gourd hangs suspended from her girdle, and she 
carries in her hands a large blue jar, tied round with pink 
silk, containing, doubtless, the beverage of immortality— 
the magic I'/ilrfr LXllI. 

Quadrangular Vase {Fang P'ing), 13 inches high, 
with vertical openwork railings of scrolled outline project¬ 
ing from the four corners, richly decorated in enamel col¬ 
ors, with gilding, of the Ch'un-hmg-^t.x'\aA (1736-95). 

The vase is decorated with foliated panels framed in a 
blue ground brocaded with bats in gold. The large ob¬ 
long panels on the body arc painted on a white ground 
with landscape pictures of the four seasons. The picture 
representing spring is a mountain scene, with temples half 
hidden by trees, and a river spanned by a plank bridge on 
which a traveler is standing, admiring the peach-trees with 
their pink blossoms; a Pyrns japonka is flowering near a 
temple, and the willows on the river-bank are clad in the 
rich verdure of spring. The summer scene is a similar pic¬ 
ture, with pines and poplars in full foliage and reeds wav¬ 
ing over the water. The picture of autumn, seen in the 
illustration, has also a mountain background, with temples 
and pillared pavilions on the shore of a river swollen by 
the torrents of the rainy season, and foliage showing 
bright autumnal tints. A snow scene follows for winter, 
even the fisherman seated in his boat in the foreground 
being covered with snow, and showing out while upon the 
sepia-tinted water. A grove of pines surrounds the temple 
buildings ; all the other trees are bare, sketched in the 
same neutral shades that darken sky and water. 

The neck of the vase has four small square panels filled 
with colored clouds. The shoulder is decorated with 
bands of conventional floral scrolls issuing from the 
mouths of two bats displayed upon a yellow ground. The 
borders and the openwork railing are enameled of soft 
coral-red, overlaid with gilded scrolls, succeeded by bands 
of blue with scrolls of gold peonies round the upper and 
lower rims. The seal underneath, penciled in red on a 
white panel reserved in the middle of the pale-green en¬ 
ameled grounds, which characterizes the finest imperial 
porcelain of this period, is Ta Ch'ing Ch'ien lung nien chih 
—i. e., " Made in the reign of Ch'ien-lung (i73^5). of the 
Great Ch’ing [dynasty]." LXIV. 

Flower-Vase {Hua P'ing). of graceful ovoid shape, 
with tapering neck and expanded rim, enameled with a 
pure monochrome glaze of delicate citron-yellow tint. 
The yellow ground is interrupted on both sides of the 

vase, to be decorated by little pictures sketched in sepia 
upon a white ground- The pictures are represented as if 
painted upon scrolls, partially unrolled so as to show the 
brocaded mounts at the sides; one is a mountain landscape 
with a pilgrim in the foreground on the bridge leaning 
upon his staff, the other a rustic scene with a cottage in 
front. The rim of the lip and the interior of the mouth 
are white, with a tinge of green, and the foot of the same 
color, underneath, with no inscription. It is a choice speci¬ 
men of a monochrome glaze which seems to have been 
produced in such perfection only in the reign of Ynng- 

723-35)- 

Saucer shaped Dish (Tkh), of eggshell porcelain deco- 
rated with brilliant enamel colors of the famille rose and 
gilding. The motive of the decoration is a screen fan, laid 
down, as it were, in the dish upon a bed of flowers. The 
screen is painted with the picture of a pheasant perched 
upon a rockery, with daisies and grass and a branch of 
skan-li-hnng berries in the background. It has a curved 
bamboo handle tinted red, gilded mounts, and black tas¬ 
sels attached by silken cords. The flowers are sprays of 
peony and chrysanthemum, displayed in bright colors upon 
the sepia ground of diapered pattern, which is seen lining 
the rest of the interior of the dish. The rim is encircled 
by a wavy band of conventional floral sprays studded with 
alternate peony and chrysanthemum flowers, penciled in 
sepia and filled in with gold. Period, Yung-chlng or Cr//’iVa 

(1723-95). LXVI. 

Bowl {lYan), molded after a characteristic design of 
the reign of Yung-lo, with spreading sides and a gently 
everted rim nicked at regular intervals in six places. Of 
eggshell texture and marvelous transparence, it has yet, 
in addition to the painted decoration, a complicated pat¬ 
tern molded in relief in the paste inside, consisting of an 
interlacing scroll of lotus lifting up eight blossoms to sup¬ 
port the eight Buddhist emblems of happy augury {pa chi 
hsiang), which form a circle round the rim of the bowl, sur¬ 
rounded by waving fillets: this ornamentation, too fugi¬ 
tive to be illustrated, has the effect, under transmitted 
light, of watered satin or water-marked paper. The deco¬ 
ration, painted in coral-red over the glaze, consists of nine 
four-clawed dragons—two pairs inside and two outside— 
speeding round the sides in pursuit of whirling jewels, all 
enveloped in forked flames, and the ninth coiled in a ring 
in the bottom of the bowl. This is one of the exclusive 
designs sacred to the emperor, and the dragons are all 
four-clawed, a special mark of the K'ang-hsi period (1662- 
1722), to which this bowl belongs. It is thinner and more 
perfect in technique than a Ch'un-lung bowl, with a glaze 
of softer tone, although not so brilliant nor so vitreous in 
aspect, and is of the same style and date as the vase fig¬ 
ured in Plate XXVIII. LXVII. 

1. Rice-Bowl {Fan Wan), 7®/. inches in diameter, of 
the K'ang-hsi period (1662-1723), artistically decorated in 
shaded blues, with a lake scene, a group of storks standing 
in a clump of lotus, rocks and panicled reeds in the back¬ 
ground ; a medallion of lotus-flowers is painted inside in 
the bottom of the bowl, and a band of sprays of the same 
flower round the inner rim. The mark underneath is a 
six-spoked wheel encircled by a waving fillet with dots, 
simulating a flower: an identical mark occurs on a brilliant 
“ hawthorn-spray " plate in the collection dating from the 

same period. 
2. Water Receptacle {Shui Ch'Ung), 2'/, inches high, 

for the writing-table, in the form of an ordinary teapot, 
decorated in soft-toned blue under a crackled, soft-look¬ 
ing fCn-ting glaze of is’ory-white tint. It is decorated 
with the paraphernalia of the scholar; a censer, a book, 
and a water-pot with ladle inside on a palm-leaf, in front; 
a lyre in its brocaded case and a ju-i scepter tied with 
fillets, behind; and with four symbols on top—a musical 
stone, a Buddhist wheel, a lozenge, and a “cash”—and 
two on the cover, with cloud scrolls between the symbols. 
The mark underneath is yil, “jade," the period that of 
K'ang-hsi. LXVIIl. 
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3. Miniature Vase {Jisiao P'ing\ 3 inches high, deli¬ 
cately painted in blue, the depressed bulging body cov¬ 
ered with interlacing scrolls of Indian lotus, the neck, 
which is marked near the base by a prominent white ring, 
encircled by conventional bands of spiral and triangular 
fret and foliated design respectively. The mark under¬ 
neath, in well-written characters, penciled inside a double 
ring, is Ta Ming Hsuan K vien chih—i. e., “ Made in the 
reign of Hsiian-tS (1426-35), of the Great Ming [dynasty].'' 

LXVllI. 

Plate {P'an tsa), 10'/, inches in diameter, painted in 
underglaze cobalt-blue of lighter and darker shades, in the 
free, artistic style and tone of coloring characteristic of the 
K'ang-hsi period (1662-1722), The interior of the plate is 
decorated with a four-clawed dragon emerging from the 
waves with flames proceeding from its shoulders and flanks, 
while two fishes, one a carp, are swimming in the water 
which covers the ground with curling crest, dotted with 
foam. The border of the plate is encircled by scrolled 
waves; its under surface is ornamented round the rim 
with six emblems tied with fillets, including a couple of 
books, a round jewel, a diamond {fmtg shfng), an umbrella, 
a conch-shell, and a palm-leaf. The mark underneath, in¬ 
scribed within a double ring, is Ta Ming Ch'Sng-hua nicn 
chih, “ Made in the reign of Ch’6ng hua, of the Great Ming 
[dynasty],” but the form and style of decoration indicate 
certainly the reign of K'ang-iisi. The fabled metamorpho¬ 
sis of the “Fish Dragon” {Yil Lung) is symbolical of the 
scholar’s success at the state competitive examinations. 

LXIX. 

Beaker-shaped Vase {Hun Ku), 17'/, inches high, of 
solid material and somewhat archaic form, with a flat base 
not glazed; decorated with etched borders and painted 
blue designs, executed in the style of the Wan-li period 
(1573-1619). Three bands of wavy conventional scrolls, 
lightly etched in the paste under the glaze, encircle the 
vase so as to divide its surface into two parts, which are 
decorated in brilliant cobalt-blue of shaded tones. The 
body represents a combat between a tiger, the king of land 
animals, and a dragon, prince of the powers of the air. 
The tiger is in the foreground, crouching upon the reedy 
bank of a lake, from the waves of which a dragon has just 
emerged and is seen approaching on the right, with its 
huge scaly form half hidden by clouds; rocks and clouds 
fill in the background. The neck of the vase is painted 
with a rocky landscape with palms rising in the back¬ 
ground ; a k'ilin is seated in front, with flames issuing from 
its throat and body, indicative of its supernatural attri¬ 
butes; it has a scaly skin, a two-horned dragon’s head, the 
hoofs of a deer, and the spreading tail of a lion. A pkeenix 
is flying in the air above. LXX. 

Ovoid Vase, of the Buddhist form, called Kuan IVk 
Tsun, because it resembles the ritual vase carried by the 
goddess of Mercy, 18 inches high, decorated in shaded 
tones of brilliant blue, in the characteristic style and color¬ 
ing of the K'ang-hsi period (1662-1722). 

The body of the vase displays the grotesque forms of 
three lions of the traditional Chinese type, sporting with 
brocaded balls, the wheel-like balls being tied with broad 
fillets, which fill in all the intervals with their spirally wav¬ 
ing folds. The neck of the vase, marked with three ribs 
faintly worked in the paste, is painted in blue with an en¬ 
circling band of “scepter-head” ornament above a light 
ring of spiral fret. The mark underneath is a large double 
ring, penciled in blue, such aS'frequently occurs at the 
time referred to, when the potters were forbidden to use 
the imperial title. This decorative motive is always called 
Shih-tsA k'un hsiu chiu, “Lions sporting with brocaded 
balls,” and the lions, by a pun on the word shih, which also 
means “generation,” are often said to be symbolical of 
three generations of the same family. The original ecclesi¬ 
astical signification of lions guarding the sacred wheel of 
the Buddhist law seems to be quite forgotten, although one 
can almost detect the spokes of the wheel in the picture 
before us. LXXl. 

Tall Vase {Hua-Ku), 33 inches high, of archaic form, 
with six prominent serrated ridges projecting vertically 
from the bulging center, and extending down to the gently 
spreading foot, and two handles fashioned in the shape of 
grotesque lions' heads, channeled for rings, on the neck. 
It is painted in cobalt-blue of characteristic tone, under a 
rich lustrous white glaze slightly tinged with blue. The 
decoration consists of conventional scrolls of peonies ar¬ 
ranged in vertical panels. A band of sea-waves stretches 
round the base, two undulating rings of foliated scrolls 
define the borders of the body, a band of sacred ling-chih 
fungus winds round the shoulder, and two horizontal bands 
of conventional ornament mark the borders of the neck. 
Inside the mouth there are two encircling bands of formal 
flowers, succeeded by a ring of palraated design pointing 
downward. The mark, inscribed in a framed panel near 
the upper border, is Ta Ming IVan li nien chih—i. e., 
“Made in the reign of Wan-li (1573-1619), of the Great 
Ming [dynasty]." The bottom is unglazed. LXXII. 

Vase {P'ing'), of gracefully elongated ovoid form, deco¬ 
rated in brilliant blue, in the style and coloring of the best 
K'ang-hsi period (1662-1722). The picture represents, ap¬ 
parently, a dramatic scene. A traveler in official dress is 
kneeling in the foreground on a river-bank, to which the 
boat is moored from which he has just landed, his umbrella 
and bundle thrown on the ground near. A martial figure 
stands in front with his hand upon the hilt of his sword, the 
hero of the piece, indicated by the long pheasant-plumes in 
his helmet, who is attended by two soldiers armed with 
long halberds. The background is filled in with rocks and 
waving willows, enveloped in clouds of mottled blue. The 
neck of the vase is painted with a few light sprays of bam¬ 
boo. The mark underneath, penciled in blue within a 
double ring, of Ta Ming Chia chiag nien chih, “ Made in the 
reign of Chia-ching, of the Great Ming [dynasty],” is evi¬ 
dently fictitious. LXXIII. 

Vase {P'ing'), 10 inches high, with a decoration of 
floral bands and ornamental borders, worked in slight relief 
in the paste, under a monochrome glaze of pale grayish- 
blue color, derived from the native cobaltiferous ore of 
manganese. This is the t'ien-ch'ing, or “sky-blue,” of Chi¬ 
nese ceramists, which resembles somewhat in tint the tur¬ 
quoise glaze illustrated in Plate XLV, although this is, on 
the other hand, derived from copper, and differs from the 
cobalt glaze in being minutely crackled. The decoration 
consists of conventional scrolls of peonies round the body, 
with a band of false gadroons below and a border of 
scrolled “scepter heads” above. The rim of the foot is 
encircled by a continuous rectangular fret, and the shoul¬ 
der is defined by a chain of similar design. The neck has 
a ring of palmations, alternately longer and shorter, as¬ 
cending from the base. The rim of the lip is marked with 
a line of brownish-yellow color. The foot is enameled 
underneath with the same grayish-blue glaze as the vase, 
without any inscription. It may be attributed to the early 
part of the K'ang-hsi period (1662-1722). LXXIV. 

Crackled Turquoise Flower-Pot {Him P'(n), of 
rectangular outline and oblong section, with the rim in¬ 
curved, resting upon four scrolled feet. The interior is 
strengthened by six vertical ribs; the bottom is perforated 
by two round holes. It is enameled outside with a rich 
translucent glaze of deep turquoise tint, which is minutely 
crackled throughout with a network of well-defined lines. 
The interior and the under surface, both for the most part 
unglazed, exhibit a paste of whitish texture resembling 
that of the vase figured in Plate LXXXIV, and this flower¬ 
pot is also to be referred to the dynasty. It is prob- 
ably a production of the reign of Wan-li (1573-1619). 

LXXV. 

Vase, with Cover {Kai P'ing), one of a pair, of broad 
ovoid shape, composed, as it were, of two vases coalesced 
into one, with the line of junction indicated by vertical 
grooves, surmounted by a double composite cover crowned 
by two gilded knobs. It is painted in the finest enamel 
colors with gilding of the Ch'ien-lung period, tones of red 
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predominating, and is a brilliant example of the famille rose. 
The body of the vase is filled with groups of playing boys 
painted upon a translucently white ground. On one side 
there is a group of children playing upon musical instru¬ 
ments, and carrying branches of peach-blossom, gathered 
round three goats, the special emblem of the creative ener¬ 
gies of spring, indicated by the punning name of the de¬ 
sign,''Sun On the other side the boys sur¬ 
round a central figure holding a vase from which a cloud 
is issuing as it unfolds to display five flying bats, symbols 
of the five kinds of happiness. The receding neck and the 
hollow of the foot are filled with broad bands of ruby-red, 
with the rose-d'or ground etched with scrolls and overlaid 
with chains of symbols painted in colors, fringed with 
narrower bands of yellow and sepia color diapered with 
flowers. The cover has a similar scrolled ground, with 
foliated rings round the knobs. The base, enameled pale 
green, is inscribed, in overglaze blue, with one line of an¬ 
tique “ seal ” characters, reading Ta Ch'ing Cttien lung 
nie/t chill, “Made in the reign of Ch'ien-Iung (1736-95). of 
the Great Ch’ing [dynasty]." LXXVI. 

Vase {Tsun), modeled in the form of an ancient sacri¬ 
ficial wine-vessel of the Han dynasty, with encircling bands 
worked in slight relief in the paste, and three solid handles 
fashioned in the shape of rams' heads projecting on the 
shoulder. The glaze with which it is enameled is of gray¬ 
ish tint, crackled throughout with a close network of red¬ 
dish-brown lines. Upon the shoulder of the vase, where 
the glaze is thicker, it is pale blue, and the crackled reticu¬ 
lation becomes almost colorless: also upon the spreading 
rim of the foot, where the conditions are similar. The 
same crackled glaze extends into the interior of the vase, 
and invests the base, which is marked in the middle, under 
the glaze, with the “ seal ” in dark cobalt-blue, inscribed Ta 
Ch'ing Ctiicn lung nicn ctiik—i. e., “ Made in the reign of 
Ch'ien-Iung (1736-95), of the Great Ch'ing [dynasty].” 

LXXVff. 

Vase {P'ing'), enameled with a monochrome glaze of 
green of the color of cucumber-rind (the kua-p'i lii of 
Chinese ceramists), minutely and uniformly crackled 
throughout. The glaze exhibits an undulating surface, 
and the green color takes on a mottled aspect in places, 
becoming slightly paler on the shoulder in one spot which 
happens to be more thinly covered. The finely crackled 
or iruitl surface of this bottle offers a typical example of 
they« tsil 'wfn, or “fish-roe crackle." The foot is invested 
underneath with a similar crackled green enamel. The 
upper rim is touched with brown, which is concealed in 
the illustration bv the ebony stopper. Period, Cliien-limg 

(1736-95)- ’ LXXVlll. 

Vase (Tsun), modeled after an archaic bronze form, 
with bulging body, upright rim, and two tubular handles. 
Composed of grayish paste, it is invested with a thick 
brilliant enamel of translucent emerald-green, uniformly 
crackled with a network of brown lines. Reflected light 
produces a marked iridescent effect, which the artist has 
indicated in the illustration. The enamel, which thins to a 
straight edge toward the foot, is stained below by a line of 
olive-brown at the point of junction with the ferruginous 
paste. The foot, unglazed underneath, and showing the 
circular marks of the wheel, is of dark color, almost black. 

LXXfX. 

Tall Vase (P'ing\ iS'/s inches high, enameled with a 
monochrome glaze of very dark olive color, becoming 
black in some parts where the glaze is thickest, as it col¬ 
lects, for instance, upon the shoulder and round the edge 
of the foot. It was originally richly decorated in gold, 
with a pair of dragons rising into the air from the sea, 
traces being still visible, on close inspection, of sea-waves 
below, and of the forms of large four-clawed dragons pur¬ 
suing jewels in the midst of clouds, extending over the 
bulging body and slender neck of the vase. Although 
there is no mark inscribed underneath, the characteristic 
shape, coloring, and decorative style all indicate the reign 
of (1662-1722). LXXX. 

Vase {P'ing), 12 inches high, with a bulging body and 
a solid circularly rimmed foot enameled with a brilliant 
Kua-p'i lii, or “cucumber-green” glaze, minutely crackled 
throughout. The color ranges from apple-green to dark 
olive, the surface of the vase being vertically streaked with 
deep mottled tints of olive, where the glaze has collected 
as it ran down in the furnace. The same glaze extends 
down inside the mouth, but the foot is unglazed and has 
no mark inscribed underneath. If not older, it is an early 
specimen of the reign of Ck'un-lung{\']i(>-<j%). The lip is 
mounted with a silver collar. LXXXl. 

Y{P'ing), 17 inches high, bottle-shaped, with bulg¬ 
ing body and wide neck, painted with a floral decoration 
of shaded black, invested with a monochrome iridescent 
glaze of deep camellia-leaf green. The decoration consists 
of a boldly designed picture of peonies, with sprays of 
other plants, growing from rocks in the foreground, and a 
single leafy spray behind. It has run in some parts so 
as to be hardly visible under the overglaze, which, paler 
above, collects as it flows down the vase in unctuous 
masses, becoming of wonderfully deep, metallic-like luster 
where it absorbs and mingles with the black underneath. 
The rim, which has been broken, has been mended in 
Japan with gold lacquer. The foot is enameled pale green 
underneath, with no mark attached. The specimen be¬ 
longs to the reign of K'ang-hsi (1662-1722). which is famous 
for the variety of its green glazes, one of which is called 
skl-p'i lii, or “snake-skin green,” because it resembled, in 
its deep luster, the beautiful iridescent hue which distin¬ 
guishes the scaly skin of some serpents. LXXXII. 

Vase {P'ing), 15 inches high, with a globular body 
poised upon a swelling recurved foot, having a pair of 
dragons incised in the paste under a monochrome glaze 
of “eel-skin yellow ” {shan-yii Iiuang), of the reign of K'ang- 
hsi (1662-1722). The dragons, of the typical four-clawed 
design of the period, are represented in pursuit of the 
jewel of omnipotence, a disk with spiral center emitting 
rays of effulgence; the form of one is half concealed by 
the rolling waves which are engraved round the base of 
the vase; the other is fully displayed in the midst of 
etched scrolls of clouds and forked flames, filling in all 
the intervals. The investing glaze, of yellowish-brown 
tint, deepens into olive-brown to enhance the effect of the 
incised decoration, and collects in brown drops as it runs 
down over the rim of the foot. The base is coated under¬ 
neath with the same glaze. The tints resemble precisely 
those of the shan yU, the common brown eel of north 
China: the glaze was introduced into the imperial manu¬ 
factory by Ts'ang Ying-hsuan, who was sent to Ching-tS- 
chln by the Board of Works in the year 1683. LXXXIII. 

Vase {Tsun), inches high, of somewhat archaic form 
and design, with the details of the decoration worked in 
relief in the paste and finished with the graving tool. 

The body is encircled by a belt of rings connected by 
double links, between two lines of rope pattern ; a ring of 
studs surrounds the base between similar lines of rope, 
and there is another ring of studs at the top above a single 
rope line. An interrupted chain of rectangular fret defines 
the base of the neck, and the everted lip is ornamented 
with a chain of the same fret; the lower part of the neck 
has a band of spiral foliations embossed w'ith studs. The 
vase is enameled with a crackled glaze of the deep turquoise 
tint that is called by Chinese ceramists k'ung-chiio lii, or 
“peacock-green," which enhances the effect of the relief 
decoration by the brilliant play of its richly mottled tints, 
varying according to the depth of the glaze. The interior 
of the mouth, and the foot underneath, are invested with 
the same turquoise glaze. There is no mark, but the solid, 
very white paste and the general technique resemble those 
of the imperial turquoise bowls and plates of the Ming dy¬ 
nasty, which are usually marked, so that this vase must be 
referred to the same period. LXXXIV. 

RoBlN“s-EGG Grav V.ASE {P'ing), 10 inches high, of 
egg-shaped outline, with an archaic dragon modeled in full 
relief, with openwork, upon the shoulder of the vase, so as to 
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envelop half of the rim of the circular mouth with its 
coils. It is two-horiied, with indistinct claws and a bifid, 
spirally curved tail, like the diMung of ancient bronzes. 
The dragon is colored maroon on a gray ground; the 
vase is invested with a thick glaze of bluish-gray tone, 
flecked with copper-red spots and streaks of mottled ma- 

The rim of the foot is iron-gray ; the middle is plastered 
with a yellowish-brown enamel, covering the seal, which is 
impressed underneath the paste, inscribed Ta Citing Yung 
chSng nien chih, “ Made in the reign of Yung-chgng (1723- 
35), of the Great Ch'ing [dynasty].” LXXXV. 

Vase [P'ing'), 7^/, inches high, of depressed, bulging 
form, with a pair of handles projecting from the shoulder 
fashioned in the shape of lions’ heads with rings in their 
mouths. It is enameled all over with a pellucid glaze of 
grayish celadon color, crackled with a wide reticulation of 
brownish-red lines, connected by a few superficial colorless 
lines within the meshes. The foot is invested underneath 
with the same crackled glaze, so as to leave the rim un¬ 
covered, which is tinted iron-gray. The upperrim and the 
handles are touched with brownish-red. 

There is no mark. It is probably a production of the 
Yung-cbeng period (1723-35), emulating the ancient Ko Yao 
of the Sung dynasty, which is described as having had iron- 
colored feet and copper-red mouths. LXXXVI. 

Vase {P'ing), of ovoid form, swelling toward the shoul¬ 
der, which is defined by a line in slight relief as it recedes 
into the neck. The thin lip of the gently flaring mouth is 
encircled by a ring of black enamel, and the two solid han¬ 
dles which project from the sides of the vase, modeled as 
grotesque lions’ heads and perforated for rings, are invested 
with a brilliant bronze-black glaze of metallic aspect. The 
rest of the surface is enameled with a bright yellow mono¬ 
chrome glaze of slightly greenish tone, crackled through¬ 
out with a fine network of superficial lines (Imi/tfe). The 
foot is invested with the same glaze. Period, Cb'ien-lung 

(173^5). LXXXVII. 

Furxace-Tkansmutation Vase {Yao Pica P'ing), of 
hexagonal section, with two open looped handles project¬ 
ing from the neck, roughly fashioned in the shape of ele¬ 
phants’ heads. The enameled surface, superficially crackled 
with a wide reticulation, exhibits a mottled investment of 
olive-brown, overlaid with thick splashes of brilliant crim¬ 
son shades streaked with purplish grays, produced by 
varied oxidation of the copper silicates of the glaze as it 
ran down in the kiln in massive drops. The inside of the 
mouth shows the substratum of pale-green tint, flecked 
with a few flambdThe foot is of mottled olive-color, 
leaving a broad rim unglazed, where the dark, yellowish 
color of the paste is exposed. Period, (1736-95). 

LXXXVIII. 

Double-Gourd Vase {Hu-lu P'ing), of Fin-Ting porce¬ 
lain, with a grayish-white paste of fine texture, and an 
ivory-white glaze o( purest translucence, delicately crackled 
throughout with a wavy network of light-brown lines. 
The decoration, worked in the paste in slight relief, con¬ 
sists of two broad bands of floral scrolls, composed of 
sprays of the lotus, peony, and lily, designed in a conven¬ 
tional or idealized style, with formal borders of gadroon 
bands and “scepter-head ” scrolls, and a girdle of rectan¬ 
gular, interrupted fret round the waist. The base is in¬ 
vested with a similar crackled glaze. It is an admirable 
specimen of perfect beauty and finish, to be referred, prob¬ 
ably, to the K'ang-hsi period, when the potters of Ching-tS- 
Chfin emulated, and surpassed, the makers of the ancient 
Ting-chou ware of the Sung dynasty. LXXXIX. 

Flower Vase {Hua P'ing), of fine form and finished 
technique, with molded and chiseled designs invested with 
a white glaze of perfect purity and translucence. The 
body is ornamented with a broad band worked in relief, 
composed of a pair of the archaic, one-horned, lizardlike 
dragons called ch'ih-lung, winding through interlacing scrolls 
of the miraculous fungus of longevity {ling-chib). This is 

succeeded above and below by an etched band containing 
symbols encircled by waving fillets, with cloud scrolls in 
the intervals, the symbols represented being a pair of rhi¬ 
noceros-horn cups, and the fang-shlng, or double lozenge, 
above, the conch-shell and the palm-leaf below. Round 
the lip a ring of triangular fret is lightly etched. There is 
a mark of the Sung dynasty penciled on the foot in under¬ 
glaze blue—Iu3 nien chib—\. e., “ Made in the period 
Hsuan-ho (i 119-25),” a time when the productions of Ching- 
tS-chfin are said to have rivaled the finest white jade. This 
piece, however, is a reproduction, and, from its perfect 
technique, is to be attributed to the reign of K'ang-ksi 
(1662-1722). 

Vase {P'ing), of white Fen-Ting porcelain of the K'ang- 
hsi period (1662-1772), with a rich, pellucid glaze of pure 
tone, crackled with a wide network of superficial, colorless 
lines. The characteristic translucence of the surface is 
well represented in the illustration. The foot is enameled 
underneath with a similarly crackled glaze, and has no 
mark attached. XCI. 

Bottle-shaped Vase {H7ia P'ing), enameled with a 
monochrome coral-red glaze of perfect purity, displaying a 
remarkably uniform vermilion tint The lip is defined by 
a line of white. The foot is coated underneath with a 
white glaze of greenish tone, leaving exposed a ring of 
paste of grayish color. There is no mark attached ; it be¬ 
longs, probably, to the O’?>«-/«//,?• period (i73&-95). XCll. 

Vase {P'ing) 15V4 inches high, with a bulging body and 
slender cylindrical neck, exhibiting the souffll cobalt-blue 
glaze of mazarin tint in its most brilliant tone of coloring. 

There is no mark underneath, but the vase, without 
doubt, is to be referred to the reign of K'ang-hsi (1662-1722). 
The process of ch'ui ch'ing, or “ insufflation of the blue,” on 
the unburned clay before glazing is fully described by 
P6re d’Entrecolles in his second letter written from Ching- 
tS-ch6n in the year 1722. XCIll. 

Ancient ChOn-chou Flower-Pot {Him-P'hi), 8 inches 
across, of depressed globular form, with slightly spreading 
feet, perforated at the bottom with five holes. The bowl 
is enameled with a rich glaze of finely mottled aspect, in 
which the prevailing tone of bluish gray is flecked with 
purple and crimson spots; it becomes stone-gray on the 
upper rim, and is broadly splashed with crimson at the 
back near the foot, where it has run down more thickly. 
In the hollow of the foot is a brown of olive tint. The 
paste, where it is exposed at the top, shows the material to 
be a dense, hard stoneware of yellowish tint. The upper 
rim is mounted with a wooden collar, and the stand is also 
elaborately carved in rosewood, and incised underneath 
with the cyclical character chia, indicating that it came 
from the imperial collection at Peking, whei'e the stands 
are marked in this way. There is a companion flower-pot 
in the collection, of the same size and shape, enameled with 
a glaze of darker tint, and more thickly flecked with crim¬ 
son, passing into purple. They are both specimens of 
Chiln Yao from the Chiin-chou potteries of the Sung dy¬ 
nasty. Modem reproductions of the Ch'ien-lung period are 
distinguished by the finer and whiter texture of their paste 
and by a more finished technique. XCIV. 

Tall Imari Va.se {Hana-ikc), 23 inches high, of cylin¬ 
drical, beaker-shaped form, swelling into a prominent 
ridge near the foot, and flaring above at the mouth, ft is 
decorated in blue and white in combination with enamel 
colors and gilding. The floral ground, painted in blue 
with interlacing sprays of peonies, is interrupted by two 
long panels of foliated outline, which contain flowers grow¬ 
ing from rocks, painted in enamel colors upon a white 
ground. The blue floral ground is overlaid with fillets of 
deep vermilion-red tied in bows which inclose flowers, and 
the foot of the vase is encircled by a ring of foliations filled 
with stiff upright flowers. The inner rim of the mouth is 
decorated in plain blue with a band of peony sprays: the 
foot is glazed white underneath, with no mark inscribed. 
Period, 1650-1700. XCV. 



PLATE CXI. 

Jyfy A TEE-/A P (Midsu- 
f/f/ sashi) of HirtK/o porcelain, 

of bou't-Hkf form with up¬ 
right sides 1 of section helow, 
it becomes gradually quadrangular, 
with rcunded corners toward the up- 
par rim. It is Aecoraied with bamboos 
painted in fUsdergleae cohalt - blue, 
shaded in soft tones of grayish tint; a 
small clump of bamboo rises in front, 
with three jointed stms, from which 
bra’iches of foliage spread over the 
bawl, while the other side is painted 
suith a hanging spray of foliage ex¬ 
tending along the upper rim. 

Date, rpyo-lSoo. 
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Statuette, of Tokyo porcelain invested in white 
enamel, with the face and right hand reserved en biscuit, 
representing the famous general and statesman, Take- 
nouchi no Sukune, who was the leading spirit in the cele¬ 
brated Korean expedition under the Empress Jingo, and 
prime minister under three succeeding emperors, and who 
is said to have attained the great age of two hundred and 
fifty years. The figure is boldly modeled, with bearded 
face and beetling eyebrows, the furrowed brow surmount¬ 
ed by a winged hat of ancient Chinese style. The flowing 
robes are brocaded with dragon scrolls and ornamental 
borders worked in relief under the glaze, and the figure of 
a stork flying among clouds is emblazoned on the breast. 
The right hand is lifted up as if grasping the official badge 
of his high rank. The mark incised underneath is Dai 
Nippon Tokyo Enouye Riosai tsnkuru—i. e., “ Made in Great 
Japan at Tokyo by Enouye Riosai." It is said to have 
been specially made for the Philadelphia Centenary Expo¬ 
sition. XCVI. 

1. “Old Japan" Imari SAK.t-BoTTLE(7'i>Aan), of square 
section, with a bulging body gracefully tapering upward 
to a slender neck, ending in a square thin-rimraed mouth. 
Invested with a glaze of pure ivory-white tone, it is deco¬ 
rated in a formal archaic style with floral designs painted 
indelicate enamel colors with gilding: the four sides of 
the body with a gnarled plum-tree bearing red and gilded 
blossoms, alternating with a conventional spray displaying 
three bunches of starlike flowers; the neck with long, 
foliated panels of floral scrolls relieved by coral-red and 
white grounds. The base is flat and unglazed underneath, 
showing a fine paste of finished technique; the date would 
be circa 1650. 

2. '• Old Japan " Imari S-aki>Bottle {Tukuri), of cir¬ 
cular section, with an ovoid body and a long, slender neck 
with everted lip, decorated in a bold, free hand, after the 
Chinese style of the Wan-li period, partly in cobalt-blue 
of two shades, painted sur biscuit partly in overglaze 
enamel colors, with profuse gilding. A rocky outdoor 
scene is represented with two aged figures in Chinese 
costume in the foreground, one carrying a crooked staff, 
standing under the trees; the rocks are clad with bam¬ 
boos, and there are palms rising in the background, and 
an open rockery with peony shrubs beside it. No mark 
underneath. Period, about 1700. XCVlf. 

Tall “Old Japan” Imari Vase {P'ing), 25 inches 
high, painted partly in cobalt-blue, partly in enamel colors 
with lavish gilding. It is decorated with panels contain¬ 
ing pictures painted upon a white ground, irregularly dis¬ 
tributed upon a blue ground richly brocaded with flowers. 
Two large panels, of indented oval outline, contain iden¬ 
tical pictures of landscapes, executed in conventional Chi¬ 
nese style, with lake scenes and waterfalls, temples and 
pagodas; two minor panels, which they partly hide, are 
filled with drooping wistaria-flowers; and the two in¬ 
dented panels below display the same outdoor scene, with 
a traveler in Chinese dress attended by two boys, one 
holding a gilded umbrella over his head, the other point¬ 
ing to a waterfall. The blue ground which covers the 
remainder of the vase, with the exception of a few floral 
reserves and a band of white around the shoulder, a deep 
cobalt color of mottled brilliant sheen, is overlaid with 
gilded sprays of chrysanthemum - flowers, an occasional 
blossom of which is penciled in red ; the neck is decorated 
in gold with a pair of three-clawed dragons among clouds 
and flames; the shoulder is gilded with a band of conven¬ 
tional flowers on white : and chains of spiral and rectangu¬ 
lar fret and heavily gilded rims complete the decoration, 
with small square patches of gold-leaf applied at irregular 
intervals inside the mouth. 

There is no mark underneath. The vase dates from the 
middle of the seventeenth century, and is a fine example of 
the richly ornamented porcelain produced in Japan at this 
time for export to Europe. XCVIII. 

“Old Japan” Imari SAKk-PoT(C/ior/if)' of hexagonal 
form with rounded top, the handle of which is the over¬ 

arching scaly body of a dragon, which protrudes its head 
through the side of the pot to form the spout. The 
dragon, which has a two-horned head and four-clawed feet, 
with red flames proceeding from its flanks, is modeled after 
the Chinese type. The enamel colors used in the decora¬ 
tion are deep “iron-red," overglaze blue of greenish tint, 
pale green, and gold. The top of the sak6-pot, being the 
firmament in which the dragon is disporting, is gilded 
with cloud scrolls and flames upon a red ground; the 
cover is painted with similar designs and crowned with a 
floral knob. The six panels are enameled with grounds of 
different color; the central panels at the front and back 
have a circular medallion reserved in the middle of the red 
ground, which contains a gilded floral crest; the side pan¬ 
els display the three jewels of Buddhistic lore enveloped 
in flames, and two identical pictures of crested sea-waves 
and distant hills. The feet are three floral buttons. There 
is no mark, but the date would be about 1750. XCIX. 

1. Teacup {Cha-wan), of Satsuraa faience, covered with a 
finely crackled glaze of pale, mottled-brown tint, invested 
round the upper rim with a line of light olive-brown, which 
runs down inside the lip in deep, colored drops, becom¬ 
ing almost black. This rare example of Satsuma decora¬ 
tive treatment is referred to the middle of the eighteenth 
century. 

2. Flqwer-Vase {Hana-ikc), of Satsuma faience, modeled 
in the form of a four-lobed beaker, and chastely decorated 
in soft colors with gilding. It is molded with a prominent 
ring encircling the base of the neck above four panels bor¬ 
dered in spiral relief, which spread downward and are 
painted inside with red peony-flowers encircled by green 
leaves, all outlined in gold. The rest of the decoration con- 
sists of three narrow bands of conventional ornament, filled 
in with the same three colors—red. green, and gold. Date, 
about 1800. C. 

1. Incense-burner {Karo), of Satsuma faience, finely dec¬ 
orated in delicate enamel colors with gilding. The body is 
divided by bands of spiral fret into three broad panels, 
which are filled with formal sprays of peonies; conven¬ 
tional foliations surround the shoulder and spread down 
over the three feet; the neck is encircled by the eight mys¬ 
tic trigraras {pa knaj of Chinese philosophy. The dome¬ 
shaped cover, decorated with an ornamental band round 
the rim, is perforated by six round holes, and surmounted 
by the figure of the Chinese lion couchant. The rims, both 
of the censer and of the cover, are strengthened by a silver 
casing. Date, close of the eighteenth century. 

2. Teapot {Choshi), of Satsuma faience, of somewhat ar¬ 
chaic design, four-lobed in outline, with a short spout, and 
overarching handle, invested with a minutely crackled glaze 
of ivory-white tone. It has been used for sakd, and the 
surface is dulled by wear and stained brownish in some 
places by the liquid. Period, 1700-1750. Cl. 

Vase {Hana-ikc), li'/, inches high, of Satsuma faience, 
ovoid in form, bulging above, with two handles fashioned 
in the shape of lions' heads projecting from the shoulder. 
It is decorated with storks flying among clouds, relieved 
by an intensely black ground, which fills in all the intervals 
of the decoration. The details are painted with red and 
green enamel colors in combination with gilding and sil¬ 
vering, some portion of the cloud scrolls being lelt un¬ 
touched, so as to show the natural finely crackled surface 
of the ivory-white glaze. The borders are encircled by 
ornamental bands of geometrical de.sign. defined by lines 
of gold. The base is enameled plain black underneath, 
with no mark affixed. Date, 1800-1850. CII. 

I. Japanese Kutani Incense-burner (A'ors), of circular 
section, with three small feet, enameled with an iron-red 
glaze of deep vermilion tint, overlaid with gilded and sil¬ 
vered decoration. On the body a three-clawed dragon out¬ 
lined in gold is winding round the side, above a floor of 
crested waves painted in silver; a band of lotus-petals, 
touched in silver with gilded outlines encircles the upper 
rim. The paste, buff inside, is enameled white round the 
edge and underneath the foot. CIII. 
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2. Rice-Bowl (IJeshi-waii), of Japanese Kutani ware, en¬ 
ameled with the same deep vermilion glaze, and decorated 
in colors, including a pale green, in combination with the 
gold and silver, A conventional scroll of the sacred lotus 
extends round the bowl, studding it with four formal flow¬ 
ers, bordered above by a broad band of ornamental fret, 
alternately gilded and silvered below, with a ring of lotus- 
petals. The foot is red underneath, as well as the lower 
rim, leaving none of the paste visible; the interior of the 
bowl is coated with a white enamel of pitted texture. Pe¬ 
riod of both pieces, about 1750. CIIl. 

1. Japanese Kutani Rice-Bowl enameled 
with a monochrome iron-red glaze of deep vermilion tint, 
with gilded rings to define the borders, and decorated in 
gold and silver, with a pair of phceni.xes with long, trailing 
tails, traversing scrolls of the moutan peony wound round 
a paling, indicated conventionally in the intervals. The 
rim of the foot is painted with lozenge-shaped symbols, 
separated by light scrolls of clouds. The foot is red un¬ 
derneath, the interior of the bowl a greenish white. Date, 
about 1750. 

2. Japanese Kutani Rice-Bowl {Mesln.waiC), of thin, 
translucent porcelain, with the interior molded in the style 
of ancient Chinese Tingchon ware, with sprays of lotus, 
chrysanthemum, aster, and other flowers inclosed in panels, 
six of foliated outline surrounding the circular panel be¬ 
neath, and with an encircling chain of rectangular fret—all 
molded in slight relief under a glaze of pale celadon color. 
The exterior of the bowl is decorated in enamel colors, 
with gilding, with four round medallions containing peo¬ 
nies, alternately green and gilded, in a red ground, and 
with floral designs in the intervals, connected by a network 
of beaded strings hung with symbols and tassels. The foot 
is enameled red underneath, with a white rim; the lip is 
strengthened by a silver collar. Period, 1700-1750. CIV. 

“Old Japan" Imari Incense-burner {Koto), modeled 
in the form of a rounded bowl, mounted upon three small 
scrolled feet, with two molded handles projecting from the 
shoulder, fashioned in the shape of grotesque lions, and a 
cover fitting inside the rim of the bowl, surmounted by an 
elaborate superstructure, delicately modeled in openwork 
relief, consisting of a hollow chestnut-tree with prickly fruit 
upon it. burst open so as to show the gilded nuts inside, 
and having a spray of chrysanthemum and a bunch of scar¬ 
let-berried fruit attached. The rim of the bowl is encircled 
by a band of fret; the surface, as well as that of the neck, 
is ornamented with floral scrolls on a vermilion-red ground. 
This floral ground is interrupted, on the bowl, by panels of 
dentated outline, which are painted in delicate enamel col¬ 
ors, green, buff, pale purple, red, and gold ; a broad panel 
in front with the picture of a mountain scene, with two 
aged figures in Chinese costume resting under a spreading 
pine: two panels, side by side, at the back, one containing 
peonies growing behind a reed fence, the other a rockery 
and a blossoming plum-tree. The foot is only partially 
glazed underneath, with no mark attached. Period, about 
1700. CV. 

Japane.se Imari H.anging Censer {Koro), of regular 
oval form, with a gilded loop-handle at the top for suspen¬ 
sion, and an opening of indented oval outline in front for 
the introduction of the incense, which is closed by a mov¬ 
able silver lid, pierced in the middle with a kiri-mon. or 
Paulownia crest. The censer is decorated outside, in 
shaded vermilion-red and gold, with panels of brocaded 
design, both on the front and back, which are decorated 
with jewels emitting effulgent rays poised upon clouds, 
and with cloud scrolls, outlined in gold upon a mottled red 
ground. The panels hang from dragons’ heads at the 
upper corners, and are encircled by gilded foliations: the 
intervening ground is sprinkled with sacred jewels and 
conventional flowers. Date, about 1700. CVI. 

i. Sak^-Pot {Choshi), of Satsuma faience, with a minute¬ 
ly crackled glaze, decorated in enamel colors—blue, red, 
and green—with gilding. Of square outline, with a spout 
curving upward from below and a scrolled handle, it has a 

cover fashioned in the form of a chrysanthemum, and a 
second ring of petals encircling the rim of the mouth, be¬ 
low a dotted blue band which intervenes. The upper sur¬ 
face of the sak6-pot, and the four side panels, are filled with 
sprays of the fir, plum, and bamboo—the three floral em¬ 
blems of long life ; the panels are framed in blue and stud¬ 
ded with gilded flowers. 

2. Flower-Vase {^Hana-ikc), of Satsuma faience, enam¬ 
eled with a similar finely crackled glaze, and decorated in 
delicate colors with gilding. The body is covered with 
gracefully waving sprays of the Paulownia imperialis, dis¬ 
playing large conventional flowers: the neck is encircled 
by formal foliations of pointed shape in two rings, spread¬ 
ing upward and downward. The mottled brown staining 
of the surface indicates that the vase has been used as a 
sakd-bottle. The two pieces are referred to the same pe¬ 
riod—the end of the eighteenth century. CVII. 

1. Teacup {Cha-tvaji), of Satsuma faience, decorated in 
colors, covered outside with a trelliswork pattern of si’astika 
design painted in bright green, outlined with gold, so as to 
stand out in slight relief upon the white background, which 
is finely crackled with brown lines. The fretted ground is 
broken on either side by a badge or crest, the one in front 
being composed of a double garland of wistaria-flowers, 
with three leaflets at the top, the other of a formal spray of 
Paulownia, with a central flower of five florets and lateral 
flowers of three, springing from three gilded leaves, repre¬ 
senting the official and private crests of the owner. Bands 
of diaper penciled in red and gold encircle the rims. 
Date, 1800-1850. 

2. Flower-Vase (Hana-ikc), of Satsuma faience, of 
graceful ovoid form, with two handles composed, as it 
were, of plain and brocaded fillets tied in knots. The sur¬ 
face, of the usual finely crackled texture, is decorated with 
delicate scrolls of a vine with many colored leaves and 
curling tendrils. Waving spirals encircle the foot, which 
is partly gilded, and the rim of the lip is defined by a heavy 
line of gold. Date, 1750-1800. CVIII. 

SAKli-BoTTLE {Tokuri\ of Hirado porcelain, modeled in 
the shape of a gourd, with a slightly compressed waist, 
and drawn in above to a small mouth, which is closed by a 
round stopper. The aperture is tightened by a cap of yel¬ 
low silk, the fringe of which is seen in the illustration. 
There is a floral decoration outside, executed in white 
slip, worked in slight relief, and finished with the graving 
tool; it consists of sprays of chrvsanthemum-flowers, inter¬ 
mingled with a few blades and a single penciled head of 
grass. The investing glaze is of soft, white tone with % 
tinge of green. There is no mark attached. The date is 
1750-1800. CIX. 

1. Sak£-Bottle {Tokuri), of Hirado porcelain, modeled 
in the form of a vase, with a bulging, globular body tapering 
into a slender, upright neck. It is decorated in soft-toned 
cobalt-blue, with a miniature garden - scene, a sketch of a 
rockery and a paling, with a palm, peonies, and other flow¬ 
ers, behind the ience. At the back there is a group of five 
small boys dancing round a couple of fighting-cocks. Date, 
1750-1S00. The SometstikC, or blue and white, decorated 
at this period with Chinese boys playing, was made espe¬ 
cially’ for the use of a prince of the Matsu-ura family re¬ 
siding at Hirado, and its sale was prohibited. 

2. Incense-burner (A'oVo), of Hirado porcelain, molded 
in the form of a puppy squatting on the ground, its head, 
which is detachable, being the cover, the line of junction 
being the lower edge of the ribbon which is represented as 
tied round the neck. The flanks are decorated with chrys¬ 
anthemum-sprays, which have the flowers worked in white 
relief, the leaves penciled in blue; on the back is a panel 
similarly ornamented with a carp leaping from waves, and 
a foliated patch with a blue ground is painted between the 
ears. No mark. Period, 1750-1800. CX. 

Water-Jar {Midsu-sashi). of Hirado porcelain, of bowl¬ 
like form with upright sides; of circular section below, it 
becomes gradually quadrangular, with rounded corners 
toward the upper rim. It is decorated with bamboos 
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painted in underglaze cobalt-blue, shaded in soft tones of 
grayish tint; a small clump of bamboo rises in front, with 
three-jointed stems, from which branches of foliage spread 
over the bowl, while the other side is painted with a hang¬ 
ing spray of foliage extending along the upper rim. Date, 
1750-7800. CXI. 

Hirado Blue and White Censer {Koro), of depressed 
globular form, with a pierced outer casing and a rounded 
openwork cover, poised upon a pillar with a square base, 
which is mounted on a square pedestal with four scroll 
feet—all molded in one piece. There are two projecting 
loop-handles of scrolled form proceeding from the mouth 
of monstrous unicorn heads, and the pillar has a pair of 
two-horned, three-clawed dragons coiled round it, modeled 
in salient openwork relief, with the scaly spinous bodies 
enameled white. Through the outer casing of the censer, 
which is pierced in a trellis pattern, the decoration is seen 
penciled inside in delicate blue, consisting of a flock of sea¬ 
birds on one side and a pair of butterflies on the other. 
The rims of the bowl and cover are encircled by borders 
of conventional ornament, painted in the same grayish 
blue: the intervals of the dragon forms are filled in with 
cloud scrolls, and the base of the pillar enveloped in roll¬ 
ing sea-waves; the pedestal is surrounded by a chain of 
rectangular fret, and the feet with spiral bands. There is 
a mark painted in minute blue characters under one of the 
feet, of which the first character of the potter's name is 
blurred and illegible. It reads: Hirado san Mikaivachi. . . 
Jakesci-—i. e., “ Made by . . . Jake at Mikawachi in Hirado.” 

CXII. 

Hirado Blue and White Vase {Hana-ike), 12V4 inches 
high, of round beaker-shaped form, with a widely flaring 
mouth, and two solid handles molded in the guise of frogs 
crawling, as it were, up the neck. It is decorated, inside 
and out, in underglaze cobalt-blue of grayish tone with a 
water scene. Two trunks of drooping willow-trees rise 
from the interior of the vase, decorating its surface with a 
mass of foliage, and sending, besides, several branches over 
the rim to cover the upper portion of the exterior with 
gracefully curving sprays. The lower portion is painted 
with scrolled waves to indicate the water from which the 
frogs are supposed to spring. The scene depicted on the 
vase, it is suggested, reminds a Japanese of the famous 
calligraphist and poet, Ono no Dofu, who lived during the 
tenth century A. D., and who is always represented watch¬ 
ing frogs leaping out of a stream into willow-trees—illus¬ 
trative of successful perseverance. There is no mark. It 
is to be referred, probably, to the beginning of the nine¬ 
teenth century. CXIII. 

I. Japanese Hot-water Bottle(S//<2^7«-fl'a/0'“sed with 
a ladle inside at tea-ceremonies: brown stoneware, 
invested with an opaque olive-brown glaze, flecked with 
minute yellowish spots of lustrous aspect, terminating in 
an irregularly undulating line before it reaches the base, so 
as to show the natural color of the fired clay ; near the top 
it is overlaid with splashes of deep yellow color with 

crackled surface, becoming reddish as they mingle with 
the surrounding ground. Idzumo ware, made at Fujina, 
in the province of Idzumo, in the beginning of the nine¬ 
teenth century. 

2. Japanese Tea-Jar {Cha-irC), made of folds of trans¬ 
lucent paper, gilded in the interior, and coated externally 
with lacquer to imitate glazed pottery, from which it can 
hardly be distinguished. The cover is made of ivory, the 
bag of brocaded silk. 

3. Jap.anese Tea-Jar {Cba-irf), of cylindrical form, ta¬ 
pering upward to the shoulder; made of dark-brown stone¬ 
ware, covered with a brilliant yellowish-brown glaze of 
mottled aspect and partially crackled surface, invested 
round the top with a layer of dark olive color, which runs 
down behind in a vertical streak, mingling with the other 
glaze. Seto-ware, made in the province of Owari about 
1700. cxiv. 

Japanese Tea-Jars {Cha-iri). 
1. Of oval form, with a sharply ridged shoulder con¬ 

tracting to a small mouth. A paste of light grayish ma¬ 
terial, invested with a yellowish-brown glaze of brilliant 
tint, overlaid with a splash of verdigris color which runs 
down on one side in two finely crackled green streaks, end¬ 
ing in olive drops. Shigaraki pottery, made in the prov¬ 
ince of Omi about 1850. 

2. Of wide, depressed form, with a prominently ridged 
center, simulating a covered bowl. Composed of a red 
clay and covered with a brown glaze, over which is spread 
a thick enamel of mottled gray tone passing into brilliant 
olive tints, running down irregularly in unctuous drops. 
Takatori stoneware, made in the province of Chikuzen 
about 1750. 

3. Of oval shape, with a horizontally ridged surface, 
and two slightly projecting strap handles. A paste of 
light-brown material, covered with a yellowish-brown 
glaze, overlaid on either side of the shoulder by an irreg¬ 
ular splash of paler yellow with a brilliant crackled surface. 
Idzumo stoneware, from Fujina, in Idzumo province, about 
1750. CXV. 

Vase {P’ing), 12 inches high, of ancient Korean faience, 
dating from the thirteenth century A. D., covered with a 
gray-brown glaze, crackled where it is thick as it collects 
round the neck and above the circular rim of the foot. It is 
decorated with floral designs and diapered grounds, inlaid 
in an ivory-white slip of brilliant crackled texture. The 
body, defined by encircling rings, is inlaid with two boldly 
designed sprays of formal flowers, with flying insects like 
wasps filling in the intervals of the floral decoration, and a 
bird of rough archaic outline perched upon one of the 
flowers. The remainder of the surface is filled in with 
simple diapers, two broad bands extending round the neck 
and shoulder of the base, two narrower bands round the 
base. The bottom, curiously wrinkled underneath, is only 
partially—for about half of its surface—coated with a gray- 
brown glaze, so as to expose the material, which is a drab- 
colored faience. CX\ 1. 

II. TEXT CUTS. 

Baluster-shaped Vase {Mci P'ing), of good form, ver¬ 
tically grooved so as to be of five-lobed section. The dec¬ 
oration. which is lightly etched at the point in the paste, 
consists of birds and graceful sprays of bamboos, with lam¬ 
brequins round the neck studded with single blossoms, 
and rings of palmations encircling the rims above and 
below. The finely crackled turquoise glaze, which invests 
the whole, varies in soft translucid tints, according to its 
depths, so as to enhance the effect of the engraving under¬ 
neath. French mounting of the most graceful and artistic 

style. Height, 6'/, inches. 
Pair of Vases (Ff TuiP'ing), of hexagonal outline, with 

spreading feet, and slender necks furnished at the side with 
two open loop handles emerging from projected heads of 
dragons. The spring of the foot is encircled by a fillet, 

binding rings of leaves, which spread upward and down¬ 
ward, worked in slight relief in the paste. The finely 
crackled monochrome glaze of rich and translucent tur¬ 
quoise tint, together with the form and technique, indicate 
the reign of {1573-1619), of the Mvig dynasty. The 
mounting is French ormolu work of the eighteenth cen¬ 
tury. Height, 12 inches. No. I. 

Octaconal Eggshell Lantern {To~t'ai Thig), of the 
K'ang-hsi period (1662-1722), decorated in brilliant enamel 
colors with the eight Taoist immortals {Pa Hsicn) crossing 
the sea in procession. The other side of this lantern is 
illustrated in Plate XI, where it is described in full detail. 
Height, 13 inches. A full account of each of the Pa Hsien 
is given on pages 292 and 293. No. 2. 
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Yuan Dynasty Bowl {Yitan Ts'ii IVaii), a small bowl 
of hard dense ware of grayish fabric, invested with a thick 
lustrous glaze of ivory-white tone, minutely crackled with 
a network of dark lines. It is only partially enameled 
underneath, the lower third and the foot being left bare. 
Diameter, 4 % inches. 

Jar, of archaic iron-gray stoneware, with a crackled 
glaze of stone-gray celadon color: Ktmng-yao of the Yuan 
dynasty. 

Bowl, of Yuan dynasty ware, of reddish-gray body, with 
crackled purplish glaze, mottled with brown. No. 3. 

Square Bottle {Fang P'ing), one of a pair, of the 
K'angJisi period, enameled with a remarkably iridescent 
ground of coral-red of intense tone, with reserved medal¬ 
lions painted in enamel colors with gilding upon a white 
ground. The panels on the front and back, shaped like 
finger-citrons, are filled with pomegranates and asters, with 
a cock crowing: the panels on the sides, shaped as bego¬ 
nia-flowers and plum-blossoms, contain goldfish and moss, 
crabs and shrimps. The bottoms are unglazed. Louis XVI 
mounts. Height, 14 inches. No. 4. 

Large Vase {P'ing), of Lang Yao porcelain of K'ang-/isi 
date, with a brilliant sa/ig-dc-btenf of crackled texture, 
displaying the characteristic mottling and streaked play of 
color. The base is coated underneath with a grayish •' rice- 
colored " {mi^C) crackled glaze, mottled with brown. A 
rare example of the class, with an old European mounting. 
Height, 20 inches. No. 5. 

Ovoid Vase {Yuan P'ing), one of a pair, coated with 
brownish-red monochrome glaze of K'ang-hsi date, which 
have been cut across horizontally and mounted in silver in 
Europe as bosvls with covers. The enamel, of deep rich 
tone mottled with darker spots, is finely pitted on the sur¬ 
face. The bases are enameled pure white. Height, 8 
inches. No. 6. 

Large Vase {Ta P'ing), of the Ming period, coated 
with a celadon glaze {Lung-c/i'iian yu) of darkest green tint, 
not crackled, but dotted all over with minute bubblclike 
points. The decoration, which is boldly worked in the 
paste in slight relief under the glaze, consists of a pair of 
phtEni.xes flying through a floral ground of sprays of the 
tree-peony {Paonia mouta>i). The foot is encircled outside 
by a band scored with crossed lines. It is unglazed at the 
base, showing a paste of grayish-yellow color. Height, 
2 feet S inches. No. 7. 

Vase {P'ing), coated with a minutely crackled turquoise 
glaze of pure soft tone, over a delicately etched decoration 
of dragons and bats enveloped in scrolls of clouds. A ga- 
droon band extends round the vase, succeeded by a chain 
of rectangular fret at the foot, also incised at the point in 
the paste under the glaze. There is an etched seal under¬ 
neath, inscribed Ta Citing Chia citing nicn chih, “ Made in 
the reign of Chia-ch'ing of the Great Ch'ing [dynasty]." 
The openwork mounting is of modem French work, exe¬ 
cuted in gold. Height, 8 inches. No. 8. 

Fruit-Dish {Kuo P'au), one of a pair of rare type, of 
K’ang-hsi date, which are molded in the shape of leaves 
with convoluted folded margins, and decorated sur biscuit. 
in colored enamels. The dish is enameled with a iruitl 
ground of apple-green; the handle, a knotted branch of 
prunus, colored purple, passes over the rim of the dish, to 
decorate the interior, in relief, with spraj-s of flowers and 
buds which are colored red, dark blue, and gold. 

The companion dish is overlaid inside with branches of 
fruit, instead of flowers, which are painted in similar colors. 
The stands are designed in gilded bronze as graceful mer¬ 
maids of classical form, seated with their fi.sh-lcgs inter¬ 
twined. and supporting the dishes with extended arms. 
Diameter, 10 inches. No. 9- 

GouRD-.SHAPED Vabe {Hu-lu P'ing), One of a pair of old 
stone-gray crackled gourds that have been mounted in 
Europe, with scrolled handles of graceful design springing 
from classic masks. Height, 10’/, inches. No. lo. 

Vase {P'ing), one of a pair, of K'ang-hsi porcelain 
painted sur biscuit in delicate enamel colors, the base being 
unglazed, only marked with the cross-lined pattern of the 
stuff on which the paste was pressed. They are molded 
with ribbed surfaces as if composed of a series of jointed 
bamboo-stems, the joints of which are used as panels for 
the decoration of floral sprays. The flowers, including the 
lotus, chrysanthemum, aster, peony, peach, plum, mag¬ 
nolia, pink, iris, and narcissus, with palra-Ieaves and twigs 
of bamboo, are relieved by enameled grounds of white, 
yellow, purple, and two shades of bright green. At the 
base of the neck a ring of lotus-petals modeled in slight 
relief is tinted red and bound round with a green strip of 
reed. Height, 8'/, inches. No. 11. 

Snuff-Bottle {Pi Yen Hu), decorated in enamel colors 
and gilding with groups of the varied paraphernalia of the 
liberal arts known as Po Ku, or the “ Hundred Antiques,” 
displayed in salient relief upon a pale-green background of 
lozenge-pattern fret. Marked in red underneath with a 
seal similar to that described in No. 25. No. 12. 

Small Jar with Cover {Hsiao Kuan), enameled with a 
pale pea-green glaze {tou-ch'iug yu), the typical celadon of 
the Ch'un-lung period. It is decorated in relief in the 
paste with archaic designs taken from ancient bronzes, 
bands of fret of different pattern, rings of scrolled palraa- 
tions, and other foliated designs of conventional ornament, 
which show out in pale relief in the parts less thickly 
coated with glaze. There is an impressed seal underneath 
—Ta Citing Ch'ien lung nicn chih, “ Made in the reign of 
Ch'ien-lung of the Great Ch’ing [dynasty].’’ The jar is 
elaborately mounted in metal, parcel gilt, and inlaid with 
colored enamels. An openwork flora! scroll extends around 
the foot, inclosing bats and peaches, linked chains are at¬ 
tached to the upright loop-handles, a iizardlike dragon is 
coiling up the shoulder, and a lion with one of its fore feet 
upon a ball surmounts the cover. Height, with mount, 
6 inches. No. 13. 

Tall Vase {Hua P'ing), one of a pair, artistically deco¬ 
rated in brilliant blue and white of the K'ang-hsi period, 
with idealized floral scrolls consisting of encircling bands 
and upright sprays of graceful arabesquelike design. The 
broad band round the body of the vase is interrupted by 
four circular medallions inclosing pheenixes in the midst of 
clouds, the intervening sprays displaying blossoms like as¬ 
ters and lilies with anomalous buds and leaves of diverse 
form, all springing from the same stalk, the general effect 
of which is highly decorative. Mounted in bronze of old 
European work. A similar unmounted vase in the Wal¬ 
ters Collection shows the mark underneath—a double ring. 
Height, 16 inches. No. 14. 

Bottle-shaped Vase {P'ing), one of a pair, of Nien Yao 
of the Yung-chhtg period, enameled with a monochrome 
glaze of ruby-red tint derived from copper. The glaze, 
of a beautiful uniform tone, exhibits the characteristic 
stippled texture which is due to its souffle method of appli¬ 
cation. They are mounted with an artistic setting of the 
Louis XV period as ewers, with the lip formed of the out¬ 
spread wings of a swan alighting upon a clump of bul¬ 
rushes. Height, i6‘/, inches. No. 15. 

Porcelain Pillow (7i’s Chhi). decorated in bright 
enamel colors of the K'ang-hsi period, with a foliated dia¬ 
mond-shaped panel of floral brocade composed of scrolls 
of peony relieved by a yellow ground, and with bands of 
formal diaper and fret round the two ends. The colors, all 
overglaze, include a bright green, nankin-yellow of prim¬ 
rose lint, manganese-purple, coral-red, and black, with a 
sparing addition of gold. Length, 19 inches. No. 16. 

Saucer-shaped Dish {Kuo P'ait), of the K'ang-hsi pe¬ 
riod, painted in blue under the white glaze with conven¬ 
tional scrolls of lotus, spreading over the interior and cov¬ 
ering the under border with a symmetrical arrangement of 
large blossoms, which are fully expanded, so as to display 
in each flower the cup-shaped fruit studded with the seeds 
in the midst of a whorl of petals. Round the base of the 



PLATE CXTl. 

JAPANESE HIRADO BLUE AND 
WHITE CENSER. 

/'DENSER (Koro), af depressed globular 
fvrm. with a pierced outer caEng and a 
rounded opeieaiork cover, poised upon a pillar 

•with a square base, which is mounted on a square 
pedestal with four scrolled feet—alt molded in one 
piece. There arc two projecting loop-handles of 
scrolled fofm proceeding from the mouth of mon¬ 
strous unicorn heads, and the pillar has a pair of 
two-hanUi^hree-clawed dragons coiled round it, 
modeled in salient opemvork relief, with the scaly 
spinous bodies enameled white. 

Through the outer casing of the censer, which 
is pierced in a trellis pattern, the decoration is seen 
penciled inside in delicate blue, consisting of a Jiock 
of sea-birds on one side and a pair of bnttcrflies on 
the other. The rims of the boud and cover are 
encircled by borders of conventional ornament, paint¬ 
ed in the same grayish blue ; the intervals of the 
dragon forms are filled in with cloud scrolls, and 
the base of the pillar enveloped in rolling sea- 
wares ; the pedestal is surrounded by a chain of 
rectangular fret, and the feet with spiral bands. 

There is a mark painted in minute blue charac¬ 
ters under one of the feet, of which the first char¬ 
acter of the potter's name is blurred and illegible. 
It leads; Hirado sati Mikawachi .. Jake sei— 
i. e., ‘‘ .Made by .. Jake at Mikawachi in fliradoT 
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dish, underneath, a groove is left unglazed, so that it has a 
second sharply prominent inner rim, a characteristic of 
some of the finest large dishes of the time. In the middle 
the mark is penciled in blue, encircled by a double ring, 
Ta Ch'ing K'ang-Jtsi nicn chih, “ Made in the reign of K’ang- 
hsi of the Great Ch'ing [dynasty]." Diameter, 15 inches. 

No. 17. 

Wine-Cup {Chiu Chung), of eggshell thinness and bell¬ 
like form with upright rim, translucidly white, with the 
exception of a formal scroll of underglaze blue penciled 
round the foot outside, which shows clearly through inside 
when the delicate fragile cup is held up to the light. The 
mark, written in minute characters, almost requiring a lens 
to read them, within a double ring, is Ta Ch'ing K'ang-lisi 
men chih, “Made in the reign of K'ang-hsi of the Great 
Ch'ing [dynasty].” Diameter, 2 % inches. 

Wine-Cup '{Chiu Pei), one of a pair, of delicate eggshell 
fabric, with a white glaze having a slight tinge of blue. 
The decoration is lightly molded, or impressed in the paste, 
in the interior of the cups, so as to show through in shaded 
tones when held up to the light, like a watei'-mark in paper. 
It consists of a pair of five-clawed dragons in the midst of 
flames and scrolled clouds, pursuing effulgent jewels. The 
mark, boldly written in undergiaze blue, in an oblong 
double-lined panel, is Ta Ming IVan li nien chih, “ Made in 
the reign of Wan-li (1573-1619} of the Great Ming [dy¬ 
nasty]." Diameter, 2 ■/, inches. No. 18. 

Tall Cylindiucal Ewer {T'nngNu), of the K'ang-hsi 
period, modeled in the shape of a three-jointed section of 
bamboo, with the rim projected upward in front in the 
form of a tiara: there is a short curved spout on one side, 
and on the other there are two studs fashioned as grotesque 
lions' heads and perforated for the copper handle. It is 
enameled, inside and outside, as well as over the base, with 
a finely crackled monochrome purple glaze of rich auber¬ 
gine tint. The elaborate mounts are in French metal-work 
of the Louis XVI period. Height, 19 inches. No. 19. 

Tall Vase {Hua P'ing). of perfect form and beautifully 
soft turquoise tint, dating from the finest period of the 
reign of K'ang-hsi. A crested dragon {ch'ih-lung) of archaic 
form, with waving scrolls of mane and long mustaches, 
projects, in full undercut relief, upon the shoulders of the 
vase, with its branching tail coiled closely round the neck. 
The ground color is a pure turquoise of finely crackled 
texture, collecting as it “ runs ” in greenish drops, and mot¬ 
tled with brownish tints over the dragons. It is magnifi¬ 
cently mounted in the most artistic French work of the 
seventeenth century. Height, with mount, 22 inches. 

No. 20. 

Sm-all Baluster Vase {Hsiao Mci P'ing). enameled 
with dark-brown, almost black, monochrome glaze, thickly 
flecked with iridescent spots of metallic aspect. A typical 
specimen of the “ iron-rust" {t'iek-hsiu) glaze of the Chinese. 
It has been mounted in Europe with flowing handles, a 
spreading open foot, and a cover in ormolu. Height with 
mount, 8'/, inches. No. 21. 

L.ARUE Vase {P'ing), one of a pair, of ovoid form, bulg¬ 
ing in the middle, alternately ridged and grooved in verti¬ 
cal lines so as to be of foliated section. They are coated 
with a monochrome glaze derived from cobalt of pale-blue 
color, the Chinese “ sky-blue ” {t'iai-ch'ing), which is of 
grayish tone, afld becomes nearly white over the prominent 
ridges. Dating from the A'’rt«g-//«'period, theyare mounted 
in ormolu of Louis XVI work, with handles of fish having 
garlands of oak with acorns hanging from their mouths, 
tied toeether at the ends with bows. Height, 21 inches. 

No. 22. 

Snuff-Bottle {Pi Yen Hu), of Yi-hsiog “ boccaro " ware, 
being made of fine red faience, enameled outside in soft 
colors with a miniature mountain landscape of temples, 

pavilions, and bridges. No. 23. 

Bowl {Wan), one of a pair, of the K'ang-hsi period, 
enameled sur biscuit with a finely crackled monochrome 
purple glaze of aubergine tint. The base is partially 

coated with a wrinkled grayish enamel. European mounts 
of bronze. Diameter, 7 inches. No. 24, 

Snuff-Bottle {Pi Yen Hu), with an outer pierced cas¬ 
ing carved with nine lions sporting with brocaded balls, 
between borders of conventional scrolls, and with a fret 
band etched round the rim, enameled while. The mark 
under the loot is a red seal inscribed Chia ch'ing nicn chih, 
“ Made in the reign of Chia-ch'ing (1796-1820)." The stop¬ 
per, mounted with a button of glass and amethyst, has the 
usual miniature spoon of ivory attached to it inside for 
ladling out the snuff. No. 25. 

Vase {P'ing), coated with a deep rich glaze of greenish 
celadon color, crackled throughout. A band is reserved 
in the glaze round the shoulder of the vase and filled in 
with a ring of rectangular fret succeeded by formal scrolls, 
all worked in relief in slip and colored iron-gray. The 
handles are oval garlands of rosettes in the same relief- 
work. It is elaborately mounted in ormolu of old Euro- 
oean workmanship. Height, with mount, 14 inches. 

No. 26. 

Transmutation Vase (Yao-pien P'ing), one of a pair, of 
European form and design, festooned, as it were, with cur¬ 
tains gathered up by ribbons in front and hanging in 
knotted folds at the sides, and coated with a transmutation 
glaze of early Ch'icn-lung date, exhibiting all the character¬ 
istic brilliant tints as it runs down in heavy drops, streaked 
and mottled with crimson, purple, and brown, in variegated 
clouds. European mounts. Height. 14 inches. No. 27. 

Vase {P'ing), of Nicn Yao of the Yung-chgug period, of 
the same rubv-red monochrome glaze as the pair described 
under 15. The neck of the vase has been cut down, and 
it has been mounted in Europe in gilded bronze as a cis¬ 
tern, placed in an elaborate stand supported by three dol¬ 
phins, and perforated for a tap, which is fashioned in the 
shape of a griffin. Height, with mount, 12 inches. No. 28. 

Square Bottle {Fang P'ing). one of a pair, with pow- 
der-blue grounds of the K'ang-hsi period, enameled over in 
gold with flowers and birds. Bottoms unglazed, European 
mounts of the eighteenth century. Height, 8'/) inches. 

No. 29. 

Vase {P'ing), of decoration similar to the pair described 
under No. ii, and mounted in the same style, to form a 
center-piece of a set, intended to figure as a garniture dc 
cheminie. The artistic setting, which is beautifully executed 
in gilded openwork designs of Oriental scrolls, is signed 
•'F*® Boucheron, Paris." Height, 10 inches. No. 30. 

Little Covered Bowl {Hsiao Kai Wan), one of a pair, 
of finely crackled turquoise enamel of Ch'icn-lung dale, 
mounted in European metal-work, and placed upon square 
pedestals of German porcelain which are marked F., prob¬ 
ably for Filrstenburg. Height, with mounts, 7 inches. 

No. 31. 

Snuff-Bottle {Pi Yen Hu), of rounded vaselike form, 
molded in a basket-work pattern, with lions'-head handles, 
and enameled with a minutely crackled turquoise glaze of 
the usual mottled tone. No. 32. 

Shell {Loss/)), one of a pair, fashioned of pure white 
pdlc in the shape of whelks, and enameled sur biscuit with 
a finely crackled turquoise glaze of uniformly blue tint. 
The round covers are molded in the form of lotus-leaves, 
with conical shells on the top as handles. One of the shells 
is marked in the interior, which is unglazed, with the Chi¬ 
nese numeral 3 penciled in black; the other is incised with 
a line surmounted by a dot. The mounts are French work 
of the eighteenth century. Height, y',} inches. No. 33. 

Mug {Chiu Pci), of the K'ang-hsi period, painted in bril¬ 
liant blue, with a formal mountain landscape containing 
temples and open pavilions on wooded hills and houses on 
the banks of a wide river. The base is encircled by a 
ring of conventional foliations, and the upper rim by a 
band of chrysanthemum-sprays. The bottom is unglazed. 
Mounted in Europe, with a silver lid engraved with a crest. 
Height, 18 inches. No. 34- 
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Cylikdrical Vase {T'utig P'ing), of K'angJisi porce¬ 
lain, brilliantly decorated in enamel colors in the same style 
as the vase described under No. 268. It has been cut down 
and mounted in Europe as a mug, with a coronet and coat 
of arms etched upon the lid. Height, 9'/, inches. No. 35. 

Vase {P’ing), of white enameled porcelain of ancient 
bronze form and design, with two loop handles springing 
from grotesque heads, and archaic designs worked in 
slight relief in the paste under the white glaze. The seal, 
impressed in the paste underneath, is Ta CKing CIticn-Iung 
'ni(n chih—i. e.. “ Made in the reign of Ch'ien-lung (1736-95) 
of the Great Ch'ing [dynasty]." The mounting is Euro¬ 
pean. Height, 9'/, inches. No. 36. 

Bowl {IVau), enameled with a pale soufflJ glaze of sky- 
blue {t'ien-ck'ing) derived from cobalt, mounted in Europe 
upon a pedestal representing a clump of bulrushes, to¬ 
gether with a pair of fish of finely crackled turquoise, the 
•' peacock-green " {kung-chiio lit) glaze of the Chinese ceram¬ 
ist. Height, y'/j inches. 

CuP WITH Cover {Kai Wan), of the Ftn-Ting class, 
painted in blue after the early style of the Ming dynasty. 
The handle of the cover is fashioned in the shape of a 
phoenix and colored blue. Both the cup and the cover are 
decorated outside with a pair of five-clawed dragons pur¬ 
suing jewels in the midst of clouds and flames, painted in 
soft-toned shades of blue under the soft-looking glaze, 
which is of ivory-white tone and finely crackled through¬ 
out—in the interior of the piece as well as outside. Height 
with cover, Wh inches; diameter, 3 inches. 

Flower-Vase {Hua P'ing), molded in the form of a 
growing Shantung cabbage {Brasska chineusis, L.; in Chi¬ 
nese, Po-tsai), mistaken for an opening Nelumbo, with a 
sprout springing from the base, making a smaller recep¬ 
tacle for a separate flower. The leaves stand up in duplex 
tier, shaped in naturalistic detail with finely dentated mar¬ 
gins, and colored outside in two shades of green etched 
over with the natural venation in black, the stalks being 
left white. The interior is enameled with the soft, pale- 
green monochrome glaze characteristic of some of the finest 
vases of the Ck'ien-lung period, to which, no doubt, this 
quaint specimen belongs. Height, 4 V, inches. No. 37. 

WiNE-Cup {Chiu Pei), of swelling, bowl-like form and 
most delicate texture, decorated over the white glaze in 
gold with sprays of chrysanthemums. The hall-mark of 
Cking Ssii T'ang C/tih is penciled underneath in red. Diam¬ 
eter, sVj inches. 

Wine-Pot {Chiu Hu), a miniature square vessel of the 
Ming period, fashioned in the shape of an old bronze cast¬ 
ing. Of solid make, with an arched handle on the top, and 
a short hexagonal spout projecting from one side, it is 
enameled turquoise-blue overlaid with splashes of auber¬ 
gine-purple, both these glazes being of minutely crackled 
texture. 

Wine-Cup {Chiu Pei), decorated in soft enamel colors 
with the eight propitious symbols {pa-chi-hsiang) of Bud¬ 
dhist origin, arranged in four pairs encircled bv waving 
fillets, and with borders of conventional scrolls round the 
rims. The mark, penciled in red underneath the foot, is 
Tao kuang king hsii nien chih, “ Made in the year kfing-hsU 
(1850) of the reign of Tao-kuang.” Diameter, zV, inches. 

No. 38. 

Gourd-shaped Bottle {Hu-lu P’ing), one of a pair, of 
the K'ang.Jisi period, decorated on a white ground with 
conventionalized scrolls studded with formal cruciform 
flowers, painted in mottled blue of very brilliant tone. 
European mounts, the cover representing a bee in the 
middle of a garland of flowers. Fieight, 10 inches. No. 39. 

Fish-Bowl {Vu A'ang), one of a pair, of depressed glob¬ 
ular form, the traditional shape of the alms-bowl of Buddha, 
enameled with a finel}’ crackled turquoise glaze of mottled 
hue, of the same date as the vase illustrated in Fig. 20. 
The two bowls are elaborately mounted in artistic French 
work of style similar to that of the vase. Diameter, 9 
inches. No. 40. 

PiLCRiM Bottle {Pei Hu P'ing), with a central boss, a 
channeled foot, and four looped handles at the sides. The 
surface is worked in slight relief with white flowers and 
butterflies, etched with the graving-tool, and brought out 
by a monochrome ground of pale cobalt-blue. Artistically 
mounted in Europe for suspension. Height, with mount, 
12 inches. No. 41. 

Vase {P'ing), one of a pair, painted in brilliant blue of 
the K'ang-lui period. The body is decorated with figures 
of Chinese ladies standing, or seated on barrel-shaped seats, 
arranged in couples, beside pots of peonies, and holding 
flowers in their hands. Palms fill in the intervals, and a 
formal band of blue defines the base of the neck, which is 
covered with sprays of blossoming prunus. The mark, 
penciled in blue underneath, is a leaf encircled by a fillet, 
inclosed within a double ring. Height, with mounts of 
European work, 7‘/j inches. No. 42. 

Five-nozzled Rosadon {Wu Tsui P'ing), enameled 
with a pea-green celadon glaze (loiKiCing yii) of the Yung- 
ching or early Ch'ien-lung period. Artistically mounted in 
Europe with grape-knobbed covers, connected by chains, 
and with garlands of vine stretched round the necks. 
Height, with mount, 12 inches. No. 43. 

Large Celadon Dish {Lung-ch'uan P'ari), of circular 
form, with vertically ribbed sides and foliated rim, deco¬ 
rated with floral designs etched in the paste under the rich 
glaze, which is of greenish tone. The large medallion oc¬ 
cupying the bottom inside is filled with branches of a fruit 
tree, apparently the Ncphclium litchi. The slope is chased 
with upright sprays of peony-flowers, sixteen in number, of 
identical design, in panels corresponding to the foliations 
of the border. The panels on the convexity underneath 
are worked with leafy sprays in slight relief. The rim is 
lightly etched. Under the foot there is a wide ring of 
paste uncovered with glaze, with regular edges, as if ruled 
by a compass, the bare field of which, 1'/, inches broad, is 
of brick-aust color. Diameter, 22 inches. No. 44. 

Covered Bowl {Kai IFan), pierced with trellis panels 
and decorated in enamel colors of the best K'ang-hsi period. 
The sides, pierced with six panels of hexagonal trellis-work 
inclosing sprays of flowers, are painted with bands of dia¬ 
per and with borders of dotted green studded with prunus- 
blossoms alternately white and overgiaze blue of purplish 
tone. The cover, which is surmounted by a blue lion, is 
encircled by a belt of trellis, succeeded by a band of floral 
pattern similar to that on the bowl. It has been artistically 
mounted in bronze in Europe as a flower-basket raised 
upon a four-footed stand. Height, with mount, 7'/, inches. 

No. 45. 

Oblong Vase {Fang P'ing), of lozenge-shaped section, 
enameled with a pale monochrome glaze of K'ang-hsi date 
of pure celadon tint {Tnng ch’ing). It is molded with sym¬ 
bols under the glaze, displaying the yin-yang emblem be¬ 
tween the eight trigraras {pa kncC) in sunk panels on each 
of the four sides. Height, 11 inches. No. 46. 

Vase {P'ing), enameled with a coral-red monochrome 
glaze of beautiful color, the charming effect of which is 
enhanced by the European ormolu mounts of light sprays 
and festoons of grapevine which wind round the vase. 
The graceful form, with spreading foot, indicates the "Yung- 
£■/!/«,§■ period, and the white enamel with which the foot is 
coated underneath is of pale greenish tone. Height, with 
mount, py, inches. No. 47. 

Snuff-Bottle {Pi Yen Hu), with carv-ed decoration 
filled in with enamel colors of the Cliien-lung period. The 
two panels contain the star-gods of happiness, rank, and 
long life, with their attributes, mounted on cloud ped¬ 
estals, displayed upon a background of scrolled sea-waves. 
The framework is carved in pierced work, with the symbols 
of the eight Taoist immortals {Pa Hsien) inclosed in scrolls. 
The upper rim is gilded. No. 48. 

Vase {P'ing), of ancient brownish-red stoneware of the 
Han dynasty (B. c. 206-A. n. 220). coated with a thin but 
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lustrous glaze of camellia-leat green. The bottom, only 
partially enameled over about one third of its surface, 
shows the color of the material. Height. 9’/^ inches. Di¬ 
ameter, 10 inches. No. 49. 

PiLCRi.M Bottle {Pao Yuch P'ing'), with two open flow- 
ing handles fashioned in the form of archaic two-horned 
dragons {cWi/i-lung), decorated in enamel colors and gilding 
of the Ck'ien-lung period, in connection with details previ¬ 
ously outlined in underglaze blue. The dragon-handles 
are in shaded red touched with gold. Round the neck and 
in the hollow of the foot are bats displayed in the midst of 
clouds. The body is emblazoned on each side with a cen¬ 
tral shou (longevity) monogram, surrounded by the eight 
Taoist emblems {pa an-lisicn) tied in pairs with waving fil- 
lets, intermingled with floral sprays and cloud scrolls, in¬ 
closed in a wide panel by a circular line of blue and gold. 
The convexities of the vase between the panels are occu¬ 
pied by the eight Buddhist symbols {pa chi-hsiang') with 
scrolls and flowers. The seal penciled in blue underneath 
has the ordinary seal-character inscription of the reign of 
Ch'ietUung {\Ts(>-^Y)- Height, 19V, inches. No. 50. 

L.\r(;f. Jar with Cover {Mei Hua Kuan), of the ICang- 
hsi period, decorated in brilliant hue with blossoming 
branches of prunus {rnci hua) alternately rising and de¬ 
scending to cover the surface of the jar as well as the top 
of the cover. The flowers are reserved in white upon a 
mottled blue background, which is penciled with a reticu¬ 
lation of darker blue lines. A band of triangular fret de¬ 
fines the upper and lower borders of the jar, and another 
encircles the projecting rim of the cover, which is sur¬ 
mounted by a globular knob colored plain blue. A band 
of conventional foliations, extending midway up the neck 
of the jar, completes the decoration. The mark under the 
foot is a double ring. Height, with cover, 17 inches. 

No. 51. 

Large Deep Plate {Kuo P'an), of Chinese porcelain of 
early K'ang-hsi date, with designs painted in underglaze 
cobalt-blue, filled in with enamel colors—blue, green, yel¬ 
low, and red, with gilding. The rira is gilded. The bro¬ 
caded grounds of diaper round the border are in underglaze 
blue, as well as the outlines of the diversely shaped panels, 
which are painted inside with pictures in colors. The field 
is filled with birds flying through sprays of chrysanthe¬ 
mum and peony, with a coronet near the top, under which 
is a shield emblazoned with the heraldic lion of Holland. 
Diameter, iS'/, inches. No. 52. 

Small Oval Jar {Ch'a KuaKj, one of a pair, decorated 
with a pale-blue monochrome ground etched in darker blue 
with floral designs- The sides are vertically ribbed, inter¬ 
rupted by three circular medallions. Of the K'ang-hsi pe¬ 
riod, the mark underneath is a palm-leaf inclosed in a 
double ring. The mounts are European, and the covers, 
of Oriental powder-blue, are not original. Height, without 
cover, 5'/, inches. A third little jar in the collection, with 
a similar decoration and mark, only with symbols penciled 
around the neck instead of sprays of flowers, is mounted 
with a Persian cover of chased copper. No. 53. 

Blue and White Garniture of the famed Lange- 
Eleizen pattern ; period, K'ang-hsi. The mark on the foot 
—Chia-ching nien chik—is apocryphal. Height, 17'/.inches. 

No. 54. 

Vase {P'ing), with flanged lip, of white enameled porce¬ 
lain, of the Ch'icn-lnng period, coated with a rich glaze of 
somewhat greenish tint over a decoration molded in slight 
relief in the paste. This consists of four encircling bands 
of conventional floral sprays, defined by prominent rings; 
the neck is surrounded by two rings of formal scroll de¬ 
sign, and the foot by a continuous chain of rectangular 
fret, succeeded by a spiral gadroonlike border. Height, 
15 inches. No. 55. 

Brush-Pot {Pi T'ung).o{ wide cylindrical form, swelling 
at the mouth, with the decoration partly worked in relief 
in “slip," painted in underglaze blue and in overglaze en¬ 

amel colors, including coral-red, yellow, greens of varied 
shade, and black. The pictures of a scholar dreaming are 
intended to be an illustration of the half stanza of verse— 
Meng pi shC-ng hua, " Dreaming the pencil blossoms into 
flowers." The seal, inscribed underneath in underglaze 
blue, is Ta Ch'ing Yung-chPng nien chih, “ Made in the reign 
of Yung-ch6ng (1723-35) of the Great Ch’ing [dynasty]." 
Diameter, 8 inches. No. 56. 

Liuation-CUP {Chiieli), of white Fuchien porcelain {Chien 
Ts'fi). Of hornlike form, it is fashioned in the outline of a 
knotted branch of prunus, giving off a blossoming twig, 
which is worked in relief outside near the rim. The rest 
of the surface is decorated in the same salient relief with 
other archaic designs—a flying stork on one side, a four- 
clawed dragon, half hidden in the clouds, on the other, and 
a fish emerging from waves underneath : a deer is outlined 
near the foot in front, and floral lozenges project on either 
side. The glaze, of satiny texture, blends intimately with 
the ivory-white paste. Height, inches. No. 57. 

Seal (1V«), one of a pair, of oblong form and square 
section, with lions mounted upon the top as handles, seated 
upon brocaded squares of rich floral pattern, painted sur 
biscuit, in brilliant enamel colors of the famille verte, dating 
from the period. Height, 3 inches. No. 58. 

Inscriptions, on the two seals with lions as handles, of 
which one is represented in Fig. 58. That on the left is 
engraved, the characters appearing in white reserve. The 
other is carved in relief. No. 59. 

Wine-Cup {Chin PH), one of a pair, of ivory-white 
Fuchien porcelain {Chien Ts'H), molded of floral form, with 
everted rim, and supported by three small feet. The 
stanza of verse etched in the paste upon the side is Tsui 
hou tin chiin, cho wing yuch, “ When drunk with wine, save 
a little, as a libation to the bright moon." Diameter, 3'/. 
inches. No. 60. 

Hanging Wall-Vase {Kua P'ing), with flattened back 
perforated for suspension, a stand molded in porcelain as 
part of the piece, and two open-scrolled handles. It is 
decorated in delicate enamel colors and gilding with foli¬ 
ated panels, surrounded by floral designs, and with con¬ 
ventional palmated borders. The larger panel is painted 
with the picture of a hunting scene; the smaller panel 
above contains an ode in praise of hunting, signed by the 
Emperor Ch'ien-lung. The back of the vase and the inte¬ 
rior of the mouth are coated with the pale-green enamel 
which distinguishes the imperial porcelain of the time, and 
the base is coated with the same, reserving a white panel 
for the mark of Ta Ch'ing Ch'ien lung nien chih. “ Made in 
the reign of Ch’ien-lung of the Great Ch'ing [dynasty],” 
which is penciled in underglaze blue in one line of antique 
script. Height, 8'/, inches. No. 61. 

“ Hoof-shaped " Vase {Ma-t'i P'ing), having a dome¬ 
shaped body rounding in to a cylindrical neck, decorated 
in delicate enamel colors of the Ch'ien-lnng period, with a 
picturesque landscape representing the woody islet Yen 
yiishan, in the Western L^ike at Hangchou, with temples 
and pavilions on the hillside, pine-trees and willows, water¬ 
falls and bridges, and a boat crossing the lake, A descrip¬ 
tive ode in four stanzas of rhyming verse is pencilecf in 
black on the other side of the vase, which is also illustrated. 
Height, 7 inches. No. 62. 

Bowl {U'an). with flanged brim, of the Tao-kuang pe¬ 
riod, decorated on one side with sprays of flowers, hung, 
with an endless knot—a Buddhist symbol of longevity— 
painted in colors, and relieved by an enameled mono¬ 
chrome background of coral-red. On the other side a 
verse is inscribed in white characters reserved in the red 
ground. The seal, enameled in red on a pale-green ground 
under the foot, is Ta Ch'ing Tao-kuang nien chih—i. e., 
"Made in the reign of Tao-kuang (1821-50) of the Great 
Ch’ing [dynasty].’’ Diameter, 7 inches. No. 63. 

Snuff-Bottle {Pi Yen Hu), of flattened form, decorated 
on one side in enamel colors with a little garden scene, a 
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rockery and peonies and a boy with a basket feeding a hen 
and chicken. On the other side an ode upon the ceramic 
art, written by the Emperor di is penciled in 
black, with the imperial seal attached in red. The mark 
inscribed underneath in red enamel is Ch'ien lung nkn chih, 
" Made in the reign of Ch'ien-lung (1736-95)." No. 64. 

Snuff-Bottle, same as that represented in Fig. 64, but 
greatly enlarged in order to show the inscription, a poem 
by the Emperor CHien-lmg in praise of the ceramic art. A 
translation is given on page 31. No. 65. 

Censer {Hsiang Lu), of archaic aspect, dating from the 
K'aug-lisi period, with a decoration roughly painted in 
cobalt-blue under a crackled glaze of grayish tone, trav¬ 
ersed by deep brown fissures. The decoration consists of 
a pair of four-clawed dragons grasping the effulgent jewel 
of magic power, with cloud scrolls and forked flames filling 
in the intervals. Diameter, 5 inches. No. 66. 

Bowl (IFan). designed in the form of a lotus-blossom, 
with an outer ring of eight petals molded round the foot, 
and the rim of eightfold foliated outline. It is enameled 
with a monochrome ground of coral-red, with a decoration 
painted upon it of two five-clawed dragons pursuing efful¬ 
gent jewels; and with a tiny floral spray on each of the 
foliated panels round the foot, depicting in order the 
prunus and bamboo, narcissus, begonia, chrysanthemum, 
jasmine, orchid, convolvulus, aster and lilac, and plum 
blossoms. The foot is enameled, like the interior, pale 
green, with a white panel reserved in the middle, which is 
penciled in red, with the seal Hsic/i C/m Tsao, in antique 
script. Diameter, 7 inches. No. 67. 

Teapot {Clia Hu), of the finest Ku Yueh Hsiian type, 
decorated with two broad panel pictures of landscapes pen¬ 
ciled in bright overglaze cobalt-blue enamel. The rest of 
the surface is covered with bands of floral design, contain- 
ing tiny sprays of many different kinds of flowers, delicately 
painted in enamel colors. The cover is ornamented with a 
similar floral ground, painted in the same characteristically 
translucid enamels, and the knob is made to simulate a 
chrysanthemum. There is a seal penciled underneath in 
ovcrglaze blue enamel inscribed Vung chlng nicn chik, 
'■ Made in the reign of Yung-chgng (1723-35)." No. 63. 

Quadrangular Va.se {Fang P’ing'), of fine dark-colored 
paste, invested with two coats of glaze, in the style of the 
ancient imperial productions of the Snug dynasty. The 
base, which is thinly glazed, is incised in the middle with 
the two characters Hsiian ho, which are filled in with the 
same grayish-white enamel that forms the overglaze of the 
vase. Height, 3'4 inches. No. 69. 

Eggshell Bowl {To-t'ai IFan), of light fragile structure, 
with a small base, spreading sides, and a wide rim notched 
at regular intervals with six indentations. Invested with 
a pellucid glaze of slightly grayish ivory-white tone. The 
decoration, lightly incised in the paste in the interior of 
the bowl round the sides, so as to show in transparency 
when it is held up to the light, consists of a pair of five- 
clawed imperial dragons pursuing a flaming jewel envel¬ 
oped in clouds. The inscription, which is also faintly en- 
gras’ed in the bottom of the bowl, inside, in a bold archaic 
style, is Vung lo nicn chih—i. e., " Made in the reign of 
Yunglo (1403-24).” Height, 2^^ inches; diameter, 8'/, 
inches. No. 70. 

WiNE-CuP (Chiu Pei), of eggshell thinness, decorated, 
partly in underglaze blue, partly in enamel colors of the 
K'ang-hsi period, with .t pair of mandarin ducks in a lake 
with lotus and other water-plants growing in it and a king¬ 
fisher flying above. The stanza of verse at the back and 
the peculiar mark are explained in Chapter IV, page 42. 
A precisely similar cup, painted entirely in blue, with the 
same stanza inscribed at the back, has the ordinary mark 
written underneath of Ta Ch'ing K'ang hsi nien chih, " Made 
in the reign of K'ang-hsi of the Great Ch’ing [dynasty]." 
Diameter, 2'/, inches. No. 71. 

Eggshell 'Bo'Uh{To-i'ai Wan), decorated in the artistic 
style of the “rose-backed" plates with the soft brilliant 

enamels and gold of the famillc rose. The richly brocaded 
floral grounds inclosing foliated medallions of fruit, and 
the varied diapers surrounding the panel picture of a 
Chinese family scene, with a lady seated and two children 
playing, which fill the interior of the bowl, are well shown 
in the illustration. The exterior is decorated with similar 
minutely painted diapers and floral designs, with four cir¬ 
cular medallions of antique dragons on a dark-blue ground, 
and with four large foliated panels containing charming 
sprays of peony and chrysanthemum. It derives additional 
interest from being dated, which very rarely occurs on 
pieces of the class. The mark underneath is the ordinary 
six-character inscription of the reign of Yung-chlng, which 
is penciled under the foot in underglaze blue written in stiff 
archaic style, encircled by a double ring. Diameter, 7 '4 
inches. No. 72. 

Medallion Bowl {Yueh-kuang Wa?i), decorated in 
enamel colors with a brocaded floral ground interrupted 
by four circular medallions. The ground, outside, etched 
with a scroll pattern, is crimson (rouge d'or), and is covered 
with sprays of conventional flowers painted in delicate 
colors; the medallions display fruit and flowers on a white 
ground, pomegranates, peaches, and longan fruit, peonies, 
China rose, narcissus, and daisies. The interior is painted 
in underglaze blue with a basket of flowers surrounded 
with four sprays of fruit, flowers, and branched Polyporus 
fungus. The seal, penciled under the foot in the same blue, 
is Ta Ch'ing Too kunng nien chih, “ Made in the reign of 
Tao-kuang of the Great Ch'ing [dynasty].” Diameter, 6 
inches. No. 73. 

Rice-Bowl (Fatt IFa«), decorated outside with butter¬ 
flies, painted in delicate enamel colors, and relieved by an 
enameled monochrome ground of coral-red. The rim is 
gilded. The mark, penciled in red under the foot, is Shin 
TS T'ang Chih, which is said to be an imperial hall-mark 
of the reign of Diameter, 5'/, inches. No. 74. 

Teapot (Ck'a Hu), of the K'ang-hsi period, decorated 
in blue and white, with the borders and rims enameled pale 
yellow, and the overarching handle penciled in black upon 
a yellow ground in imitation of basketwork. The panels 
on the side are filled, two with pictures of domestic scenes, 
and one with bamboo growing from rocks. The upright 
rim has small panels with sprays of the emblematic flowers 
of the four seasons. The knob on the cover, carved in 
openwork with the character In, “ rank," is encircled by a 
four-clawed dragon painted blue. The bottom is cn biscuit 
with the exception of a sunk panel in the middle, which is 
inscribed sons convene, Vi Vie T'ang chih, “ Made at the 
Hall of Ductile Jade.” Height, 9 inches. No. 75. 

Vase (P'ing), of the Ch'ien-lung period, with a decoration, 
etched at the point in the paste, of a pair of five-clawed im¬ 
perial dragons in the midst of cloud scrolls and lightning- 
flames, pursuing the magic jewel, which is represented as a 
round disk emitting a spiral effulgent ray from its center. 
It is invested with a turquoise glaze of charmingly soft 
mottled tones and minutely crackled texture. There is a 
hall-mark engraved in the paste underneath, Ssh Kan Ts'ao 
T'ang. The mounting is European work of the eighteenth 
century. Height, with mount, 13 inches. No. 76. 

Wine-Cup (Oia/Vf), one of a pair, of four-lobed form 
with indented rim, painted in enamel colors, with a proces¬ 
sion of the eight Taoist immortals (Pa Hsicn) crossing the 
sea. The interior is sprinkled with a few white jasmine- 
flowers (tno-li hua), touched with the same delicate tints. 
There is a mark under the foot, Hsieh Chu Tsao, penciled 
in red, in antique script within a square panel. Diameter, 
2'/, inches. No. 77. 

Wine-Cup (Chiu Pet), of perfect form and technique, 
painted outside in pure colors upon a translucently white 
ground with a floral decoration. This consists of a clump 
of bamboos with dianthus pinks grooving from the ground 
beneath, and a bat with a propitious emblem hanging from 
a ribbon in its mouth fl3’ing above. There are butterflies 
at the back, and a half stanza of verse penciled in black, 



PLATE CXIII. 

TZASE (Hana-ike). /aV, inches 
L' high, of round beaker • shaped 

form, with a v/idety fiesring 
mouth, and tico solid handles molded in 
the guise of frogs crawling, as it were, 
up the neck. 

It is decorated, hiside and out, in 
undcrglase coball-htue of grayish tone 
with a water scene. Two trunks of 
drooping willow-trees rise from the in¬ 
terior of the vase, decorating its sur¬ 
face with a mass of foliage, and send¬ 
ing, hesides, ’rvrial branches osier the 
rim to covn the upper portion of the 
exterior ndlh gracefully cuiving sprays. 
The lower portion is painted with 
scrolled waves to indicate the water 
from which the frogs are supposed to 
spring. 

The scene depicted on the vase, si 
is suggested, reminds a Japanese of the 
famous caliigraphist and poet, Ono no 
Dofu. who lived during the tenth cen¬ 
tury, A.D,, and who is always repre¬ 
sented watching frogs leaping out of a 
stream into soi/losv-trees—iliustrattse 
of successful perseverance. 

There is no mark. It is to be re¬ 
ferred probably to the beginning of the 
nineteenth century. 
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“Vows lor good fortune and a thousand fruitful years!" 
A blossom and a bud of the fragrant jasmine are painted 
inside the cup at the bottom- The hall-mark, Chih Hsiu 
Ts'ao T'ang, is penciled in red under the foot. Diameter, 
2 ■/, inches. No. 78. 

Wine-Cup (C/u'k P«). decorated upon a white ground in 
delicate enamel colors with a floral group composed of the 
three emblems of longevity, the evergreen fir {sung\ the 
graceful leafy bamboo {chii), and the blossoming winter 
prunus (jnci). The hall-mark of Pao Shan Chai is penciled 
in red under the foot. Diameter, 2'/^ inches. No. 79. 

WiNE-Cup {Chiu Pei), one of a pair, each painted in 
shaded red with fifty bats, covering the ground inside and 
outside, as emblems of hundredfold happiness. The circu¬ 
lar form of the longevity character {Shou) is outlined in red 
on the bottom of the cup, filled in with gold. The hall¬ 
mark under the foot is Fn Citing Tang chih, “ Made at [or 
for] the Hall of Happiness and Good Fortune.” Diameter, 
2'/, inches. No. 80. 

Tall Ewer {Chiu Hu), of blue and white porcelain of 
the Wan-li period. It has a flowing bandlike handle, and a 
long curving spout attached to the neck by a spiral but¬ 
tress ; the slender neck swells into a bulb near the mouth, 
which has a six-sided cover crowned with a knob. It is 
decorated with phcenixes and storks flying in the midst of 
clouds, and with scrolled bands and foliated borders round 
the rims. The mark, penciled in blue under the foot with¬ 
in a double ring, is Ck'ang viitig fu kxiei—i. e., “Long life, 
happiness, and honor!” The handwriting, as well as the 
style of decoration of the wine-pot, indicate the Ming dy¬ 
nasty. It is studded all over with uncut turquoises and 
garnets arranged alternately in gilded settings of Oriental 
work. The rims show traces of gilded rings, and are 
mounted in chased metal. Height, 13'/, inches. No. 81. 

Wine-Pot {Chiu Hti), molded in the form of the charac¬ 
ter fu. “ happiness,” and decorated stir biscuit in the typical 
“ three colors ” {san ts'ai) of the K'ang-hsi period—viz,, yel¬ 
low. green, and purple. The rims and borders are colored 
light green; the spout has a pale-yellow ground with di¬ 
verse forms of shou (longevity) penciled upon it, alternately 
pale purple and green ; the rest of the surface is covered 
with bands of lotus-scrolls, with white and purple blossoms 
and green foliations, relieved by a pale-yellow ground out¬ 
lined in purple, interrupted by panels of foliated outline in 
the middle, which are framed in green relief. These panels 
are painted with symbolical pictures in the same soft colors; 
on one side a pine, ling-chih fungus, and grass growing from 
rocks, an axis-deer, and a stork ; on the other side a peach- 
tree, rocks with bamboo, a couple of birds flying together, 
and a tiger. The base, unglazed, is cross-hatched with the 
lines of the stuff of which the paste was molded. Height, 

9 inches. 
Vase {P'ing), decorated in blue and white of the K'ang- 

hsi period. The body displays two groups of symbols 
around oval panels in the middle, which are inscribed in 
antique script, Ch'ictt, “ Heaven," and Shou, “ Longevity ” ; 
in front is a palm-leaf fan, ending in a fly-whisk, and a 
branch of peach-blossoms; behind, a rolled-up scroll and a 
spray of chrysanthemum. Light chains of fret encircle the 
shoulder and the rim of the mouth. There is no mark 
underneath. Height, 8 inches. No. 83. 

Vase {P'ing). modeled in the form of a tall bowl with a 
vaulted cover, the line of junction being indicated by a 
prominent ridge. It is enameled with a crackled glaze of 
light gray-brown color, interrupted by transverse bands 
worked in the paste and colored black, a gadroon band 
round the foot, and two basketwork bands overlaid with 
circular longevity {shou) characters filled in with crackled 
glaze. The two loop-handles, roughly shaped as elephant 
heads are colored black, also the rim of the mouth, and 
the under surface of the foot. Height, 6 inches. No. 84. 

Gourd-shaped Vase {Hu-lu P'iug). richly decorated in 
enamel colors of the K'ang-hsi period, with no gilding. 
The two segments are hung with lambrequins of floral 

brocade, in which chrysanthemum-flowers are conspicuous, 
tied with hanging bows of red ribbon; the intervals being 
filled in with medallions of storks. The neck is studded 
with four large circular shou characters in yellow, accom¬ 
panied by four smaller svastika symbols in red. Encircling 
bands of floral brocade and formal ornamental scrolls of 
diverse pattern complete the decoration of the vase, which 
is a striking example of brilliant coloring, as well as of ar¬ 
tistic decoration. Height, 18 inches. No. 85. 

Figure of K’uei Hsing the Stel- 
lar God of Literature, painted in enamel colors. Poised with 
one foot upon the head of a fish-dragon, which is swimming 
in waves, one hand is uplifted to wield the pencil-brush, 
while the other grasps a cake of ink. The cloak waving 
loosely above his head and hanging down in long ends, and 
the general pose of the figures, are intended to give the 
impression of movement. Height, i4'/j inches. No. 86. 

Eggshell Vase {To-t'ai P'ing). of delicate texture and 
undulatory surface, decorated over the translucently white 
glaze with a spray of chrysanthemum and a single head of 
spiked millet, beautifully painted in a neutral sepia tint. 
The one touch of color is the vermilion outline of the seal, 
which is attached to the stanza of verse, quoted from an 
ode written upon the chrysanthemum by an old poet of the 
T'ang dynasty, which is inscribed on the back of the vase. 
Height, 8‘4 inches. No. 87. 

Vase {P'ing). of the K'ang-hsi period, with a swelling 
domelike body and a tall cylindrical neck, resembling 
somewhat in shape a Buddhist ddgaba. The body is a 
pale-blue monochrome derived from cobalt, the shoulder 
is surrounded by a ring of coffee-brown, and the neck is 
painted in dark blue, with a two-horned dragon of archaic 
design pursuing a jewel disk. Old European mounts. No 
mark. A pair of similar vases, from the Marquis Collec¬ 
tion in Paris, not mounted, have the dragons on the neck 
painted in maroon and blue, and the light-blue body of the 
vase penciled in darker blue with lotus medallions and shou 
characters. They are marked underneath Shou Fu. “ Lon¬ 
gevity and Happiness.” Height, 10% inches. No. 88. 

Wide-necked Vase {Hua Tsun), with slightly spreading 
foot, decorated in enamel colors of the K'ang-hsi period 
without underglaze blue or gold. It is modeled in relief 
with foliated panels and spirally waving scrolls painted 
with brocaded bands and chains of fret, and the field, thus 
divided into panels, is delicately painted with landscapes, 
sprays of flowers, birds and butterflies, vases and censers, 
symbols and emblems, and the varied apparatus of literary 
i^lture in China. Among the symbols the eight Buddhist 
emblems of good fortune (pa chi-hsiang) occupy a conspicu¬ 
ous position, and the apparatus of the four liberal arts of 
the scholar, viz., writing, painting, music, and chess. The 
base is plainly enameled, with no mark inscribed. Height. 
19 inches. No. 89. 

Ritual Wine-Pot {Chiu Hu), of ancient bronze form, 
with a rounded body mounted on four cylindrical feet, a 
wide loop-handle, and a straight spout; the cover wanting. 
Painted in blue, with conventional scrolls of sacred-fungus 
design, and with sprays of Indian lotus supporting the 
eight Buddhist symbols of happy augury (pa chi-hsiang) en¬ 
circled by waving fillets. A chain of interrupted rectangu¬ 
lar fret round the shoulders and a ring of spiral fret at the 
base of the spout complete the decoration. The mark un¬ 
derneath, outlined in blue, is the seal Ta Ch'ing Ch'ien lung 
nien chih, “ Made in the reign of Ch’ien-lung of the Great 
Ch’ing [dynasty]." Height. 7 inches. No. 90. 

Snuff-Bottle (Pi-yen-hu). with Buddhist symbols (pa 
chi-hsiang) molded in relief. No. 91. 

The Mark on the foot of the tall vase shown in Fig. 93. 
It consists of the sacred ling-chih fungus enveloped in tufts 
of grass. No. 92. 

Gourd-shaped Vase (Hu lu P'ing), one of a pair, of the 
K'ang-hsi ^tno6, painted in pure full tones of shaded blue. 
It is decorated in two sections with a floral ground of inter- 
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lacing peony scrolls inclosing panels of diverse form. The 
three quairefoil medallions on the upper section contain 
sprays of blossoming prunus, and birds. The three panels 
on the lower section contain quadrupeds displayed in white 
upon a mottled-blue background, an elephant in a panel of 
pomegranate shape, a lion with one forefoot on a ball in a 
ficus-leaf, and a ch'i'.lin in a palm-leaf. Bands of chrysan¬ 
themum scrolls round the rim, above and below, and two 
double chains of triangular fret, separated by encircling 
rings, in white relief, complete the artistic decoration. The 
mark (Fig. 92) is a sacred fungus with tufts of grass inclosed 
in a wide double ring. Height, l6y^ inches. No. 93. 

L.A.UGE Plate [Kuo P'an), decorated in brilliant enamel 
colors of the K’ang-lisi period. The rim is gilded over 
coffee-brown, and the slope of the plate is encircled by a 
red scroll and a chain of fret in overglaze blue between 
plain rings of yellow, pale purple, and apple-green. The 
broad band of peony scrolls round the border has red and 
purple blossoms tipped with gold, springing from a wavy, 
slender, black stem, relieved by a ground of pale green 
dotted with black, and five archaic dragons are wending 
their way round through the floral scrolls. The field is occu¬ 
pied by a tall, graceful vase, of Ming dynasty style, filled 
with a bouquet of peonies, surrounded by a varied selection 
from the paraphernalia of the liberal arts, which have been 
described in Chapter IV under the name of Po Ku, the 
“ Hundred Antiques.” Diameter, 18 inches. No. 94. 

Vase [P'iug), richly and profusely decorated in brilliant 
enamel colors of the K'aug-lisi period. The body is deco¬ 
rated in panels, displayed upon a ground of lotus scrolls, 
with the slender forms of two dragons winding through, 
relieved by a background of coral-red. Two of the panels 
contain mountain scenes: one shows four old men playing 
gS, with the board placed upon a rock; the other, a man 
on horseback, with an attendant carrying a lyre, on his way 
to visit a friend who is awaiting him at the door of his 
mountain retreat; a third panel has a tiger standing in the 
foreground : another a clump of chrysanthemums growing 
from rocks. The remaining two contain pictures of the 
Po Ku, or “ Hundred Antiques." The neck is covered 
with a svasHka pattern brocade, interrupted by two panels 
of water scenes—an old man fishing with a rod in one, a 
man poling a boat in the other. The shoulder is encircled 
by a broad band of floral brocade, with medallions contain¬ 
ing the apparatus of the four liberal arts—the case of 
books of the scholar, the bundle of scroll pictures of the 
artist, the folding board and boxes for white and black men 
of the ^«J-player, and the lyre in its brocaded case of the 
musician. A chain of rectangular fret, penciled in over¬ 
glaze blue round the rim of the mouth, and another, black 
upon a green ground, round the foot, complete the decora¬ 
tion. No mark attached. Height, 16'/, inches. No. 95. 

Vase [Hua P'ing), of the K'ang-hsi period, decorated in 
red and pale green, with touches of gold. The neck and 
foot are encircled by successive ornamental bands of fret 
brocade, diaper, and gadroon of varied design ; the shoulder 
has a broad band of brocade interrupted by medallions 
containing chrysanthemum - blossoms. The body of the 
vase is decorated with four panels separated by a ground 
of chrysanthemum scrolls richly worked in red and gold. 
The panels, which are illustrated in succession in Figs. 97, 
98, and 99, are filled with the apparatus of the liberal arts 
and the materials of the scholar, which have been de¬ 
scribed in Chapter IV. Height, 15 inches. Nos. 96-99. 

Ornamental Vase [Hun P'ing), of imperial porcelain 
of the reign of C/i’icn-htHg, richly decorated in enamel colors, 
with gilding, with no underglaze blue. It has two handles 
on the neck, of open scroll design, fashioned as dragons, 
on which hang suspended gilded movable rings; and rims 
of gold define the lip and the foot, as well as the top of the 
neck and of the body. The fret borders, above and below, 
are penciled in light blue upon a pale vermilion ground. 
The vase is decorated in panels filled with flowers and 
butterflies and various emblematic designs, the spaces be¬ 
tween the panels being decorated with conventional floral 

sprays, relieved by a plain yellow enameled ground. The 
flowers represented in the four large panels on the body of 
the vase are emblematic of the four seasons. In the first 
panel (spring) which is illustrated in the picture we sec 
the Magnolia yulan and Pteonia moutan, growing from rocks, 
and a pair of butterflies flying in the air. The next panel 
(summer) contains hydrangea shrubs, with pinks (dianthus) 
and flags (iris). The next (autumn) an oak with acorns 
and russet-tinted leaves, overshadowing chrysanthemums 
of varied tint. The last (winter) displays a leafless prunus- 
tree in full blossom [mci hua), and the monthly rose [yuck 
chi), which flowers in China the whole year round. 

The seal, penciled underneath in blue on a white panel 
reserved in the pale-green ground, is Ta Ch'ing Ch'ien lung 
nien chih, “ Made in the reign of Ch’ien-lung of the Great 
Ch'ing [dynasty]." Height, 11'/, inches. No. 100. 

Large Circular Dish [Ta Kuo P'an), of the finest im- 
perial porcelain of the reign of Yiing-clihig, artistically deco¬ 
rated in enamel colors, on a white ground, a companion 
piece to the dish which has been illustrated in colors in 
Plate XLVIII, and inscribed with the same mark under¬ 
neath. The floral decoration consists of sprays of peony 
[Pceonia woutan), magnolia [Magnolia yulan), and “ hait'ang " 
[Pyrus spectabilis), which throw off branches to decorate the 
under border as they spring from the foot and then spread 
over the rims to decorate the interior of the disk. The 
pyrus-blossoms are pink, the large peonies nearly white 
just tipped with pink, and the magnolia-flowers snow-white, 
being filled in with an opaque enamel of a different tone in 
the white of the tranriucent ground. Diameter, ip’/' 
inches. No. loi. 

Snukf-Botti.e {Pi-yen-lui), inscribed with the character 
shou, “ longevitj'." No. 102. 

Circular Dish [P'an Tsh), of saucer-shaped form and 
eggshell texture, decorated with scrolls of Arabic writing 
(for a translation of which see page 72) penciled in black 
and filled in with gold. The outer rim is encircled by a 
light band of floral scrolls composed of alternate sprays of 
peony and chrysanthemum, relieved by a gilded ground. 
Diameter, 8 inches. No. 103. 

Wine-Flask [Chiu P’ing), of Tz’Q-chou ware, fashioned 
in the shape of a small pilgrim bottle, with two loop-han¬ 
dles for suspension, and a mouth drawn in to a fine point. 
It is painted on one side with a spray of flowers in darker 
and lighter shades of brown. Height, 6'/, inches. 

Gourd-siiapei) Bottle [Hu-lu P'ing), of Tz'ii-chou 
ware, decorated in two shades of brown, with the character 
fu, “ happiness,” on the upper segment, and a spray of pru- 
nus-blossom, as the floral emblem of longevity, on the lower 
segment. Height, 7'/, inches. 

Twin Genii of Peace and Harmony [Ha Ho Erh 
Hsic}i), the merry genii of the Taoist cult, molded together 
in white Tz’u-chou ware, and painted in brown of two 
shades. They are intended to hold an incense-stick before 
a Taoist shrine, the joss-stick being inserted in the tube 
which is seen projecting from the shoulder of one of the 
figures. Height, 6 inches. No. 104. 

L.arge Rice-Bowl [Fan li'irw), of the K'ang-hsi period, 
with a fretwork design involving the s-oastika symbol 
carved in relief outside and enameled white, the recesses 
being inlaid with a grass-green monochrome. The fret¬ 
work is interrupted by four circular medallions, which are 
decorated, in delicate enamel colors and gilding, with small 
pictures of flowers and insects. A band of spiral fret is pen¬ 
ciled in red round the rim of the foot, and the upper border 
is gilded. The mark is a lotus-flower modeled underneath 
in slight white relief. Diameter, 7'/, inches. No. 105. 

Small Water-Bowl [Slmi Kmig), modeled after the 
form, and decorated in the style, of the large garden fish¬ 
bowls of the Ming dynasty. -The sides are ornamented 
with four foliated medallions, filled alternately with flowers 
and rocks, and with fruit and birds, painted in brilliant 
colors, the intervals being brocaded in blue, with a dia¬ 
pered ground inclosing small single blossoms painted in 
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enamel colors, and the rims encircled by gadroon and foli¬ 
ated borders in colored enamels. The seal, penciled in blue 
under the glaze, within a double circle, is Ta Ming Wan li 
nien chih, " Made in the reign of VVan-li of the Great Ming 
[dynasty].” The silver cover, of pierced floral design, is 
Japanese. Height, with mounts, 5 '/, inches. No. 106. 

Fish-Bowl (Yu Kang), of rounded shape, with the lower 
part vertically fluted outside and enameled with a mono¬ 
chrome glaze of pale-green celadon tint, while the shoulder 
is decorated with a pair of three-clawed dragons of archaic 
type enveloped in clouds, under a pure translucidly white 
glaze. The scrolled clouds are worked round in relief in 
the paste, so that the forms of the dragons are partially 
hidden; the parts that appear being painted in greenish 
celadon touched with maroon, and having brownish-red 
flames issuing from their bodies. The technique is prob¬ 
ably that of the Ynng-ching period ; the bottom is unglazed, 
and there is no mark. Diameter, 10 inches. No. 107. 

Vase {P'ing), of imperial porcelain of the Ch'ien-Iung 
period, richly decorated in enamel colors of the famillc 
rouge, with gilding. Of regular ovoid form, it has two 
solid handles fashioned in the shape of elephants' heads 
projecting from the gracefully receding neck. The neck 
and foot are covered with floral scrolls painted in delicate 
colors relieved by a ground of crimson {rouge d'or) etched 
all over with spiral foliations. The swelling body, defined 
by two bands of conventional scrolls worked in relief, is 
enameled with a pale monochrome glaze thickly strewn 
with tiny rings of darker tint, looking like minute bubbles, 
of sovff^ color, and overlaid with a vertical rain of crimson 
flecks, sprinkled on evidently from the point of a brush. 
This is one of the so-called Chiln Yu, or “Chun glazes" of 
the period, artificial facsimiles of the celebrated Chlin-chou 
glazes of the Sung dynasty, although these were really 
mottled productions of the grand feu, and not fired in the 
muffle stove like this vase. The foot is enameled pale 
green underneath, with a panel reserved in the middle for 
the seal, which is penciled in underglaze blue, Ta Citing 
Ck'icn lung nien chih, “ Made in the reign of Ch’ien-lung of 
the Great Ch'ing [dynasty]." Height, 15 inches. No. loS. 

Vase with Flaring Mouth {Ling-chih P'ing), modeled 
in the form of the sacred fungus Polyporus lucidus, swelling 
into a large head at the top, and having the stem covered 
with a number of branchlets, bearing smaller fungus blades, 
all roughly worked in relief in the paste. The whole is 
enameled with a crackled glaze of grayish tint, overlaid 
with irregular splashes of two kinds, a dull purplish blue, 
and a variegated fiambi glaze of mottled olive-brown and 
crimson tints. The ground color is seen in the intervals 
of the splashes, and it also covers the foot, which is not 
marked. Height, 13 inches. No. log. 

Double Gourd-shaped Vase (J/u-/u P'ing), enameled 
with a finely crackled turquoise glaze of grayish tone over 
a floral decoration worked in the paste underneath, in the 
style of the Miug dynasty or early K'ang-ksi period. The 
lower section is worked with a broad band of freely de¬ 
signed scrolls of the polyporus fungus mingled with blades 
of grass traversed by a dragon of archaic type. The upper 
section is decorated with a band of peony scrolls, from the 
upper border of which springs a line of spiral clouds en- 
circling the base of the neck. The base is coated with a 
truitt enamel of ivory-white tint. The mounts are of old 
bronze work etched with similar floral designs. Height. 8 

inches. ‘ 

Cylindrical Vase {Hua Tung), with the rim of the 
mouth marked with four slight indentations, and the sides 
molded with two prominent handles fashioned as lions 
heads with oval rings suspended from their mouths. It is 
enameled inside and out. as well as under the foot, with a 
celadon glaze of bluish tint, which is known as/i* Yu, being 
the traditional shade of the ancient Ju-chou wares of the 
Sung dynasty. The glaze is traversed irregularly by 
crackled lines, which are colorless in some parts, as under 
the foot, and become reddish brown in others. The rim of 

the foot is plastered brown, simulating the natural color of 
the pdee of the old Sung dynasty ware, which was a ferrugi¬ 
nous faience. Height, 15 inches. No. in. 

Vase (P’ing), of the Ch'ien-lnvg period, decorated in blue 
and white with archaic dragons of conventional design, 
carrying sprays of flowers in their mouths, which spread 
over the surface to cover it with formal scrolls, enveloping 
the large longevity (s/imi) characters, which are penciled 
on the body of the vase. A chain of continuous rectangu¬ 
lar fret runs round the shoulder, and borders of scrolls and 
foliations surround the rims. The broad everted lip is 
painted with a circlet of four pairs of small dragons. 
Height, 13 inches. No. nz. 

Vase (P'iug). with a two-horned, four-clawed dragon 
modeled upon it in full relief, bestriding the shoulder and 
enveloping the neck within the scaly, snakelike coils. The 
dragon is coated with a purplish-brown mottled glaze, the 
eyes and other small details being touched with dark 
brown. The rest of the vase is enameled with a grayish, 
white ground, mottled with cloudlike splashes of olive- 
brown passing into bluish variegated tint as they fade into 
the surrounding ground. The foot is coated underneath 
with a similar glaze mottled with brown. Height, 19 

inches. 

Cylindrical Vase (TungP'ing), of K'ang-hsi blue and 
white, artistically decorated with sprays of, lotus and peony 
and with foliated borders, of similar design to the pair of 
jars described under Fig. 178, and mounted in the same 
style to form 2,garniture de elumMi with them. The mark 
under the foot is a double ring. The elaborate European 
mounts make it appear as a slender-necked vase with ring 
handles. Height, without mounts, 12 inches. No. 114. 

Gourd-shaped Vase (Kua P'ing), of regular oval shape, 
modeled in the form of an ordinary melon (kud), with eight 
vertical grooves, and coated with a turquoise enamel of 
finely crackled texture and mottled greenish tone, the typ¬ 
ical “ peacock-green ” (Kung-ehuo lii) of the Chinese. Elabo¬ 
rately mounted with a pedestal and cover of European 
work of the last century. The piece is to be attributed 
from its technique to the early part of the seventeenth cen¬ 
tury. Height, 15 inches. No. 115. 

Vase (P'ing). of tall archaic form, with the bulging part 
of the body encircled by two prominent ribs, a horizontally 
ridged neck, and a swelling mouth, the rim of which is 
held in the jaws of two horned crested dragons, with their 
necks curving upward and downward to form the flowing 
handles, which are ornamented with a row of studs in their 
outer surface. Below the point of attachment of each 
handle an oval foliated boss projects from the surface, en¬ 
graved with cloud scrolls, and a ring of similar knobs is 
embossed round the shoulder of the vase. The enamel is 
a crackled glaze of clair-de-lunc (Yueh-pai) tint, deepening 
to azure blue in the thicker parts. The crackled lines are 
reddish brown. The foot is coated underneath with the 
same crackled glaze, and inscribed with a seal, penciled in 
underglaze blue. Ta Ch'ing Yung chlng nien chih. “ Made in 
the reign of Yung-chgng of the Great Ch’ing [dynasty]." 
Height, 21 inches. No. u6, 

Bottle-shaped Vase (P'ing), with the neck curving 
over to end in a duck's head; an ancient bronze design. 
There is a circularly rimmed aperture in the convexity of 
the neck at the top. It is invested with a celadon glaze of 
typical sea-green tint. Height, 7'/^ inches. No. 117. 

Vase (P'ing), of form somewhat similar to that of the 
vase shown in Fig. 163, with a mouth swelling into a broad 
recurved lip of indented outline worked with conventional 
scrolls, enameled with a brilliant transmutation (yao-pien) 
glaze of the Ch'ien-lnng period. A ground of grayish 
crackled texture is invested with a rich flambt coating, 
passing into deep crimson mottled tints flecked with spots 
of light purplish blue. The foot is enameled underneath 
with a pale purplish glaze, not crackled, and there is no 
mark inscribed. Height, lo*/^ inches. No. 118. 
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■'Double Fish" Dish {Shuang Yu P'an), a typical 
specimen of ancient Lung-ch’Uan Yao of the dynasty 
(960-1279), having a pair of fish worked in the paste, so as 
to project inside in strong relief as if swimming around. 
The little dish has a plain horizontal rim, and the convex¬ 
ity of the border, underneath, is vertically ribbed, ft is 
invested with a crackled celadon glaze of greenish-brown 
tones approaching olive-green, shot and flecked with a 
brighter grass-green, which the Chinese liken to the tint of 
onion sprouts. The rim of the foot, which is unglazed, 
shows the reddish-buff color of the fabric. Diameter, 5'/i 
inches. No. 119. 

SaUCER-SHAPEH Dish {P'fin), of old Lung-ch'iian celadon 
of the Ming dynasty {1368-1643). ft has a foliated rim, and 
the sides are fluted in the interior so as to be ribbed under¬ 
neath. A spray of peony is etched inside under the glaze. 
The glaze is a typical celadon of sea-green lint, varying in 
depth of tone according to its thickness. The under-sur¬ 
face of the dish has been photographed to show the irregu¬ 
lar ring in the bottom, which distinguishes the class, when 
the paste, left bare, is of the usual reddish-buff color. 
Diameter, ii'/, inches. No. 120. 

Crackled Cup {Ko Yao Pei), modeled after an ancient 
design, simulating a lotus-leaf with convoluted everted rim, 
to which a iizardlike dragon is clinging, forming a handle 
for the cup. ft is coated inside and out with a gray, stone- 
colored enamel, crackled by a network of deeper dark lines 
connected by superficial colorless lines. The foot-rim is 
stained brown, the traditional shade of the old Ko Yao of 
the dynast}-. Height, 4 inches. No. 121. 

Small Censer Z.«), of primitive A’o Yao of the 
Sung dyn.isty. Of globular form, with three small raam- 
millated feet, it is coated with a speckled glaze of grayish 
tint, crackled throughout with a close network of brown 
lines. The feet show at their points a fabric of dark iron- 
gray color, and are encircled at their bases with brown lines 
of stain. It has been mounted in China upon an elaborately 
carved stand, and has a rosewood cover with a fungus¬ 
shaped knob of white jade. Height, 2 inches. No. 122. 

VVater Receptacle {S/iui Ch'/ng), of ancient dy¬ 
nasty crackle, coated inside and outside, as well as under 
the foot, with a thick unctuous translucent glaze of dark 
brownish-gray tone, traversed by a reticulation of dark 
lines. The mouth is tinged a coppery red; the font-rim 
shows a darkish iron-gray fabric. Height, i'/, inch ; diam¬ 
eter, 3 inches. No. 123. 

Miniature Vase {Hsiao P'ing), of primitive Ko Yao of 
the dynasty. It is molded with two mask handles in 
relief, and invested with a rich glaze of light gray tint, 
crackled by a reticulation of dark lines, and is coated 
underneath with the same crackled glaze. The foot-rim 
shows a pale iron-gray paste. Height, 3 inches. No. 124. 

W.ATER-POT {Shut Citing), of ancient Chiin Yao of the 
Sung dymsty (960-1279). Of solid dense structure, it has 
an archaic dragon roughly modeled in bold relief on one 
side so as to lift its head above the rim. The rich crackled 
glaze is of the pale-blue shade known as Hair de tune {yuHi 
pai). It is stained at one point with a characteristic patch 
of deep crimson, shaded with a purple border, which is 
seen on the left side of the illustration. The mark, deeply 
cut in the paste under the foot, is the numeral san (3). The 
foot-rim shows a fabric of reddish-gray stoneware. Height, 
2'/, inches. No. 125. 

Shallow Bowl {Hna Pin), modeled after the form of 
one of the ancient Chiin-chou bowls of the Sung dynasty, 
which were used for the cultivation of narcissus bulbs, and 
enameled to reproduce the "pear-blossom red" {hai-t’ang 
hung) of the period. It is circular in form, with a rounded 
lip of sixfold foliated outline and vertically ridged sides, 
and is mounted upon three scrolled feet. The glaze is a 
mottled red of grand feu, derived from copper, exhibit¬ 
ing a pink ground flecked with darker purplish spots, and 
it becomes changed to apple-green on the ridges and more 

prominent parts. The bottom, coated with a grayish en¬ 
amel, has six spur-marks round the rim, and the numeral 
san (3) on one side, cut in the paste, and it is stamped in 
the middle with the seal Ta Ch'ing Yung chlng nien chih, 
“Made in the reign of Yung-chfing of the Great Ch'ing 
[dynasty].” Diameter, ii inches. No. 126. 

Club-shated Vase {Patig-chih P'ing), one of a pair of 
tall vases of early K'ang-hsi date, enameled with a crackled 
turquoise glaze of pure tone and uniformly bluish tint, 
over an artistic decoration previously molded and etched 
in the paste. This consists of scrolled sprays of peonies 
e.xtending over the lower two thirds of the body, succeeded 
by a band containing ogre-like t'ao-t'ieh heads, displayed 
upon a spiral background; the shoulder is encircled by a 
chain of rectangular fret, and the neck by rings of formal 
scrolls. The foot is coated underneath with the same 

turquoise enamel. The highly decorative mounts are 
of European workmanship of Louis XV date. Height, 27 
inches. No. 127. 

Wine-Ewer {Chiu Hit), with a flowing cylindrical han¬ 
dle, an upright curving spout, and a bell-shaped cover sur¬ 
mounted by a knob. An early K’ang-hsi piece, it is deco¬ 
rated in panels of foliated outline, filled with formal trees, 
painted in deep blue, with cross-hatched strokes in a style 
not common in Chinese art. The intervals are filled in 
with floral scrolls and scattered blossoms, and the rims are 
defined by chains of fret of varied pattern. The metal 
mounting is of Oriental workmanship. Height, 13 'j, inches. 

No. 128. 

Broad-mouthed Vase {Hua Tsun), modeled in the form 
of an ancient sacrificial wine-vessel, with a horizontally 
grooved body and four vertically projecting broken ribs; 
the two handles being fashioned in full openwork relief as 
alligatorlike dragons. It is invested with a crackled glaze 
of transmutation type variegated with vertical splashes of 
grayish purple and olive-green, in the same way as the 
square vase of similar type illustrated in Plate XXfll. In 
the bottom, which is only partially glazed, a coarse reddish 
paste is exposed. Height, 13',] inches. No. 129. 

Vase {P'ing), modeled in one of the graceful forms 
characteristic of the Ynng-ch'lng period, and charmingly 
decorated on a pellucid white ground in the delicate en¬ 
amel colors of the time. A magnolia-tree spreads round 
the vase to cover it with sprays of snow-white blossoms 
and buds; a gayly plumaged bird is clinging to one of the 
branches, and bright butterflies are flying round. The in¬ 
tervals are filled in with tree-peonies, branches of Hibiscus 
rosa sinensis and of pink-blossomed Pyrus japonica. The 
swelling rim of the foot is scattered with peach-blossoms 
and small sprays of chrysanthemum. There is no mark 
under the foot. Height, 16'/, inches. No. 130. 

V.ASE {P'ing), with three lions projected in full openwork 
relief upon the shoulder, represented in pursuit of bro¬ 
caded balls tied with fillets, which are executed in similar 
salient relief. The lions are of the usual grotesque form, 
with gilded bodies, touched with yellow, green, and purple 
enamels, outlined in dark brown. The ground of the vase 
is covered with close spiral curves penciled in dull brown¬ 
ish red, and it has no claims to either beauty or antiquity. 
Height, 16'/, inches. No. 131. 

Wide-MOUTHED Vase {Hua Tsun), enameled inside and 
outside with a crackled glaze of grayish-white tint mottled 
with pale-reddish spots, traversed by a well-marked, deep 
network of dark lines. The bases of the neck and of the 
body are defined by rings uncovered by enamel and colored 
iron-gray, succeeded on the neck by another prominent 
ring round the top of the shoulder. The shoulder is 
studded with four handles executed in relief in “slip” as 
butterflies with suspended rings. The neck is surrounded 
by a band of the same iron-gray color, composed of a chain 
of interrupted rectangular fret between two formal scrolls, 
and the upright rim of the mouth is encircled by a single 
ring of conventional scrolls of the same pattern. The foot, 
colored iron-gray, is dotted at regular intervals with small 
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buttons of gray enamel, as if to cover spur-marks. Height. 
3 1 inches. No. 132. 

Large Heavy Vase, of the Simg dynasty ; exceeding!)' 
dense body and deep indented glaze of livid red, purple, 
and gray. Height, with mount, 14% inches. No. 133. 

Sm.all Archaic Vase, with coarsely crackled ivory- 
white glaze, crudely decorated in blue. No. 134, 

Snuff-Bottles, (i) decorated in blue and white ; (2) of 
white paste, modeled in high relief, and surmounted by the 
so-called dog Fo; (3) of Fltt-iing white paste, with a perfo¬ 
rated and reticulated design. No. 135. 

Gourd-shaped Vase {Hh-Ih P'ing), modeled in the 
shape of a large double gourd, with a branch of the same 
plant worked in salient undercut relief, spreading down 
from the top to cover the upper half of the vase with a re¬ 
ticulation of trailing vines beaiing small gourds, leaves, 
and tendrils. The intervals of the leafy network are occu¬ 
pied by five flying bats—emblems of the five happinesses, 
the gourd itself being the emblem of long life, as the Taoist 
receptacle of the cli.xir vita. The vase is covered with a 
souffii' monochrome glaze of pale azure-blue tint {ficti- 
di'ing), while the bats and small gourds are touched with 
a mottled red derived from copper, which runs down to 
stain the surface of the vase in several spots. Height, 17 
inches. No. 136. 

Threefold-Gourd Vase {San Hu-lu P'vtg'), of com¬ 
posite form and three-lobed section, simulating three 
gourds tied together at the waists, so that the three bodies 
have coalesced into one, while the necks remain distinct. 
The band with which they are girdled is worked in relief, 
and the ends tied together in a bow so as to hang down on 
one side. It is enameled with a transmutation {Yao-pien) 
glaze of grayish crackled texture, darkening to mottled 
crimson, and becoming purplish toward the edges, leaving 
the rira colorless, as well as the prominent parts of the ends 
of the ribbons. The foot is coated with the same grayish- 
white crackle. Height, 13'/, inches. No. 137. 

Cup {Pci), of Ch'ien-hing date, pierced with a broad 
band of openwork carving composed of interlacing circles 
extending round the sides, interrupted by five solid medal¬ 
lions, on which are posed in salient undercut relief the fig¬ 
ures of the star-god of longevity {Shoii Using) and of the 
eight immortals {Pa Hsien), grouped in pairs, holding their 
various attributes, with backgrounds of clouds. The fig¬ 
ures are molded in brown pdlc, and touched with colored 
enamels of dull tone, including white. A scroll of chrysan¬ 
themums is lightly worked round the foot in an opaque 
white of different tone from the lustrous white glaze under¬ 
neath, and with which the rest of the cup is enameled. The 
foot is in white biscuit unglazed. The lining of the cup is 
of beaten silver, gilded. Diameter, 3 V!, inches. No. 138. 

Teapot {Ck'a Hu), one of a pair, artistically modeled in 
the form of a fully expanded lotus-blossom, the sides being 
molded with rings of petals, and the rim studded with the 
seeds that naturally project from the cuplike fruit in the 
middle. The handle is the bowed body of a dragon {ch'ih- 
lung) which is clinging to the bowl by its jaws and four feet 
as well as by its bifid tail. The spout is the hollowed body 
of an alligator rising with gaping mouth to form the lips. 
The bottom, which is unglazed, is carved to represent a 
lotus-leaf, and a second veined peltate leaf with its stalk 
attached forms the lid. It is enameled with a truitf tur¬ 
quoise glaze of softly mottled tones, deepening into purple 
where it thickens, round the rim of the cover, for example. 
Height, 4 inches. No. 139 

Vase {P’ing). of three-lobed outline, with indented 
mouth, and a vertically grooved body of solid form, mold¬ 
ed with the figures of three lions projecting in salient relief 
from the sides. It is enameled with a transmutation {yao- 
pien) glaze of the Ck’im-lnng period, of a grayish pale- 
colored crackled ground, splashed with olive-brown and 
crimson patches of variegated mottled tints. The mouth, 
inside, and the foot are coated with a light purple, the 

latter only partially, so as to expose a yellowish p4te in the 
intervals. Height, 9*/^ inches. No. 140- 

Y UAN Dynasty Bowl (Yuan TPn lYan), composed of a 
coarse reddish-gray stoneware coated with a crackled glaze 
of pale purple tint, mottled with darker spots, and becom¬ 
ing brown at the edges. On the under side of the bowl 
the glaze has run down in a thick unctuous mass, so as to 
cover only part of the surface, stopping in an irregularly 
curved line, and leaving about a third of the side, as well 
as the foot, uncovered. Diameter, 6'/, inches. No. J41. 

Jar {Kuan), of ovoid form and archaic aspect, com¬ 
posed of a rough dark iron-gray stoneware, coated with a 
thick deeply crackled glaze of light stone-gray celadon 
tint. The upper rim is stained brown. It resembles the 
ancient jars so highly prized by the natives of Borneo and 
other islands of the Eastern Archipelago, and is probably a 
production of the Kuangtung potteries {Kuatig Yae), of the 
SungoT Yuan dynasty. Height, 5 inches. No. 142. 

Miniature Tripod Censer {Hsiao Thig Lii), with two 
loop handles, invested inside and out with a gray crackled 
glaze of the same character as that described under No. 121. 
Height, 2 inches. No. 143. 

Broau-necked Vase {Hua Tsun), with mask handles 
fashioned in relief as lions' heads holding rings, enameled 
with a superficially and minutely crackled glaze of mottled 
tones, passing from pale translucld celadon to crimson and 
ruby tints. The glaze has “ run," so that the lower part 
of the vase is densely coated and dark-colored while the 
upper rim and the prominent handles remain almost color¬ 
less. In the interior it has collected in flambi drops of 
brightly mottled purple. The foot has been ground on the 
wheel to remove the superfluous enamel. The base is 
coated yellowish gray with a crackled network of brown 
lines. Height, 13 inches. No. 144- 

Vase {Hua P'ing), of a ritual form modeled after that 
of the Buddhist ddgaba illustrated in Fig. 349, decorated in 
brilliant enamel colors of early K'atig-hsi date, greens pre¬ 
dominating, with a pure vermilion red, an orange yellow, 
a brownish purple, and touches of black, without gold or 
underglaze blue. The neck is enveloped in the coils of a 
four-clawed dragon pursuing an effulgent jewel among 
green clouds and red lightning-flames; its base is encircled 
by a diapered band inclosing medallions of lotus-flowers, 
and the upper rim by rings of svastika pattern diaper and 
of chrysanthemum brocade. The body of the vase has 
ornamental fret borders, a graceful chain of conventional 
lotus sprays below, and four skou, “ longevity,” characters 
emblazoned on the shoulder above, between the four cir¬ 
cular panels with foliated rims, which form the main deco¬ 
ration. One of these panels contains fish tossed in the 
waves, with a large one rising from the water, exhaling 
red flames, as if about to be metamorphosed into a dragon. 
The opposite panel has an eagle of majestic aspect perched 
upon a rock on the seashore. The other two panels dis¬ 
play Taoist scenes. In one, two old men, seated on a rocky 
shore, are looking at a temple rising in the waves and a 
stork flying across carrying a tally of fate in its beak. In 
the other, one of the genii is bestriding the branch of a 
tree, which is taking the form of a dragon's head in front, 
his pilgrim's gourd and rolled scroll slung on a branch 
behind, as he crosses the sea in this strange craft. Height, 
iS'/j inches. No. 145. 

Beaker-shaped Vase {Hua Ah), of graceful form and 
finished technique, modeled in the lines of an ancient bronze 
sacrificial vessel, and coated all over, inside the mouth as 
well as outside and under the foot, with a bright yellow 
glaze of uniform orange tone, the typical '• imperial yellow ” 
monochrome of the CKien-lung ^^r\aA. Height, 8V, inches. 

No. 146. 

Vase {P'ing). of finished technique, dating from the 
Yung-chtng period, enameled with a plain white glaze of 
pure translucent tone. A dragon of archaic type is project¬ 
ed in bold, undercut relief upon the shoulder of the vase, 
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and colored with a bright-blue overglaze enamel of mottled 
tint derived from cobalt. Height, 8'/, inches. No. 147. 

Wine-Pot {Chiu Hu), of rustic form, decorated sur bis¬ 
cuit in the three colors of the demi-grand feu—viz., turquoise- 
blue, aubergine-purple, and touches of pale green—all of 
finely crackled texture. It is roughly fashioned to simu¬ 
late jointed bamboo, with branches of pine attached as 
handle and spout, from which sprays of foliage spread out 
to decorate the surface in relief. A sprig of bamboo sur¬ 
mounts the false cover, which is immovable, the wine being 
poured in through a hole in the bottom of the wine-pot, 
which is coated all round with the turquoise glaze. 
Height, 5 inches. No. 148. 

Gi.OBUL.^R Bowl (S/«« Ck'eng), one of a pair, of laven¬ 
der crackle, traversed by a network of brown lines. It is 
mounted upon a tall tripod stand of European work. Di¬ 
ameter. 4 inches. No. 149. 

Vase {P'ing), of the K'ang-hsi period, of graceful form 
and fine technique, artistically decorated with conventional 
floral designs, painted in red and gold with touches of pale 
green. The body is studded with five large blossoms of 
the idealized flowers known as pao hsiang hua, " flowers of 
paradise," connected b)' delicate wavy foliations. A ga- 
droon border with beaded foliations surrounds the base, 
the shoulder is encircled by a band of brocaded pattern, 
and the rim of the mouth by a similar band, running round 
under the lip, which shows signs of gilding. A series of 
scrolled palmations springs up from the base of the neck, 
and it is ornamented above with strings of beads hung with 
tassels suspended from a ring of scroll fret. Height, 17 
inches. No. 150. 

Water-Pot {Skid CKfng). for the writer's table, molded 
in the shape of a white univalve shell, and lightly tinted 
with pink and yellow enamels at the edges ; the three feet 
are tiny shells, and a lizardlike dragon {ch'ihdung) is coiled 
upon the top of the shell, executed in full undercut relief. 
Height, 2 inches. No. 151. 

Vase {P'ing), one of a pair of tall bottle-shaped vases, 
with a monochrome ground of pale-green celadon tint, 
decorated in " slip ” with flowers and birds in relief. The 
floral decoration is composed of blossoming prunus-trees, 
bamboos, chrysanthemums, and lotus-plants, naturaiistically 
modeled, so that most of the flowers stand out in white re¬ 
lief, but some of the leaves and other details, and the birds 
which are perched upon the branches, are penciled in under- 
glaze cobalt-blue. The pedestal, flowing open handles, and 
other mounts are in European bronze work of ornate style. 
Height, with mounts, 2 feet 6 inches. No. 152. 

TE-A-Jar {Ch'aKuan),a. typical specimen both in style 
and coloring of blue and white porcelain of the Ming dy¬ 
nasty. It is painted in brilliant blue, with the eight Taoist 
immortals {Pa Hsien) crossing the sea in procession, holding 
up in their hands their peculiar attributes. The scrolled 
waves lift up crested tops in the intervals, and the clouds 
dip down in formal scrolls from above to form a kind of 
canopy for each figure. The borders are decorated with 
encircling bands of conventional scrolls. The mark, pen¬ 
ciled under the foot in blue, inclosed within a double ring, 
is Ta Ming Waiuli nien chik, “ Made in the reign of Wan-li 
(f573-i6i9) of the Great Ming [dynasty]." Height, 6 
inches. No. 153. 

Vase {P'ing), bottle-shaped, with a projecting rim at 
the top, and a globular body, from the upper part of which 
proceeds a short, solid mouthpiece. It is decorated with 
floral sprays of peony, lotus, jasmine, and aster, enameled 
in bright colors, surrounded by scrolls of green leaves, and 
relieved by an intensely black ground. K band of white, 
lightly penciled in red with a triangular fret, separates the 
neck from the body. The upper rim is mounted with 
metal, and the mouthpiece is fitted with a nozzle of Oriental 
workmanship. It was evidently decorated in China for 
the Mohammedan market, and has been subsequently 
mounted, perhaps in Persia, as part of a nargkili. Height, 
10'/, inches. No. 154. 

Douhle-Fish Vase {Shuang Yii P'ing), one of a pair, 
with details molded in slight relief under a celadon mono¬ 
chrome glaze of typical sea-green tint. Mounted in ormolu 
of European work. Height, 6 inches. No. 155. 

Tall Club-shaped Vase {Ta Pang-chik P'ing), elaborate¬ 
ly decorated in enamel colors with a few touches of gilding 
in the style of the K'ang-hsi “famille verte." The body is 
decorated with a battle scene. The heroine of the fight is 
on horseback in front, clad in mailed costume, brandishing 
a sword in one hand, a spear in the other, and having a 
small babe wrapped in her girdle, out of whose head pro- 
ceeds a thin red line which unfolds above into clouds dis¬ 
playing the gilded form of a dragon. An umbrella-shaped 
tent with imperial insignia in front is pitched on the hill¬ 
side, in the direction in which the commander-in-chief is 
riding, surrounded by his staff carrying flags and banners. 
The neck of the vase is decorated with a picture of the 
“five ancients" (tfa the divinities of the five planets, 
examining a scroll with the yin-yang dual symbol inscribed 
upon it, the surroundings being of Taoist character, with 
pines and storks, spotted deer, and rocks covered with 
sacred fungus. The shoulder slope is filled with a broad 
band of lotus scrolls traversed by dragons, interrupted by 
medallions containing lions sporting with brocaded bails. 
A brocaded band of plum-blossom succeeds, and encircling 
rings of triangular fret and of gadroon pattern complete 
the decoration. Height, 30'/, inches. No. 156. 

Vase {P'ing), bottle-shaped, with a swelling globular 
body and two projecting rings on the neck, dating from 
the K'ang-hsi period. It is enameled with a dark-brown 
coffee-colored monochrome ground, interrupted by four 
circular medallions painted in dark underglaze blue with 
flowers, and by a ring round the shoulder with alternate 
lozenges and circles displayed upon the white ground. 
The mark under the foot is a palm-leaf penciled in blue. 
It is mounted with a chased bronze cover of Persian work. 
Height, with cover, 8'/, inches. No. 157. 

Threefold Gourd Vase {San Hu-lu P'ing), with a 
vertically grooved body simulating three coalescent gourds 
with the necks distinct, so as to form three orifices for the 
vase. It is one of a pair enameled with a finely crackled 
turquoise glaze of unusually deep tones, becoming almost 
black in the depths of the grooves and near the foot, which 
is unglazed at the base. They have been mounted in 
Europe with three-footed stands, tasseled cords tied round 
the waists, and covers inlaid with three disks of crackled 
turquoise porcelain, hung round with festoons and tassels 
and surmounted by circular garlands of flowers. Height, 
without mounts, 8 inches. No. 158. 

Celadon Vase {Lung-c/i Han P'ing), of the Ming period, 
of whitish paste coated with a rich unctuous-looking glaze 
of pale greenish tone. The decoration, which is worked 
in relief in the paste under the glaze, is in three horizontal 
bands defined by prominent rings. The lower band is 
vertically ribbed. The middle band has waving scrolls of 
chrysanthemums under a ring of diamond pattern fret. 
The upper band contains interlacing sprays of the moun¬ 
tain peony. A spot of iridescent purple black is to be 
noticed on the shoulder, shaded with red clouds, starting 
from a slight pit in the glaze, and indicating the presence 
of iron in the materials. The base is enameled underneath 
with the same celadon glaze. Height, 17 inches. No. 159. 

Tripod Cen.ser with short cylindrical feet, 
and two spreading loop-handles of rope pattern, coated 
with a Lang Vao glaze of the K'ang-hsi period. The glaze, 
of the usual crackled texture, displays the characteristic 
sang-dc-bamf coloring in streaky mottled tones, passing in 
some parts of the surface into pale apple-green, while the 
rims and more prominent parts are nearly white. The 
stand and cover are of rosewood, carved in China in a 
string-net pattern, and mounted with a steatite knob. 
Height, 4'/, inches; breadth, 5 inches. No. 160. 

Vase {P'ing), bottle-shaped, one of a pair, with wide- 
spreading necks, enameled with a monochrome coral-red 
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jjlaze, penciled over with two floral scrolls in gold of ara- 
besque-likc design on the bodies and with light floral borders 
round the edges. They have been mounted in Persia with 
copper rims and covers, minutely chased all over with fig¬ 
ures, hunting-scenes, ornamental bands, and panels contain¬ 
ing birds and flowers. Height, 7'/, inches. No. 161. 

Qu.\Drangular YA.iiZ{Fnn^ P'lng), of oblong section, 
with rounded indented corners, molded with two handies 
fashioned as lions’ heads suspending rings. There is a 
floral decoration on the front and back, incised in the paste, 
and inlaid with green and white enamels, the surrounding 
ground being a purplish brown of brilliant iridescent tints. 
The decoration consists of flowers growing from rocks, a 
blossoming prunus with a twig of bamboo, on one side, 
chrysanthemums and grass, with a pair of butterflies flying, 
on the other. The mark, incised in the paste under the 
glaze in archaic script, is Chfng-tt nien chi/i—i, e., “ Made in 
the period Cheng-te (1506-21)." It seems really, however, 
to be a reproduction of the time of Cli ien-lmig. Height, 
7’/, inches. No. 162. 

Vase {P'iug), of depressed ovoid form, with a short 
narrow neck widening into a flaring mouth with coarsely 
serrated rim. A five-clawed imperial dragon envelops the 
vase within its coils as it pursues the magic jewel, which is 
represented on one side as a disk emitting branching rays 
of effulgence, the intervals being filled in with the scrolled 
clouds in which the dragon is disporting. The details are 
modeled in relief in the paste, and finished with the grav- 
ing-tool. The investing glaze is a minutely crackled tur- 
quoise-blue of the Ch'ien-hmg period, clouded with charac¬ 
teristic mottling of greenish tone, and becoming darker 
where it thickens. Round the foot, where it has "run” 
into a thick mass, it becomes deep crimson, affording a 
striking example of the manifold transformations of the 
protean copper silicates under varied degrees of oxidation. 
Height, 10'/, inches. No. 163. 

Cylindrical Vase {Hua T'ung), of the Wan-H period, 
decorated upon a white ground with enamel colors—red, 
green, yellow of brownish tone, and manganese-purple— 
without underglaze blue. The rim of the mouth is colored 
light brown; the shoulder and base of the vase are encir¬ 
cled by bands of spiral fret penciled in red. The body is 
decorated with trees growing from behind an open rock¬ 
ery, lit up by the yellow-brown disk of the sun, and filled 
in with a background of red trellis-work. A peach-tree is 
conspicuous with scarlet blossoms, and a clump of bamboo, 
with graceful green foliage; orchids and other flowers are 
blossoming at the foot, and a pair of birds is flying across 
above. The neck is covered with a diaper of foliated pat¬ 
tern, brocaded with branches of fruit and sprays of flowers. 
The base is unglazed, with the exception of a spot of white 
in the center. Height, 15 inches. No. 164, 

Figure of a Cat {Mao Hsiang), naturally modeled in a 
grayish paste of light porous fabric, and enameled with a 
crackled gray glaze splashed with transmutation colors of 
bronzelike tones passing into olive-brown, to imitate tor¬ 
toise-shell. Height, 7 7, inches. No. 165. 

Small Wine-Pot {Chiu Hu), of rustic form, molded in 
the shape of a lotus capsule with striated sides and the 
seeds projecting all round at the top, and mounted upon 
three spiral feet; the flowing handle is a roughly tubercu- 
lated stalk, and the curved spout another, while a small 
folded leaf projects on either side as a decoration. The 
enamel colors, applied sur biscuit, are green and yellow. 
Height, 3 inches. No. 166. 

Cylindrical Vase {Hua T'ung), decorated in colors of 
the Wau-li period, with floral arabesques, painted partly in 
underglaze blue, partly in emerald-green and vermilion en¬ 
amels. The groundwork is a bold design of leaf scrolls 
studded with large blossoms like those of the wild rose, 
executed in blue, which is brocaded with small green 
leaves and filled in with a diaper pattern penciled in red. 
The light bands of scroll which encircle the rims are out¬ 

lined in red upon a white ground, The bottom is iinglazed, 
only marked by concentric lines of the wheel. The vase is 
mounted with a collar and lid of copper, which is elab¬ 
orately chased with bands containing figures of men, four- 
footed animals, and birds, and with floral and foliated de¬ 
signs of Persian work. Height, 13'/, inches. No. 167. 

Cylindrical Ewer {T'ung Hu), modeled in the form of 
a jointed tube of bamboo with a tiaralike projection at the 
top. The handle is a one-homed dragon with bowed back 
and bifid curling tail, and it is colored red with gilded de¬ 
tails ; the spout springs from a lion's head, and the cover 
is surmounted by the figure of a unicorn. The surface is 
covered with sprays of flowers and butterflies of natural¬ 
istic design painted in enamels of the Ch'ien-lung period. 
The flowers include separate sprays of the tree-peony, rose, 
hydrangea, lotus, peach - blossom, magnolia, chrysanthe¬ 
mum, lily, hibiscus, convolvulus, aster, orchid, and nandina 
berries. Height, 14% inches. No. 168. 

CLUB..SIIAPED Vase {Pang-chih P'ing), of the K'ang-hsi 
period, decorated in blue and white with panels of varied 
form, inclosed in a souffle ground of brilliant powder-blue. 
There are six panels on the body, of which the two below— 
square, with indented corners—are painted with land¬ 
scapes: the two fan-shaped panels above contain peonies 
and chrysanthemums growing from rocks, and the other 
two—of rounded foliated outline—are filled with vases of 
flowers and peacock's feathers; censers, and the parapher¬ 
nalia of the scholar. There are two panels in the neck, 
shaped like leaves of the Ficus rcligiosa, one of which has a 
kingfisher inside perched upon a peony-branch; the other, 
incense-burning apparatus and a folding fan. The mark 
under the foot is a double ring penciled in blue. Height, 
18 inches. No. 169. 

Vase {Hua P'ing), of the Ch'icn-lvng period, fashioned 
on an archaic bronze model, with decorations executed in 
relief and engraved in the paste, invested with a finely 
crackled turquoise glaze, which varies in tone according to 
the depth, so as to enhance the effect of the decoration 
underneath. This decoration consists of a broad band of 
peony scrolls round the body and a ring of upright palma- 
tions on the neck, completed by encircling bands of orna¬ 
mental scroll and fret designs of varied pattern. The foot, 
only partially glazed, shows a grayish-buff pdte in the inter¬ 
vals. Height, 13 7j inches. No. 170. 

Vase {P'ing), of the K'ang-hsi period, very brilliantly 
decorated in enamel colors, with rich borders of scroll and 
fret, floral brocade and conventional foliations. The two 
large panels on the body contain a grotesque lion sporting 
with a brocaded ball tied with waving fillets, and a unicorn 
{ch'i-liii] of orthodox traditional form with flames proceed¬ 
ing from its body; the panels are separated by vertical 
bands containing lozenge-shaped symbols of success {fang- 
shlng). The vase, slightly cut down, has been fitted with 
European bronze mounts. Height, 8inches. No. 171. 

Vase {P'ing), of the Ffn Ting, or “soft paste" class, 
painted in soft-toned blue in characteristic style with fine 
and clearly defined strokes, under a soft-looking ivory- 
white glaze of crackled texture and undulatory surface. 
It is decorated with nine grotesque lions: five grouped on 
the body of the vase, and four on the neck, supported on 
banks of scrolled clouds and enveloped in flames, disport¬ 
ing with brocaded balls tied with waving fillets. The re¬ 
ceding slope of the shoulder is encircled by a band of 
cloud scrolls, traversed by five flying bats, symbols of the 
five happinesses, and the foot has plum blossoms, the floral 
emblem of long life, scattered over a reticulated ground 
of mottled blue. The foot is crackled underneath : no 
mark. Height, inches. No. 172. 

Grotesque Unicorn Mi3nster (Tk ChUeh Shou), mold- 
ed in porcelain of the Mittg period, with a lionlike body, 
having a horn, shaped like the horn of a rhinoceros, curv¬ 
ing up from the middle of the forehead. The body, etched 
with a graving-tool, is coated with a snow-white crackled 
glaze; the ears, beard, and flowing tail are overlaid with 
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bright blue; the mane and spiral coils of hair are touched 
with dark green. The interior, which is hollow, is par¬ 
tially lined with crackled glaze, showing a grayish paste in 
the intervals. Length, 6 inches. No. 173. 

Small NK%%(Hua P'ing). of turquoise crackle of the 
Ming dynasty. It is molded of archaic design, with a 
ribbed body vertically grooved and a mouth with an eight¬ 
fold foliated rim. Round the body and neck of the vase 
are coiled the forms of two three-clawed lizardlike dragons, 
modeled in complete undercut relief, in pursuit of the 
jewel-ball, which is attached in front midway between the 
heads of the monsters. The iruiU glaze changes from its 
pure turquoise tint to olive-gray in the thinner parts, and 
deepens into purple where it collects in thick drops. 1 he 
foot is unglazed, showing a yellowish-gray pMe. Height, 

5 '/, inches. *74- 

Beaker-shaped Vase {Hua Ku), of crackled celadon, 
dating from early in the dynasty, if not older. The 
flaring mouth has a rim alternately projected and indented 
as if formed of eight foliations, and the vase is marked 
with slight vertical ribs starting from the points of the 
foliations. The prominent band around the middle of the 
vase is etched with triangular lines and clouds showing 
indistinctly under the thick glaze. The glaze, which 
spreads over half of the interior of the vase, and also covers 
the base, is a celadon of green tint and lustrous aspect, 
crackled with a network of dark-brown lines, although in¬ 
side and under the foot the reticulated lines are colorless. 
The foot-rim shows apMe of reddish-yellow color. Height, 

] I inches. *75- 

Pilgrim Bottle {Pci-kn P'ing), of the rounded form 
and oval section known also as Pao-yucU P'ing, from its re¬ 
semblance to that of the full moon. Decorated in blue and 
maroon under the white glaze, with five.clawed imperial 
dragons rising from the sea into the clouds in pursuit of 
the wish-granting jewel, which is depicted in the middle 
of the vase as an effulgent disk. There is a seal under the 
foot, penciled in the same underglazc cobalt-blue, with the 
inscription Ta Ch'ing diicn-lung nien chih, “ Made in the 
reign of Ch'ien-lung (1736-^5) ot the Great Ch’ing [dy¬ 
nasty].’’ Height, iz’/j inches. No. 176. 

Vase {P'ing), of the coarser Ting-chou ware of the Ming 
period known as T'u Ting. The decorative designs are 
either molded in relief or etched at the point in the grayish- 
white paste, which is coated with an ivory-white crackled 
glaze, become greenish in tone where it thickens. The 
neck swells above into a bulbous enlargement, which is 
grooved like a bulb of garlic. A dragon of archaic design 
is coiled round in salient relief, pursuing a jewel among 
clouds. The bulging body is engraved with floral scrolls, 
a band of gadroon pattern runs round below and a band of 
spiral fret above, succeeded by a chain of rectangular fret 
etched round the shoulder. The foot is coated with the 
same soft-looking crackled glaze. The foot-rim shows a 
hard fabric, which can not be scratched by a steel point. 
Height, 13'/, inches. No. 177. 

Jar {Ktiaii), one of a pair, with bell-shaped covers, 
richly decorated in blue and white of the K'ang-lisi period, 
and mounted in European work of the eighteenth century 
in the same style as the vase in Fig. 114. It is decorated 
with clumps of lotus intermingled with reeds, alternating 
with hanging branches of peonies and sprays of asters. 
Foliations of brocaded design spread upward and down¬ 
ward from the borders, which are encircled also with floral 
bands. The cover is painted with sprays of peony at the 
top. succeeded by a conventional floral border. The mark 
under the foot is a diamond-shaped symbol {fang-shCng), 
tied with a fillet, inclosed in a double ring. Height, 17 
inches. No. 178. 

Five Snuff-Bottles, of the reigns of Yung.ckfng and 
CHien-lung. No. 179. 

Small Vase {Hsiao P'ing). of white FCn Ting porcelain, 
fashioned after an antique model, with a flaring bell-shaped 

mouth The rims are lightly etched with scroll borders, 
and the vase is encircled with three foliated bands worked 
in slight relief in the paste. The glaze, of characteristically 
soft ivory-white lone, is not crackled, but has the undula- 
tory pitted texture known as chii.p'i'a.Pn, or ‘'orange-peel 
marking.” Height, scinches. No. iSo. 

Vase {P'ing), of bulbous form, with vertical grooves, so 
as to be of six-lobed section, invested with a mottled flamM 
glaze of dark brownish-crimson tint, flecked with lighter 
spots at the edges. The interior is coated with a grayish, 
superficially crackled glaze, which also appears on the lip 
and more prominent points of the surface. The foot is 
enameled with a greenish, uncrackled glaze, and has no 
mark inscribed. Height, 13 inches. • No. iSi. 

Beaker-shaped Vase {Hna Ku). of the K'ang-hsi period, 
painted in colors-greens of diverse tone, browmsh-yellow 
vermilion, and shaded purples, relieved by a black enameled 
ground. It is decorated in two divisions. The lower half 
is covered with blossoming prunus-trees with white flowers 
and buds, and a bird perched on one of the branches, filled 
in with colored sprays of asters and grass and bunches of 
peaches and persimmons. The upper half has peach-trees 
with red and purplish flowers and peony shrubs with large 
shaded vermilion blossoms, mingled with the prunus, a 
Reeves’ pheasant in the foreground on a rock, and other 
birds flying among the trees. The foot is enameled white, 
with no mark attached. Height, 18 inches. No. 182. 

Large Vase {Ta P'ing), of the Ch'ien-lung period, enam¬ 
eled with a monochrome glaze of greenish celadon tint, 
deepening in tone as it thickens in the recesses of the 
decoration, which is worked in relief in the paste under¬ 
neath. This consists of a pair of five-clawed imperial 
dragons, one just emerging from the scrolled waves, which 
surround the base of the va’se, the other enveloping the 
body and neck within its scaly coils. Flames issue from 
the bodies of the monsters, the intervals are filled in with 
scrolled masses of clouds, and the jewel which they are 
pursuing is represented on one side as a disk emitting 
threefold branching rays of effulgence. The base, un¬ 
glazed. shows a comparatively coarse, yellowish paste. 
Height, 2i T, inches. No. 183. 

Jar {KuaiC), painted in blue and white, of the K'ang-hsi 
period, with a band of Amazons riding down a mountain 
valley toward a military encampment, the tents of which 
are seen over the hills in the distance. They have long 
pheasant-feathers stuck in their fur caps, and arc carrying 
flags and banners, with spears slung on their backs; one 
has a drawn sword in each hand. The mark under the 
foot is a palm-leaf encircled by a wide double ring. 
Height, 9 inches. No. 184. 

Gourd-shaped Vase {Hu-lu P'ing), one of a pair, intri¬ 
cately fashioned with carved openwork casings and mov¬ 
able appendages, and richly decorated in delicate enamel 
colors and gilding of the Ck'ien-lung period. Through the 
open trellis bands, inclosing foliated panels with svastika 
symbols, glimpses are caught of a solid cylindrical core 
painted with bats flying among clouds. The waists are 
belted with movable rings, with two projecting scrolled 
handles, by which the rings can be made to revolve. The 
foot is enameled red underneath, with the seal, penciled in 
gold, inscribed Ta Ch'ing Ch'un-lnng nien chih, “Made in 
the reign of Ch’ien-lung of the Great Ch'ing [dynasty].’ 
Height, 16% inches. No. 185. 

Small Teapot {Ch'a Hu), carved in openwork designs, 
and richly decorated in enamel colors and gilding of Yting- 
chlng or early Ciicn-lung date. The globular body, which 
represents a brocaded ball, is studded with four floral 
bosses with gilded, pierced centers, and has the intervals 
filled in with brocaded designs relieved by an enameled 
black ground. Two grotesque lions, colored pink {rose 
d’or). are crouching upon the ball, of which one forms the 
handle, while the other has a tube projecting from its back 
as the spout. The cover is crowned by a floral knob set 
in the middle of a gilded openwork boss, encircled by the 



PLATE CXV. 

THREE JAPANESE TEA-JARS 
OF DIVERSE FORMS. 

'T^EA-JAR (Cha-irf) nf mat 
J form, luUh a sharply ridged 

shoulder contracting to a small 
mouth. A paste oj light grayish ma¬ 
terial, hwested with a yelloiuish-brown 
glase of brilliant tint, overlaid with a 
splash of verdigris color which runs 
down on one side in turn finely crackled 
green streaks ending in olive drops. 
Shigaraki pottery, made in the prov¬ 
ince of Onii about iSyo. 

2. TEA-fAR (C.'a&-\c6)of wiile, 
depressed form, with a prominently 
ridged center, simulating a covered 
boiul. Composed of a red clay ami 
covered with a brown glaie, oi’cr which 
is spread a thick enamel of owttled 
gray tone passing into brilliant olive 
tints, running down irregularly in 
unctuous drops. Takatori stoneware, 
made in the province of Chikuzen 
about ijyo. 

3. TEA-JAR {Chu-ni) of ova! 
shape, with a horizontally ridged sur¬ 
face. and two slightly projecting strap 
handles. A paste of light-brorvn ma¬ 
teria/, covered with a yeHoudsh-brown 
glace, overlaid on eiUur side of the 
shoulder by an irregular splotch of 
paler yellow with a brilliant crackled 
surface. Tdsumo stonesvarc. from Fu- 
jina, in Jdsumo provinte, about i/yo. 
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same delicate floral scrolls as decorate the rira of the tea¬ 
pot. Height, 4'/, inches. No. i86. 

Vase {P'ing), of K'anglui blue and white. The long, 
graceful neck is decorated with floral scrolls, conventional 
bands of ornament, and palraated foliations. The body 
displays a pair of hexagonal vases with arrows inside, as 
well as in the tubular handles, which are mounted on tripod 
tables, alternating with two pairs of lamps, each pair being 
suspended side by side with cords hung with tassels. The 
mark under the foot is a flower sprig. 1 leight, lo'/, inches. 

No. 187. 

W.ATER Receptacle {T'ai-po Tsuh), so called because it 
is modeled in the shape of the wine-jar {tsun) of the famous 
poet Li T’ai-po, enameled outside with a mottled " peach- 
bloom ” glaze of reddish tone, variegated on one side with a 
cloud of apple-green. There is an etched decoration in the 
paste under the glaze in the form of three medallions of 
archaic dragon scrolls. The mark, written underneath in 
blue in large characters, is Ta Ch'ing K'ang-lisi nien chih, 
'■ Made in the reign of K'ang-hsi of the Great Ch’ing 
[dynasty]." Diameter. 5'/, inches. Bronze mount and 
stand. No. 188. 

Vase {Hna Tsuh), of the Cliien-hing period, modeled in 
the form of a bronze sacrificial wine-vessel, with the han¬ 
dles fashioned as elephants’ heads, and the sides worked in 
relief and etched under the finely crackled turquoise glaze, 
which is of the usual mottled tone. The body is encircled 
by a broad band filled with lizardlike dragons holding 
scrolls of sacred fungus (ling-chi/i) in their mouths, the neck 
with a ring of conventional palmations, and the foot by a 
continuous chain in double outline of rectangular fret. The 
foot, partially glazed, shows a white pdlt of fine texture. 
Height, g inches. No. 189. 

Gourd-shaped Vase [Hu-lu P'ing), of pale-colored 
Lang Yao of the K'ang-hsi period. The glaze, which is 
slightly crackled in parts, is of liver tint, thickly flecked 
with light spots, and it is of minutely pitted texture. The 
vase is enameled so as to leave a well-defined white rim 
round the mouth and at the base; the foot is coated with 
a pure white glaze underneath, with no mark inscribed. 
Height, 16 inches. No. 190. 

Vase {P'ing), of grayish crackle, executed in the style 
of the ancient Ko Yao. The glaze, which runs in thick 
unctuous masses, is a gray celadon, traversed by a network 
of reddish-brown lines connected by more superficial color¬ 
less lines. It is stained brown, as if accidentally, under the 
handles and ornamental rings. The two handles are fash¬ 
ioned in the form of lions' heads, surrounded by fringes of 
curled mane, and are perforated for rings. They are col¬ 
ored iron-gray, like the three encircling bands of fret 
which are worked round the vase. The interior of the 
vase is created with the same gray crackle; the foot, un¬ 
glazed, is stained a reddish brown. Height. 15 inches. 

No. 191. 

Vase {P'ing), of later Ck'un-lung date, enameled with a 
finely crackled yellow monochrome ground of clouded tone. 
The decoration, which is molded in relief in the paste and 
finished by engraving, consists of a group of three lions 
sporting with a brocaded ball tied with waving fillets, and 
a single bat flying across the neck of the vase above; the 
enamel colors used comprise a bright green and purple, 
with a sparing addition of white. The base is coated with 
the same truiti yellow enamel, with no mark inscribed. 
The fabric is peculiarly thin and light. Height, 12 inches. 

No. 192. 

Statuette {Hsiang), of a mandarin of high rank, richly 
enameled in brilliant colors of the K'ang-hsi period, with 
smiling features of Chinese type, and flowing mustaches, 
painted black in openwork relief. The official robes with 
wide hanging sleeve are brocaded with four-clawed drag- 
ons on a pale-purple ground, and display the square insig¬ 
nia of the highest rank embroidered with storks behind as 
well as in front. The girdle is set in ancient style, with 
oblong and circular plaques, which are executed in relief 

and colored "old gold," of tint different from the ordinary 
yellow derived from antimony, which is used on the bro¬ 
cade designs. The hat and the baton of rank, once held in 
the hands, are both lost. Height. 17’/, inches. No. 193. 

DELICATE AND Graceeul Vase {P'ing), of the best 
K'ang-hsi period ; pAte sur pdfe modeling of ch'i-lin amid 
surges in fine white beneath a beautiful translucent glaze, 
set off with ch'i-lin in a strong peach-bloom tint. Height, 
with mounts, pinches. No. 194- 

BALUSTER Vase {Mei P'ing), finely decorated in bright 
enamel colors of the best K'ang-hsi period, with two promi¬ 
nent handles pierced for rings fashioned in the form of 
grotesque lions’ heads, and reserved in pure white "bis¬ 
cuit." It is decorated in horizontal bands separated by 
chains of rectangular and spiral fret penciled on purple 
grounds. The broad band round the middle has a pair of 
archaic dragons {ch'ih-lung) in the midst of graceful scrolls 
of lotus, relieved by an enameled black ground. A band 
of peony scrolls spreads round the foot displayed upon the 
same black ground, and sprays of peony wind round the 
shoulder of the vase with a bright-green background 
etched with a spiral pattern. A ring of palmations encir¬ 
cles the neck, filled in with black. The foot is enameled 
white underneath, with no mark inscribed. Height, i\'/, 
inches. No. 195. 

Land Yao Vase {Lang Yao P'ing). A small bottle¬ 
shaped vase with bulging body, displaying the same rich 
sang-de-bauf coloring as the large vase which is illustrated 
in Plate LfX. The foot is coated underneath with a 
crackled apple-green glaze mottled with tints of olive. 
Height. 9 inches. No. 196. 

Vase {Hua P'ing), decorated in brilliant enamel colors 
of the K'ang-hsi period. Formal rings of conventional 
palm-leaves spread upward and downward to ornament 
the neck and foot with scrolled foliations, of which four on 
the neck display the dual yin-gang symbo) with black and 
gilded red segments. The body of the vase is covered 
above with lambrequins of floral brocade, exhibiting, in 
regular rotation, sprays of the emblematic flowers of the 
four seasons—the peony of spring, the lotus of summer, the 
chrysanthemum of autumn, and the prunus of winter 
grouped with other flowers. The rest of the surface un¬ 
derneath is decorated with butterflies and with scattered 
sprays of peony and plum-blossom. The foot, enameled 
white, has no mark. Height, id’/j inches. No. 197. 

Box FOR Seal Vermilion {Yin St Ho), of circular 
shape, composed of two equal parts, of which one is the 
cover. It is coated with a typical “ peach-bloom " glaze, 
having a light pinkish-red ground mottled with clouds of 
darker red. and passing into apple-green toward the mid¬ 
dle. The mark, written in blue in orthodox style, is Ta 
Ch'ing K’ang-hsi nicn chih. " Made in the reign of K’ang-hsi 
of the Great Ch’ing [dynasty]." Diameter, 2V. inches. 

No. 198. 

Group of Snuff-Bottles, of the period. 
No. 199. 

Vase, of the Kang-ksi period; imperial yellow glaze. 
Height, 11 y, inches. No. 200. 

Small Pilgrim Botple {Pei Hu P'ing), of the K'ang- 
hsi period, invested with a copper-red glaze of the “ peach- 
bloom ’' type and coloring. It has two open flowing 
handles of wavy outline, and a dragon of archaic form 
{ch'ih-lung) is worked in bold relief in a medallionlike coil 
upon the shoulder both in front and behind. The rims are 
lightly mounted in metal. There is no mark under the 
foot. Height, 8 inches. No. 201. 

Vase {Hua P'ing), of the “peach-bloom” class with 
foliated base, the neck of which has been cut, but mounted 
with gold and silver in Japan in the lines of the original 
form. This is a companion piece to the vase which was 
illustrated in Plate Lll, and the description will be found 
accompanying that plate. No. 202. 
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Double-Fish Vase {Shuang Yil P'ing). modeled in the 
form of a pair of fish rising from waves, with their bodies 
blending into one, and their gaping mouths coalescing to 
make a single oval rim. They are enameled in soft coral- 
reds of graduated tone, over details etched in the paste; 
the waves at the foot are colored blue and green, and the 
eyes of the fish are touched with points of black enamel. 
Height. 7‘/, inches. No. 203. 

Vase {Hua P'ing\ of flattened ovoid form, with an oval 
mouth of four-lobed outline, the indentations of which are 
continued down the vase as far as the rim of the foot. It 
is coated with a lustrous glaze of crackled texture, which 
is of a pale-green celadon tone, thickly flecked with clouds 
of dull cherry-red; become more intense in the grooved 
parts, where the glaze is deepest. The inside of the mouth 
and the base of the vase are lined with a gray-green en¬ 
amel of similar shade, flecked with red, but not crackled. 
It is a specimen of crackled apple-green {p'ing-hto c/i'ing) 
of the K'aiig-lisi period. Height, 7y, inches. No. 204. 

Lang Yao Vase {P'i’tg), of form similar to the one il¬ 
lustrated in Plate LIX, showing the way in which the color 
is apt to " run," so as to be partially obliterated in the fur¬ 
nace. The upper half of the vase is a pale gray-green 
crackle with brown reticulations, only slightly tinged with 
pink, while the lower half displays all the rich sang-dc-bauf 
tones of color, shot with a dark speckled mottling. The 
two parts arc separated by an irregularly undulating line, 
evidently of fortuitous origin. The base is coated with a 
typical apple-green crackled glaze slightly clouded over 
with olive tints. Height, 18 inches. No. 205. 

Vase {P'ing), of the K'ang-hsi period, of graceful form, 
coated with the mottled cobalt glaze known as “ powder- 
blue” or " mazarin-blue," and decorated over the blue 
glaze of the grand feu with sprays of large-blossomed 
chrysanthemum and bamboo painted in gold and fixed in 
the muffle. An inscription in ten characters, penciled in 
gold on the back of the vase, now half obliterated, is a 
stanza taken from an ode on the chrysanthemum. Height, 
10 inches. No. 206. 

Vase {P'ing), of the K'ang-hsi period, of rare type and 
magnificent coloring, having the decoration executed in 
cobalt-blue and copper-red of the grand feu, enhanced by a 

background of the type of the Lang Yao mono¬ 
chrome vases of the time. The crackled ground exhibits 
the usual brilliantly mottled tones, passing from paler ruby 
shades into the deepest crimson. There is a floral decora¬ 
tion worked in relief in the paste, the shoulder is defined 
by a prominent ring, and the neck, which has, by the way, 
been cut at the top, is horizontally ribbed. On the front 
of the vase a lotus plant is modeled, growing naturally in 
water represented by crested waves; the large folded 
leaves, lifted upon rough tuberculated stalks, are painted 
in blue ; the flowers and buds are shaded in wavy lines of 
red within blue outlines; a couple of swallows painted in 
blue complete the scene, one flying, the other perched upon 
a leaf-stalk. The foot is enameled white, with a tinge of 
green. No mark. Height, 14'/, inches. No. 207. 

Club-shaped Vase {Pang-chih P'ing), painted in brilliant 
colors with gilding of the K'ang-/isi-peno6. The panels of 
diverse form which decorate the vase are of powder-blue 
soiiffli ground, outlined and painted in gold. The panels 
on the neck display a mountain landscape and sprays of 
plum-blossom. The larger panels on the body contain a 
picture of a temple in the sea representing the Taoist para¬ 
dise, with a stork flying near, bringing a “rod of Fate” in 
its beak; a mountain scene with fishing-boats; a pair of 
fighting-cocks; and a pine scene with a couple of deer; 
the smaller panels show a flock of geese, an aquatic mon¬ 
ster, and four sprays of flowers. The intervening ground 
is painted with chrysanthemum scrolls traversed by drag¬ 
ons {ch’ih-luHg); the neck, with butterflies and flowers on a 
pale-green background dotted with black, with phoenixes 
in clouds coiled in medallions, and storks penetrating the 
floral ground. The shoulder has a ring of floral brocade. 

interrupted by four foliated medallions, with pictures of 
fish and fishermen, flowers, and apparatus for chess and 
incense. Height, 18 inches. No. 208. 

Small Vase {Hua P'ing), with a one-horned three- 
clawed dragon modeled upon it in full undercut relief, coil¬ 
ing round the shoulder at the base of the long cylindrical 
neck. The ground of the vase is a “ peach-bloom ” glaze 
of nearly uniform deep tint, e.xcept the slightly prominent 
rim, which is defined by a clear line of white. The dragon 
is enameled a bright apple-green of uniform shade, con¬ 
trasting vividly as a complementary color with the red 
background. The mark, penciled beneath the foot in un¬ 
derglaze blue, is Ta Ch'ing K'ang-hst nien chih, “Made in 
the reign of K'ang-hsi of the Oreat Ch’ing [dynasty].” 
Height, 9 inches. No. 209. 

Wine-Cup {Chin Pci), a little bowl-shaped cup of egg¬ 
shell texture, with a gently expanded rim, which is defined 
by a line of white. The rest of the surface, both inside and 
outside, is invested with a mottled glaze of the character¬ 
istic “peach-bloom” type, flecked with spots of darker, 
duller red, and variegated with clouds of apple-green tint, 
the latter being more marked near the base. The mark, 
penciled under the foot in cobalt-blue, encircled by a single 
ring, is Ta Ming HsUan-tl nien chih—i. e., “ Made in the 
reign of HsUan-te (1426-35) of the Great Ming [dynasty],” 
but the technique and peculiar style of coloring indicate 
rather the Knng-hsi period (1662-1722). Height, iVj inch ; 
diameter, 2yainches. No. 210. 

Baluster-shaped V'ase {Mci P'ing). of the K'ang-hsi 
period, enameled with a brilliant crackled glaze of emerald- 
green passing into olive at the edges, invested with a thick 
overglaze of peach-bloom red, irregularly mottling the 
green substratum with clouds of crushed-strawberry color. 
A lightly etched decoration in the paste underneath the 
glaze of a border of sea-waves round the foot of the vase, 
and two dragons mounting among clouds up the sides, is 
barely visible through the dense and variegated overlying 
mantle. The middle of the foot, bounded by a broad rim 
of “biscuit,” is marked with concentric lines of grayish- 
white crackle. Height, 6’/^ inches. No. 211. 

Triple Gourd-shaped Vase {Hu-lu P'ing). of the K'ang- 
hsi period, a companion piece to the tall vase which is illus¬ 
trated in Plate LXI. The middle section is enameled in 
colors upon a white ground with butterflies in the midst 
of sprays of flowers and leaves, defined above and below 
by rings of spiral and rectangular fret penciled in coral- 
red. "The upper and lower sections are enameled with a 
black iridescent ground of “ raven’s-wing" hue, over de¬ 
signs executed in relief in the paste underneath; these de¬ 
signs represent on the upper part three lionlike monsters 
surrounded by flames of fire, on the lower part three lions 
of the ordinary grotesque type sporting with embroidered 
balls encircled by waving fillets. Traces of gilding can be 
detected on this vase. Height, 28 inches. No. 212. 

Set of Five Pieces {IVu Sh^), arranged as a Garuilurc 
de Cheminie, composed of three ovoid jars with covers, and 
two cylindrical beakers. The pieces are enameled with a 
monochrome ground of coffee-brown shade, leaving white 
reserves of varied form, scroll pictures, leaf-shaped panels, 
flowers, lambrequins and bands of floral brocade, and the 
like, which are decorated in bright enamel colors with gild¬ 
ing. The larger panels are filled with hill landscapes with 
temples and pagodas; the flowers that fill the brocaded 
bands and stud the intervals include peonies, asters, and 
blossoms of the peach and plum. Height, lo'/, and u 
inches. No. 213. 

Vase {Hua P'ing), of the K'ang-hsi period, with the 
body enameled with a tsil-ehin glaze of light yellowish- 
brown tint, and the neck decorated in blue and white with 
a band of diaper inclosing three medallions of flowers, suc¬ 
ceeded by a ring of svastika pattern fret, and upright sprays 
of pinks. The mark, underneath the foot, Is a double ring 
penciled in blue. Height, 8 inches. No. 214. 
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Vase (/fua P’mg), of the K'ang-hsi period, of complex 
form and mixed decoration. The globular body has the 
lower half enameled with a tsU-chin {or brum) glaze of cafC- 
au-lait color, which is succeeded by a ring of grayish-white 
crackle, and this by a band of floral sprays painted in blue. 
The upper part, which is shaped like a “beaker,” poised 
upon the globe, is decorated in bine and white with pinks 
(dianthus) growing from rocks and with sprays of d.iisies. 
No mark. Height, 7 inches. No. 215. 

Bottle-shaped Vase {Hua P'ing), of the K'ang-hsi pe¬ 
riod, enameled with a brown tsii-cliin glaze of chocolate- 
color, and decorated over the glaze, in white slip, with two 
formal baskets of flowers on the body, and a conventional 
scroll round the upper rim, hung with beaded pendants. 
The foot is enameled white underneath. Height, 10',/, 
inches. No. 216. 

VViNE-PoT (Chiu Hu), molded in the shape of a peach, 
with a hole in the bottom for the introduction of the wine. 
The handle and curved spout are fashioned as small 
branches, which send off leafy twigs to decorate the sur¬ 
face on which they are worked in relief in the paste. The 
paste, which is gray in color, is invested with aubergine- 
purple and turquoise glazes of the demi-grand feu. mingling 
as they meet in brilliant intermediate tints. Height, f/, 
inches. No. 217. 

Miniature Flower-Vase {Hua Ch'd), of purest white 
porcelain of the K'ang-/isi period, charming in design and 
perfect in technique. It is molded in the shape of a flow¬ 
ering twig of the Magnolia j’ulan, lifting up a blossom, as 
white as the finest jade from which the flower takes its 
name, to form the vase, and buttressed by two buds, which 
rise from the same twig as it winds round in openwork 
relief to form the support. The sepals of the flowers are 
delicately etched under the white glaze, which is rich and 
translucid. Height, 5 inches. No. 218. 

Water Receptacle {Shui Ch'eng), of eggshell, Fen- 
Ting, porcelain, with uncrackled white glaze of soft tone. 
It has two handles molded in open relief upon the sides of 
the bowl in the shape of a pair of archaic dragons {ch'ik- 
lung). Height, 2'/, inches. No. 219. 

Vase {P'ing), of Ting- Yao porcelain, bottle-shaped, with 
depressed bulging body and long cylindrical neck. It is 
coated with a deep ivory-white glaze crackled throughout 
with brown lines, overspread with light clouds of buff tint 
partially investing the brown reticulation. The rim of the 
mouth is defined by a line of white. Height, 8 inches. 

No. 230. 

Vase {P'ing), of Ting-Yao porcelain of tall, graceful 
form, tapering gradually downward from the rounded 
shoulder. The rich glaze is minutely crackled throughout 
with brown lines of varying depth and color, invested with 
mottled buff tints clouding the surface. Height. inches. 

No. 221. 

Vase {P'ing), of delicate Fht-Ting fabric of the K'ang- 
hsi period, invested with a soft-looking undulatory glaze of 
ivory-white tone, traversed by a few sparse lines of crack¬ 
ling. The molded decoration consists of a four-clawed 
dragon in relief, pursuing a disk with dotted, “ jeweled ” 
surface and spiral center, enveloped in flaming rays. 
Height, 8'/, inches. No. 222. 

MiNtATURE Vase for Divining-Rods {Skih-ts'ao P'ing), 
of oblong quadrangular form and square section, with 
ribbed corners, and ridged sides studded with four cen¬ 
tral bosses which are carved in openwork as branches of 
peaches. The paste, of Fln-Ting texture, is invested with 
a soft-looking crackled glaze of ivory-white tone. Height, 
4 inches. No. 223. 

Baluster Vase {Mei P'ing). of Fin-Ting or “soft 
paste" class, dating from the reign of K'ang-hsi. Of re¬ 
markably light weight, owing to the porons texture of the 
material, which is, in reality, very hard, it is invested with 
an undulatory glaze, pitted like the peel of an orange, with 
uncrackled surface, under which the decoration is pen¬ 

ciled in pure soft-toned blue. The strokes of the brush 
are neatly defined in the way that is characteristic of this 
material, which differs from ordinary porcelain as vellum 
does from paper. The chaste decoration consists of three 
formal upright sprays of lotus, each composed of a single 
peltate leaf, an expanded blossom and a bud, with simple 
rings of rectangular fret round the shoulder and foot. 
Height, 13 inches. No. 224. 

Small Vase {P'ing), of graceful form and finished tech¬ 
nique, decorated on each side with a five-clawed imperial 
dragon enveloped in flames, painted in maroon, the under¬ 
glaze red of the grand feu, which is derived from copper. 
The mark, penciled underneath, in underglaze cobalt-blue 
of brilliant tint, is Ta Citing K'ang-hsi nien ehih, “ Made in 
the reign of K'ang-hsi of the Great Ch'ing [dynasty].” 
Height, 8'/i inches. No. 225. 

Vase {P'ing), of tall ovoid form, with the decoration 
molded in relief and painted in colors of the grand feu, 
blue, maroon, and celadon. Four-clawed, two-horned drag¬ 
ons are depicted on the obverse and reverse sides of the 
vase, rising from the waves ol the sea, with brown bodies 
and blue manes, the jewels which they are pursuing in the 
air are shaded in brown, emitting spirally effulgent rays; 
and flames proceeding from the limbs of the monsters fill 
in the interstices. The rocks that rise out of the blue 
crested waves are painted in celadon. The mark, penciled 
underneath in blue, within a double ring, is Ta Ch'ing 
K'ang-hsi nien chili, “ Made in the reign of K'ang-hsi of the 
Great Ch'ing [dynasty]." Height, 17’/^ inches. No. 226. 

Vase {P'ing), decorated in underglaze blue, maroon, 
and celadon, all colors of the grand feu, with a combat be¬ 
tween the tiger, king of land animals, and the dragon, 
prince of the powers of the air. The tiger is standing in 
the foreground of a rock)’ landscape, with large pines ris¬ 
ing in the background having their knotted trunks painted 
in brown and the foliage in blue ; the rocks are tinted cela¬ 
don, and the clumps ol Polyporus fungus growing on the 
rocks are outlined in maroon, pierced through by blue 
blades of grass. The four-clawed dragon, of fierce aspect, 
is half hidden in scrolled clouds, which roil round the vase, 
worked on in white “slip ” in slight relief. The mark, pen¬ 
ciled in blue within a double ring, is Ta Ch'ing K'ang-hsi 
nien chih, “ Made in the reign of K'ang-hsi of the Great 
Ch'ing [dynasty]." Height, 16^ inches. No. 227. 

Club-shaped Vase {P'ang-chih P'ing), of the K'ang-hsi 
period, artistically decorated in brilliant enamels, with a 
touch or two of gold, without any underglaze blue. It is 
painted in panels of diverse form, the intervals being filled 
in with butterflies and floral sprays of lotus, peony, chrys¬ 
anthemum, begonia, pink, and aster. The panels contain 
symbols of rank and honor with the apparatus of the liberal 
arts and other antiques {fio ku)\ grotesque monsters on 
rocks, with eagles flying in the air; storks on a pine, with 
peaches floating in the water beneath ; pheenixes under a 
dryandra-tree, peacocks with peonies, and warblers in a 
blossoming prunus-tree. The shoulder of the vase is en¬ 
circled by a band of diaper with butterflies in medallions, 
and the neck has quatrefoil panels containing flowers and 
butterflies, separated by a spiral diaper traversed by lizard¬ 
like dragons {ch'ih-lung) of archaic design. Height, 17'/, 
inches. No. 228. 

Vase (P'ing), painted in underglaze red of maroon tint 
derived from copper, covered with a white glaze of har¬ 
monious translucent tone. The decoration consists of five 
horizontal bands of scrolled sea-waves, containing dragons 
and other grotesque monsters, and four bands of diaper of 
lozenge fret pattern, A filth band of fret winds round the 
prominent lip of the vase, succeeded by two rings of 
formal foliations. A double white ring round the body 
breaks the monotony of the decoration and defines the 
shape. The mark, written under the foot in underglaze 
cobalt-blue, is Ta CUing K’ang-hsi nien c/«'4, “ Made in the 
reign of K'ang-hsi (1662-1722) of the Great Ch'ing [dy¬ 
nasty].” Height, loVj inches. No. 229. 
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Eggshell Plate [To-t'aiP'atC), enameled on the back 
round the border with a crimson {rouge d'or) ground, and 
decorated in front in brilliant enamel colors of \.\\c famille 
rose, with gilding. The field is filled with a picture of the 
Dragon Festival annually celebrated on the fifth day of the 
fifth moon, with a dragon-boat being towed in procession, 
painted over the white glaze in sepia. This is framed by 
encircling bands of floral brocade, and the border of the 
plate is filled in with diapers of varied pattern inclosing 
panels of scroll ornament and formal flowers, all richly 
painted in delicate enamels, among which pink {rase d'or) 
predominates. Diameter, 8 inches. No. 230. 

COVEUEO Bowi. {Kat of the JC'ang-/isi period, with 
lions’ heads as handles, an archaic dragon surmounting the 
cover, and Taoist figures molded in relief in the midst of 
scrolled clouds round the sides. It is an example of the 
class of San Ts'ai or “three colors,” being enameled w 
bisenii in yellow, green, and purple of grayish tone. The 
foot is unglazed. Diameter, 4 inches. No. 231. 

Cylindrical Vase {T'ungP'iug), of the K'ang-hsipe- 
riod, decorated in blue and white in the same style as the 
vase of similar shape illustrated in Figs. 268 and 35, which 
are enameled in colors. The decoration consists of hori¬ 
zontal bands, with alternate grounds of white and mottled 
blue. The central band contains archaic dragons (ch'ih- 
lung), with branches of sacred fungus; the other bands 
floral scrolls with felicitous symbols and brocaded panels, 
and the neck is encircled by stiff upright palm-leaves of 
formal design. Height, n inches. No. 232. 

Cf.N.SER {Hsiang Lu), of circular shape, bulging below, 
coated with a finely crackled glaze of ivory-white tone in¬ 
vested with cloudy tints of buff. Carved rosewood stand 
and cover of Chinese work. Height, 4 inches; diameter, 
8 inches. No. 233. 

Vasis-shaped Ewer {Hu P'ing), with a flowing handle 
fashioned in the outline of a dragon, a tall overlapping 
cover, and no spout nor projecting lip. It is decorated in 
blue of the K'ang-lisi period with foliated panels of floral 
brocade, connected by straps and links, and separated by 
diapered grounds, and the rims are encircled by light 
bands of triangular fret. The base is iinglazed. Height, 
II inches. No. 234. 

Plate {P'an-tsti), of Ck'icn-lung porcelain, coated with 
a celadon glaze of pale greenish tone, enameled over the 
glaze in opaque white derived from arsenic. In the field 
is a little garden scene with peonies, cockscombs, asters, 
and millet, and a cock crowing on a rockery, a favorite dec¬ 
oration of the time. The border is filled with a scroll of 
conventional flowers executed in the same white enamel. 
The rim is encircled by a formal border penciled in over- 
glaze blue, and is colored iron-brown at the edge, with, 
traces of gilding; on the inner slope of the border is a 
band of chrysanthemum scrolls painted in the same cobalt- 
blue. Diameter, 8’4 inches. No. 235. 

Small Censer {Hsiang Lu), mounted upon four mara- 
millated feet, having an overlapping cover pierced in open¬ 
work with a trellis framework inclosing two svastika sym¬ 
bols. Coated with a thick stone-gray glaze of Ko Yao type 
crackled with brown lines. An ancient piece, with the in¬ 
terior of the cover deeply stained with incense-smoke. 
Height, 3 inches. No. 236. 

Cylindrical Vases {P'ing), a set of three, of the K’ang- 
hsi period, with diapered borders and rim bands of fret 
penciled in underglaze blue, inclosing panels of varied 
form, painted with flowers in brilliant enamel colors with 
gilding. The central vase has two large oblong panels on 
the body: the first containing a lotus growing with reeds 
having one large leaf of pale green splatched with black of 
purple iridescent tint and a smaller leaf tipped with ov^r- 
glaze blue; the other containing a spray of peony; the 
neck is decorated with a spray of poppies and a begonia 
with a grasshopper feeding on its leaves. The two side 
vases have small medallions inclosed in the diapered bor¬ 

ders, displaying dragons and peonies at the top; fish, 
shells, censers, lions, and lilies down the sides; palm-leaves 
and musical stones bound with fillets at the bottom: the 
large panels are painted on one side with blossoming 
branches of prunus mingled with twigs of bamboo, on the 
other side with hanging branches of Hibiscus rasa sinensis ; 
the necks are decorated with two small sprays of peony. 
The mounts are in European work of the eighteenth cen¬ 
tury. No marks underneath. Height, without mounts, 

11 inches. NO’ 237- 

Vase {P'ing), one of a pair of small bottle-shaped vases, 
enameled with a finely crackled turquoise glaze of the 
K'ang-hsi period. They are elaborately mounted in gilded 
European bronze-work, with foliated covers surmounted 
by strawberries as knobs, garlands of flowers hanging in 
festoons round the rims and foliated pedestals. Height, 
with mounts, 8'/, inches. No. 238. 

Tall Be.aker of K'ang-hsi porcelain, decorated in the 
characteristic enamels of the period, showing a court inte¬ 
rior, with a dancing-girl, accompanied by an orchestra, per¬ 
forming before the imperial circle. Height, 30 inches. 

No, 239. 

lXR{Kna7i), of tall ovoid form, with a rounded cover, 
artistically decorated in polychrome enamels {wu ts'ai) of 
the finest K'ang-hsi period. Lines of underglaze cobalt- 
blue define the rims, but the decoration is entirely executed 
in brilliant enamels, among which overglaze cobalt-blue is 
conspicuous. The jar displays two duplicate pictures of 
family life, groups of ladies with slender, graceful figures, 
and children in courtyards filled with flowers and with 
various emblems of rank and culture. The cover is painted 
with vases, incense apparatus, propitious symbols, and para¬ 
phernalia of the liberal arts. Bands of floral sprays, with 
rings of formal diaper and foliated pattern, complete the 
decoration. The mark underneath is a double ring, pen¬ 
ciled in underglaze blue. Height, 15 inches. No. 240. 

Vase {P'mg) with a pedestal {tso), of decorated porce¬ 
lain of the famitle verte, dating from the reign of K'ang-hsi. 
Of similar style to those illustrated in Figs. 11 and 30, it is 
fluted and painted with the same floral designs in green, 
yellow, and manganese purple, with touches of black. 
Height, with stand, 8'4 inches. No. 241. 

Club-shaped Vase {Pang-chih P'in^, of the K'atig-hsi 
period, covered with a soufflecorrA-red ground, interrupted 
by reserved medallions of varied form outlined in gold, and 
decorated in delicate enamel color. On the body are four 
panels, two of quatrefoil shape, two in the form of leaves 
of the sacred fig {Ficus religiosci), which are filled with flow¬ 
ers and butterflies; and on the neck three circular panels 
with butterflies. Round the shoulder is a band of diaper, 
enameled in green, inclosing medallions containing insects. 
Height, II inches. No. 242. 

Cup with Cover (.Kai lYan), of crackled Feii-Tingware, 
painted under the glaze in soft shades of cobalt-blue. The 
texture of the material is light and delicate; the glaze, of 
soft aspect and ivory-white tone, is traversed with a reticu¬ 
lation of brown lines. The decoration, consisting of pome¬ 
granates, spreads over the rims of both cup and cover into 
the interior. The under surface of the foot and the top of 
the cover rise in the middle into small pointed cones, in the 
traditional fashion of the teacups of the reign of Hsuan-ti 
(1426-35), after which this one is modeled. No. 243. 

Club-shaped Vase {Pang-chih P'ing). of the K'ang-hsi 
period, displaying the sacred figures of the Taoist Triad, 
painted in colors, with a rich gold-brocaded background of 
Mazarin blue. The gilded designs are scrolls of chrysan¬ 
themum, rings of spiral, and rectangular fret, of gadrooii 
pattern, and of diaper with floral medallions, and the neck 
is studded with four large circular skou (longevity) char¬ 
acters. Reserves having been left in the powder-blue 
ground for the figures, they were first sketched in under¬ 
glaze blue, and subsequently filled in with enamel colors 
of the muffle stove, bright green, coral-red, dark purple, 
and black. Height, 17 inches. No. 244. 



PLATE CXIT. 

ANCIENT KOREAN VASE. 

ASE (P’ing), 12 inches high. 
fr of ancient Korean faience, dot- 

ing from the thirteenth century 
A.11., covered with a gray-brown glace, 
crackled where it is thick as it collects 
round the neck and above the circular 
rim of the foot. 

It is decorated with floral designs 
and diapered grounds, inlaid in an 
ivory-white slip of brilliant crackled 
iextttre. The body, defined by encir¬ 
cling rings, is inlaid with two boldly 
designed sprays of formal flowers, ndth 
flying insects like svasps filling in the 
intervals of the floral decoration, and a 
bird of rough archaic outti/u perched 
upon one of the flowers. The remain¬ 
der of the surface is filled in with 
simple diapers, hvo broad bands e.xiend- 
ing round the neck and shoulder of the 
base, two narrower bands round the 

The bottom, curiously sorhtkled un¬ 
derneath. is only partially—for about 
half of its surface—coated with the 
glase, so as to expose the material, 
which is a drab-colored faience. 
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Vase with a yellow-brown ground of the tzH- 
chin class, inclosing a number of panels raised in slight re¬ 
lief and painted in blue with various symbols. A large 
(longevity) character is emblazoned on the front and back, 
interrupted b)' an oblong panel containing a fish, erect in 
the midst of waves, exhaling a slim dragon. The smaller 
panels on the neck contain peaches with the character shou 
inscribed upon them ; and in the intervals on the body are 
small oblong panels displaying another form of the same 
ubiquitous character below, and round panels with Bud¬ 
dhist emblems, the wheel of the law bound with a fillet and 
a pair of fish above. Height, 9 inches. No. 245. 

Small Vase {Hsiao P'ing'), of white porcelain of the 
Fin-Ting type, of light loose material, invested with soft- 
looking, sparsely crackled glaze of somewhat grayish tone. 
Of hexagonal outline and section, with a spreading foot, 
the bulging shoulder is overlaid with two branching twigs 
of prunus-blossom {mei hud), modeled in full relief with 
openwork. Height, 6’/^ inches. No. 246. 

“ HawthoiJn '■ Botti-E {Mei-hna P'ing), a large, con¬ 
spicuous vase of the K'ang-hsi period, with a rounded body 
gradually tapering in to a tall, slender neck, decorated with 
blossoming sprays of prunus {mei hua), displayed in white 
reserve upon a brilliant background of pulsating mottled 
blue, penciled with a reticulation of darker lines. The 
leafless branches spring from the base and wind round in 
every direction so as to cover the whole surface of the vase 
with a close floral investment of white flowers and buds, 
with the exception of a narrow band under the prominent 
white lip, which is lightly penciled in blue with a trian¬ 
gular fret. The foot is coated while underneath, with no 
mark. Height, 17 inches. No, 247. 

Rice-Bowl {Fan IVan) and Teacup {C/ia U'an), of 
K'ang-hsi blue and white porcelain with pierced openwork 
designs. The bowl has an outer casing of hexagonal trellis 
connecting four circular openwork medallions of flora! de¬ 
signs. Through the trellis-work are seen four couples of 
Chinamen with fans, and ladies holding flowers, painted in 
blue. The interior is decorated with two boys playing in 
a garden, within a medallion, and a border of svastika pat¬ 
tern diaper interrupted by four panels containing peaches. 
The mark, in a double ring, is Ta Ming Ch'ing-hna nicn chih, 
" Made in the reign of Ch’6ng-hua of the Great Ming [dy¬ 
nasty]." Diameter, 6'4 inches. The cup is pierced with 
a band composed of interlacing circles interrupted by six 
solid medallions painted in blue with landscapes. To be 
used, it must have a thin lining of silver or other metal. The 
bottom is left rw Diameter, 4'/, inches. No. 248. 

Two Saucer-shaped Dishes (/’a?;-/;??): (s) of semi- 
eggshell texture, enameled inside in brilliant colors with 
a floral decoration composed of a flowering-bulb of narcis¬ 
sus, a spray of roses, and two branching stems of Polyporus 
lucidus, the variegated fungus of Taoist sacred lore. The 
mark written underneath, within a double ring, in cobalt- 
blue. in the style affected by the private potters of the 
period, is Ta Ch'ing Yung-ching nien ckih. Made in the 
reign of Yung-chfing of the Great Ch’ing [dynasty].” 
Diameter, S'/, inches, {b) Of decorated Ch'ien-lung porce¬ 
lain, designed after a well-known imperial pattern of the 
preceding reign of Yung-ching. Branches of peaches spring 
from the circular rim which surrounds the foot and pass 
over the edge of the dish to ornament the interior with 
large fruit and pink flowers growing on the same twigs. 
This is the symbolical fruit of life, and is accompanied 
by the emblems of all kinds of happiness in the shape of 
five bats, which are painted in shades of red, three in the 
field of the saucer, two upon its outer border. There is a 
seal underneath, inscribed in underglaze blue, Ta Ch'ing 
Ch'ien-lung nicn chih—\. e., “ Made in the reign of Ch’ien- 
lung of the Great Ch'ing [dynasty].” Diameter, S'/, 
inches. No. 249. 

Small Baluster Vase {Hsiao Mei P'ing), of the Yung- 
ching period, invested with a monochrome ground of ruby 
red tint {chi hung), derived from copper. This souffle glaze, 

strewn with little points, covers the whole surface with the 
exception of an irregular panel on one side, where it gradu¬ 
ally fades into a nearly white ground. The panel is painted 
with a picture of the Taoist immortal Tung Fang So. 
speeding over the clouds, carrying the branch of peaches, 
which he has stolen from the tree of life in the paradise of 
the divinity Hsi Wang Mu, thrown across his shoulders. 
It is etched in sepia with touches of gold and a few points 
of light overglaze blue and crimsovt rouge d'or. The foot 
of the vase is enameled with an ornamental scroll, partly 
obliterated, penciled in black and gold. Height, 8 inches. 

No. 250. 

Vase {P'ing), of oval, melon-shaped form and six-lobed 
outline, coated with a white glaze minutely crackled with a 
fine reticulation of dark lines, giving a general gray effect. 
The technique points to the Yung-ching period (1723-35), but 
there is no mark inscribed. Height, Sy, inches. No. 251. 

Vase {Hua P'ing). of white porcelain of the Yung-ching 
period, with a dragon coiled in undercut relief round the 
neck enameled crimson {rouge d'or). A few single peach- 
blossoms are painted in delicate colors on the rippled white 
surface of the vase, of which two. upon the shoulder, are 
seen in the illustration, two others are near the foot on 
the opposite side. The mark, which was inscribed under¬ 
neath, has been ground away on the lathe. Height, 8'/, 
inches. No. 252. 

Baluster Vase {Mei P'ing),* artistically decorated 
upon a translucent white ground of perfect tone, in bril¬ 
liant enamel colors, with fruit and flowers. Branches, 
springing from the base on one side, spread upward in all 
directions over the vase, covering it with large pomegran¬ 
ates and peaches and bunches of yellow dragon's-eye fruit 
{Nephclium longati), mingled with spra3-s of scarlet pome¬ 
granate-flowers and pink peach-blossom. The mark, writ¬ 
ten underneath in underglaze blue within a double ring, 
is Ta Citing Yung-ching iiieu chih. “ Made in the reign of 
Yung-chSng (1723-35) of the Great Ch’ing [dynasty].’’ 
Height, 13 '/, inches. No. 253. 

Small Tea-Jar (Ch'a Kuan), with lotus plants worked 
in relief round the base and round the top of the cover, 
painted in enamel colors with gilding. It is decorated 
with a picture of a two-storied temple, with gilded roof 
hung with gold bells, standing in the midst of sea-waves; 
swallows are flying in the air. The ornamental border 
above is composed of panels of gilded diaper alternating 
with wave scrolls penciled in black. Height, 5 inches. 

No. 254. 

Small Tea-Jar {Ch'a Kuan), with an openwork scroll 
round the foot, decorated in enamel colors with gilding. 
Sprays of the tree-peon\- are painted on a white ground 
within two lotus-leaf-shaped panels of convoluted outline, 
surrounded by a field oi floral brocade, composed of blue¬ 
leaved bamboo and overglazc white plura-blossom on a 
spiral black ground. This specimen and that shown in Fig. 
254 are examples of the “ India china ’’ class, being parts of 
tea sets painted for exportation to Europe in the first half 
of the eighteenth century. Height, 5 inches. No. 255. 

Vase {P'in^, of white Fin-Ting porcelain, molded with 
a whorl of conventional palm-leaves round the shoulder,, 
connected by eight ridges with foliations encircling the 
bulbous mouth. It is covered with a soft-looking, .sparsely 
crackled glaze of slightly grayish tone. Height, 6'/, 
inches. No. 256. 

Vase {P'ing), of tall slender form, decorated, in enamel 
colors of the Yung-ching period, with a picture of the 
Taoist goddess Hsi Wang Mu crossing the sea upon a 

*The name means "PlumVase," this peculiar form being 
considered to be most appropriate for the display of branches of blossom¬ 
ing prunus (ro«‘ Aua) at the New-Year’s festival. The imperial porce¬ 
lain of the period, of which this piece is a striking example, represents, 
according to Chinese connoisseurs, in the perfection of its technique and 
in the artistic style of its decoration, the highest achievement of their 
ceramic art. 
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gigantic lotus-petal, holding a branch of the sacred fungus 
of long life, accompanied by an attendant carrying a peach, 
with a basket full of flowers and Buddha’s-hand citrons, on 
the frail craft beside her. In the background is a temple 
standing in the sea, with a peach-tree laden with fruit close 
by : a stork is perched upon the roof, and its mate is flying 
across, carrying scrolls in its beak. The clouds, of rose¬ 
ate hue, are illumined by the vermilion disk of Che sun. 
Height, i8'/j inches. No. 257. 

Small Vase {Hsiao P'ing), covered over two thirds of 
its surface with a pale celadon glaze of clouded hue, and 
on the other third with an irregular cloud of brilliantly 
mottled red. Of the deepest savg-dc-breuf shade in the mid¬ 
dle, the cloud becomes of pinkish tint toward the edges, 
and then gradually fades away into the celadon ground. 
It is evidently due to copper silicate soaking through the 
investing glaze under the solving influence of the furnace. 
The glaze is flecked throughout with a multitude of tiny 
bubbles, giving a charming effect, and suggesting the souffle 
application of the two colors. Height, 4 inches. No. 258. 

Vase {P'iug), of the K'ang-hsi period, with a coral-red 
w/yjfr'ground of charming color. A four-clawed dragon in 
pursuit of a jewel encircled by flaming rays of effulgence 
is modeled in slight relief on the surface of the vase etched 
with the graving-tool, glazed and reserved in brilliant 
white. The rest of the ground is imbued with coral-red, 
shot with minute mottled flecks, and shading off gradually 
into paler tints as it approaches the white relief modeling. 
A broad rim round the foot underneath is left in white 
"biscuit,” the middle is sunken and enameled white of 
greenish tone. Height, 8'/, inches. No. 259. 

Vase {P'ing\ of the K'ang-hsi period, a magnificent 
specimen of the brilliant souffle glaze known as “powder- 
blue,” the clear blue ground being flecked all over with 
darker spots. The rims are clearly defined by two lines of 
white. The foot is invested underneath with a rough 
brownish-black coating, so as to leave an ovoid patch of 
the brilliantly white glaze in the middle, and another patch 
at the edge. Height, lyV^ inches. No. 260. 

Vase {Hua P'ing'), of graceful form, decorated, in green 
and purple with touches of white, with peonies, chrysan¬ 
themums, and daisies, growing from rocks, and with butter¬ 
flies flying in the intervals of the floral decoration. This 
is relieved by a minutely crackled ground of pure j'ellow 
color. The details of the designs are delicately etched in 
the paste with a graving-tool. The foot is coated under¬ 
neath with the same truile yellow glaze with no mark at¬ 
tached. Height, 10 inches. No. 261. 

Teapot {Ch'a Hu), of “ armorial china ” decorated with 
gilded arabesque borders outlined in red, and with gilded 
floral sprays on the spout and handle, while three sprays 
of flowers are painted on the cover in enamel colors. 
There is an identical armorial design on the front and 
back painted in enamels with gold of early Ch'ien-lnng date. 
It consists of a fa'nciful coat-of-arms mingled with branches 
of flowers and having a bouquet in a vase standing upon a 
pedestal on one side. In the middle are two shields, aceoUis, 
with a gilded dual coronet above, beneath which is a red 
bearded face emerging between wings, and as supporters 
are two yellow eagles touched with red. Height, with 
cover, 514 inches. No. 262. 

Double Vase {Shuang P'ing). formed, as it were, of 
two vases coalescing, the line of junction being indicated 
by a vertical groove. The shape resembles that of the 
Ch'icn-lung vase of the famille rose illustrated in Plate 
LXXVI, and, like that, it is intended to have a cover. It 
is a typical example of the Ku Yueh HsUan class, decorated 
in bright, delicate enamel colors, rouge d'or predominating, 
with Chinese copies of European pictures of miniature¬ 
like finish, and tiny landscapes of European scenery, in¬ 
serted in framed panels, surrounded by floral scrolls and 
ornamental borders of purely Chinese style, executed in the 
same translucid colors. It once had a seal of four charac¬ 
ters penciled underneath in black enamel, but the bottom of 

the vase has been broken, and only parts of the last two 
characters, nien ehih, remain. The first two were, prob¬ 
ably, Ch'ien-lung, indicating the date, 1736-95- Height, 
inches. No. 263. 

Vase {Hua P'ing), of European style, molded with a 
pedestal overlaid with branches of fruit in solid relief, and 
with a delicate interlacement of wild-roses and other flow¬ 
ers filling in the hollows of the flowing bandlike handles. 
The faces of the vase are decorated in gold with scrolls 
of sea-waves below, and phoenixes with expanded wings 
and spreading tails above, and on the outer surface of the 
handles are centiped-like dragons with winged insect 
heads of very un-Chinese aspect. The gilded decoration 
is completed by a few light floral scrolls, and the edges of 
the handles, as well as the square rim of the mouth, are 
heavily gilded. Height, 11 inches. No. 264. 

Small Vase {Hsiao P'ing), of white uncrackled Fen- 
Ting porcelain, with a globular body, spreading foot, and 
swelling lip, and wide loop handles springing from the 
mouths of dragons. The body is delicately etched at the 
point in the paste, under the soft-looking ivory-white glaze, 
with the figures of two imperial five-clawed dragons dis¬ 
porting in clouds. Height, 6'/, inches. No. 265. 

Water Receptacle {Shui Cliing), in the shape of a 
small globular bowl-like vase of perfect technique, with a 
small circularly rimmed mouth, which is mounted with a 
silver ring. It is soberly decorated with two small sprays 
of peony rising from the base, penciled in underglaze red 
of maroon tint, the leaves of which, outlined and veined 
in the same red, are touched with bright-green enamel. 
The mark written underneath in blue, in the style of the 
“peach-bloom” vases, is Ta Ch'ing K'ang-hsi nien chih, 
" Made in the reign of K'ang-hsi of the Great C’hing [dy¬ 
nasty].” Height, 3'/, inches. No. 266. 

Vase {P'ing), of charming design and finished tech¬ 
nique, enameled with a pellucid white glaze over a relief 
decoration delicately molded and etched in the paste un¬ 
derneath. Of quatrefoil section, the body of the vase is 
covered, in four large panels, with symmetrically arranged 
scrolls of idealistic flowers and bats; ornamental scrolls of 
conventional design encircle the upper and lower borders 
of the body and the rim of the mouth, continuous chains 
of rectangular fret run down the shoulder and foot, and a 
band of palmations extends midway up the neck. There 
is a seal etched in the paste under the foot inscribed Tn 
Ch'ing Ch'icn-lung nien chiih, “Made in the reign of Ch'ien- 
lung of the Great Ch’ing [dynasty].” Height, 10 inches. 

No. 267. 

Cylindrical Vase {T'ungP'vig), of the K'ang-hsi pe¬ 
riod, richly decorated in brilliant enamel colors, one of a 
pair mounted in European work to form a set with the 
three vases of the same shape and size illustrated in Fig. 
237. The body is decorated in four bands; the first and 
third contain formal flower scrolls displayed upon a bright 
pale-green ground; the second has a pair of dragons in 
the midst of flames pursuing jewels with a coral-red back¬ 
ground : the fourth is plain red, relieved by a linked chain 
of green winding round below. A band of hexagonal 
diaper at the foot, of flowers on a yellow ground round 
the shoulder, and a ring of palmations in green filled in 
with red on the neck, complete the decoration. The mark 
underneath is a double ring in underglaze blue. Height. 
It inches. No. 268. 

Snuek-Bottle, decorated in blue and white, with 
peach-bloom dragon; mark, C/iicn-lung. No. 269. 

Vase {P'ing), of hexagonal section with two tubular 
handles, enameled with transmutation {yao-picn) colors of 
early CKien-lnng date. The groundwork, a crackled glaze, 
is invested with irregular splashes of green passing into 
olive-brown and mingled with purplish grays. Height, 
7inches. No. 270. 

Vase {P'iyig). of graceful form and very fine technique, 
dating from the Ch'ien-lung period, vertically grooved, with 
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a bulbous body, and a long neck swelling into a bulb above 
under the circular lip. A dragon of archaic type is exe¬ 
cuted upon the shoulder of the vase in full undercut relief, 
with its long bifid tail coiling upward to encircle the neck. 
The dragon is enameled green, while the surface of the 
vase is coated with a monochrome-yellow enamel of soft 
tone, which also lines the foot. Height, 9 inches. No. 271. 

Bean-SHaped Snuff-Botti.E, with archaic k'Uin in blue 
and green on yellow ground ; K'ang-hsi period. No. 272. 

Vase (Hua P'ing), of the Ku Yueh Hsiian class, molded 
of the characteristically short, very while, vitreous-looking 
paste, and crisply decorated in bright enamel colors of 
peculiar delicacy and finish. A pair of quails stand out 
prominently in the foreground, backed by an autumnal 
scene of trees with crimson-tinted leaves, marguerite dai¬ 
sies, and a rockery with roses. A pink scroll border 
worked in relief, succeeded by a blue fret, encircles the 
shoulder, and a gilded line defines the swelling lip. The 
couplet of verse which has suggested the motive for the 
little picture is inscribed on the reverse side of the vase. 
Height, 7 inches. No. 273. 

VViNE-CuP {Chiu Pei), molded in the form of an ancient 
bronze libation-cup, and colored with enamels to imitate 
the surface of patinated bronze. The genre is known as 
ku t'ung ts'ai—i. e., “ archaic bronze coloring." The ground 
shade is olive-brown flecked with tea-green, which is pen¬ 
ciled with gilded scrolls and encircling bands of fret, while 
the hollow parts of the designs, which are artificially 
roughened or pitted, are partially filled in with a grayish- 
blue enamel of mottled tint passing into green. The seal 
underneath, outlined in gold, is Ck'ien-lnng nicn c/iih, “ Made 
in the reign of Ch'ien-lung." Length, 5 inches. No. 274. 

Smai.i, Vase {Hsiao P'ing), of eggshell thinness and 
purest white color. It is encircled near the neck and foot 
by faint rings in the paste. There is no mark attached, 
but it must be a production of Ching-tS-chSn, dating from 
the Yung-ehing, or, perhaps, the early Ch'ien-lung, period. 
Height, 6 inches. No. 275. 

Small Vase {Hsiao P'ing), a. typical example of “soft 
porcelain," so called, dating from the reign of K'ang-hsi. 
Light in weight, the body being of loose texture, it is in¬ 
vested with a white glaze of somewhat grayish tone and 
slightly undulatory surface, crackled {k'ai-p'icn) through¬ 
out. It is decorated under the glaze with a monstrous 
lionlike quadruped standing at the foot of a spreading 
pine, with a bat flying overhead, painted in blues of sub¬ 
dued tones: the flames which proceed from the shoulders 
and hips of the monster being tinged red, and its eyes 
lightly touched with rings of the same underglaze color, 
derived from copper. Height, 7 inches. No. 276. 

Water Receptacle {Shut Ck'lng), of ovoid form round¬ 
ing into a small circular mouth., above which is coiled in 
salient relief a dragon {chih-lung) of archaic type. The 
bowl is etched at the point with scrolls of lotus and peony 
under the white translucent glaze ; the dragon is enameled 
reddish brown touched with gold. The seal, etched be¬ 
neath the glaze in the paste underneath, is Ta Ch'ing Ch'ien- 
lung nien chih—i. e., “ Made in the reign of Ch'ien-lung of the 
Great Ch’ing [dynasty].” Height, 4'/, inches. No. 277. 

Small Beaker {Hsiao Tsun), modeled after an ancient 
bronze form and design, with an archaic band of scroll 
round the middle, and vertical dentated ridges down the 
corners and sides. The handle is formed of a large lizard¬ 
like dragon {ch'ih-hmg) in undercut relief, with four smaller 
ones wriggling over its body, and four others are crawling 
over the neck of the vase, which is enameled white, while 
the dragons are all painted in soft colors of the Ch'ien-lung 
period. Height, 4'/, inches. No. 278. 

Double Gourd-shaped Vase {Hu-lu P'ing), decorated 
in polychrome enamel colors, shades of pink predominat¬ 
ing, of the Ch'ien-lung period. The decoration is that com¬ 
monly known by the name of PoHua.Qr “The Hundred 
Flowers,” the ground being completely covered with a 

dense mass of floral sprays, presenting a huge bouquet, as 
it were, culled from the Chinese flora, naturally and artis¬ 
tically rendered. The neck, slightly cut, is mounted with 
a metal collar, round the foot is a band of formal folia¬ 
tions, painted in shaded blue and green, relieved by a pink 
ground, between heavily gilded rims. The base, enameled 
like the inside of the mouth, pale green, has a red seal in 
a white reserve panel, inscribed in bold, well-written style, 
Ta Ch'ing Ch'icn-hing nieti chih, “ hfade in the reign of 
Ch'ien-lung of the Great Ch'ing [dynasty].” Height, 21 
inches. No. 279. 

Flower - Pot {Hua P'M), of Ch'ien-lung porcelain, 
molded of rounded octagonal form, with a projecting lip, 
a perforated bottom, and four scrolled feet, and decorated 
outside with flowers and butterflies arranged in eight pan¬ 
els. The front panel in the illustration contains a picture 
of the three symbolical plants of long life—the pine, bam¬ 
boo, and prunus ; the panel on the left of this, flowering 
bulbs of narcissus and roses; the panel on the right, or¬ 
chids with sprays of a red-foliaged plant and butterflies: 
the other five panels exhibit, in succession, the pomegran¬ 
ate and chrysanthemum, the Begonia discolor, the Hibiscus 
rasa siaoisis, the Dielytra spectabilis, and the azure-tipped 
marguerite daisy, the yellow jasmine, and scarlet fungus 
{Polyporus lucidus). Height, 9'/, inches. No. 2S0. 

Snuff-Botfle, with brilliant decoration on a deep-red 
ground; mark, Ch'icn-luvg. No. 281. 

Edgshei.L Vase {To-faiP'ing), of the period, 
decorated in soft, enamel colors with gilding. It is over¬ 
laid with a close-set floral decoration consisting of chrys¬ 
anthemums and hai-t'ang flowers and daisies, attached in 
salient relief, and painted in red, green, and gold. Two oval 
panels are reserved in intervals of the floral relief-work, and 
painted in delicate colors with scenes of domestic life, a 
party of ladies drinking wine out of tiny gilded cups, and 
a group in a garden looking at fighting-cocks. Light floral 
scrolls penciled in gold round the upper and lower rims 
complete the decoration. Height, 8% inches. No. 282. 

Vase {Hua P'ing), of three-lobed outline, covered with 
an olive-green monochrome glaze thickly flecked with tiny 
spots of lighter green, the typical soufflf glaze known as 
“tea-dust” {ch'a-ych mo). Upon this as a background 
stands out a white branch of pomegranate, modeled in full 
undercut relief, with the fruit bursting open to show the 
seeds inside, and flowers and leaves naturalistically ren¬ 
dered. When this, as it winds round, leaves a small inter¬ 
val in the shoulder of the vase, a branched stem of the Poly¬ 
porus lucidus is worked in, also enameled white. The foot 
is stamped underneath with the seal Ta Ch'ing Ch'ien-lung 
jiicti chih, “ Made in the reign of Ch'ien-lung of the Great 
Ch'ing [dynasty]." Height, 8 inches. No. 283. 

Articulated Vase {Chieh P'ing—chieh meaning joined 
or spliced), cut horizontally into two parts in a waved four- 
lobed line of foliated outline. Of old bronze form and de¬ 
sign, the details are worked in relief in the paste, repre¬ 
senting vaguely four monstrous ogre {t'ao-t'ieh) faces, so 
much conventionalized as to form a broad band of orna¬ 
mented scroll-work. The celadon glaze which covers the 
vase varies from pea-green to lighter shades, according to 
its depth, so as to enhance the effect of the molded de¬ 
signs. The seal underneath, penciled in blue under the 
same celadon glaze, is Ta Ch'ing Ch'ien-lung nicn chih—i. e., 
“ ^fade in the reign of Ch’ien-lung of the Great Ch’ing 
[dynasty].” Height, 6 inches. No. 284. 

Lace-work Vase {T'on-hua P'ing), of palest celadon 
porcelain of the reign of Cliien-lwig. The sides are pierced 
with a floral design representing conventional peonies in 
the midst of leafy scrolls, which is filled in with glaze so as 
to form a delicate “rice-grain” transparency, giving the 
effect of lace-work. The s-ase, of almo.st eggshell thinness, 
is covered with a glaze of pale sea-green tone, while the 
borders, molded with bands of conventional ornament in 
slight relief, are picked out in white. Height, 7 inches. 

No. 285. 
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Snuff-Bottle ; twin gourds with decoration in brilliant 
enamels on yellow ground : md.xV., Ch'ien.lung. No. 386. 

Eggshell Vase {To-t'ai P'vig). richly decorated, in soft 
enamel colors and gilding of the CKicn-lung period, with 
illustrations of the different processes of sericulture. The 
pictures show in succession the hatching of the eggs, the 
feeding of the silkworms in the different stages of their 
growth, as they are kept in open baskets on curtained bam¬ 
boo shelves, the winding of the silk from the chrysalids, 
and the weaving of the spun thread in hand-looms of com¬ 
plicated structure. Women and children carry on all the 
branches of work, boys are bringing in baskets of mulberry- 
leaves slung on their shoulders from the trees outside, and 
one is seated at the loom helping the women. The deco¬ 
ration of the vase is completed by light sprays of red 
and pink roses underneath the gilded rim. Height, loVi 
inches. No. 287. 

Six Snuff-Bottles {Pi Yen Hu), of various designs, 
chiefly of the Yung.cheng and Ch'ien-lung periods; i. Dec¬ 
orated in enamel colors of the Yung-cliSng period (288). 
2. A royal blue double gourd (289). 3. Blue and white 
flower design on a brown crackled ground (290). 4. Per¬ 
forated design in reticulated work upon a ground of broken 
sticks; dark-green glaae (291}. 5, Intricate designs in high 
relief of lions chasing wheels and fire emblems; Ch'ien-lung 
period (292). 6. A double bottle with a coral-red decora¬ 
tion, of the Ch'ien-lung period. Nos. 2S8-293. 

RlCE-Bowi, {Pan MCan), decorated in colors with the 
symbolical plants of long life, the pine and sacred fungus, 
the bamboo and prunus. The painted decoration is identi¬ 
cal inside and outside, and it has the foliage and flowers 
pierced through in parts and filled in with glaze in “ rice- 
grain " fashion, so as to appear as a partial transparenc3'. 
The seal, penciled underneath the underglaze blue, is Ta 
Ch'ing Chia-ch'ing nien chih, “ Made in the reign of Chia-ch'ing 
(1796-1820) of the Great Ch’ing [dynasty].” No. 294. 

Melon-shaped Snuff-Bottle, with decoration of vines 
in blue and white; mark, Yung-chlng. No. 295. 

Snuff-Bottle ; celadon on modeled decoration ; Ch'ien- 
lung period. No. 296. 

Vase {P'ing), representing a modern attempt at repro¬ 
duction of the celebrated Lang Yeu sang-de-bauf of the 
reign of K'aiig-hsi. The crackled glaze exhibits brilliant 
tones of coloring, but it is somewhat thin in aspect, espe¬ 
cially toward the top of the vase; at the bottom it has 
•• run ” and congealed, and a bare mark can be detected on 
one side where a thick drop has had to be removed on the 
lathe. No. 297. 

Flower-Vase {Hua P'ing), of ovoid form, semi-eggshell 
texture, and partially crackled undulatory glaze, decorated 
in delicate enamel colors with gilding of the Ch'ien-lung 
period. The two panels have the foliated rims modeled 
in relief in the paste, and the sprays of blossoming prunus, 
painted in red and gold, as well as the white swallows, are 
also worked in relief, so as to project from the intervening 
ground, which is filled in with dotted circles sketched in 
blue. The panels are painted with pictures of domestic 
life in the style of the so-called "Indian china” of the 
eighteenth century, which was mostly painted in the work¬ 
shops of Canton for the European market. Height, n ■/, 
inches. No. 298. 

Vase {P'ing), a typical specimen of the soft-looking 
porcelain of the reign of K'ang-hsi, painted in blue under a 
crackled glaze of ivory-white tone, commonly known as 
ch'ing-kua Fin Ting—i. e., “FSn-Ting porcelain painted in 
blue.” The rim of the foot shows a paste of loose texture, 
but very hard, the bottom being covered with the same 
crackled glaze as the vase, which is very light in weight 
when compared with ordinary porcelain. The decoration, 
penciled in soft shades of blue, is a rocky landscape with a 
pair of grotesque lions sporting under the shade of a 
gnarled pine, through the branches of which the full moon 
is visible. Shrubs of prunus and bamboo are growing from 

the rocks, completing the vegetable trio of longevity ; and 
a couple of bats are flying together in the background as 
symbols of happiness. Height, 15 ‘4 inches. No. 299. 

Two SnUFF-Bottles of the CPien-lung period : i. Blue 
and white. 2. Modeled in high relief and decorated in 
brilliant colors. Nos. 300, 301. 

Censer {Hsiang Lu) of ivory-white Fuchien porcelain. 
It is modeled as a round basket with pierced openwork 
sides worked into sprays of peony, and has a band of bam¬ 
boo as handles attached by floral studs. Under the bottom, 
which is unglazed, is a stamped seal in the form of a Chi- 
nese “cash" inclosing the sacred svastika symbol. Height, 
with pedestal, 5'/, inches. No. 302. 

Lion {Shih-tsil), of white Fuchien porcelain {ChiemPu), 
seated upon an oblong pedestal, with the right forefoot 
placed upon a ball with a cord attached to it, the other end 
of which the lion holds in his mouth. From the back of 
the stand a tube rises on the right to hold the stick of in¬ 
cense. There should always be a pair of these lions before 
the shrine, and the companion would have a cub in place 
of the brocaded ball. Height, 5 inches. No. 303. 

Lustration Ewer {Ch'ing Shui Hu), of complicated 
form, intended for Buddhist ritual use. It is richly deco¬ 
rated in colors of the K'ang-hsi period, with diapers inclos¬ 
ing floral medallions and bands of conventional ornament, 
relieved by a tsu-chin ground of “ old gold " tint. The 
monstrous head of a dragon projects from one side of the 
globular receptacle, modeled with formidable rows of teeth 
and black mustaches curling upward, from which emerges 
the long curved spout, reminding one of the celestial drag¬ 
ons that officiated at the miraculous baptism of the infant 
Buddha. Height, 8 inches. No. 304. 

Snuff-Bottle ; gray crackle of the K'ang-hsi period: 
mark, Ch'ing-hua nien chih. No. 305. 

Hanging Basket {Hua Lau), with two hooks springing 
from the rim for the attachment of chains by which it is 
suspended to a crossbar, richly decorated in enamel colors 
of the K'ang.hsi period. The sides are pierced in open¬ 
work and painted in yellow, green, and black to simulate 
wicker. Through the interstices of the open casing the 
decoration of the cylinder, which fits inside, appears ; it is 
crisply painted in red with a scrolled ground of lotus-flow- 
ers and a border of spiral fret. Height, 9 inches. No. 306. 

Basket {Hua Lon), of K'nng-hsi porcelain decorated in 
enamel colors. The bowl, of depressed globular form, has 
an arched handle, strengthened by side pieces, springing 
from the shoulder, and a round cover surmounted by a 
lion as handle. The sides of the bowl are pierced in six 
panels of hexagonal trellis interrupted by chrysanthemum- 
flowers which are painted alternately red and pale purple, 
and the cover is pierced with a similar trellis-work. The 
handle is painted in black lines on a yellow ground to imi¬ 
tate basket-work. Foot glazed white underneath. Height, 
5 inches. No. 307. 

Pierced Globe for Scented Flowers {Hsiang Ch'iu), 
of light biscuit porcelain of the K'ang-hsi period, carved 
with trellis medallions inclosing floral designs of the peony 
and lotus inlaid with colors, including a brilliant green in 
combination with the usual enamels of the old famille rose. 
It has a tiny round cover on the top for the introduction 
of flowers, which are placed as a sacred offering before the 
domestic shrine. Diameter, 4 inches. No. 308. 

Rose-Water Sprinkler {Hsiang Shut P'ing), one of a 
pair, of the reign of K'ang-hsi, with powder-blue grounds, 
interrupted by three reserved medallions, quatrefoil, pome¬ 
granate and fan-shaped, which are filled with wild-flowers 
growing from rocks, penciled in shaded underglaze blue 
with white grounds. Tipped with metal mounts. Height, 
7% inches. No. 309. 

Miniature Vase {Hsiao P'ing), of Fuchien porcelain, 
with a bulbous mouth, and a dragon in salient relief winding 
round the neck of the vase and projecting its head on one 
side. Ivory-white glaze. Height, 4’/, inches. No. 310. 
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Snuff-Bottle, with green and white dragon; mark, 
Tao-kuang. No. 311, 

Vase {P'ing), of the CKen-lung period, decorated in 
blue and white in the ordinary way with a mountain land¬ 
scape of temples and pavilions on the shore of a lake. This 
is covered with splashes of flamhi glaze, laid on over the 
original white ground, so as nearly to conceal the painted 
design under variegated clouds of purple, crimson, and 
olive - brown tints, the glaze becoming crackled in the 
thinner parts. The interior of the vase is coated with the 
same crackled and variegated enamel. Height, 15'/, inches. 

No. 312. 

Arrow Receptacle {Chicn T'ung), of square section, 
mounted in a socket pedestal of the same material. A 
production of the finest K'ang-lisi period, it exhibits a com¬ 
bination of many of the methods of decoration that distin¬ 
guished the porcelain of the time, such as openwork mold- 
ing, pierced-work carving, and relief modeling, all artist¬ 
ically painted in richly varied designs, laid on over the 
white glaze in the brilliant enamel colors of the fully- 
equipped ceramic palette of the period. Height, 29 inches. 

No. 313. 

Small Vase, with globular body and expanding mouth, 
intended for use as a hand spittoon {fan ho p'ing). It is 
decorated over the white glaze, in two shades of coral-red, 
with a pair of five-clawed imperial dragons in the midst of 
flames and clouds pursuing jewels, with light bands of ga- 
droon and spiral fret, and with a scroll of conventional 
flowers round the mouth. There is no mark underneath, 
but the technique and style are those of the Ch'icn-lung 
period. Height, 3'/, inches. No. 314. 

Cylindrical Beaker {Hna T'uiig), with flaring mouth, 
of /ague burgauKe inlaid on porcelain, of the K'ang-hsi 
period. The decoration is a mountain landscape with tem¬ 
ples, pagodas, and open pavilions, overlooking a lake upon 
which boats are sailing, a tall willow with drooping 
branches forming the background. The rims are encir¬ 
cled by light borders of diaper pattern inlaid in the same 
thin plaques of mother-of-pearl. Height, ri inches. 

No. 315. 

Vase {P'ing), of the K’ang-hsi period, with a few encir¬ 
cling parallel rings lightly tooled in the paste, coated sur 
biscuit with enamels of different colors, yellow, green, and 
olive-brown, above a white glaze of soft ivory tint. The 
paste is grayish. The effect, which somewhat resembles 
that of tortoise-shell, is known to the Chinese by the name 
of hu p'i wM, “ tiger-spotted.” Height, 8'/, inches. No. 316. 

Snuff-Botti.E, with foliations in soft parts, white on 
dark-blue ground; Ch'icn-lung-ptnod. No. 317. 

Beaker-SiiaI’ED Vase of Hirado porcelain, with the 
decoration partly painted in shaded blue, partly pierced 
and filled in with glaze so as to appear as a transparency. 
Height, It'/j inches. No. 31S. 

Pierced Cup {T’ou-hua IVan), with the sides carved in 
openwork, with a broad band of svastika pattern connect¬ 
ing five solid medallions, upon which are attached, in full 
relief, figures of the longevity star god, Shou Hsing, and 
of the eight Taoist immortals, arranged in pairs. The fig¬ 
ures are cn bisacit, the clouds in the background are worked 
in slip, as well as the floral scrolls, which are carried round 
the rims of the cup over the white glaze which invests the 
rest of the surface. The foot is unglazed. Period. Ch'icn- 
lung. Diameter, 3*/^ inches. No. 319. 

Tazza-SHAped Cup {Pa Pei), of the Ch'icn-lung period, 
decorated in enamel colors on a white ground, with formal 
archaic designs, including six conventionally ornamented 
pendants hung with symbols round the bowl, and a ring 
of brocaded palmations encircling the stem. Height, 4’/, 
inches. No. 320. 

Mug {Pei) of Ch'icn-lung “ rice-grain ” work, having the 
sides pierced with a broad central band of star pattern filled 
in with glaze, so as to be seen in transparency. The con¬ 
ventional bands of ornament that surround the rims and 

the flowers that stud the points of junction of the handle 
are penciled in underglaze cobalt-blue of grayish tone and 
picked out with gold. Height, 4^^ inches. No. 321. 

Pierced Cup {T’ou-hua iVan) of delicate texture, dating 
from the Ch'icn-lung period, carved in openwork {i jour) 
with a trellis pattern of intersecting circles, broken by five 
circular medallions of floral design, and with a narrow con¬ 
ventional border round the rim. The while glaze is of rich 
unctuous texture, and of the slightly greenish tone char¬ 
acteristic of Ching-tS-ch6n. The foot is left en biscuit. 
Diameter, 3 Vj inches. No. 322. 

Gourd-shaped Vase {Hu.lu P’ing). enameled with an 
iridescent deep-brown glaze {tsO-chin yti) overlaid with a 
decoration, roughly executed in white slip, of sprays of 
conventional flowers springing from rocks. The neck is 
mounted with a copper rim, and the mouth is plugged 
with a corklike stopper of Persian raetal-work chased with 
figures and birds. Height, 10 inches. No. 323. 

Small Balu.ster Vase {Hsiao Mei P'ing) enameled of 
a pale sky-blue {fien-diing) tint derived from cobalt, 
sparsely crackled with rare brown lines, having a spray 
of blossoming prunus worked upon it in slight relief and 
finished with the graving-tool. The foot, of the same blue 
tint underneath, is colored iron-gray round the rim. The 
neck, slightly chipped, is mounted with a copper rim. 
Height, 8 inches. No. 324. 

Decorated Vase {Hua P'ing), painted in delicate en¬ 
amel colors with gilding of the Yung-chSng, or later K'ang- 
hsi, period. The large characters outlined in brocaded 
strokes on the two sides of the vase are shou, “ longevity,” 
and fu, “ happiness.” The character shou is interrupted by 
a peach-shaped medallion, containing a picture of the three 
stellar divinities, Fu, Lu, and Shou of the Taoist Triad, with 
attendant sprites. The character fu, on the opposite side, is 
interrupted by a circular medallion displaying a picture of 
the Taoist goddess, Hsi Wang Mu, crossing the sea on a 
raft. The intervals are filled in with colored cloud scrolls, 
above which a coupleof storks are flying, bringing peaches. 
Height, 17 inches. . No. 325. 

LibaTION-Cup {Chiieli^, of old brown “boccaro,” of Yi- 
hsing-hsien. The paste is seen underneath in the unglazed 
part, indicating the material to be a dark grayish-brown 
faience. The cup has an open handle invested in two 
branches of scrolled fungus and rests on three scroll feet. 
The molded decoration outside consists of floral scrolls and 
a quatrefoil border. It is enameled inside and out with 
a brownish-yellow crackled glaze, overlaid with irregular 
splashes of mottled purplish-gray color, partially conceal¬ 
ing the yellow ground. Length, 4‘/, inches. No. 326. 

Butterfly-shaped Snuff-Bottle; imperial yellow 
glaze. No. 327. 

Large Vase {Ta P'ing), decorated in brilliant enamel 
colors of early K’ang-hsi date, with the picture of a battle 
scene taken from the HsU Shut Hu, a celebrated romance 
recounting the deeds of notorious brigands. The heroine, 
the “ White Lady,” who is riding a lion, and the principal 
generals mounted on horseback, carry small flags with their 
names inscribed. Greens of different shade predominate 
among the colors; the dark cucumber-green, the pale apple- 
green, and the purple exhibit the finely crackled texture, 
characteristic of some of the splendid monochrome glazes 
of the period. Height. 30 inches. No. 328. 

LibatioN-Cup {Chiick), of the K'ang-hsi period, painted 
in colors, with hieratic designs taken from ancient bionzes. 
The two lizardlike dragons modeled in full openwork re¬ 
lief under the broad lip of the cup are colored green, and 
there is another pair, colored blue, clinging to the sides of 
the bandlike handle. Short dentated ridges project verti¬ 
cally from the bowl, which is painted with the features of 
the fao-fich ogre emerging from spiral clouds. The rim, 
both inside and outside, is surrounded by a band of dragons 
and sacred fungus, displayed upon a pale-green background 
dotted with black. Length, 4=/, inches. No. 329. 
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Snuff-Bottle ; imperial yellow crackle. No. 330. 

Snuff-Bottle; blue and white with red dragon. 
No. 331. 

Vase {Hna P'mg), of the finest porcelain of the Yung- 
eking period, artistically painted in delicate colors upon 
a translucently white ground with flowers and birds. A 
yulan magnolia, springing from the foot of the vase, spreads 
gracefully round to decorate it with snow-white flowers 
and buds, and beneath the tree are peonies, with pink and 
white blossoms, and roses, yellow and red. A flowering 
branch of Pyrus spectabilis {hai-t'ang) with shaded pink flow¬ 
ers winds across the interval, having a small gayly plum- 
aged bird perched upon it, which is seen in the foreground, 
and the mate is flying in the background. The neck is 
Strengthened by a European mounting designed as a trail¬ 
ing vine. Height, 8'/, inches. No. 332. 

Cylinduical Receptacle for Scented Flowers 
[Hsiang Hna T'ung), adopted for offering blossoms of the 
nwJi hua {/asniinum sambac) or other fragrant flowers be¬ 
fore the domestic shrine. Closed at the top, the bottom is 
perforated and shaped for a screw cover for the introduc¬ 
tion of the flowers, and the sides are pierced in the inter¬ 
vals of the painted decoration, so that the fragrance may 
penetrate and be diffused. The group of figures on the 
sides represents the Taoist Triad, the three stellar divini¬ 
ties of happiness, rank, and longevity, and on the top is 
painted, in the same bright enamel colors of the Ch'icn-lung 
period, the Taoist immortal Tung Fang S&, speeding over 
the clouds, with a branch of peaches, the fruit of life, on his 
shoulder. Height, 6'/, inches. No. 333. 

Four Snuff - Bottles : 1. Blue and white; mark, 
Ch'icn-lung (334). 2. With foliations in relief: mark, Tao- 
kuang )iien chill 3. With dark, lustrous-brown glaze 
over dark-blue decoration : period (336). 4. In 
the form of a bud, and covered with a yellow glaze (337). 

Nos. 334-337- 

Beaker-shaped Vase [Hua Ku), of the K'ang-hsi period, 
artistically decorated, in bright enamel colors, with a pair 
of magpies in plumage of glossiest black, recalling the tint 
of the brilliant monochrome glaze of the period commonly 
known as " raven's-wing.” The birds are perched upon 
rocks, with a prunus-trec in the background, which extends 
its blossoming branches in all directions to cover the rest 
of the surface of the vase with a charming floral decora¬ 
tion. The mark underneath is an antique form of the char¬ 
acter fu, “happiness," in a small oblong panel, inclosed 
within a double circle. Height, 13'/, inches. No. 338. 

Eggshell Dish [To-t'ai P'an), painted in the delicate 
enamel colors, with gilding, of the famille rose. The dia¬ 
pered band encircling the rim is pink [rose ei'or), the floral 
brocade which succeeds it is displayed upon a lilac dia¬ 
per, and the convoluted edge of the central panel has the 
outline, which is that of a peony-petal folded over at inter¬ 
vals, penciled in gold. The graceful figures in the panel, 
upheld by light sprays of equisetum moss, represent the 
fairy goddess, Hsi Wang Mu, with a _/«-i scepter, and an 
attendant carrying a peach, painted in sepia tints lightly 
touched with gold. Diameter, 7’/^ inches. No. 339. 

Snuff-Bottle, in the shape of a gourd overgrown by 
a gourd-vine. No. 340. 

Large Vase (Ta P'ing). The opposite side of the piece 
illustrated in Fig. 328, showing the rest of the picture of 
the battle scene. The banner in the middle of the shoul¬ 
der of the vase is that of the imperial arm)-, being embla¬ 
zoned Ta Sting, “ The Great Sung," the name of the dynasty 
that reigned 960-1279. The group on the neck of the vase 
represents the commander-in-chief with a flag inscribed 
with his rank, slaiai, surrounded by his staff; they are gaz¬ 
ing upward on the god of war appearing on wheels of fire 
as an omen of victory. Height, 30 inches. No. 341. 

Porcelain Pili.ow (Tea Chfti). One of the square ends 
of the pillow shown in Fig. 16, decorated with a scene from 
a comedy painted in overglaze enamel colors. The other 

end is painted with a companion picture, taken apparently 
from the same play. Diameter, 6 inches. No. 342. 

Figure of Kuan Ti [Kuan Ti Hsiang), the Chinese god 
of war. Seated in a dragon-armed chair of carved wood, 
in a conventional attitude, with one foot raised upon a pile 
of rock, the other resting on a lion. The figure is deco¬ 
rated in antique style, sur biscuit, with minute and careful 
finish, in the rich enamel characteristic of the finest K'ang- 
to'period, combined with lavish gilding to throw out the 
delicate pierced work of the coat-of-raail. Height, ii 
inches. ^o. 343. 

Snuff-Bottle, with soft enamel decoration, of Cltieti- 
lung period ; mark, Cliing-lma. No. 344. 

Blue and White Snuff-Bottle. No. 345. 

The Twin Genii of Peace and Harmony [Ho Ho 
Erh Hsicn). decorated in bright enamel colors with gilding 
of the Ch'icn-lung period. One carries in his hand a blos¬ 
som and leaf of the sacred nelumbium, or lotus, the other 
holds a round box, full of precious gifts of happy omen. 
The pedestal simulates a bank of clouds, being worked with 
tiers of scrolls under the glaze of celadon tint with which 
it is enameled. Height, 12 inches. No. 346. 

Snuff-Bottle, with Shou-Lao and a deer in brilliant 
enamels, on a sang-de-ba:uf ground : Cli’ien-lung period. 

No. 347. 

Figure of Shou Lao [Slum Lao Hsiang), the Stellar 
God of Longevity. A small statuette of conventional de¬ 
sign painted in enamel colors of the Tao-kuang period. A 
peach, the symbolical “fruit of life.” is held in one hand, 
and the robe is brocaded with longevity [shou) characters. 
Height, 8 inches. No. 348. 

Relic Shrine, or DAgaba (7”a), richly decorated in 
enamel colors with gilding of the Cliien-lung period. The 
hollow dome in the center, with an open door, symbolizes 
the vault of heaven, and it is covered with arabesque-like 
scrolls of conventional “ paradise flowers ” [pao hsianghua). 
The spirelike summit is ringed to represent the twelve 
upper celestial tiers of the Buddhist universe; it is sur¬ 
mounted by a sacred umbrella, supporting in its top a pre¬ 
cious jar [pao-p'ing) bound with fillets. Underneath it is 
enameled pale green, like some of the finest imperial vases 
of the time. Height, i6 inches. No. 349. 

Blue and White Snuff-Bottle. No. 350. 

Snuff-Bottle, covered with a dark, apple-green 
crackle; K'ang-hsi No. 351. 

Oblong Plaque [Ch'a P'ing), mounted in a frame of 
carved wood with a stand as a screen picture. It is painted 
in colors, with a representation of the eight Taoist immor¬ 
tals, or genii [pa hsieii), crossing the sea in procession, on 
their way to the Elysian Fields, the Shou Shati, or “ Lon¬ 
gevity Hills,” of Taoist story, which are represented here 
as clad with fruit trees and gigantic evergreen pines. The 
enamels are those of the ordinary private pottery of the 
Ch'ien-lungYi^nod. Size, 18 X 11'/> inches. No. 352. 

Blue and White Snuff-Bottle; mark, Ch'ien-lung. 
No. 353. 

Flower Receptacles [Hua Cha), of whits Fin-Ting por¬ 
celain of the K'ang-hsi period, delicately molded in the 
shape of a bunch of nelumbium bound round with a reed. 
The folded peltate leaf, with its naturally convoluted mar¬ 
gin, forms the vase. The leaf-stalk curls round and is tied, 
as it extends upward, into a bundle with a fully expanded 
flower, showing the cupped lotus fruit in the middle, a bud, 
and a smaller leaf; all modeled in natural detail with the 
aid of the graving-tool. The soft-looking glaze, of ivory- 
white tone, has an undulating pitted surface. Height, 6 
inches. No. 354. 

Vase [Hua P'ing), of brown Kuangtung stoneware 
[Knang Yao), modeled in the form of an archaic ritual wine- 
vessel of bronze, with a string band in relief encircling the 
neck and oxen’s heads as handles. It is covered with a 
pale, greenish-blue glaze of crackled texture, which “ runs " 
in thick drops. Height, 5 inches. No. 355. 
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Saucer-shaped Plate {P'aH-i:ii). of eggshell porcelain 
of Cltien-liuig date, painted in enamel colors of the fatnillc 
rose, within panels and floral designs reserved in a richly 
enameled ground of mottled crimson tint. The large cen¬ 
tral panel is painted with a picture of fighting-cocks and 
peonies displayed upon a partially unrolled scroll. Sprays 
of plum-blossom fill in the spaces above and below ; and the 
border of the plate is decorated with small panel sketches 
of mountain and water scenery, alternating with sprigs of 
orchid. Diameter, 9 inches. No. 356. 

'•Hawthorn" Jar {RIei-Hua A’nan), of the K'ang-/isi 
period, with clumps of prunus-blossom, alternating with 
single flowers, studding the ground of mottled blue, which 
is traversed by a reticulation of darker blue lines. The 
flowers, originally reserved in white, have been filled in, 
subsequently, with bright-green and brick-dust-red enam¬ 
els, so as to form a kind of formal floral diaper of these two 
colors. Mark, double ring in underglaze blue. Height, 8 
inches. No. 357. 

WtNE-PoT {Chin I/u), of the K'ang-ksi period, with 
looped handle and cover, intended to be connected by a 
chain, enameled deep reddish brown of the '‘dead-leaf" 
type {tsA chili), and decorated over the brown monochrome 
glaze in enamel colors with gilding. It is painted, on the 
two sides, with the picture of a Taoist female divinity car¬ 
rying a basket of the sacred longevity fungus {ling-chih) 
suspended by a stick, and the cover is overlaid with small 
sprays of flowers. Height, 6 inches. No. 358. 

BoWL{fP<i«), of the K'ang-ksi period, having the inte¬ 
rior painted in blue and white with chrysanthemum scrolls 
and with a floral border round the rim. The outside, ori¬ 
ginally a plain monochrome brown, has been pierced on 
the lathe with a broad band of flowers and birds in Euro¬ 
pean style, executed, apparently, in Europe. Diameter, 6 
inches. No. 359. 

Teapot {Ch'a Hu), of the " armorial china ” type, richly 
decorated in enamels of the famille rose class, with gilding. 
This decoration consists of brocaded floral grounds and 
diapered bands inclosing foliated panels filled with sprays 
of chrysanthemum, peony, and other flowers. An oval 
panel reserved in the middle of the brocaded ground looks 
as if it were intended for a coat-of-arms, but is filled instead 
with a formal flower, which is painted in black touched 
with gold. The tray, shown in Fig. 378, of the usual hex¬ 
agonal form, with foliated and indented rim, is decorated 
with similar designs. No. 360. 

Saucer-shaped Dish {P'an tza), of eggshell texture, 
painted in bright enamel colors of the famille rose class with 
gilding. The decoration, of “armorial china” type, con¬ 
sists of floral bands and gilded diapers of Chinese style, in¬ 
closing emblems, partly European, partly Chinese, designed 
for the bridal service of the Dutch couple whose names 
and monograms are inscribed in gilded letters. Their 
miniature portraits have also been copied by the Chinese 
artist, whose work dates from about the middle of the 
eighteenth century. Diameter, 8 inches. No. 361. 

Teapot with Cup and Saucer {Ch'a Hu, IVan, Tick), 
part of a service painted in enamel colors with Chinese de¬ 
signs for the European market, early in the seventeenth 
century. The foliated panels contain grotesque h'i-lia, on 
a floral brocaded ground, and the intervals are filled in 
with branches of prunus-blossom and birds. The teapot 
has a band of floral diaper round the shoulder, and the 
cover is mounted with a floral knob. No. 362. 

Bowl {IVau), decorated in overglaze blue, red, and 
green enamels with a conventional floral ground studded 
at regular intervals with single blossoms. The formal bor¬ 
ders of Indian style that encircle the rims are relieved by a 
ground of crackled yellow, the upper edge is gilded, and 
there is a rim of green round the foot. Bowls of this pe¬ 
culiar style have been attributed by some to Persia, by 
others to Hindustan, or to Siam ; they would seem, how¬ 
ever, to have been made in China for this last countr}' alter 
the native taste. Diameter, 7 inches. No. 363. 

Plate {P’an tsh), one of a pair, ai-tistically decorated in 
soft colors of the famille rose, with the backs enameled in 
deep pink {rose d'or) round the border. The interior is 
painted with a landscape representing the Hsi Hu Lake at 
Hangchou. Temples are seen on the rocky islands, ap¬ 
proached by bridges of varied form, small boats are sailing 
in the lake and another is being towed along the bank. A 
range of mountains, dimly outlined in pink, stretches across 
in the far distance. The border is filled in with a diapered 
pattern on a pale-pink ground, interrupted by three foliated 
panels, which contain sprays of flowers and fruit, peonies 
and asters, peaches, pomegranates, and melons. Diameter, 
8 inches. No. 364. 

Receptacle for Water {Skui Ch'fng), of the faience 
called “boccaro," made at Yi-hsing-hsien. The paste of 
comparatively pale color, approaching buff, is coated with 
reddish-brown and purple-gray glazes, to imitate the tints 
of an autumnal leaf, in the shape of which the little dish 
is molded. The stand of carved ivory is mounted upon a 
second stand of rosewood. Length, 5 inches. No. 365. 

Gourd-shaped Vase {Hu-lu P'ing), of the K'ang-hsi 
period, enameled with a monochrome celadon glaze of pure 
tone and pale-greenish shade. The decoration, which is 
beautifully executed in slight relief in the paste, touched 
with the graving-tool, consists of a close interlacement of 
waving scrolls of the tree-peony {Pceonia movtaii). The rim 
of the mouth is defined by a line of while glaze, and the 
interior is lined with white enamel, as well as the foot un¬ 
derneath, where there is no mark inscribed. Height, 17'/, 
inches. No. 366. 

Tall Beaker {Hua Kn), decorated in cobalt-blue of 
brilliant tints developed under the pure translucent glaze 
characteristic of the K'ang-hsi period. The surface of the 
vase is divided by a light horizontal band of triangular fret 
into two sections, which are decorated with sprays of mag¬ 
nolia springing from rocks, so that the flowers stand out in 
snowy-white relief from a shaded background of pulsating 
blue. The mark, written underneath in three columns of 
two characters, within a large double ring, is Ta Ch'ing 
K'ang-ksi nien ckih, “ Made in the reign of K'ang-hsi (1662- 
1722) of the Great Ch'ing [dynasty].” Height, 20 inches. 

No. 367. 

Cream-Jug {Nai Knari), of the famille rose class, with a 
cover surmounted by a knob, modeled in European form, 
as part of a tea-set, and decorated with enamel colors in 
the style of the rouge d'or dishes. Foliated panels, contain¬ 
ing sprays of peony, hibiscus (China rose), jasmine, and 
other flowers, are inclosed in a gilded ground of diaper 
pattern. No. 368. 

Vase {Hua P'ing), of Kuangtung stoneware, with ring 
handles suspended on lions’ heads. The opaque body of 
dark-brown paste is covered with a thick, translucent glaze 
of bright-green tint mottled with brown and becoming gray¬ 
ish blue at the edges. Height, lo'/, inches. No. 369. 

Vase {P'ing), of Kuangtung stoneware, made of light 
but hard material, of brown color, with a pair of lizardlike 
dragons projecting in openwork relief from the base of the 
neck. It is enameled with a translucent crackled glaze of 
rich emerald-green color, passing into purplish gray toward 
the rim of the vase and over the more prominent parts of 
the molding. Height, 13'/, inches. No. 370. 

Censer {Hsiang Lu), of Fuchien porcelain, with a floral 
design composed of bamboos and peonies growing from 
rocks molded in relief under the typical ivory-white trans¬ 
lucent glaze with which it is invested. A circular seal, 
stamped under the foot, displays the inscription in archaic 
script,zAf/r,'• Made in the reign of Hsiian-te 
(1426-35).” Diameter, 8 inches. No. 371. 

Vase {Hua P'ing), of Fuchien porcelain {Chien tztt). The 
neck is ornamented with a band of fret succeeded by a ring 
of triangular foliations, and the body with four identical 
sprays of prunus modeled in relief, all worked in the paste 
under the pure white glaze, which is of ivory-white tone. 
Height. 7’/, inches. No. 372. 
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Hoof-shaped Vase {Ma T'i P'ing), of Fuchien porcelain, 
covered with a molded decoration in relief, displaying the 
eight Buddhist symbols of good augury, enveloped in wav¬ 
ing tillets and leafy scrolls. The white glaze of creamy tone 
has a slight bluish tinge. Height, 6'/, inches. No. 373. 

Water Receptacle {Shui Ch'(ng), of ancient Kuang- 
tung faience {Knaiig Yao), modeled in the form of a bronze 
sacrificial wine-vessel. The paste, of buB color, is invested 
with a celadon glaze of pale sea-green shade. Height, 2'/, 
inches; length. 6 inches. No. 374. 

Okimono, of Hirado ware ; three Chinese boys rolling 
a snowball. No. 375. 

Double Fish-Vase {Shiutug Ya P'ing), modeled in the 
form of a pair of fish springing upright from the waves, 
the bodies of which have coalesced to make a single mouth 
for the joint vase. The dorsal fins project on either side 
as handles: the other fins, the scaly bodies, the eyes and 
other details, as well as a fringe of waves round the foot, 
are worked in the paste, as part of the decoration of the 
vase, and come out in varied shade through the celadon 
glaze of pale blue-green tint with which they are invested. 
The vases are mounted as jugs with stands in an appro¬ 
priate setting of bulrushes. Height, 10 inches. No. 376. 

Vase {P'ing), one of a pair, decorated with a pale-blue 
souffle ground, derived from cobalt, penciled in a darker 
shade of the same undergl.aze color, with a brocaded design 
of prunus-blossoms and triangles. Pedestals and stoppers 
in the form of crowns of European work. Height, 4 inches. 

No. 377. 

Small Tea-Tfl\y {cU'apan), from the same set as the 
teapot shown in Fig. 360. painted in colors, with a similar 
crestlike badge in the middle. No. 378. 

Gourd-shaped Vase {Hu-lu P'ing), of the K'ang-ltsi pe¬ 
riod. with the lower two thirds of the globular body cov¬ 
ered with a glaze of caf&-au-Uiit color, succeeded by a girdle 
of grayish-white crackle, and a narrow band of blue and 
white diaper, the upper part being decorated in blue with 
flowers and lambrequins of floral brocade. European silver 
mounts. No mark. Height, 7 inches. No. 379. 

Mishima Bowl, of dark stoneware, enameled with a 
white glaze with the incised designs filled in with encaustic 
black clay. See page 338. 

Conical Archaic Bowl of Korean faience, of yellow¬ 
ish color stippled with darker spots. See p. 339. No. 380. 

Shaped Dish, of “ Old Japan " Iraari ware, richly deco¬ 
rated in brilliant colors with gilding. See p. 335. No. 381. 

Old Korean Bowl, with a lightly incised decoration 
under a buff-tinted celadon glaze, sparsely and superficially 
crackled. See page 338. No. 382. 

Te.mple Va.se, of Takatori pottery, enameled with a 
crackled green glaze of mottled tint, decorated in slip in 
low relief with Buddhist figures. No. 383. 

Ornament {Okimono), of Hirado porcelain molded in 
the shape of a white colza turnip with blue-tinted leaves, 
with a rat crouched upon the bulb. No. 384. 

Vase, of Kyoto faience, with a grayish sparsely crackled 
glaze decorated in enamel colors and gilding with flowers 
and insects in the “ Nishiki," or brocaded, style. No. 385. 

Incense-Burner {Karo), of Hirado blue and white por¬ 
celain, with a picture on the inner cylinder, seen through 
the openwork trellis, of five children playing in a garden, 
under a pine-tree, which spreads over the pierced cover. 
See page 367. No. 386. 

Censer {KSro), of white Hirado porcelain, molded in 
the form of a grotesque unicorn lion, with a movable head 
as a lid, with the details modeled in relief in the paste and 
lightly chased under the glaze. No. 387. 

Okimono, of white Hirado porcelain, with the figure of 
a ShOjO, with smiling face and long hair sweeping the 
ground, standing beside a tripod wine-jar with a bamboo 
ladle in his hand. No. 388. 

Incense-Burner {Koto), of Imari ware, fashioned in the 
shape of a cock perched upon a slump of wood and painted 

in enamel colors, black, brown, and red, with touches of 
gold and silver. Circa, 1700. No. 389. 

SakIi-Bottle of Okawaji ware, with a crackled celadon 
glaze. Fully described on page 366. No. 390. 

Small Censer {Koto), of Hirado porcelain, with a 
pierced outer trellised casing overspread with three sprays 
of chrysanthemum-flosvers modeled in slight relief. Silver 
openwork cover. No. 391. 

Satsuma Figure of Chinese boy {Kara-ko), holding a 
palm-leaf fan, richly decorated in enamel colors and gild¬ 
ing. No. 392- 

SAKt-BOTTLE of Satsuma ware, decorated in soft enamel 
colors and gold with sprays of Pauloivnia imperialis. Silver 
Kiku stopper.—Satsuma Va.SE, decorated in enamel colors 
with a selection from the precious objects called Takara- 
mono described on page 373. No. 393. 

Chinese Lion {Kara SUishi), of Hirado porcelain of the 
eighteenth century, with its left fore-foot upon an openwork 
ball of quatrefoil brocade pattern. The details are lightly 
etched under the white glaze, which is of pale greenish 
tone. No. 394. 

Satsuma Figure of Hotei.the Monk of the Hempen Bag, 
painted in enamel colors and gold. See p. 373. No. 395. 

Small Cylinder, with perforated side, of Hizen blue 
and white porcelain ; mark of Shonsui. No. 396. 

Vase, of KyOto porcelain, decorated in rich enamel 
colors with gilding, with elaborate floral scrolls and panel 
pictures of Buddhist figures described on p. 362. No. 397. 

Large Dish, of “Old Imari" ware, painted in under¬ 
glaze blue in combination with enamels and gilding in the 
typical ckrysantheiius-pdonicnne style. See p. 365. No. 398. 

Large Covered Jar, of “ Old Imari ” ware, decorated 
in colors and gold with pictures of outdoor scenes and bro¬ 
caded bands with pierced trellis-work panels. No. 399. 

Water-Pot, of Hizen porcelain molded in the shape of 
a fish-dragon, and painted in underglaze blue with touches 
of black enamel and gold. See page 366. No. 400. 

Sak£-Pot, of Hizen porcelain, decorated with dragons 
in the midst of flower-strewn waves, painted in dark green 
and other enamel colors. See page 366. No. 401. 

Cake-Dish, of Hirado porcelain, painted in blue with a 
group of seven Chinese boys playing under a pine-tree. 
See page 367. No. 402. 

Hirado Censer, of pale celadon tint, with openwork 
cover and trellis casing displaying the badge of the Toku- 
gawa house. See page 368. No. 403. 

Figure of Buddha, standing upon a lotus pedestal 
modeled in Hirado porcelain, and painted in blue with 
touches of brown and black. See page 368. No. 404. 

Vase, of Hirado porcelain, decorated in three sections, 
the middle lightly chased with scrolls enameled white, the 
other two decorated in colors relieved by a russet-red 
ground. See page 368. No. 405. 

Small Jar of Satsuma faience, with conventional floral 
scrolls in enamel colors and gold. Old silver cover, a 
lotus-leal. No. 406. 

Satsuma Figure of Chinese boy, holding up a jewel, 
richly decorated in enamel colors and gilding. No. 407. 

Satsuma Censer, fashioned as a bowl on a tripod stand 
pierced with three medallions and delicately painted in 
enamel colors and gold. See page 373. No. 408. 

Tripod Censer with mask handles, of Kutani porcelain, 
decorated in enamel colors. Cover of lacquered metal. 
More details are given on page 376. No. 409. 

Satsuma Censer, modeled in the shape of a court hat, 
with pierced work and painted decoration of floral scrolls. 
See page 373. No. 410. 

Bowl, of Kutani porcelain, artistically decorated in 
brilliant enamel colors with sprays of iris painted upon a 
soft milk-white ground. See page 376. No. 411. 
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Abbot Collection. 257. 
Ablution vessels of porcelain. 13. 
Accadian source of Chinese civilization, 16. 
Africa, 118; Chinese trade with, 303. 
After T'ang, 3t. 
Agra sacked by the Mahrattas, 129. 
Aich!, 361. 
Ai lien chfin shang, 58, 
Airivata, 64. 
Ai yeh, 68. 
Alcantara, collection in Royal Palace of, 304. 
Alchemists, the three, 123: mediteval, 65. 
Alcock, Sir Rutherford, 345, 
Alms-bowl, the sacred, 64, 70, 352: made of por¬ 

celain, 13. 
Altar-cups. I3i; their proper colors, 122, 251. 
Altar of Earth, utensils for, 122, 
Altar of Heaven, 122, 251. 
Altar of Jupiter, 122, 
Altar of the Sun. 122. 
Amakusa, 367. 
Amaranthus, 217. 
Ania-Yaki, 388. 
Ameya Yeisei, 348, 
Am'itdbha, 296- 
Amoy, 158; a center of Kuang-yao manufacture, 

316. 
Analysis of blue material. 227. 
Ancestral Temple at Peking. 25t. 
Ancestral worship in China, 237. 
Ancient odes, 45. 
Anderson, William, 347. 
An hua, 143, 244. 
An hui, lot, 148, 206. 
Animals, Buddhist mythological, 397, 
An lung, 244, 
Annals of Fou-Iiang hsien. 99. 
Antimony ore, 141. 
Antiquaries in China, 189. 
Antiquities, Chinese, 323 ; works on, 324. 
An-yei, 358, 371. 
Aoi, 376. 
Aoki Yasohachi, 362. 
Aoyama Koyemon, 362. 
Apple-green Lang-yao, 161. 
Arabesques, 137. 
Arabic inscriptions, 72, 118, 119. 
Arab trade with China, 15- 
Arbor-vilat-leaf, 140. 
Archaic characters, 28. 
Arhats, 341, 395. 
Arita, 21, 335, 352: kilns, 363, 364; technical 

school at. 365 : first pottery at, 335. 
Armorial china, 200, 201, 307. 
Arrow-receptacles, 350, 356. 
Arsenic, 279. 
Arsenious acid, colors developed from, 269. 
Art, Chinese books on, 323. 
Artificer's Record. 330, 
Art of Japan, its chief exponents, 347, 
Artemisia-leaf, 68. 
Ashes used in the glaze, how prepared, tot, 223, 
Ashikaga Shoguns, 338. 
Asia under Mongol rule, 286- 
Astrological figures, 284. 
Aubergine. 74, 83, 88-90. 
Aubergine-purple, how applied, 167; of Yung- 

ching period, 196, 
Augustus the Strong, 5, 32, tsg, 
AvaJokila, 296, 314. 
Avery Collection. 5. 
Awaji ware, 343. 
Awala ware, 341. 362, 370; how distinguished 

from Satsuma, 342. 
Azure-blue, 181. 

B 

Babylonia (= Cairo), the Sultan of, 304 
Bagdad, 7. 
Bai-kwa do Co Hei Sei, 346. 
Bamboo. 66; a symbol of longevity, 300. 
Bamboo grove, the Seven Worthies of. 302, 
Bamboo tablets, 28. 
Bamboo lube and rods. 65. 
Banko-yaki, 341. 
Baragon Turned, 54, 64. 
'* Barbering ’* of porcelain, 311. 
Barbotine, 226. 
Barcelona, 84. 
Basins in Lung-ching period, 128. 
Baskets of porcelain, perforated, 250. 
Bat. a rebus-device, 70; homonym of happiness, 71. 
Batavia, a factory established at, 304. 
Batavian decoration, 256; ware, 166. 
Battersea enamels. 212. 
Battle-scenes, 288. 
Beads of porcelain, 357, 
Beakers (ku). loi, 
Belles-lettres, works relating to Chinese, 328. 
Bethlehem, 234- 
Bethnal Green Museum, 346. 
Bible of Taoism, 291, 
Bibliography of Chinese ceramics. 320-332. 
Bibliethiqii! de tEnseignement des Beaux-Arts. 

347- 
Biblioihique Nationale, 84 
Bing, M. J., 347, 350. 
Bird, the three-legged solar, 61. 
Birds and flowers, 301, 
Birds paying court to the phtenix. 301. 
Bishop, H. R., g8. 
Bizen-yaki, 341, 356, 
Bleu de roi, 142. 
Bleu fouette, 165. 
Black enamel, 379. 
Black glazes, 166, 228 ; copies of, in Yung-chSng 

period, 205 ; minerals used for, 367- 
Black grounds of the grand feu, 375. 
Black, metallic, 166, 
Blanc-de chine, 29. 55, 92. 
Blowing on the glaze, 230. 
Blue, the leading color on porcelain, 227 ; the fa¬ 

vorite Ming color, 138, 287; under the glaze, 
335: selection of the material, 228; derived 
from cobalt, 165: of the grand feu. 274: Mo- 
h.immedan, 107, 112, 118, 120, 279: porcelain, 
133, 135. 

Blue and white. 21, 24, 47, 106, 107.123, 125, 130, 
159, 171, 203, 267, 286, 341, 367; crackle, 170; 
pieces illustrated. Figs. 14, 17. 34, 39, 42, 51, 
54, 83, go, 112. 114, 12S, 135,176, 178. 184, 
187. 204, 276, 232. 334, 247, 248, 369, 290, 
3". 33'. 334. 345. 35°. 353. 3*6. 396, Plates 
XLII, XLIX. CXIl, CXIII : imported into 
Europe, 158. 

Board of Works, 157- 
Boccaro, 8, 77, tig, 145, 197. 198, 317, 
Bodhidharma, 296. 297, 314. 317 ; shown in Plate 

XLI. 
BQdhisat, 188, 295. 296. 
BSdhisatlva, 368, 
Boku-heii, 370, 371. 
Boku-Shoki, 372- 
Buku-Sokuan, 372. 
Bonzes, 152, 296. 
Bonzesse, 348. 
Book of C'/mnges. 60, 320, 
Book of History, 16, 302, 32a 
Book of Odes. 320. 
Book of Rites. 320. 
Borneo, 86, 104, 260. 
Boston Museum, 336. 

ger, 306, 317. 
Bottle-gourd, 300. 
Boucher, Guillaume, 286- 
Bow decoration of Oriental porcelain. 309. 
Bowls, 122, 141: decorated in blue, 95 : used for 

lea-drinking, 14: of Lung-ch'ing period, 127; 
of Chia-ching period, 123, 125. 

Branches, the twelve, 32. 
Brinkley, quoted or referred to. 21, gt, 336, 359, 
Briquettes, 177. 
British Museum, 5, 11, 22,118,145. 149, 309, 338. 
Brocaded ware, 114, 372, 373, 
Brocade patterns, list of ancient, 136, 
Brocades, old silk used as decorative motive, 287, 
Broissia, Marquis de, 152. 
Broiigniart, M. Alexandre. 8, 9. 142, 172. 
Bronze, the chief material for artistic work in 

China, 284. 
Bronze articles, a penal offense to possess, 97. 
Bronze sacrificial vessels, different kinds of, 250. 
Bronzes, Chinese works on. 324. 
Brown glaze, its varieties and many names, 166 ; 

its ingredients, 141. 
Brown porcelain, 123, 126. 
Browms of the grand feu, 274. 
Brush pots, or cylinders, 27, 96, 250, etc. 
Brush-washers, 70, 96. 
Bubbling, 231. 
Buddha, 123. 245: jade image of, iii; the coming, 

296; signs on his foot, 92, 
Buddha's-hand citron, 80. 
Buddha's-head blue, 140, 228. 
Butidha’s heart, 64, 
Buddhism, 59; its introduction into China, 62, 

294; its spread to Korea and Japan, 295: its 
influence on Chinese art. 286, 297; of Tibet, 
work on. 295. 

Buddhist bronze objects, 285. 
Buddhist literature, vasiness of, 295. 
Buddhist, Messiah, 296, 314, 373: mythological 

animals, 297: sets of five, 252; symbols, 54, 
60. 62, 64: trinity. 362. 

Bungo, Prince of, 370. 
Bunkwa, 375, 
Bunroku, 370, 
Bunsei, 362, 
Burghley House Collection. 128, 304. 
Burlington Fine Arts Club, 41. 53.171, 304. 
Burma, 84. 
Burning of the books, 28. 
Butsuami, 361. 
Byzantium, 234. 

Cafe-au-lait color, 166. 
Caillou transparent, 181. 
Cairo and Aleppo, 303. 
Caldrons with three hollow legs, 101. 
Calendar plant, 283. 
Calicut. 235. 
Cambalu, 99, 105. 
Camellia-leaf green, 168, 
Canary-yellow. 75. 346. 
Canonical books, 320. 
Canon of Changes. 60, 
Canton, 149, 158. 235 ; visited by the Portuguese. 

304. 
Canton ware. 197. 
Capital of the Tycoon, 345. 
Carmine, 267. 
Carnot, President, 337. 
" Cash," 7, 57. 69, 78. 
Cassia-tree, 61. 
Cassius, purple of, 268. 
Castanets, 65. 
Catalogue of Imperial Library at Peking, 320- 
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Cathay, 286. 
Catty, its «|iiival5nt in pounds. 139. 
Celadon, 67: the name explained, 84, 273, 274; 

imported into Europe, 158, 305; found in Af¬ 
rica, 84; colorable imitations of, 24S; its in- 
fredients, 141; in the Yuan, 10+; pieces illus¬ 
trated, Figs. 7. 13, 26, 43, 44, too, 107, 117, 
119, 120, 742. 152, 155, t59, t75, 183, 204, 235, 
284. 296, 366. 376. i’lales VII, XV. XXXV, 
XXXVI. XXXVIII, XL, LXXXVI. 

Celadon de cuivre, 273. 
Celebrated porcelain of different dynasties, 76. 
Celebrated Writers and Artists, Cyelopesdia of. 

Celestial Fox. the, 299, 
Censers, 79. 81, 82, 94. 128, etc.: used in tea 

ceremonies of Japan, 344, 
Ceramic art, appreciatetl in the T’ang, 13; its 

culminating period in China, 25 ; miscellaneous 
hooks regarding. 228 : bibliography of, in Chi¬ 
nese, 320 ; of Japan, 340 ; its fundamental col¬ 
ors, 351; a general sketch of. 350. 

Ceramic art. History of the, by Jacquemart, 24. 
Ceramic colors. 267-281. 
Ceramic industry of Japan, traditions regarding. 

18 ; its principal centers, 349-356 : fostered by 
the Dutch, 365. 

Ceramic literature, Japanese, 347. 
Ceramic records, abstract of. 329. 
Ceramics, Chinese works on, 320-332. 
Ceramic terms. Japanese, 340. 
Ceramic wares of Japan, the principal, 357 ; how 

classed, 341. 
Ceremonial classic, 9. 
Ceylon, blue and white discovered in. rap, 
Ch’a, 52, 121 ; chung, 103, lt3, 122; hu, 120. 
Ck'a Ching. r4, 327, 
Chaffers, W., 32. 

Ch'ai porcelain. 15, 76, 79. 95. 
Cha-ird, 348. 
Chaityas, 297. 
Ch'ai yao, 73. 
Ch.ijin, 348. 
Chakra, 63. 
Chakravarlin (universal sovereign). 54, 
Chakravartlt RajS. 63, 64. 
Chaldea, 285. 
Ch'a-lu (history of tea). 94, 313, 327. 
Chamberlain. Professor, 19; quoted, 20, 
Champlevd, 235, 318. 
Chan (spade), 65: (wine-cup), no, 122. 163. 
Chang.259; (entrails). 63: {prosperity), 48 ; (the 

potter), 86; (the twelve), 61. 
Ch’ang-an (capital of Shensi), t48. 
Chang brothers, 83. 
Chang Chao-lin, 157, 160, 
Ch’angCh'i, 99. 
Chan ching chai chih, 46, 
Chang Ch'i-chung. 26. 
Chang Ch'ien-l6, 254, 
Chang-chou, tl9, 317. 
Chang Chui-chang. 79. 
Ch'ang Ch'un Kung, 47. 
Changes, Book (or Cij«f«) of, 60, 320. 
Chang Hua-mci, 139. 
Ch’aag ku ch'i, 25. 
Chang Kuo, 65. 
Chang Kuo Lao, 293, 
Ch'ang ming fu kuei, 54- 
Ch'ang-nan-chfn, 148. 
Ch'ang-ngo, The lady, 299. 
Chang River, 57, 105, 148. 
Chang-shan, t4o, 237. 
Chang Shfing 4rh. " Chang Secundus," 83. 
Chang Sh8ng-yi, 83. 
Chang Ssu-ming, 157. 
Chang-tfi-fu. 92. 
Ch'ang wu chih, 95. 
Chang Yin-huan Collection, rr. 
Cha-no-yu, 348, 371 : first utensils used, 344, 358 ; 

in Japan, 338: its infiuence on Japanese pot- 

Chao-ch'ing fu. rpS. 
Chao K'ai, god of the potters, 237. 
Chao-fien ('■ worship of heaven "). roi. 
Ch'a p'an, 245. 
Ch'a-pci, 80. n2, 118. 
Chapu, 3t3. 

Ch'a P'u. 327. 
Charles VII, King of France. 304. 
Cha tou ("slop-dishes"). 123, 12S, 
Cha-tsubo, 373. 
Chaltra ("umbrella"). 63. 
Chavannes, M., 283. 
Ch'a-yeh-mo, 218. 
Chawan Klubei, 362. 
Chawan-saka, 361. 
Chi (= Chekiang), too, tot, 228) -liao, 22S. 
Chekiang. 14. 76. 227, 3t2, 313. 
Chelsea color-painting on Oriental porcelain, 309. 
Chelsea, soft porcelain of, t7o. 
Chemistry unknown in China, 267. 
Chin (gem), 57. 
Ch'in (dynasty), 147 ; (ancient feudal state), g. 
Chin Chih, " paper-weights." 93- 
Ch'fn Chi-ju. 95. 
Ch'fin-chou Fu, 9. 
Ch'ing Chun-fang (a noted ink-maker), 329. 
Ching Ho, 7, 8r. 
Ch'ing-hua, 25, 31. 40, 44, 76, 77, to6, 107. 113- 

117, 120, t59. 160, 171, 227, 24S; blue and 
white, copied in Yung-ching period, 203 ; marks 
on K’ang-hsi porcelain. 305; porcelain, 113: 
five-color porcelain, copied in Yung-ching pe¬ 
riod. 200- 

Ch'ing hua nien chih, 40. 
Ch'ing shih mo yuan. 329. 
Ching-ti (emperor), 2t, 40, 77, trS. itg, tyj. 

200: porcelain, 118-120. 200. 
Ching li nien chih, itg, t2o. 
Chen-ting-fu, 82 ; its porcelain. 100, 
Chin ting hsiian chih, 50. 
Chin Tsung, 38. 
Ching-t'ung, 38, 113, 
Chin wan, 57. 
Chin yii, 57. 
Chi (good fortune), 56, 
Chia (ftine-vessel), 83. 
Chia-ch'ang, 31. 
Chia-ching, 28, 39, at. to6, to7, no, t2o, tii, 

126, 137, 140-142, 144, 171, 227, 233; designs, 
rat, 122; copies of, 203 : porcelain, iao-126. 

Chia-ch'ing, 8. 43. 46. 48. 49, 52, 74. 238, 239, 
240: porcelain, 240; pieces illustrated, Fig.s. 8, 

Chia-ch'ing (azure put in press), lS6. 
Chia-ch'ing yli chih, 44- 
Chia-ho, 76. 
Chia-hsing-fu. 76. 
Chia k'uan (private marks). 58. 
Chiang (= Kiangnan), Joo. 
Chiang Ch'i, 329. 
Ckiang-hsi T'ung Chih. 2, 164, 206 ; ils different 

editions, T94, 322. 
Chiang-t'ai (pasle-bodietl), 170. 
Chiang t'ang. 53, I3i. 
Chiang-tou Hung (Haricot red or jieach-lfioom), 

4. 23. 163- 
Chiang-ts'un, 114. 
Ch'iang-wei, the Rosa indica, 301. 
Chiang-yu (= Kiangsi). 209, 
Chiao (watered or pale), 201, 
Chiao ch'ing, t43. 
Chiao huang, 153. 
Chiao shih p'ing, 108. 
Chiao ting, 90. 
Chiao tzQ, 201, 
Chia-i2fl, 32, 34. 
Chia Wu, 34. 
Chia yii. 148. 
Chi chin ju yii. 57. 
Chi ch'i, 122, 
Chi ch'ing, 48, 246. 267. 
Chi ch'ing yu yu, 71. 
Chi-chou, 73, 90, 259. 
Chicken-cups, 44, 114. 
Chicken-red, 196. 
Chicken's-claw, 232. 
Ch'ieh p'i tzfl, 167, ig6, 
Chieh-t'ien, toi. 
Ch'ieh tid, 74, 90, 
Chien (sword), 643. 
Ch'ien (" cash "), 67 ; (heaven), 55. 
Chien-an. 91, 94. 
Chien-chang-fu, 102. 
Chien-chou, 73, 90, 91, 96, 102, 
Chien chu kuan. 135. 

Ch'ien fin, t4i. 143. 
Chien-k'ang, 147- 
Ch'ien k'un ch'ing tai, 127, 132, 
Ch'ien-lung, 3. 28-31, 38, 4'. 43. 4-4. 4<^53. ^5. 

71, 74, 75, 144. 148. 157. 159. '68, 174. '9°. 
3o6-2t9. 220. 236, 238, 243, 245, 242; some 
specialties of the period, 215 : its fin-ting ware, 
169; its flower decorations. 217 ; its openwork 
carving, 144; pieces illustrated. Figs. t3, 27, 
31. 36, 50, 55, 61, 62, 65. 76, 79, 87, 90, 100, 
108. 112. 118, 146, 163, 168, 170. 176. 179. '83. 
185. 186, 189, 191, 249, 263, 267, 269, 270. 271. 
273, 274, 277, 279, 281-286, 292, 296. 300, 301. 
314. 3'7. 330, 333. 334. 336, 344. 346. 347. 3+9. 
353, 362, Plates XVI, XIX, XXII, XXVt. 
xxvn, XXIX, XXX. xxxi. xxxv, 
XXXVI, XXXVIil. XLIV-XLVI, LXIV, 
LXXVI-LXXVIlI,LXXXi,LXXXVll,XCIl. 

Ch'ien-lung nien chi, 211, 213. 
Ch'ien-lung yii chih, 44. 
Ch'ien Nlu the cowherd, 240. 
Chien-ning-fu, 91, 313- 
Ch'ien-t'an, 221. 
Chien t'ao, 99. 
Chien-l'ung. 250. 256. 
Chien u'u (Ftichien ware), 92, 271, 313, 357: ex¬ 

amples of. Figs. 371-373. Plate XI11. 
Chien-yang hsien, 102, 313. 
Chien Yao. 23. 92, 3t3; Takenioto's copies of, 

346. 
Chih-ching, 39, 2S6. 
Chih-chih, 99. 
Chih-ch'ui p'ing, 243. 
Chi-hsiang, 62. 
Chi hsiangju i. 56. 
Chih hsiu ts'ao t'ang. 49. 
Chih-hua, the Gardenia Honda, 30t. 
Chihli. 14, 74, 90. '37- 
Chih Nii, " the spinning damsel," 240. 
Chih fu tsu chai ts'ung shu, 331. 
Chih-tzd. loi. 
Chi Hung, 79. 196, t6l, 213, 243. 
Ch'ih-luitg (dragon)./rtjrr'm. shown in Fig. 278. 
Chi kang. 44, [ 14. 
Chi-kuan, sot, 
Chikuzen. 371. 
Children in porcelain decoration, 302. 
Ch'i-Iin, 299. 
Ch'i-mSn-hsien. 221. 
Ch'in (or Kin), 61. 
Chin. Prince of. 82. 
China, its administrative divisions, 321 ; not iso¬ 

lated. 2S6; Arab trade with, 15. 
China (porcelain), armorial, 307; examples of. 

Figs- 52, 360. etc. 
Chin ch'ing Yu, 142. 
Ch'in. Ch'i, Shu. Hua, 60, 69, 
Chin dynasty, 34, 76, 227, 312. 
Chinese art. 323; characters, 26, 27, 189: chro¬ 

nology, 16: civilization, 16; copies ofold Imari 
ware, 305: cycles, table of. 33; dictionaries, 
321 : dynasties, table of, 34; literary research, 
15: encyclopaidias, 322, 323; intercourse with 
western Asia, 286 ; numerals, table of, 59 ; pro¬ 
nunciation, 28 I provinces producing porcelain, 
3t2 : script, 28 : syllabary, 27 ; works on geog¬ 
raphy. 321. 

Chinese-English dictionaries, 321. 
Chinese and Japanese ceramists contrasted, 351. 
Chinese language, 26, 70; ils transliteration, 27; 

used in Japan, 340. 
Chinese Music, 61. 
Chinese porcelain, classification of, 73 : decoration 

of, 282-302 : Julien's book on, 347. 
Ching-ch'in period, 287, 
Ching-lien Hall, 48. 
Ching lien t'ang fang ku chih, 48. 
Ching-lung period, 12. 
Ching Pao (Peking Gazette), 236. 
Ching ssd t'ang chih, 49. 
Ching-lai, 234, 286. 
Ching-l'ai, 38, 113. 
Ching t4. 78, [48. 152. 
Ching t6-ch4n fassim, its name, position, history, 

etc., 147-155: described by P4re d'Entrecolles, 
150-152 ; its furnaces by Scherzer, 154, 155 ; etc. 

Ching-tl-cAln T'aoLu. i, 12. 95. 149; quoted, 
157, 162, 191, 198, 208, 236, 237, 316; Us con¬ 
tents, 332. 
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Ching-tih (same as ChSng-tS), 119, 
Ching wei t'ang chih, 46. 
Ching-jTj, 136. 
Ch’ing (congratulations), 56: (good (ortunel. 61; 

(a sounding-stone). 60, 65 ; (pure), 156. 
Ch'ing-Ch’iian, 152, 
Ch’ing dynasty, 34; table of rulers of, 35, 37; 

marks, 41. 
Ch’ing fan (iron sulphate), 141, 142. 
Ch’ing hua liao, 140. 
Ch’ing hua (blue and white), 153. 
Ch’ing hua pai ti (blue decoration on white 

ground), 171, 
Ch’ing kuo (a fiaiit), 185, 
Ch'ing-Uen, 267. 
Ch’ing pai tz’Q (celadon porcelain), 126, 
CKingpi ts'aHg. 73, 76, 325, 
Ch'ing t'aiS, 7, 83, 90, 340, 
Ch’ing Wan Hui. 325- 
Ch'ingj-ao, (44, I45' 
Chin-hua-fu, 227. 
Chin-Jukwan. 372. 
Chin-K’fng, loi. 
Chinkiang, 148. 
Chin ku (golden valley), 58. 
Chin lu (handkerchief boxes). 134. 
Chin lun (golden wheel), 64. 
Chin lit yu, 142, 
Ch'i pao. 60, 64. 
Chin (kin) po (gold leaf), 141, 
Chin-sha, iij, 
Ch’in Shih Huang (emperor), 28, 152. 
Chinla-mani, 64. 
Ch'in ling iu chin t'ou shii chi ch'fng, 323, 
Ch'in ling P'ei iuSn chat shu hua p'u, 323, 
Chin-Tokitsu, 372. 
Ch'in wang (imperial prince). 164. 
Chin Vung-chiin, 148, 
Chiseled work, 159. 
Ch’i lai (seven generations), 257, 
Chiu (wire), 52, 121. 
Chiu chan, 103, 122, 
Chiu-chiang (Kiukiang). 105. 
Chiu chung (wine-cups), 122, 
Chiii-hai t’ang, 3ot, 
Chiu Hat (wine seas), 125, 133. 
Chiu hu (wine-pots), 103, 
Chiu pei, 1(5, 
Chiu p’ing (wine-flask), 92, 
Chiu shih t’ung chu, 170. 
Chiu tsun. 69- 
Chi yii pao ting chlh sh6n, 57. 
Chi yii t’ang chih. 50, 
Choch’i (table services), 122. 127, 226, 230. 
Choji-buro, 344. 
Chojiro choyu, 348, 
Chokei, 348. 
Choniu, 348, 
Chopsticks of porcelain, 258, 
Chou dynasty, 9. 16, 31, 60, 73, 227, 
Chou Ch'i yuan, 140. 
Chou Kao ch’i, 318, 
Chou Kung. 60. 
Chou Li, 320. 
Chou Mao-shou, (14. 
Chou Riiual, 9, 320, 
Chou Tan ch’uan. 8t, 146, 3(3. 
Chou (historiographer), 28. 118. 
Choyu, 34S. 
Chronology. Chinese, 9, 16, 32, 
Chuan (a brick), 26; (seal characters), 29, 37; 

(complete), 57. 
Ch'uan Fu. 327. 
Ch’uan {e=Ssu-ch’uan), 100. 
Ch'uan-chow. 102, 104, 
Chuang-yuan, 57. 
Chuang yuan chi ti, 57, 
Ch’uan Hsin Ho, 111. 
Chuan Hsii, 34. 
Ch’u-chou-fu, 83, 84, 
Chileh (horns), 68: libation-cups, 80, iig, 122, 
Chu Hsi-hsiao, 109, 
Chu hung (vermilion red), 90, 
Chui ch’i (engraved pieces), 143. 
Ch'ui ch’ing (souffle blue), 184. 
Chui-hua (engraved designs), 20t, 
Ch’ui hung (souffli red), 180, 184, 
Chu Lin Ch’i Hsien, 302, 
Ck'nn ch'in, 321, 

Chun-chou, 94, 242 ; glares. 195. 197 : porcelain, 
75. 88, 90, 96, 98, 209, 262 : potteries, 108, 

Chung (bell), 61, 63 ; (cups), (24, 163, 
Ch'ung-chfin porcelain, 41, 137. 
Chung ku ch'i, 25, 
Chung-li ch’uan, 48.64, 292. 
Chung-Tsung (emperor), 148. 
Ch’unpaiyu (pure white glaze), 143, 
Chiin yao, 73, 77, 88, 89, Plate XCIV. 
Chiin-yu, 146, 153, 242, 263. 
Chii-p’i (orange-peel), 170, etc. 
Chu P’ing. 94. 
Chu P'ing Ch6n, 64. 
Church at Ching-t6-ch4n, 152. 
Chu Shan (Jewel Hill). 152. 
Chu shih chii. 58. 
Ch’ii shun Mei yii t'ang chih, 50. 
Chu Sui, 12, 13. 148. 
Chu t'ai, t30, 135, 
Chu Ts’ang Shfin, 64. 
Chu tsun, 122. 
Chu Tz’d-pu (a physician), 117. 
Chu Yen (author of T’ao Shuo), I. 330. 
Chu Yi-tsun, 115. 
Cinnabar lac. Carved, 264: illustrated in Plate 

XXXVII, 
Citron, Buddha’s-hand, 80. 
Qalr de lune. 4, 42. 74, 78, 79, 90. 104. 158, 164. 

igt, 198, 214; crackle, 261; illustrated in Plate 
LI. 

Classification of Chinese porcelain, 24, 73, 
Cloisonnd. a Byzantine art, 286, 361 ; flourished 

in Wan-li period, 138 ; blue glaze, 200 ; enam¬ 
els. 44, 234. 

Clos-e-boilers, 344, 
Cobalt, 7; native ore of, 143. 
Cobalt-blue, 39, 107; the predominating color, 

229: introduced by the Arabs, 74; used in 
Hizen potteries, 335; failure of supply of, 118; 
decoration in, 126, 158: underglaze in K’ang- 
hsi, 173: pieces, Figs. 22, 4'. 53. 93. 324. 
367. Plates H, Vin, XVIII, LXII. 

“Cock-spurs," 334. 
Coifee-colored glaze, 166, 203, etc. 
Collectors of Japanese wares, 357. 
Color-grinding described by T’ang Ying, 228, 
Colored enamels used on Hirado ware. 368. 
Colored glass factory at Peking. 212. 
Coloring materials used in decorating porcelain, 

Colors, Chinese ceramic, 267-281; described by 
P^re d’Entrecolles, i8t, 183 ; used in the Ming 
period, 140, 141 : that resist heat, 154. 172: in 
the K’ang-hsi period, rya; in the Yung-ching 
period, 194-205: characteristic of Nicn Yao, 
191: used by the Dutch, 309; their symbolism, 
251. 

Colza turnip, 340. 
"Comb-teelh ’’ texture, 366, 
Comfit-dishes, 258. 
Commendation, marks of, 57. 
Common pottery of Japan, 34:. 
Confucius, 123, 237, 245, 283. 
Confucianism, 59. 289. 
Confucian Temple, 28. 
Constantinople, 234, 235. 
" Copper celadon," 161. 
Copper-greens, 273. 
Copper-red, 123,127, 196; during dilferent peri¬ 

ods, 272; art of firing lost, 116; underglaze 
decoration in, 173; pieces. Figs. 15, 28, 144, 

Copper silicate, 107. 
Coque d’oeuf, 23t. 
Coral-red, 4, 30, 165; derived from iron, 2fo; 

examples of. Plates XXVI, XXVUI, LXVII; 
combined with gold, 174: example of, Plate 
XXVIII; of the Ming period, 142: of the 
Ch'ien-lung period, 214; illustrated in Plates 
XCII. XXV'I, of the Yung-chfing period. 202; 
pieces, Figs. 4, 67. 96. 150, 161, 24a, 259, 
314- 

Couleurs de grand feu, 142, 172, 173; de demi- 
grand feu, 14a. 172 ; de petit feu, 172. 

Counterfeits, fraudulent, 248. 
Crackled glaze (sui yu). 184, 185: how prepared, 

260; produced at will, 215. 
Crackled ware of China, 22, 104, 215, 259, 260, 

313, etc. I of Japan, 341. 

Crackle petuntse, 260, 
Crackling, 259: due to a physical cause, 260; 

originally accidental. 215. 
Cream-colored faience of Japan, 341. 
Cream-colored glaze, 336, 
Cricket-fighting. 108, 250. 
Crusades, 303. 
“Crushed strawberry," 163. 
Cucumber-green, 157, 168; illustrated, Plate 

LXXVlIt. 
Cups, various kinds of, 82, 114. 
Cycles of sixty years, 32; table of, 33. 
Cyclopatdias, Chinese, 322. 
Cymbidium ensifolium, 217. 

D 
Daishoji, 374, 375. 
DJgabas, 297 ; illustration of one. Fig, 349, 
Dana Collection, 5, to. 108, 337, 
Dark First Cause, 291, 
Date, Prince, 364. 
Dawn-red, 51. 
Dead-leaf, 75. 123, 141. 166, etc. 
Deck, M., 229, 
Decorated porcelain classified, 172, 215, 
Decorated Satsumn, 372. 
Decoration, cobalt-blue predominates. 229; mo¬ 

tives of, 282-302; in foreign style. 234; in 
enamel colors, 144: in mixed colors, 173. 2t6: 
in sepia, 173; in white siip, 218, 266: in ink- 
black, 202: in gold, 144; in gold and silver, 174: 
sur biscuit. 175; of dilTerent w.nres, 122, 137. 
144, 174. 238. 345. 355. 360. etc-; g'aaes used 
by the Japanese in. 343. 

Decorative art of the Chinese, 247 ; designs used, 
163. 284, 285, 287, etc.; objects, 255; proc¬ 
esses, 143. 

Decorum Ritual, 320. 
Deer, an attribute of Shou Lao, 65 ; emblem of 

longevity, 66. 299. 
Ddgourdi, 231. 
Delft potters and the Chinese muffle colors, 309, 

352 : ware in China, 305. 
Demi-grand feu colors, 172, 215 ; glazes, 174. 
Denarv Cycle, 32, 
Dendrites, 140, 223. 
D'EnirecolIes. See Pire d’Entrecolles. 
Deniaro, 358. 
Descriptive list of the illustrations, 377-416. 
Designs in the time of Pire d’Entrecolles, 186: 

in the Ch’ien-Iung period, 213: with Arabic 
writing, 305. 

Determinatives in Chinese, 26. 
Devices as marks, different kinds ol, 59. 60. 
Dharani, 131, 132, 285, 
Dharmalrdta, 295. 
Dhvaja, 63. 
Dice-boxes, 250. 
Dictionaries, Chinese, 27, 321. 
Dieljlra speclabilis. 217. 
Dilatation, coefficient of. in porcelain. 231. 
Diospyros, 101, 109. 
Dipping, 230, 
Divination, symbols of. 59. 
D6gen, Buddhist abbot. 20, 357. 
DohaChi. 354. 
Dolichos sinensis, 4. 163. 
Dollar, Mexican, 78. 
Domburi, 376. 
Domestic altars, sacrificial vessels used on, 251, 
Doniu. 348. 
Double-ring mark, 26. 
"Drageoirs" of porcelain, 258. 
Dragon, 70, 297; a full account of. 298; bowls. 

156: -gate, 290; -horse, 60: lamp (Chiao 
ting), 90: procession, Fig- 230; vases. 129- 

Dresden Museum, 5. 22, 55, 129. 158, 309- 
Dualism, Chinese, 60, 61. 
Ductile Jade Hall, 45. 
Duodenary Cycle. 284. 
D’Urfi, Honore. 84. 
Du Sartel, 245. 
Dutch East India Company, 5, 22, 304; as im¬ 

porters of porcelain, 158; their factory at 
Hii-ado, 365. 

Dutch influence on Japanese ceramics. 335. 352. 
Dutch intercourse with Japan, 365- 
Dynastic histories, general plan of, 321. 
Dynasties, the twenty-four, 34. 
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E 
Earlhenware, 9. 14, etc. 
Eastern Archipelago, 260, 
East India companies esublishetl, 304. 
Eau cle-Nil tints, 205. 
Ebelmen, M., t40, 221, 369. 370. 274, 27S. 
Eel-skin yellow, 42, 157. 168, 196, 
Egami, 367. 
Egg-pollery, 342. 
Eggshell porcelain, 106, 193, etc.; pieces illus¬ 

trated, Figs. 70, 71, 78. 87. 3'0. •'9- 230. 235. 
275, 283. 285, 287, 339, 356, 361, 362, 364, 
Plates X, XI. XXIV, Llil, LXIII, LXVI, 
LXVn, etc. 

Egyptian potters and pottery, 9, 84. 
Ehtesadesaltanel, Prince, 345. 
Eight Taoist genii, 48, 64, 292: shown in Fig. 

Elder Brothers' ware. 83, 86, 195, 
Elector of Saxony. 129. 
Elements, the five Chinese, 32. 
Elephant, 64, 297: jar, 112. 
Elers of Staffordshire, 318. 
Elixir vitEc, 65, 66. 245 ; prepared by the hare in 

the moon. 299. 
Elizabethan porcelain, 304 
Emblems of Happiness, 48. 
Embossed designs. 143, 201, 204, Figs, 55, 192. 
"Embroidered," symbol for, 62. 
Emerald-green, 79, too, Plate LXXIX. 
Emouy (= Amoy), 150. 
Emperor of Japan, embassy to, 287. 
Empress Dowager, 47. 
Empress of Heaven, 294. 
Enaga, 367. 
Enamel colors, 75, 212, 277, 2S2, 287: introduc¬ 

tion into China, 335: where made, 235, 279: 
list of monochrome, 279; introduction into Ja¬ 
pan, 335: pieces illustrated. Plates VI, X, XI, 
XVII, XX, XXI, XXIV, XLVIII, LXIU, 
LXIV, LXVI: painting in, 172, 278. 

Enameled porcelain described by I'Sre d'Enlre- 
colics, 182; Salsuma, 372. 

Enameling, in Japan, tg, 353: on copper. 235: 
at Peking, 212. 

Enamels, how colored, 278; how applied, 215: 
European, 212; used in India, 335: special 
work on. 346. 

English East India Company established, 304: 
its trade with China, 305. 

Engobe, 266. 
Engraved pieces, how produced. 143. 
Enuma, 375. 
Irk Ya, 321. 
Etched designs, Figs. 8, 55, 170, etc. 
Etched grounds, 240. 
Etude sur La Ciramique, 347. 
Eunuchs as superintendents, 120, 152. 
European designs, 188, 211. 305- 
Euryale ferox, 251. 
Exhibilions, 345. 
Export, porcelain made for, 303. 
Exposition of art treasures, 325. 
Expositions, Japanese ceramic art at. 345. 

" Face-cups," 95. 
Faience, 7, 8. 21, 27, 74, 235, 355. 
I'a-lan, or Fa-lang, name explained, 200. 234. 
False jade vessels, 13, 
Fa lull (wheel of the law), 2S5. 
Famine archatejue de Coree, 333. 
Famine artistique. 366. 
Famine ehrysanthemo-p6onienne, 144, 352; e.x- 

ample of, Fig. 398. 
Famille rose. 38. 43, 50; colors introduced by 

Ch'ien-lung. 212; typical examples of, Plates 
XXIV, LXVI, LXXVI. 

Famille verte, 158, 175; examples of. Plales XI, 
LX. 

Famous scholar cups, 114. 
Fan (a Taoist symbol). 64. 
Fang hu, 8a 
Fang-jfn (molders), 10, 210. 
Fang Ku Yueh Hsiian. 49, 21a 
Fang-shdng, 68, 70, 132. 
Fatig shih mo p'u, 329. 
Fang Yii-lu (a noted ink-maker), 329, 

Fan hung, 127, 142. 
Fan-tz’Q (turned porcel.tin), 271. 
F.ashioning and painting of vases, described by 

T’ang Ying, 230. 
" Father of Pottery ” in Japan. 343. 
Fei-ts'ui, 167. 209, 214, 337. 
Feldspar, 222 ; its fusing point, 234. 
Feldspathic glaze mixed with cobalt, 275. 
Female beauty, Chinese standard of, 302. 
F6n (flour). 81. 
Fenallosa, Professor, 347. 
F6n-ch'ing (starch-blue), 79, 227, 279. 
FSng, or F6ng-Huang. the Chinese phcEnix, 297: 

a full account of, 298. 
F6ng hsien I'ang, 47. 
F6ng Huo Hsien (Genius of the Fire-blast), 153. 
F6ng kuei ting. 119. 
Fing ting (pheenix candlestick), 82. 
Fing t’iao yii shun, T’ien hsia t’ai p'ing, 132. 
Fin-hung (pale pink). 214, 268. 
Fin mi (grains of rice), 62. 
Fin ting. Si, 169, 195, 271: reproduced at Ching- 

ti-chin,97: made in Kiangsi, 313; illustrated 
in Plates LXXXIX, XCI; crackle, 170, Fig. 
172. 

1 Plale (pale colors), 279 
LXIII. 

Feou-leam (= Fou-Iiang). 150. 
Ferghana, kingdom of, 286. 
Fer oligistique terreux, 141. 
Fertility, emblem of, 63- 
Feuille morte, couleur de, 185. 
Ficus religiosa, 70. 
Fighting crickets, bowls for, ro8. 
Figure decoration. 2S8: examples of, Figs. 328 

and 341. 
Figures (Jin Wu). 288. 
Figure-subjects, 301. 
Filial piety, animals distinguished for, 62: the 

twenty-four paragons of, 302, 
Firing of'porcelain, described by Pere d'Entre- 

colles, 182, 183; during the Ming period, 139, 
144, 145. 

First mention of porcelain out of China. 303. 
Fish-dragon, 29a 
Fish-roe crackle, Juchou glaze. 195. 
" Fish-roe green " of Ch'ien-lung ; illustrated in 

Plate XXVII. 
Fish-roe yellow crackle. 262 ; illustrated in Plate 

LXXXVII. 
"Fissured ice," 259. 
Five classics. 320. 
Five-color decoration, 4, 172, 200, 204, etc. See 

\Vu-ls'ai. 
Five happinesses, 65. 
Five Ling, 29S. 
Flambd glazes, 4. 59, 60, 88, 120, 161, 196, 213. 

262, 263; illustrated in Plates XVI, XLI, 
XLVI, LXXXVm. 

Flat jars (Pien kuan), 108. 
Floral devices on ancient bronze 
Floral rebuses, 301. 
Flower-pots for growing plants, their different 

sizes, styles, and names, 254. 
Flowers, art of arranging, 327 ; used in porcelain 

decoration, 217, 300, 301; of the four seasons. 
71, 123. 300: the hundred, Fig, 279. 

Flower-vases, 85, 108, 255: Japanese, 344; spe¬ 
cial works on, 253. 

Flute, 65; of Wang Ch'ino. 294. 
Fluxes, composition of, 278. 
Flying storks, their symbolism in Jtipan, 364. 
Fo-lang Ch'ien, 234, 235. 
Fo-lln, name explained, 234, 
Fond laque, 123, 141. 166. 
Fonspertuis Sale, 305. 
Foot, scooping it out, described by T'ang Ying, 

232. 

200, 305, 
Foreign intercourse with Japan, 365. 
Forms and uses of Chinese porcelain objects, 

250-258 : of Japanese pottery, 344. 
Fo-to'u ch'ing (Buddha's-head blue), 140, 228. 
Fou (vessel). 26, 27, 
Fou-kien (=Fuchien), 150. 
Fou-Iiang, 2, t2. 13, 26, 178 ; chou, 99; -hsien, 

38. 99, ro2, 139, 140. 148. 149. 209. 222. 237- 

irs, 285. 

Fou Hang hsien chik, 2, t2, 99. 148 ; its different 
editions, 322 ; extracts from, 121, 127, 

Fou lou Isiang, 52. 
" Four accomplishments," 69. 
Four-burner lamp described, 113. 
Four seasons, flowers of. 71, 123; vase of, Plate 

LXIV. 
Four supernatural creatures of the Chinese, 298. 
Fox, the, 299. 
Fragments mounted as ornamenls. 259. 
Praise dcrasee, 163. 
Franks, Sir Wollaston, 5, 20, 344; his collection. 

5. "7. 338, 346; his catalogue. 53, 359. 
Frederick the Great of Prussia, 129. 
French-gray, 24a 
Fruit-dishes, 122. 
Fruits in porcelain decoration, 30a 
Fu (axe). 62 ; (bat.s), 72: (happiness), 55, 92; (an 

ornamental symbol), 62, 70, 251. 
Fuchien, 50, 90. 91, 94, too. loi. 313, 314; por¬ 

celain. 81, 169, etc.; originally black, 313, 3t4; 
now ivory-white. 3361 pieces, Figs. 60, 303. 310, 
37t-373- Plate Xlir. 

Fu ch'ing t'ang chih, 49. 
Fu-chou-fu, 102. 
Fuel used in firing porcelain, 187. 
Fu-hi, or Fu-hsi, 16, 34. 6a 
Fujina, 358. 
Fujisan, or Fujiyama, 342. 
Fuji-yo. 341. 
Fu-jung (Hibiscus mulabilis), 127. 
Fu ju lung hai, 131. 
Fu ki cho mei, 366. 
Fuku, 376. 
Fu kuei ch'ang ch'un, 55. 
Fu kuei ch’ang ming, 366. 
Fu kuei chia ch'i, 55. 
Fu-kuei-flower, 72. 
Fu, !u, shou, 55, 130, 
Fu-Un, 234- 
Fungus, the sacred, 65, 300, etc. 
Furnaces and firing. 144. 154, 182, 186, 
Furnace-transmutation, 75. 119, 120, 196. 262, 

263. See Transmutation. 
Fushimi, 348. 
Fu shou (happiness and longevity), 56, 59. 
Fu shou k'ang ning, 123, (30. 
Fu shou shuang ch'ilan, 56, 71. 
Fu Tsun (wine-jar), 78, 83. 
Fylfot, 56. 

G 
Gallipot, 254. 
Garden bowls, 135. 
Garden seats, 108, t34. 
Garland Collection, 5. 
Garniture de chemin^e, 255, 256- 
Garuda, the golden-winged bird, 297. 
Gempin-yaki. 359. 
Genghis Khan, 137. 286. 
Genius of Fire and Blast, 237. 
Genre Kakiyemon, 366. 
Genwa, 371. 
Geography. Chinese works on. 32t. 
Gersaint, porcelain expert, 305, 309. 
Ghanta (bell), 63. 
Gilded decoraifon, 139. 144, 182. 205. 
Giles, Herbert, his dictionary. 27. 
Glass (liu li), loi. 
"Glaze earlh," where obtained, 101. 
"Glaze fruit,” 223. 
Glazed pottery in Japan, 191, 340, 363. 
Glazed ware, ancient, 9, 25, 318. 
Glazes, qualities required in, 231; rocks used in 

their preparation, 140; how prepared. 223; 
how applied. 231; described by P5re d’Entre- 
colles, 178, 179: analyzed by Salvdiat, 224: 
that crackle. 232; monochrome. 74, 271; used 
in Japan, the, 343 ; of the demi-grand feu, 374- 

Glazing. sprinkling method described, 231. 
Go. the game of, 130, 367, 
God of the Furnnee-biast, Life of the, 163. 
God of Heaven, 53: of Literature, 57. 289, 290; 

of Longevity, his special attribute. 70: of Por¬ 
celain, 188 : of Pottery-making, 237 : of Riches. 
67; of Thieves, 294; of War. as a motive of 
decoration, 2S9, 

Goddess of Mercy, 75, 260, 314: shown in Plate 
LX. 

Cods represented on porcelain, 55. 
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Co Hei, 346. 
Gohonilc, 371. 
Golfl, in decoration, 281, 375: colors developed 

from. 2t3. 269. 
" Golden wheel,” 64. 
Gold precipitate, colors developed from, 368. 
Gombroon ware, 266, 305. 
Conse, Louis, 347. 
Goodrich, Rev. Chauncey, 37. 
Gororiayu Shonsui, 20. 351, 363, 364. 
Corohachi, 352. 
Gorohichi, 352- 
Go-sai (= Chinese Wu-ls’ai), 22, 341. 
Gosu Oombei, 364. 
Goto Saijiro, 354, 374. 
Gourd, the Chinese, 92, 254. 300. 
GouthiJre, 3, 167. 
Graesse. Dr., 5, 84, 
Grand Canal, 106, 14S. 
Grand feu, 143. 333; of Sfivres, 365; colors of 

the. t72, 173, 215, 270. 
Crandidier, M., 159, 196, 217. 249: his collection, 

5 : his classification of Chinese porcelain, 73. 
■■Grape-trellis cups," 114. 
Grass hand, 29, 
Grayish-green crackle, I’lale LXXXVI. 
Great Bear, 283. 
Great Learning, The, 46. 
Great Wall of China, 28. 99, 132. 
Greek art. its influence in the Han, 286, 
Green, crackle, 214, 262: illustrated in Plate 

XXVII; enamels, 279; gl.aics, 168; Lang 
Yao, 16:, 162 ; monochromes. 261; illustrated 
in Plates LXXVIII and LXXXl. 

Grinding the color, described by T'ang Ylng, 
228. 

Cros bleu. 112. 227; illustrated in Plate XXIX, 
Gros vert, 79, 168, 
Gudgi blanga, 87. 
Guillaume Boucher. 286, 
Gyogi. reputed inventor of the potter’s wheel, in 

Japan, 353, 361. 
Gyoku Kozan, 372. 
Cyp.sum (shih kao), 178. 

H 
Hachikan. 22. 
H3dji Khalifa, 84, 
Hague, The. 304- 
Hai-chou, 208. 
Hairpins of porcelain, 258. 
Hai-t'ang (cydonia). 72, 114, 218, 3011 hung, 

196. 
Hajibd (pottersl, 18. 
Hakimi ware, 371. 
Hall-marks, 45-51. 
Hall-names of firms. 53- 
Hana-ike, 344, 34e. 369, 373. 
Han Chiin (Chinese army), 207, 208. 
Han dynasty, to, 16, 17, 32, 65. 76, 82, 101, 147, 

207, 302 ; bricks and tiles, 282 ; carvings, 285 ; 
mirrors, 284: piece illustrated. Fig-49- 

Hanrikerchief-boxes, 134- 
Hand spittoon (cha-lou). 258; example in Fig. 

314- 
Hangchou (city), 30, 79, 313. 
Hanging basket, 2551 a good example. Fig- 306. 
Hanging lamps, 255. 
Han Hsiang Tzfl, 65, 293. 
Han-ku, 291. 
Hanlin College, 2, 83. 
Hao Shih-chiu, 51. 146. 
Hard porcelain, its composition, 234; art of 

making. 306: of Germany and SSvres. 222; of 
Japan, 341. 

Hare (in the moon). 61, 297, 299. 
Hare-fur cups. 94, 102, 357. 
Hare-skin glaze, gi. 
Harima no Daijo, 361. 
Hat-stands. 255. 
Havard. M„ 309. 
■'Hawthorn-Jars,'' 228, 300; examples in Plates 

II and XXXIV, 
Head-Hunters of Borneo, 87- 
Heaven, Cod of. 53; Kmpress of, 294; worship 

of, 86. 
" Heaven "-character jars, 137. 
Hei chd shih, 141. 
Hei ch'ien (lead). 14' : mO' >42- 

Hejira, 303. 
Hempen Bag. Monk with the. 296, 373, shown in 

Fig- 395' 
Henry Deux faience, 338. 
" Hermit hidden in the teapot.’’ 146. 
Herodotus, the Chinese, 286- 
Hibiscus mutabilis, 127. 
Hibiyaki, 22, 341. 
Hidachi no Daijo, 364. 
Hiileyosht, 348, 364. 
Hieratic devices, 285. 
Higashima Tokuzayemon, 21. 
High-fired colors. 270: derived from iron, 273; 

used in combination, 275. 
Higo, 338- 
Higuchi Haruzane, 346; his masterpiece, Fig, 318, 
Hi-Hsien, 329. 
Hindu source of Taoist ideas. 286. 
Hippisley, Mr.. 13 ; his Collection, 5, 49, 210, 241, 
Hirado.352: blue, 367; blue and while, 334: por¬ 

celain, 170; processes of decoration. 367, 368; 
sliown in Plates CX-CXIII; white, 368; exam¬ 
ple, Plate CIX; ware, 363, 366; pieces illus¬ 
trated, Figs, 318, 384, 386-388, 391, 394, 402- 
405, Plates CIX-CXIII : potters. 346: the 
Dutch factory at, 333, 365; Three Porcelain 
Hills of. 367. 

Hirado-gama (Hirado-kilns), 367, 
Hirth, Dn, 234. 
Historical Classic, 61. 
Historical Records, 321. 
History, Book of, 32a 
HisazumI Morikage, 374, 
Hizen. 21, 371 ; origin of the ceramic industry of, 

335- 363: principal porcelain center in, 351: 
first appearance of the Portuguese at, 365 ; 
ware, 342, 363; pieces illusiraletl. Figs, 396. 

Ho (boxes), 27. 
Hoai-ming-hien, 12. 
Hoai-yang, 12. 
Ho-ch'eng pci, 95, 
Ho-chou pottery, 103. 
Hochu, 370-372. 
Ho Chung-ch’u, 12. 13. 
Hoffman. Prof- ]., 347, 
Ho Ho Erh Hsien, 92, 294; .shown in Fig. 346. 
Ho Hsicn-ku, 48. 65, 293; shown in Plate LXIII. 
Ho Ksi-iing, 2. 
Ho king wan, 122. 
Holme, Charles, 343. 
Hollrop. M.. 48. 
Holy Graii of Buddhism, 70, 
Holy Mother of the God of Heaven, 53. 
Honan. 15. 78, 88, 246. 
Honore d’Urfe, 84. 
Hooker, Sir Joseph, 300. 
Ho-pao Moulan, 301, 

Horeki, 367- 
Hofidashite. 364. 
Horoku, 344. 
Horse in Art. 297. 
Ho-shang '• the Monk,” 295, 296. 
Hotei, 296, 373, Fig. 395. 
" Hotel of Benevolence and Harmony," 45. 
Hoyeh, lol. 
Hsi (water-bowl), 88, 
Hsia dynasty, 16. 
Hsiaitg (the elephant), 64- 
Hsiang ch’iu (perfume-globe), 255. 
Hsiang-ho (incense-lioxes). 94. 
Hsiang hu, 187. 
Hsiang lu. 87. 
Hsiang Shan Shih, 29. 
Hsiang tsun (sacrificial jar), 82, 112, 251. 
Hsiang t'ui (elephant’s legs). loi, 
Hsiang Yuan p’ien, 1, 76, 77, 107. 
Hsiang Yuan-tu, 95. 
Hsiao Hsiu, 108. 
Hsiao ku ch’i, 25. 
Hsiao-li, 222. 
Hsiao P’itig. 82. 
Hsia Yao (seggar furnaces), 144. 
Hsi ch'ao chi wan chili chin, 42. 
Hsi-Ch'ing ku chicn. 28, 253, 324. 
Hsieh chu chu jin tsao, 48. 
Hsien-fing, 43, 241. 
Hsien-hung (copper-red). 123, 127, 196. 

Hsien-shun, 2. 
Hsi F.in lien (Indian lotus), 243, 369. 
Hsi hsuai p’in, 108. 
Hsi-kua chou, 149. 
Hsin-ch’ang, 12. 
Hsing Chin. '■ the Stars," 62. 
Hsing-Ching-lu, 139. 
Hsing chou. 14. 
Hsin eh’ou (a cyclical yepr), 212- 
Hsing-shu (running hantlj. 29. 37. 
Hsin-hai (a cyclical vear), 210- 
Hsin-p’ing (original name of Fou-li.ing), 12. 13. 

73, '48. 
Hsin SsQ, 34- 
Hsin Ting (new Ting), 81. 
Hsi tsun (rhinoceros jars). 122, 251. 
Hsiu-ch'iu (the hydrangea), 301. 
Hsi Wang Mu. 65. 192,284; visited by Mu Wang. 

298 ; represented in Fig. 339. 
Hsi yii, 57. 
Hsiian-ch'ing, 115. 
Hsiian-ho, 28, 39. 81, 159; nien chih, 39 ; palace. 

HsUan-Xo ffng shih Kao-ti t'ou ching, 337, 
Hsitan ho hua p'u. 323. 
Hsftan ho Po ku t'ou lu. 324. 
Hstian-ti, 7, 25. 40, 52, 76, 77, 94, 103, to6, 112- 

115. 118, 120, 121. 140. >43, >59. '61, >d4, >70. 
171, 203, 227, 232. 246, 248, 303; noted for 
blue and while, 287: porcelain, 106, 107, 109- 
113; copied. 196, J98. 200, 202: pieces illus- 
iraied. Figs, 210, 371, etc,; nien chih, 314; 
t’ung pao. 111- 

Hsiian Ti, emperor, 282. 
Hsiian-Wang, 28. 
HsO Ching on Korean porcelain, 337- 
HsUeh pai (snow-white), 279- 
Hsun-fu (governor of a province), 160. 
Hsii Shen, 321 ; (a cyclical year), 209, 
Hsil Shill (President of the Censoraie), 126, 
Hsu Shui Hu (Stories of Brigands), 288, 
Hsii T'ing-pi, 162. 
Hsu Tsung-ssO, a native artist. log, 
Hu (= Hukuang), 100; (a measure), 110; (jar). 

83, 112. etc,; (vase), 85 ; (wine-pot), go; (wa- 
Icr-pot), 93 : (ewer), 122, 

Hua (flower), 63. passim. 
Hua-chiao, 94. 
Hua Chung (the variegated animal). 62. 
Huai-an-fu, 146, 148, 306, 20S, 209. 
Huai Nan TzS. 341. 
Hua Lan, 65. 
Hua Nang (flower-vase), 85, 113. 
Huang (a general of the guards), 78, 109. 
Huang (yellow), 166; liao (yellow stuff), lor. 
Hoang An, the hermit, 294. 
Huang lii hunn (yellow and green in panels), 175. 
Huang lu lien, 157. 
Huang pan tien (variegated yellow), ig6. 
Huang-ti, •■Yellow EmperOr," 9, 16, 34, 48, 284. 
Huang lien pan. :68., 
Huang-tu, 141, 222. 
Huan Ti (emperor), 29. 
Iluan Ts'ui T’ing, 153. 
Hua-p'i (painters sur le cru), 180. 
Hua-shih (steatite), 185, 260; used to replace 

Hua tsun, 108. 
Hu-ch'iu (a bonze), 117. 
Hui ch’ing (Mohammedan blue), 40, nS, 140; 

also hui-hui ch’ing. 107, 112, 137. 
Hui-chou-fu, 221. 
Hui-hui Win. 137. 
Hui si ^ay color), 79. 
Huish, M. B., 257, 343. 
Hui Tsung, 39, 288. 
Hui-txfl and Chuang-tzO, 58, 
Hu-k'ing. loi. 
Hulu (gourd), 64, 98, loi, 117. 300, etc. 
Hulugu, 137, 287. 
Hundred antiques (Po ku). 60, 67, etc. 
" Hundretl flowers ” used in decoration, 218: ex¬ 

ample of. Fig, 279. 
Hung (red), 166, etc. 
Hung-chih, 40. 76, 77, 117, 118, 142. 
Hung-chou, 12, 
Hung-hsi, 40, 237, 
Hung lii huan, 183- 
Hung-tien (red shops), 14a. 
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Hungwfin (red markingsl, 198. 
Hung-wu, 39, 152: porcelain, 105. 
Hun-shui ch’ing (turbid-waier blue), 121, 228, 
Hunting, Odes in praise of, 28. 
Hu-p’i (tiger-skin). 168, 
Hu-tieh-hua (Iris japonica), 301, 
Hu-t’ien, 100: potteries at, 102: shih, 149. 
Hu lou (paste-pots), 94. 
Hu yin Tao jfin. 51- 
Hwai Nan Tzfl, 61. 
Hydrange.-!, 301. 

I 

laon (in Chinese Yuan'). Greeks, 286. 
Ibn Batuia. 7. 103. 
Ichiniu, 348. 
Icizumi, 18, 364. 
Idzumo. 349, 358, 
Iga, 341. 
lidaya Hachiroyemon, 375. 
Ikakura Goyemon, 354- 
lllustraiions, descriptive list of, 377-416. 
Imari, 21, 335; -yaki, 341. 353; name explained, 

363: |)ieces illustrated. Figs. 389, 398. 399, 
Plates XCV, CVI. 

Imariya Gorobei. 364. 
Imb£, 356. 
Imitation jade, T48, 
Imitations of Chinese porcelain, 241, 311 ; of nat¬ 

ural substances, 264. 
Immortality, the drugs of, 61. 
Imperial Cyclopfficlia, 77. 
Imperial Household (Nei %Vu fu), 148, 162, 
Imperial potteries. 2, 39. 42, 152, 153. 163, etc. 

See Ching-ii-ch4n. 
Imperial ware, 25, 31, 73, 162. 
Imperial yellow, 142, 168. 
Impressed designs, 271. 
Incense-boxes. 94, 128. 
Incense-burning among the Chinese, 94, 233; part 

of the Tea ceremonies, 344. 
" India china," 306. 
Indra and his consort, 284; his elephant, 64. 
Industrial processes, work on. 328, 
Ink. Chinese works on. 328, 329, 
Ink-black decoration, 203. 
Ink-pallets, 80, 93, 96, ill: of Tuan-hst. t4. 
Inscriptions, 26, 94; Arabic, 72. 118, 119, 239, 

306; example of. Fig. 103: poetic, 29-31, 42, 
39, 211: of dedication, 52, 

ImlUutes of Ta Ch'ing dynasty, 122. 
Intercourse with Western nations, 303. 
Iron, colors developed from, 268, 273 ; -peroxide, 

245 ; sulphate. 141 ; staff of lame beggar, 65. 
Iron-red, 127. 373; how prepared, 165; decora¬ 

tion, 174, pieces illustrated. Plates XXVI, 
XXVIll, XXXII, 

" Iron-rust," 213. 264; illustrated in Plate XIX. 
Ise. 20. 341. 
Ishiyaki, 34t. 
•' Isles of the Blessed," 56. 
Ispahan, Chinese potters at, 137. 
lioguiri, 348. 
Ivory-white, 81, to6, 271; illustrated, Plate XIII; 

of Korea, 337, 339. 
Iwayagawa, 366, 
lyeyasu, 365. 

Jacquemart. M., 22, 24, 52, 117, 144. 247. 306. 
309. 334, 350; and LeBlant, 59; Jacques, 350. 

Jade, 61,65, ®2: miraculous growth of. 283; 
vessels of, 95, 109, 242 : ornaments, etc., of, 19, 
283: not found in Japan, 19; books on, 324; 
-cutler's wheel, 158. 248. 

Jadeite, 84. 
Jakalsu, 371. 
James I of England, 256. 
Jao-chou, 2,13, loi, 105. 113, 120, 140, 148, 157. 

176, 221 ; jade, 99; porcelain. 95-98. 
fao chou fu chih, 322, 
Jao-chou jade. 99, too. 
Jao-tcheou (= Jao-chou), 150. 
Japan, attempted Mongol conquest of, t04; Portu¬ 

guese intercourse with, 304; a porcelain-pur¬ 
chaser in China, 150; her indebtedness to Korea, 
339; its opening by Perry, 345 : its art, 343, 
347; chief exponents of its art. 347; ceramic 
art of. 340-376; its ceramic wares, 341, 342, 
351, 357; ceramic literature, 347. 

Japanese language, 340, 
Japantse Pottery, work in F.nglish on, 347. 
Jare, 82, 83, 86, 89, 112, 122, 127, etc- 
Jasmine, 217, 
Jean Laudin, 212. 
Jehangir, 129. 
J6n Ho (Benevolence). 211. 
J8n ho kuan, 45, 92, 
JSn-hsli (cyclical year), 99. 
J6n-k'4ng, 101. 
JSn mien hsi. I95- 
Jfin-mien pei (face-cups), 95. 
J6n Tsung, 136. 
Jesuit China, 308, example in Plate XIV. 
Jesuits' expedition to Rome, 370, 
"Jeweled " ware, 369. 
Jewel Hill at Chmg-lS-ch4n, 105. 
Jewel of the Law, 67. 
Jigger, the, 225, 229. 
fiti Asia chiu wtn, 328. 
Jo-en, 367. 
Johanneum at Dresden. 6, 129, 304. 
Jo sh6n ch4n is'ang, 57. 
joss, explained, 252; joss-sticks, 252. 
Juan ts'ai (soft colors). 279, 
ju chou. 78; glaze, 195, 261; porcelain, 227. 
Ju I Chu, 64. 
jui hsiang, the Viburnum odoratissinium, 301. 
Ju-i scepter, 63, 67, 69, 70. 
Jujube-red, 240- 
Julien. Stanislas, 1, ii, 12, 194, 235. 
Jupiter, his color, 251. 
Ju-Raku. 348, 
Ju yao, 73, 76-78, 90, 313 ; glaze, 78. 
Ju-yu (grayish blue) glaze, 215. 
Juzayemon, 371. 

Kaempfen, M.. 348. 
Kaga as a porcelaia center, 354, 374; its ware, 

37S- 
Kagami no Hazama, t8, 
Kagoshima, 370, 371. 
K'ai-fSng Fu, 15, 39. 79, 88, 195, 197, 246. 
K'ai p'ien (crackled). 170- 

K'ai-yuan, 12. 
Kajiki, 371. 
Kakiyemon, 352. 
Kalasa (vase), 63, 
Kamo, 361. 
Kamogawa, 348. 
Kanazawa, 374, 375- 
Kandy, Chinese porcelain found in. 303. 
Kan6. Kanegae, 364. 
Kang (fish-bowl). 27, 116, 122. 124, 162. 
Kang-he (same as K'ang-hsi), 46. 
K'ang-hsi, 3-5. 25. 37, 38, 41-43, 45- 47. 49, 54- 

56. 58-60, 67. 69, 74, 78, 129, 138, 142, 152. 
157-161, 165-171. 17s, 176, 190, 200. 206. 217, 
230. 335, 365 : period, 156-175 : brilliancy and 
special triumphs of, 158; colors. 255: decora¬ 
tion, 302: marks, 159; wu-ts’ai, 278; pieces 
illustrated, Figs. 4-6. 9-11, 14, 16-19. 
26, 29, 34, 35. 37, 39, 42, 45- 46, 5t-54. 58, 
71, 75. 78. 82, 83, 85, 88, 89, 94-96. toS- 
110. 114, 117. 127, 128, 145. 132, 156. 169. 171. 
178, 182. 184, 187. 188, 193-195, 197-204, 208. 
209. 212, 214,215, 225-228, 231-233, 236-242 
247. 248, 260, 266, 268, 272, 299, 304-308, 313. 
315, 328, 329, 33S, 343, 351, 357-359. 366, 367. 
379: Plates I-IX, XI, XIV, XV. XVII, 
XVIII, XXVIII, XXXIV, XXXIX. XLir, 
I.-LII, LIV-LXII. LXVri-LXlX, LXXI, 
LXXIII,LXXIV,I.XXVIII,LXXX. LXXXII, 
LXXXIII, LXXXIX-XCI, XCIII. 

K'ang-hsi yii chih, 44. 
Kang pei (wine-cups), 116, 
Kang yao (lish-bowl kilns), 144, 145, 153, 
Kano Tanin, 355. 361. 
Kano Yeishin, 361. 
Kao CAiang-ts'un chi, 328. 
Kaodzuke (Kodzuke), sepulchral mounds at. 17. 
Kao Ku T’ou, 324. 
K’ao hung chi. to, 255. 320. 
Kaoli. 20; illustrated description of. 337 : yao, 337. 
Kaolin, 151, 176; where found, 177; described. 

221; how prepared, 178; proportions used in 
different wares. 222; in Japan, 351, 

Kao-ling, 221- 
Kaolinic porcelain, temperature required. 234. 
Kao Li-ssa. 301. 
Kaoli-yao. 337. 
K'ao p'anyil shih, 94: its contents, 326. 
Kao-shan, loi, 
Kao T'an-jtn, 114. 328. 
Kao-ti, 12. 
Kao Yao. an ancient judge, 27, 
Ka-jia, a Manchu official, 157. 
Karabacek, Professor, 7, 84. 
Karabori (Chinese canal). 363. 
Karako decoration, 367, 373; examples of, 386, 

402. 
Karakorom. 286. 
Kara-kusa, 369. 
Kara-mono (Chinese ware), 20. 
Karatsu, 20; -yaki, 363 ; -ware, 351. 
Kashizara, 367, 
Kato Shirozayemon, 20, 357, 360. 
Kato Tamikichi, 360. 
Kawara, 367. 371. 
Keian, 374, 
Keicho, 348, 363, 367, 37i- 
Keiniu, 348. 
King Hsii, 34. 
KSng-wu (cyclical year), 99. 
Kenzan, Ogata, 354, 362. 
Keraiaic Art of 'Japan, 346. 
"Keyser-cups,” 307. 
Khanbalik, 99. 
Khang hi (= K'ang hsi), 159. 
K'iai shu, 29. 
Kiangnan, 8, 53, 77. 100, 101, 103, 221. 
Kiangsi (province), 2, 53, 73, 74, 77, 9°. 9'>99, 

loi, 102, 113, 140, 148, 156, 157, 206-208, 221, 
227, 241 ; devastated, 44; general history of, 2. 

Kiangsu, loi, 148, 206, 317. 
Kiang Tzu-ya, 302- 
Kiang-yang hslen, 198. 
Kia-tsing. 28. 
Kichizayemon, 348. 
K'ien-lung, 28, 31- See Ch'ien-lung. 
Kihei, 371. 
Kiheiji, 364. 365, 
Kii, Princes of, 362. 
Kiku-flower. 373. 
Ki lin (= Ch'i-Un), 134, 283, 299. 
Kiln, putting the ware in the, 233. 
Ki-mdn, 177. 
Kimura, 18. 
Kingfisher-green, 337 ; plumes, 141. 
King-tS-chSn, 176-178, 189. 
King-te-tching (= Ching-l4-ch6n), 150, 
Kinko, 341, 364. 
Kinkozan, 354. 
Kinkozan Sobei, 371. 
Kinrande, 375. 
Kio-ho, 366. 
Kiri-fiower, 373. 
Kirk, Sir John, 84, 303, 
Ki Tzfl. Viscount of Ki, 16. 
Kiukiang, 53, 148, 149, 206. 208, 209. 
Kizayemon, his discovery of seggars, 364- 
Ko-an. 358. 
Kuban, 373. 
Kochi, 374- 
Kigei Stiirio, 347. 
K6go, 344. 
Kojiki (ancient Japanese annal.s), iS. 
Kojiro Kwanja, 363- 
Koki, a skilled Korean potter, 19. 
Ko-ki-kwan Moku-bei tsukuru, 363, 
Ko Kulani, two varieties of, 374, 375. 
Ko hu yao tun, 74, 80, 91, 92. 95, 103, 324, 337 ; 

its contents, 325, 
KoWwa, 372. 
Ko Ming hsiang chih, 50. 
Komogawa, 371, 
Ko porcelain, 78, 93, 
Korai-machi, 37a 
Koransha, 365. 
Korea, 20, 24. 336-339; its pottery and porcelain. 

333, 35> I its sifly knowledge of pottery. 17 ; 
Chinese author on, 337 ; ware attributed to. 333. 
336, 337; 'IS popularity in Japan, 338; Japan's 
indebtedness to. 339; burial customs in, 339; 
pieces illustrated, Figs- 134, 3S0, 382; Plate 
CXVI. 
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Koro, 373, 376. 
Ko Seto, see Seto. 
KoSbigaraki, 358. 
Koshishiro-Tsukemimi, 359, 
Koloku, 363. 
Kotsubo, 373. 
Ko yao. 73-77, 80, 83, 86. 87, 90, 94-96, 98, 227, • 

259; crackle. 145 ; glare. 195, 242. 
Koran. Miyakawa, 345, 346. 
Kozayemon, 371, 
Ku (ancient). 49; (drum), 61 ; (vase). 78. 
Kuai (sacriltcial bowls), 207. 
Kuam-bun, 364. 
K'uan (mark or •■seal"). 36: (imperial or gov¬ 

ernment). 79; (jars), 27. 124, 162- 
Kuan-chung ( = Shen5i), 13. 
Kuang (= Kuangtung), too, rot, 
Kuang chiao, 142. 
Kuang-hsii, 2, 44; imperial porcelain of. 249. 
Kuang-p'ing fu. 92- 
Kuangsi, 241. 
Kuangtung, 50. loi, 227, 241; potteries. 104: 

principal centers, 316. 
Kuang Yao, 3. 104, 195, 198, 316; colors of. 3)7; 

examples of. Figs. 369, 370. 374, Plate XLI. 
Kuan ku ch'i. 25. 
Kuan liao (imperial glass). 49. 
Kuan porcelain, 78. 79- 
Kuan-li, the God of War, 237, 289; his temple, 

153; shown in Fig, 343, 
Kuantung. 207. 
Kuan Yao (imperial ware), 31. 39, 44, 73, 76. 77, 

79.86,90,94-96,98,162. 
Kuan Yin (Goddessof Mercy). 64, 75, 89.108,187, 

260. 296. 314; shown in Plate LX. 
Kuan Yu, his history, 289, 290. 
Kuan yu Kai (jars with covers). 122. 
Kua-p’i lii (cucumber-green), 137,168, 261; illus- 

tiated in Plate LXXVlll- 
Kua-l4ng, 255. 
Kublai Khan, 34, 73. 99, 
Ku ChSn, 57. 
Kuclalama, 19. 
Kuei (oblong bowls for meat-offerings), 225, 251: 

(tortoise), 67, 398. 
Kueichou, 156. 
K'uei ffing, 245. 
Kuei ho ch’i shou, 67, 
K'uei Hsing. 290. 
K'uei-hua (the hibiscus), 301, 

Ku-li (= Calicut), 23;. 
Kun (staff of iron), 65. 
Kun-ch'ih-ka (=Sanskrit KumUka), 13. 
Kundikil (Sanskrit). 13, 252. 
Kung Ch'un, 120; potteries founded by, 77. 
Kung-chiio iu (turquoise). 167. 
Kung hua (arched design), 205, 
Kung Kuan (public offices), 153. 
KungTieh (palace dish), no, 
Kung wan (palace bowi), no. 
K'un-lun Mountains, 48, 292, 298, 
K'uo Ch’ing-lo, So. 
Kuo ho (fruit-boxes). 124- 
Kuo P'u, 32t. 
Kuo-tieh (fruit-dishes), t22- 
Kuo Tafl-chang. 322. 
Kurokawa Maj'ori. 347. 37i- 
Kushit6, 366. 
Kushikino. 370. 
Ku T’ai (author of Po wuyao Inn), 88. 
Kutani-ware. 374-376; examples of, Figs- 409, 

41!. Plates CHI, CIV, 
Ku t’ung (old copper), 141,189; -mo, !42; -ts’ai, 

Ku Yueh Hsiian, 36, 49, 210, 211! style shown in 

KhjU t'ou, 324. 
Kwang-hsii, 2. 
Kwan-ko, 341- 
Kwan-ko-dsii-selsu, ig. 347- 
Kwan-sei, 370-372. 
Kwanyei, 374. 
Kylin, 299. etc. 
Kyomidxu, 342, 361, 362. 
Kyoto. 341 ; potteries, 354: ware, 361; examples 

of. Figs. 385, 397. 
Kyo-yaki, 371: two branches of, 362, 
Kyushu (or Kiushiu), 304, 370. 

•’ Lace-bowls," 219, 252. 
Ln Ciramique, 347 ; translated, 350-357. 
La Cdrnmique tin yapon, 342- 
La Ciramique Japonaisc, 348. 
Lacework-pattem decoration, example of, Fig. 285. 
Lacouperie, M. Terrien de, 16, 
La Faioiee, 229. 
Lagenaria vulgaris. 300. 
Lamaism, 54, 6a; book on, 295, 
Lamp with four burners, 113; supported by Tor¬ 

toise and Pheenix, 119. 
Land and Grain, Temple of, 122. 
Landscapes (Shan shui), 288. 
Lange-Eleizen or Lange Lysen, 25, 123. * 
Lang lijsen, 302; illustrated in Fig. 54, 
Lang T’ing-lso, 42, 157, 160. 
LangY.to, 4, 42. 142, 24S, 273; why so called, 

i6oi its chanacteristics, 16!: crackle, 261; 
vases, 158; pieces illustrated, Figs. 5, :6o, 190, 
196, 205. Plates I, LVI, LVH, LXIX. etc. 

Lang yin ko. 46. 

Lan-l'ien shih, 242. 
Lan Ting (Orchid Pavilion), 51, 302, 
Lan Ts’ai-ho, 48, 65, 293, 
Lan win (blue markings), 198. 
Lao-tzfl (founder of Taoism), 123, 245, 290, 300. 
Lapis-lazuli. 108. 140, 275. • 
La Porcetaine dt Chine. 108- 
Laque burgautie, 24, 264; specimen in Sevres 

Museum, 265. 
L'Art Chinois, 288. 
L'Art Japonais, 347. 
L'As/ree, 84. 
Laudin. Jean, 212- 
Lead carbonate, 141. 
Legge, Professor, 16. 
Lei. 226, 250. etc. 
Le Japan i I'E.rposiliun Untvcrselle de iSqS. 

342- 
Les Laques da Japan. 342. 
Le/tres idifiantrs e! atrieuses, 150, 176. 
Leveret-fur cups, 3!3. 
Li (square "officbl" characters), 26, 291 (cal¬ 

dron with three legs), 101. 
Liang tun (cool scats), 134. 
Libation-cup (chiieh), 80, 250, 251, 274. 
Library furniture, 252. 
Li chi, 320. 
Li Chu-lai, 209, 
Li-ch'un. 224- 
Lien ch’ing ku t’ung, 141. 
Lien hua (lotus-flower), 65; -t'ing, 116,301. 
Lien hui (purified ashes), 140-143. 
" Light-red " makes its appearance, 212. 
Li Hung-chang, 241. 
Li Kuang-li, 286. 
Li Ma-t'oii (Matteo Ricci), 329. 
Lime, 143: an ingredient of glaze. 231. 
Lin-ch'iian, 209. 
Lin-ch’iian-hsien porcelain, 102. 
Ling-chih fungus, 65, 217. 239. 300. 
Ling Hsien Chu Shou, 70. 
Ling Lun, 48. 
Ling-lung (openwork carving), 130, 143. 
Ling-pei, loi. 
Lin yii t’ang chlh, 50. 
Lions. 252 ; in Chinese art, 297. 
Li Sanpei, 335, 364. 
Li Ssu, 28. 
List of designs and colors produced in Yung- 

chfing. 195-205, 
Li tai ming hiia chi, 323. 
Li /ai ming /s'a /'au p'u, 76, 330. 
Li T’ai-po, the poet. 250. 301. 
Literature, god of, 57, 289,190. 
Li T’ieh-kuai, 64. 292. 
" Little Spring Month." 239. 
Liu Han and his three-legged toad, 294. 
Liu Hin (Chinese editor), 10. 
Liu hsia chan (cups of liquid dawn), 146. 
Liu-li (glass), 13, 101. 
Liu Pei. 289. 
Liu T6-shing, 29. 
Liu-t’ien, 83, 195. 
Liu-tDU pei, 82. 
Li yen-li, 162. 
Lo (shell), 63. 

Lohan, or Arhats, the Eighteen, 241, 295- 
Lo kan ma fei, 4, 196, 262. 
London International Exhibition, 345. 
Long Elizas, 123. 
Longevity, emblems of, 65. 299,300; god of, 65, 70. 
" Long-haired Rebels," 241. 
Lo-p'ing-hslen, 140, 223, 
" Lord of the White Umbrella," 63. 
Lorenzo de' Medici, 84, 304, 
Lo-tien-tz’O, 264, 
Lotus-Flower, 63. 65 ; I.imp, 116. 
Louis XVI mounts, Fig, 4. 
Lowestoft, 306. 
Lo-yang, 297. 
Lozenge (symbol of victory), 68. 
Lu (censer), 79, 94. 162, etc.! (rank), 47, 55, etc. 
Luan mu pei (eggshell cups), 146. 
Lii chu shan fang ch8n Is’ang, 48. 
•’ Lucky diagram," 63. 
Lu family of potters, 108, 
Lu Hu (rouge-pot), 109. 
LU kuan (musical pipes), tot, 
Lii Lang Yao, i6j, 273, 
Lu-ling-hsien, 74, gt. 
Lun (the wheel), 63. 
Lunar Mansions, Ihe, 285. 
Lunar aodiac, the, 28 ; animals of the, 284. 
Lung (dragons), 62, 297, 298. etc. 
Lung and Wan, porcelain of, 126, 
Lung-ch’ing, 41. 58, in, 126, 301; porcelain, 

126-128. 
Lung-ch'iian, 96, 98; celadon. 137, 255. 259: 

pieces illustrated: Figs. 44. 159, 175: porcelain, 
227; Yao, 73, 77, 83-85. 

Lung-ch'Uan hsien, 83, 86, 185, 195: emerald- 
green ware of, too; glazes, 196; copies in ruby- 
red, 198; illustrated in Plate XXXVI- 

Lung kang (dragon-bowls), 156, 157, 
Lung-m4n, 290, 
Lung Ta-yuan, 324. 
Lustration vase, 252 ; example in Fig. 304. 
Lu T’ai (Deer Tower), 16. 
Lii Tung-pin, 48, 64, 292. 
Lii tz'u (green porcelain), invention of. 13. 
Lu yi T'ang. 47. 
Lu Yii (author of Tea Classic), 14. 
Lyre, 68. 
Ly-T’aiig, 31. 

M 
Ma (horse), 64. 
Ma-an-shan, loi, 149. 189, 
Macao, 176. 
Mtecenases, Ceramic. 348. 
Ma-fei (horses' lung), 4. 
hlagatama, 19, 
Magarioxo, 7, 303. 
Maghreb (Morocco), 103. 
Magnesia silicate. 242. 
Magnolia compicua, 115, 
Magpie, " tiie joyous bird," 240. 
Mahatara (the Almighty). 87. 
Mahraltas. Agra sacked by, 129, 
Maiireya (the loving one), 250, 296, 314: the com¬ 

ing Buddha. 188. 
Makiniono, 373. 
Ma Ku, the goddess of sailors, 294. 
Makuzu, 346. 
Malcolm, Sir John, 287. 
Mallow-leaves, 376- 
Ma-lo-ehi, the Manchu who succeeded Lang 

T’ing-tso, 160, 
Manchu conquest of China, 301, 
Manchu dynasty, 17, 34, 41, 
Manchu Tartars, 62. 137. 256, 365, 
Manganese, mineral, 168 ; its occurrence and dif¬ 

ferent names, 228; analyzed byEbelmen, 140: 

Mangu Khan, 286. 
Manji, 374. 
Manjugosha, the Buddhist Apollo. 295. 
Manjusri. 295, 362. 
Man-po Zensho. 347, 371. 
Mantel-piece sets, 255. 
Manual of Marks, 37. 
Manuscript album, 52, qC. 
Mao chia. 255. 
Mao hsiieh p’an, 122, 
Mao ping (cracks and other defects) abhorred by 

the Chinese, 311, 
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Mao shih p’fin, 195. 
Marco Polo, 7, 84, 102, 286- 
Marg;uerite tiaisies, 2t7. 
Marks, Chapter on, 36-72 ; ot commemlation. 52, 

57-39; referring to ilecoralion, 58: of date. 37- 
45; of felicitation, 52-57 I ttf dedication, 52-571 
of the factory, 50; in two characters, 57 : in the 
form of devices, 59 ; private, 58; ttndeciphered, 
58; classified, 37: frequently obliterated, 192: 
unsafe to rely upon, 24; Japanese use Chinese, 
25; seldom show true dace. 25 ; of K’ang-hsi 
period rarely genuine. 159: on Chb-cli'ing por¬ 
celain, 238. 

Marks and Seals. 346- 
Marquis Collection, 59. 212. 
Marriage, emblem of, 299. 
Martabdni, 6, 84. 
Mashonaland, Chinese porcelain found in, 303. 
■' Massed lard," 259. 
Ma-ts'ang Hills, I2f, 139, 
Matsudairo Harusato, 358. 
Matsura, 367, 
Matsya iSanskril), fish, 63. 
Malteo Ricci, 329. 
M.aulmain. 84, 
Mayeda Toshiharu, 374, 375. 
Maiarin-blue, 165. 
Medallion-bowls, 240. 
Medhurst, Sir Walter. 257. 
Medici, Lorenzo de', 84. 
Medicine-bottles, 11,257, 
Mci kuei, 209. 
Mei-kuei tzQ, 163, 196- 
Meiji era, 345, 347. 
Mei-ling Pass, 149. 
Mci p'ing (plum-blossom jars), 113, 192, 254, etc- 
Meirekl, 361. 
Meissen, 2. 
Mei-tzd ch'ing (plum-colored blue), 196. 
Meiwa, 371. 
M4ng-chin, 284. 
M4ng Pi Sh4ng Hua, 192. 
Mercy. Goddess of, 75, (see Kuan-yin). 
Mesopotamia, 16. 
Messiah, the Buddhist, 250, 296. 373, 
Metropolitan Museum. 5. 
Miao chin (decoration in gold), 144. 
Miao hao (temple name), 38. 
hlica, crystals of, 176. 
Midzu-koboshi, 344. 
Midzu-sashi, 344, 367. 
Mi Pel, a famous calligraphist, 92. 
Mikawa, 361. 
Mikawaji, 352; -yaki, 363, 366. 
Milne, Prof. 19. 
Mi-lo-fo (Maitreya Buildha), 296. 314, 
Min (=:Fuchien). 26, 27, loi. 
Mineral blue. 228. 
Ming dynasty, 1, 4. 7. 21, 22, 26, 31, 4t, 48, 

50, 52, 54. 56. 57. 73-77. 80. 84, 85, 88. 89. 
99, 102, 105-108, III, 115, 120, 129, 137, 139- 
141, 144. 145, 152. 156, 159. [64, [70, 171, 198. 
207, 224, 229, 232, 234, 335; table of rulers, 
35. 38. 39; marks. 39. 40: often found on 
K'ang-hsi pieces, 159; colors, /40; blue the 
leading color, 287; decoration reproduced in 
K'ang-hsi, 160; porcelain. 105-138: rare even 
in China, 305; technique, 139-146: pieces il¬ 
lustrated, Figs- 7, 70, 44, 120, 159, 164, 167, 
173, 177; Plates XXV. LXII, LXVIIl. LX.\. 
LXXV, LXXXIV. 

Ming Shih (Ming annais), 253, 321. 
Ming Ti, 295. 
Ming Tsung, 31. 
Ming tz’Q (Ming porcelain), 129- 
Minar Odes of the Ki’gdom. 47. 
Mirror-black, 166. 
Mirrors of bronze, 284, 
Mi-sfi (rice-color), i6t, 196. 
Mishima ware. 338, 371 : example of, Fig. 380. 
Mixed colors, decoration in, 126; of the grand 

feu, 174 : examples of. Plates V, XVII. 
Miyagawa Kozan, 23, 346. 
Miyamotoya Riyemon, 375. 
Modeling in relief, in the Yung ch8ng period, 192 ; 

illustrated in Fig. 254. 
Mohammedan blue, 40, 107. !i2, 118, 120, 137, 

Mohammedan countries, 83. 

Mohammedan scrolls, 137- 
Mo hung, 202, 
Mo kuan (ink-jar), 113. 
Mokubei, 354. 362, 363. 
Molded designs in eggshell porcelain, 188. 
Molds, 224. 225 ; their introduction into Jap.an, 

362. 
Mo-li hua (fragrant jasmine). 265, 301. 
Mo lin chli shih, 77- 
Mo lin Shan jfn, 77. 
Mongol dynasty, 34, 52. 62. 
Mongol prince, service for, 54. 
Mongols. China overrun by the, 99; drive the 

Sung south, 81: conquests in Asia. 104. 
'Nfongolian script, mark in. 54. 
Monkhouse, Cosmo. 2t6, 304. 
Monochrome decoration. 4; glazes,74; ofTs'ang 

Ying-hsuan.42; green, 204; purple-brown, 201 
vermilion. 107; yellow, with decoration in th 
five enamels. 204; with chiseled designs, 201 
how applied sur biscuit. 276, 

Monochrome porcelain of Ch'isn-lung. 213, 214 
pieces illustrated, Figs. 6, 136, 146. 157. 161 
192, 200, 214, 215. 220-222, 245, 327. 337. 
Plates IV, V, XXIX, LIII, LIX, LXV, etc. 

Morikag^, 355; -shilaye, 374. 
Morse. Professor, 17. 
Motives of decoration, 282-302, 
Mount Idzuini, 21, 
Mourning-bowls, imperial, 258, 
Mourning color in China, 271. 
Mou-tan, the P*onia moutan, 301. 
Mo Yin (painting with silver). 202- 
Mu (wood), 26. 
Muffle colors defined, 278. 
Muffle stoves described by T'ang Ying, 235 ; col¬ 

ors, how prepared, 172; the secret discovered 
by Ucift potters, 309; enamel colors. 277. 

Mu-kua p'an. 98. 
Mules' liver (Lo.kan), 4, 196. 
Mur.il sculptures on tombs, 283. 
Murayama, 347. 
Murrhine vases, 11. 
Musle d’Histoire Nii/urelle, 228, 
Mus8e de Limoges, Venetian work in, 3to- 
Musie du Louvre, 264. 
Museum at SJvres, 37, 309. 
Musical instruments, the eight, 48, 60. 
Musical pipes, loi. 
Musical scale, invention of, 48, 
Mussulman blue, 140, 
Mu Tsung. 37, 
Mu-Wang, 124. 
Mu Wang, Empt r, 292 ; his eight famous horses. 

Mythical ages. 3+. 
Mythological animals, 297, 25S, 
Myths, ancient Chinese, 283. 

Kabeshimn. Prince of, 21, 363, 364, 366. 
KSga (the dragon), 297. 
Nagasaki, 21. 22, 304; Dutch factory at, 365. 
NSgas. 1. 359- 
Nagoya, 359, 
Nakano, 367. 
Nakshatras (Lunar Stations), 285. 
Names of Emperors of China, personal and pos¬ 

thumous, 38. 
Nan-ch’ang fu, 13, 149. 
Nan ch'uan ch'in yil, 57, 
Nan-f6ng-hsien. il.s porcelain described, 102. 
Nankawarayama, 364, 
Nankin yellow, 47, 173. 
Nanking, 77. 86, 105, 147, 240. 
Nan Pei Ch'ao, 34- 
Nan Ting (Southern Ting). 5i. 
Nara, 363. 
Narcissus (shui hsien hua), 70, 244. 
Narlnobu, 370, 
National University, 53. 
Native blue, 140, 
Nature (literally, flowers and birds). 288; the 

Chinese gods of. 291, 
Nawashiragawa, 355. 
Nawashiro, 370-372. 
Nei Wu Fu. 148. 162. 207. 
Nelumbium speciosum, 63, 248. 
Nen-go introduced in Japan, 363. 

Nephelium longanum, 192. 
Nero, Roman Emperor, 11, 
New College, Oxford, 84, 304. 
New process of decoration, :29. 
New Ting-ehou porcelain, 103. 
Nien (year or period), 38. 

*Nien chih, sn, 
Nien hao, 24, 32, 38; when first used in China, 

10: in Japan, 363; when it begins to run, 37; 
that of K’ang-hsi forbidden on pottery, 42, 

Nien Hsi-yao, superintendent of the Imperial Fac¬ 
tory at Ching-t8-ch8n, 148, 152, 160, 191, 194, 
206, 237. 

Nien Y.10. its name traced, 161; its form and col¬ 
ors, 191; its finest shades, 2141 of Yung-chfing 
period, igt; illustrated in Fig. 250, Plate LI. 

Ni family. 45- 
Ni iu III, 45, 92. 95, 325- 
Ninagawa Noriiane, 18, gi, 340, 343, 347. 
Ning shou kit chien, 324. 
Ning Tsung. Emperor. 94. 
Ninsei. 353, 361, 362, 
Ninwaji, Prince of, 361, 
Nippon. 350, 351- 
Nirvana, 295, 
Nisa in Media, 286. 
Nistean general, horses, etc., 286, 
Nishiki (silken brocade), 22. 341, 373. 375; style 

of decoration, 370. 
Nishikide, 361, 372. 
Ni-5Sd, 286- 
Niter (hsiao), t4l. 
Niu-chih (or Niichih) Tartars, 34. 287, 
Nobility, rules for grading rank, 164. 
Nobunaga, 348. 
Nomi, 373. 
Nomi no Sukun8, 18. 
Nonomura Ninsei, 361. 
Niichih Tartars, 287. 
Number, philosophy of, 59. 
Numerals, tabic of Chinese, 59. 
"Numerical categories." 59. 
Nur-ed-din, 84, 303. 

“Oak basket," 117, 
O'Conor, Sir Nicholas, 46. 
Odd Volumes Selte, 257. 
Odes of Ch'i, 31. 
Odes, Book of. 'iio. 
" Odes on Tea," 327- 
Ofukei, 371. 
Ogata Shuhei, 354. 
Ohomuro, discoveries at, 18, 
Ohoya, discoveries at, 18. 
Oil-green glaze, 197. 
Oil-lamp (yu ting), 86. 
Oil-painting unknown to the Chinese. 288. 
Okawaji, 352; ware produced at, 363. 366: ex¬ 

ample of. Fig. 390. 
Okimono, 340, 345. 373, 
Okochi, 366- 
Old gold, 75. 
Old Imari ware ol Japan, 205. 2(2. 305, 335: 

examples of, Fig. 399, Plate CVI; copied in 
China for export. 305. 

"Old Japan," 22. 24; its source, 363 ; models for, 
144: examples of. Figs. sSt, 399-401, Plates 
XCV, XCVII-XCIX, CV. 

" Old Korean " from Japan. 336, 
"Old Kyoto” ware, 354. 
"Old Satsutna." 369, 370. 
Old Seto, 34t, 
Olea fragrans, 21S, 345. 
Omens, felicitous. 283. 

Omori shell-he.ips, 17. 
" Onion-sprouts " (a kind of blue referred to by 

Tang Ying), 228. 
Openwork porcelain described by PJre d’Entre- 

colles, 186; in the Ming period, 139, 143, 144; 
in the Yung-ch4ng period, 192; example in 
^i81-255- (See Ling-lung, Pierced work, and 
Rice grain decoration.) 

Orange-peel glaze, 170, 196. 
Or hruni, 185, 
Orchid Pavilion, 51, 302, 326. 
Orchids, 217. 
Ordinary ancient ware, 25, 
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Oriental porcelain brought to England before the 
Reformation, 304: decorated in Europe, 309, 

Oriose, 367. 
Osutni, 370, 371, 
Ota. 23; kilns at, 346, 370; -ware, 341. 
Ota Nobunaga, 348. 
Ou (a noted potter of the Ming period), 145, 198: 

his teacups, 122, 123. 127 ; his glaaes, 198, 
Ouan min kem (pit for the myriad people), 152. 
OuidaTokounosouke (a French spelling of Vyida 

Tohatosuke). 348, 364, 370. 374. 
Oveiglaze enamel colors, 335; iron-red of K'ang- 

hsi, 173. 
Owari. 340; its potteries, 356: its pottery and 

porcelain, 357. 
Oxide of antimony, colors developed from, 269; 

of cobalt, 229; colors developed from it, 269: 
of iron, 269. 

Osidiring flames, 234. 
Oyamada. 371, 

Pa An Hsiert, 64, 
Pa Chi-hsiang, 60, 62, 247, etc, 
Padma (flower). 63. 
Pagoda for relics, 111, 
Pa Hsien (eight genii orimmortals), t35; asketch 

of each, 292, 293: shown in Figs, 2. 352, Plate 
XI. 

Pa hsien kuo hai, 135. 
Pai (white), 81, etc. 
Pai chuan (ritual bricks), 125. 
Pai Ma Sstt (While House Monastery), 295, 
Painted decoration, 74: not referred to until near 

the end of the Sung period, 283, 
Painters, some celebrated, 361. 
Painting, Chinese, books relating to, 323 ; in blue, 

74: described by T'angYing, 229: in enamels, 
75. 335 I in silver in the Yung-ch6ng period, 205. 

Pai fan (white charcoal). 141. 
Pai Ting, 81. 
Pai-tun (white bricks). 221; -tzu. 139. 
Pai-tz’u ti (bases of white porcelain), 161. 
Pai yu, used in preparing wu chin, 184 
Pa kua (the eight diagrams or trigrams), 59, 60, 

Pale-blue glaze of the Ming period, 142, 143. 
PaWologue, M., 288. 
Palissy, Bernard, 36!: -ware. 252. 
"Palmeyes," 106, 196, 232, 
Palm-leaf (chiao yeh), 86. 
P'an (round dishes), 27, 98, 113, 122, 124, 162; 

distinguished from tieh, 244 ; (castanets), 65. 
Pao (precious), 57 : Ch'ing, 154; Ch'ing Yao, 233. 
Pao-Sn-ssii (porcelain tower of Nanking), 111. 
Pao hsiang hua (flower of paradise), 285. 
Pao-kuo-ssil (a temple near Peking), 7;, 82, 89, 

Pao-lao revels, 12.4 
Pao lien, 245. 
Pao shao (ruby-fired), 198 ; hung. 246. 
Pao shen chai chih, 49. 
Pao shSng, 57. 
Pao-shih hung (ruby-red), 196. 
Pao-shih-lan (sapphire-blue), 200, 2t4. 228 ; illus¬ 

trated in Plate XXIX. 
Pao-shih-shan, 224. 
Pao ting (precious censer), 70, 
P'ao tsun (gourd-shaped jar), 86. 
Pao-yueh p’ing (full-moon vase). 216. 
•’Papal pieces," 370, 
Pa pao (eight precious things), 60, 67, 125, 247. 
Pa pei (stemmed cups), 95, 103. i la 115. 
Paper-beaters, 243. 
Paper-weights (ch8n chih). 93. 
Pa-pien kuan, 124. 
Paradise Lost, 237. 
Paradise. Taoist, 67; flowers of, 285. 
Parian ware, 271. 
Parkes, Sir Harry. 257. 
"Partridge cups," 91, 
Paste, how it is prepared, lot, 221, 222: pastes 

and glazes that crackle. 231. 232; -pots, 94, 96, 
Pa lai (eight generations), 257. 
Pdtra (Buddhist alms-bowl), 13, 126, 252. (See 

Po.) 
Patrons of Ceramic Art in Japan, 348, 
Fau/tnonia imperialis, 373. 
Pavilion marks on porcelain, first used, 45. 
Pa wan (stemmed rice bowls), 95. 

Pa yin (eight musical instruments). 60. 
Peach, 70: its place in Taoist fancies, 65 : its 

magic twigs. 300; emblem of longevity and of 
marriage, 299 ; -yellow, 247. 

Peach-bloom, 4; its invenlion, 42, 163, 164; ol 
K'ang-hsi, 163, 215; first specimens that 
reached the United States, 164: pieces illus¬ 
trated, Figs. 188, 202. 209-211, 269, Plates III, 
LI, LII, LIV; with streaks of green, Plate L. 

Peacock's feathers, 70. 
Pea-green, 141. 
Pearl (chu), 67. 
Peau de pSche, 4, 163, 165, 273. 

Pei (cups), 27, 82, 106, 116, etc. 
Pei tou (northern bushel), 57, 
P'ci IVAi Vun fa, 321. 
Peking, 7, 98, 105, 212. 240; archazoiogical de¬ 

scription of. 328 ; Oriental Society, i. 76 ; school 
for enameling. 2t2. 

P’fin (basins), 27, 128, 163, 223, etc.: (flower¬ 
pots). 162. 

Pencil-brush, 253, etc. 
Pencil-rests, 96, 98: (pi chia). 135 ; (pi ko), 93: 

yen-shan, 80, 87. 
P'6ng Chiin-pao, 81, 103. 
Perdrix cinerea, 91, 
Pere d'EnirecoIles, 3, 9, 129. 141. 150, 157, 166, 

176. 222, 262 : his letters translated, 176-189. 
P4re Ly, 223. 
Perfume-sprinklers, 256, 
Peroxide'of iron, calcined, 214. 
Peroxide of manganese, colors developed from. 

Perry, Commodore, 345. 365. 
Persia. 84, 287; history of, 287; blue and white 

discovered in, 129; siliceous wares of, 266, 
Persian Gulf, Chinese trade with, 104. 
Persimmon, log; -wood, lot, 
Pelile BiHiolhkgae d'Art et dArchiologic. 348. 
Petit feu (gentle firing), 233: couleurs de, 172. 
Petrosilex, 141, 143, 

Petuntse, 151. t76; where obtained, 139: its na¬ 
ture. 177, 178 ; described by M. Ebelmen, 221; 
proportions used in porcelain, 222, 

Pheasant, 6a, 
Philip and Joan of Austria, 304. 
Pheenix of the Chinese, 54, 297, 298; the birds 

paying court to, 301. 
Phonetics, Chinese, 26. 
IS (pencil-brush), 72. etc. 
P’i, terra-cotta ware, 26. 
Piao tzQ, 227. 
Pi chia (pencil-rests), 135, 
Pi Ching, 326. 
Pi ch'ung (brush-cylinders), 135 (compare Pi- 

t'ung). 
Pien, the twelve. 251. 
Pien ch'ing (stone chime), 68, 
Pien-chou, 79. 
Pien-kuan (flat jars), 108. 
Pien-tou p’an, 122. 
Pierced work, 265, 365, etc.: examples of. Figs. 

25,45,48,185, 248, 291. 302, 306-308, 3'3.32'. 
322. 333. 386, 391. 403, Plate XXH. 

Pi hsi, 70, 93, 96, 
Pi ko (pencil-resl), 93. 96. 
Pilgrim-bottles, Figs. 41, 50,176,201. Plate XLVII. 
Pilgrim's gourd, 64; example of. Fig. 176- 
Pi-)ing, 146. 
Pi-liu-11. 283. 
Pillows of porcelain, 94. 2S9; illustrated in Fig. 

16. 
Pin-chou, 12. 
Pine, a symbol of longevity, 300. 
P ing (vase, bottle, or flask), 26, 63, 82, 83. 85. 86, 

90, 92. 93, 98. loi, 162, 226. 
P’ing ftng, 130. 
Ping-hsii nien chih, 38. 
P'iitg hua p'u. 254, 327. 
P’ing-kuo ch'ing (apple-green), 4. 161, etc. 
P'ing-kuo hung (apple-red), 4, 163. 215. etc. 
P'ing-kuo lii, 215, 
Ping-kuo li (bases of apple-green), 161. 
Ping-kuo tsun (apple-jar), 163. 
P'ing-!i. 221. 
Ping lieh w8n (fissured ice). : 

Plate LXXVII. 
; illustrated ii 

Ping-shen (a year of the cycle), 31, 99- 
F'ing Skih (Hislory of Vases), 253, 327. 
Pink {gose d'or). 240: (Ihe flower), see Dianthus 
Pink illustrated, Plate LIII. 
P'ing-yang-fu, 27. 
Pi shan, 98. 
Pi T’ung (brush-pot), 27, 57, 69, 96, 25a 
Pi yen, 96. 
Pi yil (moss j.tde), 197. 
Plants in porcelain decoration, 300. 
Plaques of porcelain. 157, 253. 
Plate brought from Palestine by Crusaders, 55. 
Plinths of porcelain, 147. 
Plum-blossom Hall, 346. 
Plum-colored blue, 196, 
Po (= Sanskrit ^rf/ra). 13, 126. 
Poetic inscriptions, 59, 211. 
Poetry, classical age of, i.t- 
Poets of the T’ang refer 10 porcelain cups, 14. 
Po ku (antique), 46, 67, 70, 373. etc.: designs. 69: 

illustrated in Figs, 95-99. 
Po ku chfin wan, 57. 
Po ku Chi wan Ju yii, 57. 
Po tu t'ou, 28. 81, 85, 86, 253. 
Poland, King of, 129. 
Po-li pni (glass-white), 379, 
Political cartoon on punch-bowl, 307. 
Polychrome decoration, 172: enamels, 5: in Ko¬ 

rea, 336. 
Polyporus lucitius, 65. 193. 217. 300, etc. 
Po-Niao Ch’ao F4ng (the hundred birds paying 

homage to the pheenix), 301. 
Porcelain, 14, 22, 180, 224, 304; defined, 8; its 

origin, 11: different kinds of. too, loi; classi¬ 
fication of Chinese, 24.73: naturally white. 181; 
its materials, 176: proportions of the ingredi¬ 
ents, 223; table of different kinds, 233: first 
models for, 285 ; ancient period of Chinese, 174; 
compared with modern, 188; began to be used 
by the emperors, 189: called "imitation jade," 
13; different articles of, 188, 253; can not be 
fired in winter, loi; god of. 188; decoration, 
118, 143, 180, 186, 169. 301, 202, 227, 289: in 
European style, 202: motives of decoration, 282- 
302: of different periods, 25,26,92,93, 105,106, 
147, 190, 192, 206. 304, 330: modem period, 
238-249; inlaid, 264: with engraved designs, 
201; with Christian symbols, 189; with pierced 
carvings, i86t decorated in Canton, 306; made 
to order of Europeans, 308; kinds imported 
into Europe, 303-305; made for exportation, 
302-311; of provinces other than Kiangsi, 101, 
313; Japanese, 340-376; Tower of Nanking, 
77, 94, 147 ; forms and uses of Chinese objects, 

Porcelain centers, Japanese, 351, 352; given in 
tabulated form, 349. 

Porcelain earth. 121. 139, 
Porcelaine de Sinant, 304; des Indes, 306, 334; 

Hindoue, 306 ; laquieburgaulie, 264; nouvelle, 
222 ; proportion of chalk in. 224; rouge, 317 : 

Porcelain-making, Chinese, 15, 330-224, 228, 232, 
236; described byPire d’EnirecoIles, 179, 180; 
twenty illustrations of, described by T'ang Ying, 
230-337 ; Japanese, 20. 22. 347, 351, 352, 363. 

Porcelain-painting, 216, 288. 
Porcelain tower of Nanking, 77, 147. 
Porte-calotle described by Grandidier, 255, 
Portuguese visit China. 303 ; arrival in Canton 

and in Japan, 304; intercourse with Japan, 365. 
Po-shan lu, 94. 
Posterior Chou dynasty, 15, 
Po-t’ang, 140. 
Potiche, 4. 
Potter’s wheel, invention of, 9, 16. 353; intro¬ 

duced into Japan, 17, 19; described by T'ang 
Ying, 225 : Brongniarl on its proper use. 326. 

Pottery in its widest sense, 27: prehistoric, 17; 
term in Japan for, 341 : its origin and first 
models in Japan, 352 ; of the Han dynasty, 283 ; 
buried with the dead, 339; when first glazed 
in Japan, 340; special Chinese works on, 339; 
Korean, 17, 333-339: centers formed in Japan 
by Koreans. 356; ware attributed to Korea, 
336; potteries of Ching-te-chfin and other lo¬ 
calities, 100, loi: in the Ming dynasty, 311. 

Pousa (a Chinese contraction of Badhi-sattva), 
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Powder-blue, 165 ; pieces illustraled, Figs, 29,169, 
206, 260, etc., Plates XVIII, XCIII. 

Po vtu yaa Inn, 52, 88, 106. 114. 121, 146, 287, 

Prescriptions for Ming glazes, 141-143. 
Pretty girls, 302, 
Pricket candlesticks. 52, 53, 130. 
Priest with the hempen bag, 296; shown in 

Private kilns in Ch'ien-lung pi i, 238. 

Processes, technical, 221, 224, 259-266. 
••Prohibited City," 47. 25'- 
Pronunciation of Chinese, 28; of Japanese. 340. 
Prunus (mei), 66, 300, etc. 
Pu k'o mo (not to be rubbed), 329. 
Punch-bowls with cartoons, etc.. 307, 
Purple (tail), 82, 202. 280. etc, (see Color); en¬ 

ameling in European style, 202; pieces illus¬ 
trated, Figs. 19, 24, 38, 129, 193. 326, Plate 
XXIX, etc. 

-Pursselyne," 304. 
P'n shn t'ing chi. 115. 328. 
-Puslanes of all sorts," 305. 
Pu-lai Ho shang (same as Hotel). 296, 373. 
Pyrus japonica, 196, 2l8, 373; red illustrated In 

Plate LIU. 

a 

Radicals, Chinese, 26, 
Raku-cha-wan, 348. 
Raku-ware, 341, 348, 334. 
Raradyana, 64. 
Ranclon de Boisset, 333, 
Rangoon, 84. 
Raven's-wing green, 23, 
Reading-lamps, 94. 
Rebus-like devices, 60, 70. 
Reception-room furniture, 252, 255. 
Red, 268; different kinds of. 273; of the grand 

feu, 246; derived from copper, 107, 272; from 

style, 205. 280; shops, 2 [6, 236; symbolical of 
the . I. 251; Fig, 23, I 
tlonsof Plates XVII, XXVI. XXVIII, XXXII. 
XLI, LXVII, XCII. (See Color.) 

Reducing flame. 234. 
Regular superintendents of the ImperLal potteries 

first appointed, 148, 

Rein, J. J.. 347, 
Relic pagoda. III. 
Religions of China, 289. 
Reproductions of Chiin yao colors, 196. 
Rhinoceros (So), 86: horn, 68; jars, 122. 
Ricci, Matteo, 329. 
Rice-bowl, Fig. 294, Plates CIII, CIV. 
Rice-colored glazes, 195-197, 203. 
Rice cultivation, pictures filuslrating, 221, 317: 

works on, 328. 
Rice-grain decoration. 

of. Figs. 285, 318, 321. 
Rice-spoons of porcelain, 258, 
Riches. Cod of, 67. 
Risarapei. 21, 335. 
Ritual bricks, 125 
Riyoniu. 348, 

Robin’s egg. 197, 263 ; blue, 197, it 
in Plate LXXXV; glaze. 153. 

Rocks used in preparing the glazes 
Rock-temples of India. 64, 
Rokubei, 354- 
Rosary, official, one bead of porcel. 

165, 346: specimens 

251: 

n, 257. 

12: illus- "Rose-backed" plates, etc., 
Irated in Plate XXIV. 

Rose crimson of Yung-ch4ng period. 196- 
Rose d'or (gold pink), 205, 369, etc.; shown in 

Plates LlII, LXXVI, etc. 
Rose Dubarry, 190, 205, 268. 

Rouge boxes, i: 6, etc. 
Rouge de fer, 280. 
Rouge d'or, 191, 211, 216. 268. 280, 281, etc- 
Rouge-pot, 109. 

Round ware, 122, 127 1 how made, 224, 225. 
Rubruquis, 2S6. 
Ruby-backed plates, 43 ; example in Plate X. 
Ruby-red. 196. 198, etc.; dragon, Plate XXX 

Sacred designs, 289; genii, 70; lotus, 63; ti 
forbidden as inscriptions, 42. 

Sacrificial colons, 122, 196. 
Sacrifici.-il vessels. 82, 112, 122; different kinds of. 

226, 250; their variety, 251; of bronze, 283: 
marks on. 52. 

Saddle-back Mountain. 149. 
Sagittarius. 240. 
Sakaida K.-ikiyemon, 364, 
Sak6-bottles, shown in Plates XCVII, CIX, CX- 
Sak6-pols. shown in Plates XCIX, CVII. 
Sdkyamuni, 140, 362; principal representations 

of, 295: statuette of, Fig. 404; trinity, 295. 
Saladin, 84. 303. 
Sailing Collection, 5. 
Salv6lat, M„ 143, 197, 223. 
Samanlabhadra, 295, 36c. 
Sam6-yaki. 371. 
San (umbrella), 63; ("3"). 89. 
Sang-de-bceuf, 4, 5, 42, 108, 110. 142, 158. 161. 

163, 165, 248. 261: origin of the term, 161 ; 
pieces illustraled, Figs, 5, iSi. 196. 207, 258. 
297, 347, Plates I, LVI-LIX, LXVII, LXVIII. 

Bang du poulet, 196. 
Saniu, 348. 
San Kuo (the three fruits), 300. 
^afikha (conch-shell), 63. 
SanLi.-yia-. -Tan.-yio. 

367- 

iriaLs 
Ing. 260. 

San shfi (sets of three). 232 , in v; 
and styles, what they comprise, 252, 

San to (three abundances), 244, 300. 
San-ts’a; (three-color decoration), 172, 173, 175 

specimen in Fig. 82. 
San yang K'ai t'ai, 124, 240, 
San yu (the three friends), 245. 
Sapphire-blue, 142, 214. 228, 275; ex.ample of, in 

Plate XXIX. 
Sapphires, imitation. 118. 
Sapla Ratna (Sanskrit), " seven gems," 64. 
Sartel, M- du, loS. 
Satow, Sir Ernest, 17. 18, 37a 
Satsuma ware, 20, 97, 336, 341, 342. 347,355. 

369-373; pieces illustraled. Figs. 392,393, 395. 
406-408, 410, Plates C, Cl, CII, CVIII. 

Saucer and saucer-shaped dishes. 80, 122, 127, 
245, etc.: example in Fig, 249. 

Saxony, Elector of, 129. 
Scent-caskets (hsiang lien). loi. 258, 
Scherzer, M, 2, 154, 231. 
Scholar and his study, works in Chinese relating 

to the, 326; the elegant accomplishments o 
68; articles for his study. 252- 

Scooping out the foot described by T’ang Yin) 

Sea-green celadon, 22, 190, 197, 
Seal characters, 28. 
Seals (yin), 93: ancient, 253; of porcelain, 28; 

examples in. Figs, 58, 59. 
Seggars (hsia). 100, 101 ; their manufaelure, 224: 

described, 364; furnaces, 144; in the Ming 
period, 153. 

Seibei, 361. 
Seifu Yohei, 23, 345, 
Seiji (= Chinese Ch'ing /s'lj. or "green porce- 

celain 22, 83, 340, 353. 
Seikanji, 361. 
Seiren-in, Prince, 362. 
Seitoku, 348. 
Seizayemon, 361. 

Sendai, 364- 
Sen-no-Rikyu, 338, 348. 
Senno Sohitsu, 348, 
Sepia decoration, 174, 202 ; example in Fig, 230. 
Sepulchral mounds. 17, 
Sericana, 237. 
Services for dining-room. 258. 
Selo, 20, 340; -kilns, 357; -mono, 20, 340, 353, 

357; -ware, 342, 374. 
Sets of five pieces, Buddhist, 252, 
" Seven gems," 64. 
Seven Worthies, 302. 
Sevres. 2; hard porcelain, 222 ; museum, 5. 
S6 yao (colored-ware furnaces), 144. 
Shaga, 376. 
Shah Abbas, 137. 
Shah of Persia, 256, 
Shaku-date, 358, Plate CXIV. 
Shan (fan), 64; (mountains). 62. 
Shan-fang (mountain-retreat), 45. 
Shan kao shut ch'ang. 36, 37. 58. 
Shang (a gift), 42. 
Shang dynasty, 16. 
Shanghai, lig. 
Shang ku ch'i, 25. 
Shang Ti, 291. 
Shan lei (hill and thunder), 122. 
Shan shui (literally, ■’ hill and water"), 288. 
Shansi, 27, 118. 
Shantung glass-works, 279. 
Shan wan (banquet-bowls), 122, 
Shan-yu-huang (eel-yellow), 157. 196. 
Shao-hao, 34. 
Shao-hsing, 109, 227 ; tea-services made at, 313 ; 

Shao Using chiat hi feu. 324. 
Shao-lu (muffle stove), 236, 
Shao yao, the Pasonia albiftura. 301. 
Shark-skin ware, 371. 
Sha-t’ai (sand-bodied). 170. 
Sh6-li (sacred relics of Buddha), iir. 
Shell mounds at Omori, Japan. 17. 
ShSng (reed organ). 61- 
ShSng shou (wisdom and long life), 133. 
Sh6ng-yang. 207. 
Shing yu ya chi, 53. 
Sh^n-nung (Divine Husbandman), 34. 
Shensi. 148. 
Sh6n-l^-t’ang. 46, 241. 
ShSn ti t’ang chih, 46. 
Shin 16 t’ang po ku chih, 46. 
Shin-lzQ (dark purple), ig6. 
Shin-yang, 53. 
Shc-p'i lii (snake-skin green). 168. 
Shiba pieces. 370. 
Shigaraki, 341; -ware. 35S. 
Shih Chi. 9, 286, 321. 
Shik eking. 320. 
Shih-chu, the Dianthus pink. 301. 
Shih-firh Chang, 60. 
Shih kao (gypsum), 178. 
Shih-liu tsun (pomegranate-jar), 163. 
Shih mo (pounded quartz). 142. 
Shih Tsung (emperor), 15, 
Shih-tzO ch'ing (slone-blue), 121, 140, 142, 143, 

228. 
Shih niH inn chu, 118, 226. 
Shimazu, 371; Yoshihiro, 370: Yoshihisa, 355, 
Shiraki, 18. 
Shiraz. 266. 
Shishidama, 373. 
Shiu-ro. 344. 
Sho-ho period. 22, 363. 364. 
Shonsui, 21. (See Gorodayu.) 
Shotoku, 367, 
Shou (longevity), 49. 51, 55, 71, 
Shou huan, loi. 
Shou I,ao, 65. 124, 291; represented in Figs. 347, 

348- 
Shou pi nan shan, Fu ju tung hai, 56. 
Shou Shan, 67; fu hai, (23. 
Shou the tyrant, 60. 
Shrinkage, 231. 
Shuai fu kung yung, 53, 
Shuang fu chi ch’ing, 72. 
Shuang hsi (twofold joy), 54, 95. 
Shuang kuan p’ing, 113. 
Shuang shou po fu, 49. 
Shu. ch’in, ch’i, hua, 68. 
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Shu-ch'ang, 53, 
Shu Chiao (the Fair Shu), 91. 
Shu Ching (Book of History). 34, 61, 320, 
Shu Ch'ing Yuan, 98, ti3, 324. 
Shu family, 91, 
Shu fu (imperial palace), 52, 77. 103, 104; -yao. 

103. 
Shugio. H-. 338. 
Shui-ch’^ng, 69, 80, 82. 85, 87, 89, 93, 98, 113, 

Shui Chu (ivater-pourers). 93, 96, 109. 
Shui Chung-Ch'Sng, 96. 
.Shui hsien hua, 70, 244, 301. 
Shui pa poo (eight aquatic jewels), 68. 
Shu King (Book of History). 16. 
.Shun (Chinese emperor). 9, 16, 17. 27, 34, 61. 76, 

130. 302; pottery of his time, tSg. 
Shuti-chih, 41, 42. 156-158, 
Shuo lVe?i, 27, 28, 321, 
Shu-pfing, 237. 
Shu TSng. 94. 
Siddhlrta, 64. 
Sieur Wagenaar’s voyage to Batavia, 334. 
Silk, 287: culture, illustrated in Fig. 287; hand¬ 

kerchiefs of the Sung, 287; weaving, pictures 
illustrating. 221. 327 ; works on. 328. 

•'Silkworm coils." 346. 
Silver in decoration, 381, 
Silvered porcelain in the Yung-chfing period, 202. 
Single colors, 1S3. 190. 
Sinico-Japanese school of ceramists, 22, 23. 
Sin.p'ing, 12. 

Si Po. Prince of Chou, 302. 
Six legged monster. 283, 
Sky-blue, 78, 195, 196, (98, 266, 268. 
Slip decoration in partial relief, 192 ; illustrated in 

Statuettes of Kuan-yin, 187. 
Staunton, Sir George, 31. 
StMtite, 242; used in crackling, 260. 
Stellar divinities, 240. 
Stems, the ten, 32. 
Stone-blue, 121, 228. 
Stone-drums, 28. 
Stoneware, 8, 
Stork, the, 244, 299; .symbol of longevity, 66; 

aerial messenger of the gods, 192. 
Su-ch'ien-hsien, 208. 
SU'Chou. 79, 108. 
Sui ch’i, 259: tun. 360. 
Sui dynasty. t3, 334. 
Suinin, emperor, t8. 
Sui SAii, 13, 321. 
Sui yu (crackletl glaze), 785. 
Suiruka, 374, 375. 
Sultan of Egypt, 84. 
Su-ma-li (or Su-ma-ni) blue, 7. 107. 
Sun, the horse-chariot of the, 64. 
Sun Ch'ilan, 289, 
Sung Ching-lien, 48. 
Sung. chu. mei, 49, 66, 300. 
Sung dynasty, 2, 7, 23. 3t, 45. 50, 52. 59, 61, 

73-80. Si. 83-87.89-99, 102-104. loS, lit, 
119, 136, 143. 145. '4^. >48. 149. 169, 195-197, 
227, 255. 259, 360, 262, 343; marks, 38. 39; 
porcelain, 92; crackles of, Plate XII: painted 
decoration first referred to, 285 ; different wares 
of, 230. pieces illustrated. Figs. 119, 122. 124, 
125. 133; Plates XII, XCIV. 

Sunghsiang (turpentine), 141. 
Sung SAiA, 74, 321, 
Sunkoroku, 336, 371. 
Su-ni-p'o blue, 107. 
Superintendents of imperial potteries. 42, 43, 49, 

Tamerlane. 303. 
Tamikichi, 360. 
Ta Ming. Ch’fing hua nien chih, 40, 116; -yuan 

nien yi yu, 40; Ch6ng-tfi nien chih, 40; Chia- 
ching liu nien chih, 41, 121; nien chih, 4t, 366; 
Ch'ung-ch6n nien chih, 41 ; Hshan-t6 nien chih, 
40, 107, I to. Ill, 112,113; Hung chih nien chih, 
40; Hung-wu nien chih, 39; Lung-ch'ing nien 
chih, 41: T’ien-ch'i nien chih, 41 ; VVan-Ii nien 
chih. 41. 130. 157 : Yung-lo nien chih, 106. 

Tamo, 297, 314, 
Tamura Gonzayemon, 374. 

T’an (wine-jars), 37, 124, 128; (altar), 52; chan 
(altar-cups), 121. 

Tanagra of Japan, 354. 
Tanaka, 364. 
T ang (hall), 45, etc.; (soup), 244. 
T'ang dynasty, 7, 11, 12,13. 16,20, 31, 73, 74, 79, 

148, 227, 284. 
T’ang Ping-chtin, 220. 
T’ang yao, its name traced, 161. 
T’ang Ying, 2, 43- 49. S*. 53. 89. ‘45. '57. '60. 

162,164, 191, 206, 211; appointed superintend¬ 
ent of the imperial potteries, 148; hisautohiog- 
raplty, 207 ; commanded to write description of 
twenty illustrations of porcelain-making found 
at Peking, 208: his journey to Peking, 220; 
memoranda by. 209: his descriptioa of the 
Twenty Illustrations translated, 220-237; his 
successors, 210; value of his, work. 97; his 
writings on pottery. 330. 

T'ang Shu. 12, 321. 
T'an-j4n (the Tranquil), 328. 
Tan kuei, 58. 
Tanniu, 348, 
T'ao (an ancient place name), 27; pottery, 8, 9, 

Slop-bowls, 128- 
Smith. Major Murdoch, 303. 
Smithsonian Institution, 5. 
Snake-skin green. 42. 
Snuff-bottles, 356 ; originally for medicines, 357 1 

illustrated, Figs. 12, 23, 25, 32, 48, 64, 65, gt, 
102, 135, t7g, 199. 269. 281. 286. 288-392, 
295. 296. 300. 3°'. 305. 3”. 3'7. 327. 330. 33'. 
334-337. 340. 344. 345. 347. 350. 35'. 353. 4'=. 
Plate XXXVII. 

So (rhinoceros), 86. 
Sodom and Gomorrah, destruction of. 329- 
"Soft glaze," 170, 
•'Soft-paste" class, 17CP: examples of. Fig, 276, 

Plate LXVIII. 
Soft porcelain of Chelsea, 170. 
Sokuan, 372. 
Solar bird. 61. 
Solar zodiac, the, 12 ; animals of, 284. 
Soleyman, Arab traveler, 15. 
Sometsuk6, 21, 341. 360, 367, 
Soniu, 348, 
Souffles, 153. 166, 215. 263: blue, 184, 199,275; 

examples in Fig. 260, Plate XVIll; red, 180, 
184, igt, 199, 214: examples. Figs, 250, 259. 

South Kensington Museum. 5, 303, 346. 
Special designs for the European market. 305. 
Sphere, one of the pa pao, 67. 
Spider-mark, 56. 
Spinning damsel, 241. 
Spring and Autumn Annals, 321. 
Square seal, 41; vases, how made, 226. 
Sripatia (Buddha's footprint), 64. 
Srlvatsa. 63. 64. 
Ssd Chi Hua. 300, 
Ssfl-chuan, 14, 73. 100, 294. 
SsO Fang Ch’ing Yen, 211, 
SsQ kan is’ao t’ang, 45, 47- 
Sst) Ling of the Chinese, 298. 299. 
Ssfl-ma Ch’ien (the Herodotus of China), 9, 2S6, 

321. 
Ssu-ma-kuang’s presence of mind as a boy. 302, 
Ssfl fai ting. 113. 
SsQ yao (private kilns), 44. 230. 
St. James, 211. 
St. Louis of France, 286, 
St. Thomas, 297- 
Slamboul. 234. 
"Starch-blue," 79. 227. 
Star-gods, 283- 
Star oflongevily, 56- 

Sur-biscuit decoration, 75. etc. 
Sur-decoration, 309, 310; an example in Fig- 357. 
Su-ti (plain ground), 201. 
Su Tung-p’o, 94. 
Svastika, 56, 64, 68, 69, 74, 376- 
’• Swing-cups," 114. 
Symbolism of the colors, 251. 
Symbols, Buddhist, 60; Taoist, 60, 64: of an¬ 

cient Chinese lore. 60; of victory, 284. 

Tabaku-bon. 344. 
Table services in Lung-ch’ing period, ray. 
Ta chi (great good foitune), 56. 
Ta Ch’in (Roman Empire), 234, 
Ta Ch’ing {gros bUii), 228. 
Ta Ch’ing (Great Pure dynasty), Chia-cli'ing nien 

chih, 43, 239, etc.; Ch'ien-lung fang ku, 44; 
Ch’ien-lung nien chih, 43, 218 ; K'ang-hsi nien 
chih, 42, 173, etc.; Kuang hsu nien chih, 44; 
nien chih. zio; Shun chih nien chih. 41; Tao- 
kuang nien chih, 43 ; T’ung chi nien chih. 44; 
Yung-cbSng nien chih, 43, 192. 

Ta Ck'ing Hut Tien t'au, 122. 
Ta Ch'ing yi Tung Chih, 321. 
Tael, 78, 139, 141. 
Ta Hsiu, loS. 
T’ai-ch’ang, 40. 
Tai ch6 Shih (antimony ore). 141. 
T’ai-chi symbol, 243. 
’f’ai K6ng Wan, 122. 
Taiko Hideyoshi, 33S, 355: same as Taikosama, 

348. 
Tai-kwa, 363. 
T’ai Miao, at Peking, 251, 
T'aip'ing huan lo. 313. 
Tai-pings, 44- 
T’ai p’ing yu hsing. So, 243. 
Tai-p'ingyH Ian. 322- 
Tai Shan, 57. 
Tai-tiiig, 99. 
T’ai tsun, 122. 
T'ai-wu Lake, 119. 
Takara-mono, 373. 
Takatori ware, 341, 358, 359: examples of, Figs- 

339- 383- 
Takemoto Hayata. 33. 314. 345. 346- 
Ta-kuan glazes, 195. 
Ta lii {gras vcrl. or emerald-green), 79, 16S. 
Tamago-yaki, 342. 
Tamba, 361. 

T’ao Ch’ang (porcelain manufactory), 322 ; Ch6ng 
(porcelain administration), 3. 

T'ao ch'fng skihyu k'ao, 209. 
T’ao ch'i, 341, 

Chi Liio. 99, 329- 
T’ao ch’ing (ceramic-blue), 228, 
T’ao ch'u (porcelain plinths), 147. 
T.ooism, 59: its founder, 290; its first great pa- 

irrm. 291- 
Taoist genii. 48, 64, 247 ; paradise, 67, 292 ; sym¬ 

bols. 60. 64; temple at Tungpa. 53 ; Triad, 291; 
shown in Figs. 244, 325, Plate XXI; writers. 
286 ; devices in old bronze, 285. 

T'ao-j6n (potters who work with the wheel), to, 
225. 

Tao-kuang, 2, 30, 34, 43-46. 48. 5'. 54. 64. 240: 
poem by, 241; pieces illustrated. Figs. 38, 63, 
73. 74. 3". 335. Plate XXXVIl; k6ng hsil 
nien chih, 37; yi ssQ nien, Kuang yil t’ang 

T'ao Shuo. t, 75, 92, 105, 114, 123.136. 213.227, 
234, 250, 253; its date, author, and contents, 
330. 33'. 

Tao-t’ai (intendant of circuit), 105, 156. 157. 
Tao TV Ching. 291- 
T’ao-tieh, 78, 82, 213: shown in Figs. 274, 329. 
T’ao t’u (porcelain earth), 139. 
T'ao Yeh T'ou Shuo, 330. 
P’ao yil, 13. 
T’ao Yuan-niing (a lover of chrysanthemums), 59. 

114. 3°'. 
Tartar dynasty, 156, 365. 
Ta Shih (the Arabs), 234. 
Ta shu t’ang chih, 50. 
Ta Sung Yuan fSng nien chih, 39. 
Ta T’ang (principal hall), 153. 
Taleno, 371. 372. 
Tatsumonji, 371. 
Tatsu no Kuchi, 371. 
Ta Ya Chai, 46, 47- 
Tayasu Tokugawa, 355, 
Ta-yi potteries, 14, 73. 
Tazza-shaped cups, 95, no, etc. 
Tchang-ho, 2. 
Tching (= Chfin), explaineil, 150. 
Tching-hoa (= Ch'6ng-hua), 159. 
Tch’in koue, (2. 
Tch’in-lcheou-fou (a department of Honan), 12. 
Tea. its coming into general use in China, 14 ; its 

introduction into Japan, 353: a classical treatise 
on, 14, 327 ; special works on, 326; ceremonies. 
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20; book on the utensils used in, 327; adopted 
in Japan, 91, 33S : their influence on Japanese 
pottery, 243: utensils used in, 344; illustrated 
in Plates CXIV, CXV. 

Teacups (ch'a peij, 80 ; (ou), 122, 123, 125, 127, 
Tea-dust glaze, 264. 
Tea-jars, 20; Japanese, Plates CXIV, CXV. 
Teapots. 146, 345 : Chinese works on, 327. 
Teaspoons of porcelain, 25S. 
Tea-tasters, 91- 
Technical processes, 259. 
Technique during the Ming period. i39-t46. 
Ti-hua (In Fuchien), 92, 102. 147, 271, 314, 316. 
Tfl hua ch'ang ch'un, 54- 
Tembio, 361- 
Temple of Confucius at Peking, 28 ; of Land anti 

Grain, ritual vessels of. 251; of the patron god 
of potters, 237. 

Tempo, 372. 375. 
TSng (lamp). 86, 90, 251. 
Tensho, 348. 
Terra-cotta, 8, 26. 319- 
Terrien de I-acouperie. 16. 
Tezukund, 348. 
Themes illustrated in decoration, 301, 302. 
Thieves, god of, 294. 
Thirteen 11 Mart, 149, 
Thousand-character classic, 118- 
Three ancient dynasties, 9, to, 34. 
Three color decoration, t72, 247. 
Three fruits, the, 300. 
Three kingdoms, the, 34, 289. 
Three-legged bird, 61; toad. 61. 294. 
Three RUuetls, 320. 
Thumb-guards of porcelain, 257. 
Tibet, Buddhism in, 293. 
Tibetans, their favorite deity, 296. 
Tieh (saucer plates), 122, 124, 163, 244. 
T'ieh-hsiu, technique of, 213 ; Plate XIX. 
T’ieh-hsiu-hua, 264. 
Tieh t'o (saucer). 80. 
T'ien-ch'i, 4t, 88, 137, 138; porcelain of, 137.138- 
T’ien-ch'ing. Plate LXXIV, 
T’ien Hou (Queen of Heaven), 294- 
T'ien hsia t’ai p’ing. SsQ fang hsiang ts’ao, 132. 
T'ien-Kua Hu, 115. 
T’ien kuan Iz’a fu, 56. 
T ien kung k'ai luu, 145, 312 : its contents, 328. 
T’ien-lan (sky-blue). 196- 
T’ien mao fang chih, 48. 
T'ien pai (pure white), t43, 168, 202; yu. 246. 
T’ien-pao, t2, 26. 79. 
T’ien-shun, 38, 113. 
T'ien li yi chia ch’un, 46, 
Tientsin, 106, 148. 
T'ien tzO Kuan. 137. 
Tiger, the Chinese. 297 ; the white. 283. 
Tiger-skin glaze, i68- 
Timur the Mongol, 303. 
Ting. 250; (a cake of ink), 72 : (fixed, immovable), 

50; (incense-burner), 79, 81. 82. 117; (sacrifi¬ 
cial vessels), 146. 

T’ing (a summer-house), 45. 
Tingchou,74, 78, 80, 81, 83, 91, 92. 143: pot¬ 

teries at. 137; closing of, 313; porcelain, 45, 
94-96, 102, 146, 271; imitations of, 103. [46, 

Ting-ch’ou (a cyclical year). 113. 
Ting-hsiang (the Syringa sinensis), 301. 
Ting ssfl (a cyclical year), 239, 
Ting yao, 73, 76. 77. 80, 81, 90. 92, 98, 232, 313. 
Ti p’ing (ground vases), 256. 
Toad, the ihree-le^ed, 61, 294. 
Tobacco-plant, its introduction into China, 256. 
Tobei, 371. 
T'o-chih (supporting twigs). 334. 
To-da-kichi-hei, 56- 
T6-ichi. 372. 
Tojin-machi, 363. 
Toju, 372. 
Tokalcio, 338. 
Tolu (pottery), 341. 
Tokio, Tokyo, 17, etc-! porcelain, Plate XCVL 
Tokitsu, 372. 
Tokonoma, 345. 
Tokugawa family, 368. 
Tokuri, 366, 373- 
Tokuzayemon, 335. 
Tones in Chinese, 28- 

Topography. Chinese works on, 321. 
Tortoise (emblem of longevity), 66: a full account 

of, 298; -shell, 264. 
Toshiaki, 374. 
Toshiharu, 374. 
Toshima Tokuzayemon, 364- 
Toshiro, 20. 353; his influence on Japanese ce¬ 

ramics. 343: his tea-bowls, 358. 
To-t'ai tz'a (eggshell porcelain), 106. 
Tou ch'ing, 126. 190, -yu. 141; illusirated in 

Plate XL, 

T'ou shou chi ch’fng, 145. 
Tou. the twelve, 251, 
Toyosuke ware, 361. 
Trade of China, 15 ; with Africa and Arabia, 257, 
Transliteration of Chinese, 27. 
Train des Arts C/ramiques, 172. 
Transmutation colors, 74, 262; glazes, 23, 88, 

213, 263, etc.; pieces illustrated. Figs. 27, 118, 
137, 140, 165, 270; Plates XVI, XLVl, L, LI, 
LXXXVIL 

Tree-peony (emblem of riches and rank), 72, etc. 
Trenchard. Sir Thomas. 30+. 
Tressaillure, 23;. 
Trevor. Thomas, 20i- 
True porcelain of Japan. 342, 
TruU6, truitSe, 167, 174. 231, etc. 
frigrams, the eight, 59. 60, etc. 
Tripod censer, 79, 82, etc. 
TsaHua (miscellaneous designs), 288. 
Ts’ai chin (painting in gold). 174. 
Ts’ai Chin-ch'ing, 152. 241. 
Tsai ch’uan chih lo, 58. 
Ts'ai Hsiang, 94. 
Ts’ai hua (decoration in colors), 153- 
Ts’ai Kung (painting in red), 174, 202, 
Ts’ai jun t'ang chih, 50. 
Ts'ai shui-mo (painting in black), 202. 
Ts’ai tieh (food-dishes), 122. 
Tsang-pa (Zanzibar), 7. 84. 
Ts'ang T'ing-ffing, 99, 
Ts'ang Yao. its name traced, 161 ; described, 162. 
Ts’ang Ying-hsuan, 42. 160; superintendent of 

imperial factory, 16a; glazes invented by, 197. 
Ts'ao (grass), 62 ; shu (grass hand), 29- 
Tsao Ch’ao. 325, 337. ' 
Tsao-fan (green vitriol), 181. 
Ts'ao Fu, 298. 
Ts'ao Kuo-ch'iu, an account of, 293. 
Tsao-p’ing, 252. 
Tsao-’rh hung, 214. 
Ts’ao Ts’ao, 289. 
Tsao t'ang (decoclion of jujubes), 52, 121. 
Tsfing (a hand-organ), 188, 291. 
Ts^ng Kuo-fan, 24t. 
Tsiu (misprint for Is’ui), 182- 
Tso-tsun. 255. 
Tsou family of potters, loS. 
Tsubo, 348. 
Tsuchiyaki, 34!- 
Ts'u chui (vinegar-cruse), 123. 
Tsh Erh Chi. 27. 

Ts’ui ch’ing s6 (turquoise-blue), 123. 
Ts'ui lil, 123. 
Ts’ui-s6 (turquoise), 214: -yu (glaze). 141. 
Tsuji Katsuro. 365. 
Tsuji Kizayemon, 364, 
Tsun (jar), 82, 86. 89, 95. 226, 250; (sacrificial 

vase), 27, 207; (beaker-shaped vases). i6a. 
Ts'ung-chfing, 52. 
Ts'ung li (onion-green), 74. 
Tsung-lu (governor general), 160. 
Tsung Yi (temple vessels). 62. 
Ts’u li (vinegar-ewers), t28, 
Tu the poet, 14. 94- 
T'u (earth), Si, 
Tuan T'ing-kuei appointed superintendent, 152. 
Tu Chiu-ju, 146. 
Tu-hsia (finished cases), 224. 
Tui Ch'i (embossed pieces). 143. 
Tui hua (embossed designs), 2ot, 205, 
T’u-niao chan, 94. 
T’u-mao-hua Ch'a-ou, 94. 
Turned banners, 54; prince, 64. 
T'u-mi (Rosa rugosa), 301, 
T’ung-chih (sub-prefect), 148; (emperor), 37, 44. 

152, 241 ; list of articles requisitioned by, 242- 
247- 

Tung-ch’ing (winleigreen), 88. 197. 246. etc. 
Tung-ch'ing yao, 73, 77, 88 ; Plate XXXVIII. 
T'ungchou (city near Peking), 53- 
Tung Fang So (a Taoist saint), igi; his theft of 

the sacred peach. 293 ; shown in Figs. 250. 333. 
T'ung hsin fang sh4ng, 68, 
T'ung hua p'ien (oxide of copper), 183. 
T'ung kuan (cylindrical jars), 108. 
Tung-li garden, 59. 
Tungpa (a town near Peking). 53- 
Tung Wang Fu, 284. 
Tung Yang JSn, 205. 
Tung Yang T.s'ai, 334. 
Turning, tools used in, 232, 
Turquoise-blue, 75, 123, 167, 2C4: glazes, 141, 

199: pieces illusirated. Figs, i, 8. 20. 31-33. 
40, 76, no, 115, 127, 139. 148, 158, 163, 170, 
174, 189, 192, 217. 238; Plates XLIV, XLV, 
LXXV, LXXXIV, XCIll. 

Tushita heaven. 296. 
T’u ting, 81, 195; ware, 137. 27'. Figi- '77- 
Tu Yu (an early poet), 327, 
Twelve Branches. 32 ; Chang, 61. 
Twenty-four dynasties, 340; Paragons of Filial 

Piety, 302. 
Twin Merry C^ii, 73, 92, 294; Fig. 346. 
Tz'a (porcelain), 8. 13.14, 26, 27. 340, etc.; -ch4n 

(porcelain pillow), 94. 
Tza (purple), 82, etc.: -chin (dead-leaf tint), 123, 

166. 184, 185 ; -yu, 141. 
TzQ-ching, 76. 
Tz’a-chou. 73, 74, 90, 92; -ware, 73. 313, 336. 
Tz’fl-4n-5sfl (temple at Peking), 115. 
Tz’a shih-t’ang, loi. 
Tz’u shu ko, 46. 
Tza tz’a fang chih, 48. 
Tz’a yao, 92- 
Tzd ying shih, 246. 

U 
Undeciphered marks. 58- 
Underglaze colors, 173, 203, 229, 241; decoration 

described by P4re d'Entrecolles. 186. 
Unicorn, the Chinese, 299; the spotted, 283. 
Uoiversal Monarch, one of the symbols of the, 67. 
Uranoscope, 284. 
Urna, 36s, 368, etc. 
Ushnisha, 362, 368, 
Utensils of Sung porcelain, 73- 

V 
Vajra Buddha. 359. 
Van AalsI, J. A., 61. 
Van Neck, at Batavia, 304. 
Vases, 128, 226; different kinds of, 101; (fang 

hu),85; (hu), 851 (ch’i). 91; (ku).78: (p’ing), 
80; (tsun). 83; the manufacture and forms 
described by T’ang Ying. 226, 230; history of, 
book on the, 337; for cut flowers, 253; ecclesi¬ 
astical, illustrated in Plate XX. 

Veranda plaques, 41. 
Vermilion, 90; pencil, 711. 
Vert passe, 280. 
Victory or success, a symbol of, 68. 
Vieilles qualitis du Japon. 350. 
Vieux truil6, 351. 
Vinegar-ewers, 12S. 
Violet d’dvfique, 280. 
Virgin Mother on porcelain. 311, 
Vissage (screwing), 226. 
Vitex-blue, 78. 
Vogt, M., 4, 154. 231. 
Vows of the Chinese, 55, 

W 
Waddell, Dr. L. A.. 295. 
Wade, Sir Thomas, 37, 
Wakai, M., 355. 
Wall-gazing Brahman, 297. 
Wan (howls), 27, loo, 113. 122, 163. etc.: (" 10,- 

000"). 56. 
Wan ku ch'ang ch’un, SsO hai lai ch’ao, 132. 
Wan-li, 22. 41, 43, 31, 54, 57, 81, 105. 115, 121, 

126, 128, 129. 130, 137, 139, 140, 143, 144, ;45, 
146, 153, 227, 230, 237, 256; decoration in col¬ 
ors, 129: mark often copied by the Japanese, 
22: porcelain. 12S-137; copies of. 200: pieces 
illustrated, Figs. 18. 106, 153. 167, 173, 174. 
38 (a), etc.; Plate LXXII; -nien ts’ai, 34; wu 
ts’ai, 107, 173- 



Wan shih chii, 58. 
Wan Shou ("myriad ages"). 56; shan, 319; \vu 

chiang, 56, 246. 
Wan yu, 57, 
Wang-Chi, scenes from the legend of, 314. 
Wang Ch iao (the philosopher Prince), 294. 
Wang Ching-min, 129. 
Wang Fu, 324. 
Wang Hsi Chih, 302, 324. 
Wang-Jih tsao, 157. 
Wang Mang, the usurper, 34- 
Wang Sun-chi, 115. 
Warham, Archbishop. 84: his cup. 304. 
Watano Kichiji, 375. 
Water-droppers, 93, 96. 
Watered blue. 143. 
Water-fairy flower, 244, 30t, etc. 
Watering pot (hua chiao). 94. 
Watermelon Island, 149. 
Water-pot or receptacle (shut ch'^ng), 80, 82, 85, 

87, 89. 93, 96: (hu), 93, 
"Wa-wa cups," 114. 
Wedded bliss, special emblem of, 54. 
Wedding-cups, 95. 114. 
Wei Ch’u, 14. 
Wei dynasty. 76. 
W^n chang shan tou. 57. 
Win Chang Ti Chiin, 290. 
Win Chfin-heng, 95, 
Win-chou-fu, 312. 
IVen Fang ssii K'ao, 220, 235, 326, 
Win fan ssii fi'n, 326. 
Wing, 27. 233. 
Win T’ien-hsiang, 91, 
Win Wang. 60. 81. 
Win Wei-chung, it8. 
Win yii pao ting, 57. 
"Western Buddha," 47. 
Weston, Stephen, 31. 
Weymouth, 304. 
Wheel of the law, 285- 
Whistler's illustrations of Blue and White, 171. 
White, the color of Jupiter, 25t: carp, 283; char¬ 

coal. I4t: deer, story of the, 284; crane of 
Wang Ch'iao, 294; enamel colors, 279 ; glazes, 
143, t68, 169; Hirado porcelain, 368; -Horse 
Monastery. 295 ; I.ady, 288, 289: white porce¬ 
lain, 123, 125; of Ch’ien-lung, 214: of Fuchien, 
312; of Hsing-chou, 14: of Ching-ti-chen, 315 ; 
of Ti-hua, 147; of Yung-lo, 106; pieces illus¬ 
trated. Figs- iS, 36, 37. 55, 104, 135, 138, r47, 
151, 172, 177. 180, 218, 219, 322. 243, 246, 251, 
252, 256, 264-267, 275, 277, 278, 302, 303, 310. 
319. 333' 354- 371-373. Plate XC; slip decora¬ 
tion. 181, 266; Ting-chou-ware, 73, 195; Um¬ 
brella, Lord of the, 63 ; unglazed porcelain of 
Tao-kuang, 24t, 

Whitney, Prof. W. D„ 285. 
Williams, S. W., 316. 
Wine-cups. 27, 103, 123. 125, 127, 129, etc. 
Wine jar (tsun), 95. 
Wine-pots, 103; (chia). 83; (yu). 86; (hu), 90, etc. 
Winter-blossoming plum, 300, 
Wistaria sinensis, 47. 
Wonder-working jewels. 64- 
Wool kerchiefs of the Kitans, 287, 
Wrapping and packing porcelain, described by 

T'ang Ying, 236, 
Writers and Painters, Cyclopadia of, 323. 
Writing. Chinese, 26. 
Writing-table, articles for, 252, 344. 
Wu Chin-hsien, 50- 
Wu chin (metallic black), 166 : (black porcelain), 

184. 
Wu fing irh nien, 282. 
Wu fu (five happinesses), 51, 170, etc. 
Wu-hsing, 112. 
Wu k’o (a Buddhist monk), 59. 
Wu kung (sets of five), 251. 
Wu-mSn, 112, 117: -t’o, 139. 
Wu-ming-yi (cobalt-blue). 7, 74, 228. 
Wu San-kuei, 26, 42, 152, 156, 162. 
Wu-sh4 (sets of five). 255. 
Wu-sung, 117- 
Wu Tai (five dynasties), 34. 
Wu t6, 12, 
Wu Ti (five rulers). 34: (emperor), 286. 
Wu ts'ai (five colors), 22. iii. 144. 172, I75. 

341. etc.: piece decorated in. Fig. 228. 
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Wu Wang, 9, 16, 283. 
Wu-yuan-hsien, 139. 
Wu Yueh, 237, 

X 
Xavier, Francis, 37a 

Y 
Yaki (eeyao). 341. 
Yakimono, 341. 
Yamamoto, 371, 
Yamashiro, 375. 
Yamato, 18. 
Yang-chiang-hsien. 8; a center of the manufac¬ 

ture of Kuang yao, 3t6, 
Yang ho t’ang chih, 50. 
Yang-hsien (an old name of Yi hsing), 318; tea¬ 

pots. 327. 
Yang-hsien ming hn hsi. 318, 327. 
Yang-hsin-lien, 53, 207, 230. 
Yang ts'ai (foreign colors), 204, 205, 212. 307. 
YangtsO, 106, 148. 
Yang tz'a (foreign porcelain), 235, 307, 
Yao (Chinese emperor), 9,16, 17, 27, 34; his filial 

piety, 302: and Shun, ceramic relics of, 28a; 
(jar), 27: (pottery, etc.), 27, 160. 189, etc, 

Yao-pien, 23. 74. 75, J19. 12a, 196, 262, etc.; 
glazes, 213; examples of, Plates XVI, XLVl, 
LXXXVIll- 

Yao p'ing. 257. 
Ya pai (ivory-white), 279 (compare F4n-ting). 
Yalsushiro faience, 338. 
Ya Wan (literary toy). 30, 57. 
Year-star of the Chinese, 122. 
Yedo, 354, 
Yeiraku, 23. 345, 354, 375. 
Yei-sho, 358, 
Yellow, the imperial color, 251; enamels, 119; 

glaze used in the Ming period. 2S0: variegated, 
168; of the muffle stove, 280: Banner. 160; 
River, 60, 148, 290. 

Yen (ink-paJleil, 79, 93. Ill, etc. 
Yen-chih ho (rouge-box), 116. 
Yen-chih hung. 214, 260. 
Yen-hsiao (niter crystals), 141. 
Yen shan (brush-rest), 80, 87, etc- 
Yen-shui ti, 134. 
Yen Yii .Shan. 30. 
Yi (sacrificial vessel). 82. 112, 226, 250. 
Yi, princes of, 76, 164. 
Vi Ching. 60, 320. 

Yi Ch'ou (second of the cycle of sixty), 34- 
Yi-hsing (hsien), 8, 77, 89, 119, 120, 145, 146, 

198: -ware, 197, 317, 318. 

Yi Lu. 109. 
Yi-niao (a cyclical year), 207. 
Yin (dynasty), 31; (darkness), 60; (seals), 93. 
Yin Ch'ih, 96- 
Ying (a cruse), 26, 27. 
Ying-shua, 65- 
Ying ts'ai (hard colors), 278. 
Ying Tsung, 38, 
Yin-s6-Ch'ih. 93. 
Yin W4ng (the silver jar). 284. 
Yin-yang, 23: symbol, 60, 132, 242; shown in 

I''?- >97 aud Plate XXIII- 
Yi-ssO, 51- 
Yi yii t'ang chih, 45. 47. 
Yokohama, 341; school of ceramists, 22, 
Yokoishi Toshichibei, 367. 
Yorakude, 376. 
Yoshidaya Hachiyemon, 374: -yaki, 375. 
Yoshihiro, 371. 
Yoshimasa, 338. 
Yu (wine-jars), 86, 251; (glaze), 
Yii (emperor), 34: (jade), 26, 57, 170, etc.; 

(basins), 27, 162, (bowls with lips), 103 ; (fish), 
63, 71, etc. (=yD, abundance, prosperity): (im¬ 
perial), 44. 

Yuan dynasty, 39, 52, 73, 76, 77, 8t, 87, 91, 103, 
104. 112, 303 ; blue and white of. 286: crackle, 
259; marks, 39; porcelain, 99-104; porcelain- 
making, 314: pieces illustrated. Figs. 3, 141. 

Yuan (= laon, Greeks), 286. 
Yuan, the three (brothers), 253. 
Yuan ch'i (round ware), 153, 224, 326. 
Yuan feng, 39. 
Yuan Hung-tao. 253, 254. 
Yuan-kuang, 11. 
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Yuan-Ming Yuen, 319. 
Yuan tz'Q, 104. 
Yuan wSn wu kuo chih chai, 51. 
Yii-chang, 113. 
Yii chang ta shih chi, 113, 322. 

Yu ch^n, 57, 
Yii Ch'i Ch'ang (imperial manufactory), 105, 118, 

■49. 152- 
Yu ch’ing (pale green), go, 
Yueh (the moon). 49, 61. 
Yueh-chou, 14. 73 ; cups. 14, 313. 
Yueh hsia pai (moonlight-white), ga 
Yueh-lao, 61. 
Yueh pai (moon-white), 4, 74, 78, 79, 164, 191: 

illustrated in Plate LI. 
Yueh porcelain, 31. 
Yu-h4ng, 12. 
Yu hsin ch'ou nien chih, 37, 
Yii hu ch'un, 243, 243. 
Yli-hung, 221, 
Yii-kan-hsien. 139, 222. 
Yii-kang (fish-bowls), 122, 757. 
Yu Ku, 65. 
Yu ku ch'i, 25. 
Yu-kuo (glaze fruit), 223; t'ien ch’ing, 195. 
Yu lai (coming friends), 53. 
Yii Ian (the magnolia yu Ian), 72, 115, 301, 
Vu-li-hung (red in the glaze), 180. 183, 203, 372. 
Yu Iii (kiln-transmuted green), 165. 
Yung-chfing, 43, 46. 49, 74, 8g, 148, 164, 176, 206, 

209. 310, 211, 213, 217, 237 : a special patron of 
the ceramic art, 193; porcelain. 190-193; clair 
de lune, ig8 ; official list of colors of the period. 
194; characteristics of. 206 ; with embossed de¬ 
signs, 201; in undercut relief, 204: with en¬ 
graved designs. 301; decorated In red, 202, 203, 
340; with the five colors on monochrome yellow, 
303: enameling in the European style, 202, 205 : 
silvered. 202; painting in colors in European 
style, 204; in gold, 203 ; in silver, 205 ; copies 
of various glazes, colors, and periotls, 199, 300, 
301, 203. 204 ; reproductions in the period, 196, 
197, 203; rice-colored glaze, 203; turquoise, 
199; pieces illustrated, Figs. 28, 38, 68, 72, 
101, 116, 126. 130, 147. 179. 249. 252. 253, 262. 
275,288.295.332: Plates XX.XXI.XXXVIH, 
XL.XLI,XLIII, XLVII, XLVllI, LIl, LXIII, 
LXV, LXVI, LXXXV, LXXXVI; nien chih, 
36; yii chih, 44. 

Yung ch'ing ch'ang ch’un. 46, 58. 
Yung-ch'un-chou, 314. 
Yung-ho-chen, 74. 90, 
Yung-lo. 7, 39. 40, 52, 76, 77, 103, 104, 106, 147, 

232, i-jf. 303; porcelain, 105; copies of. in 
Yung-ch5ng period, 199: piece illustrated. Fig. 
70; nien chih, 39. 

Yung-h Ta Tien, 323. 
Yung pao ch'ang ch'un, 132. 
Yung pao ch'ang shou, ssQ hai lai ch'ao, 134 
Yung pao ch'ien k’un, 134. 
Yung p.io hung fu ch'i t'ien, 131. 
Yung pao wan Shou, 131. 
Yung shSng, 57. 
Yun Hsiang Ko. 54. 
Yun-lo, 187. 
Yunnan, 107. 118. 156. 162. 
Yun-tieh (vegetable dislies), 122. 
Yii nil (jadelike girl), 64. 
Yuriaku, ig, 348. 

Yu-shing, 284. 
Yii Shih T'ing. 153. 

YQ t'ang chia ch'i, 50. 
YU t'ang fu kuei, 72, 
Yu T’ao Ling SsU, 153. 
Yii-tzO (fish-roe), 259; huang (fish-roe yellow). 

215 ; Iii, 215 : wfin (fish-roe crackle), 214. 215 ; 
Plates XXVII, LXXVIII. 

Yu Yao Ch'ang (imperial manufactoiy), 152, 

Z 
Zanzibar. 83; Chinese trade with, 303. 
Zaylon, Zdloun, 102, 103. 
Zenroku, 358, 
Zenshiro, 358. 
Zizyphus communis, 214. 
Zodiac, the twelve animals of the, 284. 
Zoroku, 348. 
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